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ABSTRACT 
REDEFINING CLASSROOM AUTHORITY: 
A DANCE AMONG STRANGERS 
MAY 1997 
MARY T. JEANNOT 
B.A., SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
M.ED., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Jerri Willett 
This is a report of an ethnographic study of a graduate level Methods course 
for ESL/Bilingual teachers at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The course 
is organized around task-based, small group, facilitative and collaborative learning. 
One of the intriguing aspects of the course is the opportunities it provides for students 
to identify, understand and critique the ways that they share power and authority with 
each other and with the course professor. This research investigates the early 
inception of the role of facilitator within this complex educational practice. The role 
is purposefully under-defined so that facilitators can experiment with it, and turn it 
into something that has meaning for them. 
My research questions address the enactments or “dance” of authority—how it 
is experienced, voiced and shared by facilitators and students in this classroom 
community. I have developed a theoretical framework for three concepts or “modes” 
of authority and their consequent acts. They are: compassionate authority, involving 
the act of imaginatively taking up positions for one another (Jones, 1993); scholarship 
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authority—the act of reframing and generating theories of the facilitation practice in 
order to understand and critique this pedagogy (Christ, 1987); and inventive 
authority—the act of creating, finding and remembering the substance of discourse 
(Lefevre, 1986). These modes of authority are mutually sustaining, and when 
converged steer us away from conceiving of authority dichotomously. 
Drawing on the notions of positioning (Carbaugh, 1994b) and intertextuality 
(Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1993), I highlight the distinctive social positions that are 
created discursively when students uphold, reject and resist these modes of authority. 
The findings reveal that authoritative relationships at this site are contingent, patterned 
in moment-by-moment changes and often asymmetrical. The findings also reveal that 
the interactions constitute a balancing act—a power of balance—among the three 
provide insights into discourses of 
and multilingual education. 
modes of authority. Ultimately, this study should 
compassion, critique and invention in multicultural 
/ 
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INTRODUCTION 
Increasingly, one hears talk about educational reform and shifting paradigms. 
Part of this reform is symptomatic of a new scholarship and ways to approach 
scholarship—pedagogy—in a variety of educational sites including elementary schools, 
college campuses and other academic communities. This new scholarship would be 
“passionate, interested and aimed at transforming the world we have inherited” 
(Christ, 1987, p. 55). Interested in connection and the desire to better understand 
ourselves and others, a new scholarship “becomes a way of loving ourselves, others, 
and our world more deeply” (p. 59). 
Progressive educators have long considered scholarship and research to be 
integral to teaching and learning. However urgent, pedagogical and institutional 
practices have yet to receive the same kind of care and attention that scholarship in 
the academy gets (Mohanty, 1993). Many scholars and educators contend that we 
have not had enough practical discussion of ways in which classroom settings can be 
transformed to accommodate the different voices of authority within them, bell hooks 
(1994) writes, “Let’s face it. Most of us were taught in classrooms where styles of 
teaching reflected the notion of a single norm of thought and experience, which we 
were encouraged to believe was universal” (p. 35). 
The locus of educational reform appears to be about power and authority. 
Despite recent interest in the notion of empowerment education as a framework for 
teacher education, we have only begun to explore its many challenges. One of the 
most fundamental challenges faced by empowerment educators is learning how to 
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identify, understand and critique the many faces of power and authority—their own, 
and their students. 
William Torbert (1992) writes that Americans are “thirsting for experiences of 
mutual power,” and that to continue in the same vein as we have done, treating power 
as a necessary evil that restricts the power of those over whom it is exercised is to 
create autocratic and oppressive regimes in order to balance out that power. Where 
once we sought balances of power—a power that dominates other parts and is 
“inherently disintegrative, hierarchical, uniquiring, and corrupting,” we should seek 
the “power of balance” which is to create wholes without obliterating differences.1 
Those wholes might be a self, a family, a community or a classroom. This form of 
power would be “inherently integrative, mutual, inquiring and ethical” (p. 2). 
To arrive at this self-balancing form of power is a formidable task. Torbert 
cautions that efforts to exercise this form of power within an interdependent web of 
relationships is the most difficult and improbable aim we can set for ourselves (e.g., 
persons, organizations, nations, community of nations). He points out that one 
difficulty is that this form of power cannot be passed along like guns or money from 
one person, organization or generation to another. “Each new person, organization 
and generation must learn how to exercise self-balancing power from the start, just as 
1 The following is a more complete definition of an intellectual power of balance according to Torbert 
(1991): 
[It] includes the executive capacity to think on one’s feet in the midst of a crisis. It includes 
the moral capacity to act with integrity and compassion in times of pressure, adversity, 
turbulence and transformation. It includes the strategic capacity to weave all that one knows, 
all that one intuits, and all that one neglects into actions that reverberate positively on all time 
horizons. And it includes the visionary capacity to challenge the assumptions of one’s current 
way of seeing and thinking—the visionary capacity to see other perspectives and to see through 
transformations in one’s own perspective (p. 5). 
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we must each learn language from the start” (p. 3). Learning this language, 
however, is different from how we learn language as a child. This language (or 
Discourse, see Chapter 1) does not have built-in supports, since we have a short 
supply of cultural models and examples of self-balancing power. We are 
“apprenticed,” or initiated into this language and it is a combination of languages that 
we must continually practice. 
Next to the family, the university comes closest to cultivating the power of 
balance in its extracurricular life (Torbert, 1991). Yet, in the academy, we still find 
blatant examples of hierarchy and continued separation between passion and 
dispassion, commitment and detachment, and emotion and intellect in the intellectual 
component of the university—in the curriculum, pedagogy and in models of scientific 
research. The intellectual tradition of the university has been aimed at a balance of 
power model that assumes that every power is “unbalanced, unilateral in its exercise 
and self-interested in a limited and non-self-transforming way” (p. 5). 
Put differently, we might say that the “power of balance” is viewed as a 
dialectical process and is one that seeks to reconcile contraries, or agonistic 
interplay—discursively produced contradictions (a term I explore in Chapter 4) while 
a balance of power is authoritarian (Irwin, 1995). The power of balance is a kind of 
power that educators might use in their attempts to transform power (Irwin, p. 15; 
Torbert, 1991). Transforming power, different from hierarchical notions of power, 
has the potential to be collaborative, mutually inclusive, simultaneously humble and 
challenging. 
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One pedagogical strategy for dealing with the sets of tensions that I have 
raised has been to teach others how to be leaders. Teaching leadership means that the 
professor is as empowered as the student. In fact, each person is in power in a 
different way. Carolyn Shrewsbury (1987) writes that “leadership is a special form 
of empowerment that empowers others...[T]he goal is to increase the power of all 
actors, not to limit the power of some” (p. 12). The teacher of these classrooms does 
have expertise; teaching leadership does not mean that the teacher mutes her own 
voice, but one recognizes that there is not a short supply of expertise. When teachers 
are interested in transforming power as a way to practice the power of balance, they 
believe that they have everything to learn from their students, and in turn students 
have something to teach and learn from their fellow students. This overarching 
philosophy of teaching—teaching leadership, or what hooks (1994) refers to as 
education as a practice of freedom—contradicts a well worn idea that teachers are 
masters of their trade, or virtuosos in their own rite, and thus should transmit their 
expertise and wisdom into the students, hooks (1994) argues that one of the primary 
differences between education as a practice of freedom and the conservative banking 
approach to education (see Paulo Freire, 1971) is that “deep down in the core of their 
being,” professors who “bank” believe that they have nothing to learn from their 
students. 
Sharing power with students while teaching leadership and claiming authority 
does not guarantee transformative or self-balancing power; nor does it promise that 
asymmetrical relationships will not exist. In fact, quite the opposite might take place. 
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This research investigates some of the tensions and the imbalances that arise when we 
attempt to empower each other, as scholars, as researchers, as teachers, as students 
and as leaders, to name a few of the identities we take on in our classrooms. 
In this project, I have researched some of the effects that transforming power 
has had on students with regard to three types of authority. The authority and the 
accompanying discourses that I explicate in this research are: 1) compassionate 
authority, 2) scholarship authority, and 3) inventive authority. When converged, 
these forms of authority are powerful because they steer us away from conceiving of 
these forms dichotomously, as if we were either compassionate, or detached, 
subjective or objective, intellectual or emotional. These three modes of authority are 
mutually sustaining, symptomatic and symbolic of the changes taking place in the 
university. Ultimately, this research should provide insights into teaching practices 
that strive to balance the theories and practice of care, scholarship and invention. 
The educational practice that I unravel in the following pages both represents 
and contributes to those changes taking place within the academy. There are a variety 
of ways to describe and interpret this collaborative kind of instruction, some of which 
I will highlight throughout this research. The course I describe is a graduate-level 
Methods course for ESL/Bilingual teachers at the University of Massachusetts. 
Contained within this course is a unique role which is the subject of this study. The 
role is a facilitator role, which I will describe in detail in Chapter 1. Broadly 
defined, a facilitator is an active participant in a small methods group whose main 
responsibility is to observe and reflect on collaborative processes within a 
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group—what a specific group is doing, and how it is doing it. In addition to meeting 
with their small groups, facilitators also meet with each other once a week to discuss 
their observations, reflect on the process, and give and receive advice about 
facilitation. In short, they convene to construct a practice of facilitation. 
Chapter 1 provides an overall orientation of some educational perspectives 
such as critical, feminist and progressive pedagogies that I feel are relevant to this 
study. I introduce various educational “strands” in order to demonstrate their 
appropriate historical place in this study. I pose initial questions that should help 
identify the two main constructs central to this research: authority and facilitation in 
progressive pedagogies.2 From there, I describe the course and the facilitator role, 
followed by my rationale for choosing this role as an object of inquiry. I conclude by 
making connections between feminist pedagogies and facilitation in this practice. 
In Chapter 2, I propose two bodies of literature that help to build the 
theoretical framework for the central claims of this research. Also in this chapter, I 
outline a broad conception of authority in four parts. In the first section, I discuss 
postmodern views of authority. In the second section, I introduce some of the 
challenges and paradoxes that feminist educators faced in their democratic classrooms 
when trying to exercise feminist authority, particularly in the 1970’s and 1980’s. In 
the third section, I provide some newer perspectives on authority as more women 
2 I would like to point out that I use some of these terms interchangeably, which may get me into 
trouble with the reader. I proffer a definition of feminist pedagogy in Chapter 1. This definition has 
contributed to and overlaps with what now may be referred to as “progressive” or “transformative” 
pedagogy. I situate myself as a feminist writing about and practicing tranformative, critical, feminist 
progressive pedagogy. I should also point out that this has been an ongoing process, that at the time of 
this work’s inception I regarded these areas separately. 
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experiment with different authoritative roles in their classrooms. I conclude this 
chapter with a discussion of leadership, which is an integral component to authority. 
v. 
In the second half of this chapter, I introduce another body of literature that 
should also be helpful in framing this study. I examine two sites where facilitation is 
a practice. They are: interpersonal communications and management seminars, and 
adult learning sites. Despite their tenuous relationship to each other, I have chosen 
these “schools” to widen the scope of this project. While there has been very little 
research conducted on the practice of facilitation, this initial review should help 
anchor this study. After these two chapters, I propose the primary research 
questions. 
Chapter 3 can be divided into two sections. In the first half, I provide an 
orientation for my chosen research methodologies. This orientation provides a 
rationale for choosing praxis-oriented and ethnographic research methods for this 
study. In the second half, I draw on the work of ethnographers to outline two 
analytical tools with which to investigate the complex and multiple social relationships 
that are constructed in this course. They are: positioning and intertextuality. I have 
employed the concept “positioning,” to discuss and highlight the distinctive social 
positions that are created discursively and also to invoke a system of practices, 
relations and properties (Carbaugh, 1994b, p. 145). 
I also show how the notion of “positioning” enriches our understanding of the 
power of self-balancing and changing authorities that are not fixed or hierarchical, but 
fluid and dynamic.. Some scholars refer to this conceptualization as “positionality.” I 
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use the concept of intertextuality as a second investigative tool for unearthing the 
myriad ways that the participants in this study construct social relations, ideologies 
and identities as we act and react to each other (Willett, 1995). 
In Chapter 4, I introduce the course professor and highlight her distinctive 
social authoritative positionings. Using her “instructions” to the group of facilitators 
from the first facilitator meeting, I show how she initiates us (rather than imposes 
upon us) into the complex apprenticeship of facilitation (Gee, 1990). I also use her 
opening talk in conjunction with other textual authorities to build the theoretical 
framework for the three modes of authority found in this work—compassion, 
scholarship and invention. 
In the latter half of this project (Chapters 5-12), using my analytical 
tools—positioning and intertextuality—I analyze six facilitator meetings and two small 
group meetings. I have chosen these particular meetings for their thematic content 
and narrative coherence. In Chapter 5, I introduce the facilitators along with the 
method (topic) that their small groups will be presenting. In this chapter, I start to 
investigate various authoritative (and non-authoritative) patterns that emerge within 
and across groups, facilitators, myself and the course professor. These patterns both 
shape and reflect the dialectic (agonistic) nature of the “dance” present within this 
pedagogical practice. 
Chapter 6 establishes the intertextual links for the rest of the work. Talk in 
this chapter is largely organized around John, a facilitator, and a critical incident 
involving another member of his group, Maj. Facilitators use the incident as a way to 
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negotiate (e.g., uphold, resist, reject) their compassionate, scholarly and inventive 
authority. Problems do not necessarily get resolved in these meetings; they overlap 
and extend into other meetings, other situations and other communities. The 
discursive push-pull dynamic between John and Maj continues to be one of the central 
themes for the remainder of this work. 
In Chapter 7, I turn to another speech event—representation of a feedback 
meeting—in order to reframe the talk and to position other interlocutors in this 
discourse community as authorities. For the most part, these “hidden” student 
authorities (small group members) are individual group members who are considered 
to be “quiet,” and in some cases “disempowered” or non-authoritative by their 
facilitators. 
In Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, I investigate the various reactions to one of the 
presentations in this Methods Course. Chapter 8 unveils the wide variety of reactions 
to the presentation from the facilitators point of view, and in Chapter 9, I take a look 
“behind-the-scenes” (the green room) to listen in on a small Methods group critique 
their presentation, their participation, or lack thereof and their working relationship 
with Maj. In both chapters, facilitators and group members alike use the text (e.g., 
the problems, the critical incidents, the presentation) to invent a discourse practice 
that both supports and undermines their own and each other’s voices of authority. 
I go behind-the-scenes of another facilitator’s (Carole) group in chapter 10. 
Similar to the other group, the members of this group are reflecting on their 
performance with each other and in front of the class. I investigate the myriad ways 
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in which they authorize and de-authorize each other. At the end of this chapter, I 
explore some of the similarities and differences between these two groups. 
In Chapter 12, I return to a transcript of a facilitator’s meeting. Having had 
more time and experience to construct our facilitator roles, we characterize the role to 
correspond to the values and ideologies into which we were initiated, and which we 
have helped to invent. Using our collective invention, we invoke the role to frame a 
broad question which meets with a variety of reactions. 
At the end of each chapter (8-12), I summarize the content of each event and 
conclude with another layer of analysis that considers the interactional asymmetry 
among the interlocutors during each meeting (Gavruseva, 1995). I also demonstrate 
how we work to restore symmetry using our three modes of authority. As such, we 
attempt to create teaching and learning communities that seek to foster the power of 
balance. 
The title of this dissertation is: Redefining Classroom Authority: A Dance 
Among Strangers. The first part of this title attests to the project upon which I 
embarked several years ago. After having poured over the data for the last three 
years, I use the metaphor of the dance to outline a pedagogical practice that bespeaks 
all of its complex activities—fashioned, developed and patterned in moment-by¬ 
moment changes, as new contingencies arise, and as our authoritative relations and 
positions change (Shodder, n.d.). In the conclusion of this work, I return to the 
metaphor of the dance to highlight the complex patterns of authority contained within 
each speech event. 
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The educational practice that I unravel in the following pages contradicts the 
dominant and accepted teaching styles in the university. If even just a little, I hope 
this work advances the idea that scholarship and pedagogy, personal experiences and 
intellectual pursuits in the academy are not discreet entities. This work is an attempt 
to do as Sue Middleton (1993) proposes. That is, I attempt to weave together the 
personal, the theoretical, and the political. This has been one way to reconcile 
passionate scholarship with inventive and passionate practice. 
CHAPTER 1 
EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
I do not assume that within the changes occurring among empowerment 
educators, there is one collective, uni vocal or “true” voice at the vanguard of that 
change. Even within educational reform educators and practitioners struggle with 
each other. Jennifer Gore (1993) names four of those educational sites or “strands” 
up for investigation. They include: Education in general; Critical Pedagogy, a 
radical and transformative pedagogy whose most ostensible “authorities” are Henri 
Giroux and Peter McClaren; Women’s Studies; and a fourth strand reserved uniquely 
for Paulo Freire and Ira Shor who refer to their work not as “critical pedagogy” but 
as “dialogical pedagogy” or “liberatory learning” (Shor & Freire, 1987; Gore, 1993). 
These categories are relational and interdependent rather than static. By mapping out 
these pedagogical terrains, we are able to devote our attention to these strands that 
have historically been blurred even though each has developed “relatively 
autonomously as it tries to create its own spaces within its immediate intellectual and 
institutional contexts” (Gore, p. 45). 
It is not within the scope of this work to describe each of these strands in full. 
I only wish to identify them here and show that each is capable of imposing what 
Michel Foucault (1983) has described as a “regime of truth.” As a result of each 
strand’s discourse, a topic I will consider further on (i.e., concepts, technical terms, 
props, ways of thinking/being), “truths” are created, maintained and posited against 
“ falsehoods. ” Foucault writes: 
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Truth is not outside power or itself lacking in power. Truth is of this 
world; it is the product of multiple constraints...Each society has its 
own regime of truth, its general politics of the truth...There is a combat 
for the truth or at least around the truth, as long as we understand by 
the truth not those true things which are waiting to be discovered but 
rather the ensemble of rules according to which we distinguish the true 
from the false, and attach special effects of power to “the truth” (p. 
131). 
Truths are thus constituted locally rather than universally or absolutely. I 
believe that “society” here also extends to the classroom culture. “Truths” according 
to Foucault are an “ensemble of rules”—a discourse/practice that helps us live a true 
and good life. Pedagogical sites are typically places where we teach and learn to 
distinguish “truths” from “falsehoods.” 
In the domain of feminist pedagogy, or progressive pedagogy, educators and 
students seek truths for themselves. One way they have achieved this is by speaking 
up in places where they have traditionally been silenced. Typically, teachers in 
traditional classrooms have relied on top-down teaching methods and students’ 
personal experiences and knowledge are devalued (Middleton, 1993). As a way for 
students to be heard, feminist educators (and others) create and manage “learner- 
centered” classrooms. However, learner-centered classrooms and pedagogical 
practices are not inherently liberating or progressive (Sawicki, 1988). 
For example, the progressive practice of learner-centered circle-seating where 
students are expected to be self-disclosing is not in itself liberating. On the other 
hand, rows are not inherently repressive. For one thing, in a circle arrangement, 
students are now under the surveillance of not only their teacher, but also their peers 
(Gore, 1993). Students who choose not to speak/share/disclose, who could disappear 
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from the teacher’s watch, now stand out. Furthermore, if circle seating is imposed by 
the teacher, what makes it radically different from rows? Seating arrangements 
represent spatial decisions educators make about their classrooms. In order to 
displace traditional power-knowledge relationships (e.g., teacher has all the power- 
knowledge; students have none), teachers need to make continued choices about their 
own authority in the classroom. 
The concept “regime of truth” is particularly useful for pointing out that 
within each historical movement there is always a possibility that that movement itself 
(e.g., liberation theology, feminist pedagogy) stands to oppress those within and 
outside its community (see Collins, 1990; hooks, 1990). Throughout this research, I 
try to consider the possibility that the pedagogical practices contained within this 
research are capable of becoming “regimes of truth.” It is important to keep in mind 
that a regime of truth is not always negative, just as power is not always negative. It 
is also helpful to think of a “regime of truth” as Gore (1993) does: “It is a 
methodology [that] requires greater humility and reflexivity in constructing claims for 
radical pedagogy, acknowledging that there is deconstructive work to be done within 
the domain itself as well as outside of it” (p. 65). 
Each pedagogical strand that I have identified provides ample theoretical and 
practical accounts and a social vision that advances the central feature of my own 
research: the enactments of authority in the practice of facilitation. I refer to each of 
these and their accompanying authors and practitioners in this research in order to 
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enrich our understanding and our practices within a new and transformative 
scholarship. 
Feminist Pedagogy 
Before we can have a discussion about feminist pedagogy, I suggest that we 
should discuss what pedagogy entails. I will use Frances Maher’s and Mary Kay 
Thompson Tetreault’s (1994) definition of pedagogy as that keeps us from regarding it 
as merely the transmission of content. They use the term to mean “the entire process 
of creating knowledge, involving the innumerable ways in which students, teachers, 
and academic disciplines interact and redefine each other in the classroom, the 
educational institution and the larger society” (p. 57). This definition is useful for 
this research because it allows me to broaden the scope of teaching, one that values 
process as well as product, possibilities for interaction among students, teachers and 
their subjects, and places an emphasis on meaningful connections between us, our 
institutions and our world. This definition of pedagogy better characterizes acts of 
self-balancing power and more creative definitions of authority. 
Many feminists educators would agree that the time is ripe for constructing 
new languages, new world views, research methodologies, and pedagogies which up 
until now have not officially existed.3 At the heart of this educational injunction is 
the following problematic: Who are the authorities of and with this new scholarship? 
3 See Sandra Harding (1987) for a distinction between method, methodology and epistemology. 
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One of the greatest challenges facing advocates for educational change is that a 
change in content of a given course necessarily means a change in method—the way 
courses are conceptualized and taught (Christ, 1987; Maher, 1985; Raymond, 1985; 
hooks 1994). Keeping in mind that this was a widely accepted definition of the 
1980’s, it is worth quoting Frances Maher (1985) at length here concerning a feminist 
pedagogy. Her description of a feminist pedagogy corresponds to the Whole 
Language teaching and research practices of this research. 
A pedagogy appropriate for voicing and exploring the hitherto 
unexpressed perspectives of women and others must be collaborative, 
cooperative, and interactive. Students construct and evaluate their own 
education... Its goal is to enable students to draw on their personal and 
intellectual experiences to build a satisfying version of the subject, one 
that they can use productively in their own lives. Its techniques involve 
students in the assessment and production, as well as the absorption, of 
the material (p. 30). 
Most teacher educators believe that any method that heightens self-awareness 
through collaboration, dialogue and face-to-face interaction in the classroom is worth 
implementing. Critical and feminist educators are advocates for classroom dialogue 
and collaboration because some other authoritarian teaching methods have the 
potential effect of distorting others’ truths and experiences. 
Maher contends that training in all disciplines involves the study of unfamiliar 
terms used in discipline-specific ways. Upon entering any new field (e.g., ESL 
education, physics, carpentry) a student must learn the jargon, technical vocabulary, 
concepts, and ways of thinking and acting of that profession. A person becomes 
socialized into that role, and takes up a social position (Carbaugh, 1994; Gee, 1990). 
James Gee (1990) contends that in order for someone to be accepted into a particular 
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social role, she must acquire the “Discourse” of that social group. He uses Discourse 
(with a capital “D”) to mean: “...a socially accepted association among ways of 
using language, of thinking, feeling, believing, valuing, and acting that can be used to 
identify oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group (p. 143). 
In order to acquire this Discourse, Gee argues that one must serve an 
apprenticeship in contexts where people are engaging in a particular Discourse. A 
“teacher” cannot overtly teach a Discourse in a classroom (or in a Catholic church, or 
at a basketball game), and “students” do not become members, by simply becoming 
familiar with a field’s technical literature or passively observing others (Bailey, 1993). 
One must interact in the social world of other members of the club, profession, or 
group. Furthermore, the social practices involve more than linguistics or literacy 
practices. “They always also involve ways of acting, interacting, being, thinking, 
valuing, believing, gesturing, dressing, using various 'props’...as well as ways of 
using language,” written or spoken (Gee, p. 174). 
Both Gee and Maher have underscored the need for students to take on the 
language of a (classroom) culture if they are going to construct an accurate and 
personally meaningful version of the subject-matter or, in Gee’s terms, “master” the 
apprenticeship. 
Various interactive, cooperative and collaborative approaches have emerged as 
one response to the demand for a change in method as well as a change in content, 
particularly in the kinds of progressive pedagogies that I named earlier. Many 
feminists and critical educators assume that classrooms should be places where 
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students are granted authority to experiment with ways of using language, of thinking, 
feeling, believing, valuing, and acting. 
This kind of thinking involves a major methodological shift—moving away 
from a traditional search for one truth to a multilayered construction of social 
realities. Rather than dismiss subjective knowledge all together, students in 
interactive settings acknowledge their own subjectivity by listening to and drawing on 
the experiences and authorship of others. This classroom experience where students 
are afforded ample opportunities for “presentation of self” (see Scollon & Scollon, 
1981) promotes reflexivity consistent with a new feminist scholarship. Furthermore, 
classrooms that are interactive increase the potential for multiple and different 
interpretations within the classroom, and by extension, within that academic 
discipline. 
After having conducted research in a number of feminist classrooms, Maher 
and Tetreault (1994) have had several insights that apply directly to my own research 
and that are consistent with some of the earlier (1980’s) contentions regarding 
feminist pedagogy. First, they observed the changing definitions of academic 
knowledge, and secondly, the redistribution of expertise and the widening of sources 
of authority. Their observations help to support the central claims of this work and I 
refer to them throughout. 
One may be led to believe in this decade that progressive pedagogy is 
practiced in many educational sites, bell hooks (1994) assures us that it is not and 
that very few professors advocate progressive pedagogies. She contends that little has 
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changed in curriculum, and that knowledge and information continue to be presented 
in the conventionally accepted manner. For this reason, I believe that this research 
makes a modest, yet valuable contribution to the existing group of educators who 
/ 
believe in, and work towards pedagogies that will help shape compassionate, scholarly 
and inventive institutions of learning. 
It is not difficult to imagine where the authority lies in hierarchical 
arrangements and non-interactive classroom. The flow of knowledge is conceivably 
one-way and knowledge and experience are fragmented (Britzman, 1991). The 
traditional teacher decides what, when and how students will learn and whether they 
have learned it (Heron, 1993). In classrooms where pedagogy is considered to be 
transmitting content expressed and understood only through rational discourse (Maher 
& Tetreault, 1994), students do not have as many opportunities to experiment with 
their own authority, make connections with their own lives, and form new 
relationships between personal narratives and broader theoretical frameworks. 
Any kind of pedagogical change will be problematic and pose new dilemmas. 
One of the most common debates involves the idea of “identity politics” or 
“essentialism” verses the (personal) experience, which to some has received an over¬ 
inflated status within democratic classrooms. Diana Fuss (1989) argues that 
experience turns into a “politics of experience,” where the unspoken law of some 
classrooms is to distrust those who cannot site their own experience, which is “the 
essential truth of the individual subject” (p. 113). Fuss (1989) further contends that a 
pedagogy that privileges experiential “truths” over theoretical ones runs the risk of 
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setting up hierarchies of identities. Each speaking subject is authorized to speak on 
the basis of the truth of her lived experience, or de-authorized on the basis of her lack 
of experience (p. 116). I pose questions similar to those of Maher and Tetreault 
; 
(1994): How does one enable students to set their own agendas and become 
1 
interdependent, while at the same time prevent the class from being dominated by a 
small number of students, who by virtue of their intellectual sophistication or 
experience with the pedagogy wield more authority than their peers (p. 156)? 
In Chapter 10, I have drawn from my data to illustrate how one woman’s 
limited professional experience (in this case ESL teaching) positions her as expert, 
generator of ideas and ultimately, the person-in-charge. By positioning her as such, 
other members of the group fail to access all of the resources available to them in 
their group. In other words, they fail to enter the apprenticeship that this course 
offers. At the same time, however, one might say that they are resisting what is 
conceivably a “regime of truth” within this pedagogical practice (i.e., collaboration 
Discourse, facilitation Discourse). We will also see Maj, a South African scholar, 
who gets positioned as an “expert” by virtue of his knowledge and assumed 
experience. Consequently, the other voices in the group are muted; the group resents 
him and they fail to “invent” their method, a point I consider further on. 
With regard to experience in the classroom, however, I am compelled to ask 
the same question that bell hooks (1994) asks in order to narrow our focus of 
pedagogy and authority. Do professors (teachers, facilitators) assert their authority in 
a matter that unwittingly sets up a competitive classrooni dynamic in which those “in 
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the know” feel that the classroom belongs more to them than to the others? Some 
educators, like hooks, may have methods in which “experience is valued, not negated 
or deemed meaningless” (p. 84). In these classrooms, where the methodology serves 
/ 
the practice, it would appear that students seem less inclined to compete for voice, 
hooks also contends that students do not usually feel the need to compete because the 
concepts of privilege are deconstructed in the classroom. Two points are worth 
emphasizing here. First, consistent with Frances Maher’s characterization of feminist 
pedagogy, methods need to reflect and serve their populations, that is, all students.4 
Second, these methods need to include ways of teaching (e.g., techniques) that have 
goals built into them; they also need to be structured, not hit-or-miss free-for-alls 
where anyone is allowed to say anything. 
Both Fuss and hooks bring to the fore compelling arguments concerning 
experience as authority and how it is used in the classroom. All forms have the 
, r 
L potential to be coercive and exclusive. I contend with hooks that it is within the 
realm of pedagogical practices that we can determine the extent to which all students 
learn to engage more fully the ideas and issues that seem to have no direct relation to 
their experience. 
Having experienced both kinds of pedagogy, I feel that my apprenticeship into 
the Discourse of ESL teacher, teacher educator, and classroom ethnographer has 
taken place in the second of these two examples, where face-to-face interaction and 
4 Yoland Moses (1990 in Maher & Tetreault, 1994) describes the emerging new populations of 
students. “They are older students (over 28), students of color, part-time students, poor students, 
differently abled students, gay and lesbian students, international students and first-generation college 
goers, to name a few” (p. 2). 
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collaborative dialogue (see Bailey, 1993) is the norm. Nonetheless, even in this 
(more) complex Discourse, “authority” still comes under scrutiny. As Gee points 
out: We are subject to the authority of the Discourses we are members of, in the 
/ 
sense that each Discourse sets the limits of what counts as an acceptable performance 
of any role falling within the Discourse (p. 175). 
I hope that my analysis of authority will contribute to those educational 
pursuits that I value as a result of my experience and my apprenticeship, or initiation 
(See Chapter 4) into the three modes of authority. Those values encompass a brand 
of pedagogy that is non-hierarchical, interactive, and collaborative, where personal 
experience is valued, but not privileged over academic, scholarly, or political 
pursuits. In fact, the concept and practice of “authority” takes on new meanings in 
classrooms where personal experience and scholarship are social constructions that are 
not fundamentally opposed, as they have been historically. 
In summary, in schools of education and elsewhere (e.g., the humanities and 
social sciences), a slow but determined change is occurring in both pedagogical 
outlook and practice that is not without internal struggle and immanent critique. Each 
school of thought (i.e., education, critical pedagogy, women’s studies, Freire) 
contributes to this study not only for what they advance—their theoretical and social 
vision—but also for what they have imposed. That is, these pedagogical trends or 
movements run the risk of becoming “regimes of truth.” While traditional teaching 
formats have failed to be pedagogically liberating or socially transforming, innovative 
teaching methodologies that have emerged from these educational movements might 
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also produce their own hierarchies and monopolies. In all spheres, therefore, it 
becomes each strand’s particular challenge to keep its authorities in flux. 
Questions such as the following are raised within the realm of a new and 
feminist scholarship: Who are the authorities in the classroom?; Does someone’s 
experience count as authority?; Does someone’s non-experience make them a non¬ 
authority? How can women become “compassionate authorities” who are both caring 
and scholarly? (Jones, 1993) How does a changing feminist notion of authority affect 
resistance? These questions will come up again as I begin to narrow the parameters 
of this study. I turn now to my own profession, which in some contexts, fits into all 
of the above strands, and in other cases none of them. 
The Research Project 
Some professionals within the TESOL organization (Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages), are emerging cautiously as co-creators of this new 
scholarship and shifting panorama. TESOL language methodologies and their authors 
tend to emphasize authentic communication in cooperative and collaborative learning 
environments. The methods also emphasize learner-centered pedagogy. For close to 
two decades, this has helped gain the TESOL profession recognition and respect and, 
in some cases, has influenced second language teacher education and foreign language 
education (Young, 1990; Jeannot, 1992). Methods courses and a “methods concept” 
are the traditional centers for ESL teacher preparation. Within the profession, there 
are TESOL professionals acutely aware of the necessity for a change in method as 
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well as changes in content (Auerbach, 1991; Clarke & Silberstein, 1988; Brown, 
1991; Ashford, 1991). Furthermore, TESOL is slowly being informed by various 
qualitative educational classroom and research practices including ethnography 
(Bailey, 1993; Bloome & Green, 1982, 1987; Heath, 1983; Solsken, 1992; Taylor, 
1988; Weinstein-Shr, 1990; Willett, 1991, 1993), and more recently, critical 
ethnography (Canagarajah, 1994), action research (Nunan, 1990), and reflective 
practice (Bartlett, 1990; Schon, 1988). 
Yet consistent with Gore’s (1993) observations and critique concerning 
separate discursive spheres in radical education, TESOL researchers and professionals 
are largely uninformed by feminist scholarship, but ironically, not by practicing 
women. While the number of women interested in feminist pedagogy and research is 
growing, their research practices and written publications have not reflected their 
progressive and innovative classroom practices.5 
As it stands however, TESOL practitioners have had their own turf battles 
with questions of authority. Practitioners, who are mostly women, have played a 
special role in the ESL mosaic, especially in the United States. ESL teachers find 
themselves marginalized on many college campuses, but they are paradoxically the 
gatekeepers of a variety of a American ideologies and institutions (e.g., business, pop 
culture, technology). TESOL professionals are at once advocates for an influx of 
immigrants and refugees, but also perpetrators of a cultural and language hegemony 
5 I should acknowledge here the limitations of this study in which there are multiple, intricate, and 
increasingly technologically advanced avenues for communicating (e.g., computer networking) that I 
have not yet explored. It may be that TESOL professionals are pursuing some of the concerns that have 
arisen over the last two decades. 
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(see Auerbach, 1993; Grillo, 1988; Kachru, 1984). While the exclusive use of 
English in the classroom may be an acceptable medium of communication, these 
“common sense assumptions” and “taken-for-granted practices” also reinforce 
\ 
inequities in a broader social order (Auerbach, 1993). Monolingual ESL teachers 
with “native speaker” status and professional knowledge (e.g., second language 
theories, research, methods) are not necessarily authorities on multicultural lived 
experiences.6 Until very recently, most of TESOL’s published authorities on second 
language acquisition theories, methodologies, and pedagogy have been men while 
women have done most of the teaching. 
This confusion over authority in our field leads me to discuss the proposed 
research site: A TESOL Methods and Materials course. The course, its participants, 
the ensuing research questions, and the research itself, which I will describe in detail 
further on, are an attempt to address some of the concerns I have raised concerning 
TESOL’s ambivalence about authority. Despite our profession’s advances in 
methodology and pedagogy, we have yet to identify ourselves as women, or construct 
feminist theories about pedagogy. 
The Course 
I would like to outline a research project that broadly investigates a course in 
an ESL Master’s Program and narrowly investigates the role of facilitator in those 
6 Auerbach (1993) points out that the term “native speaker” is an ideological construct to the extent 
that it implies a single, idealized native English when in fact there are many native Englishes (p. 25). 
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courses.7 The course takes place at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. I 
explore the role of facilitator in its early inception and practice in a course on 
Methods and Materials for Bilingual Educators (from 1989 to 1991) hereafter referred 
to as the Methods course. 
This course is usually composed of thirty to thirty-five students. The students 
come to the course with a range of life and teaching experiences. Some participants 
are seasoned teachers who have been in ESL networks for a while and need 
Massachusetts certification. Others are brand new to the field, crossing or changing 
disciplines. 
At the beginning of the course, the students are divided into six topic groups 
by the course professor to ensure maximum heterogeneity. So while there may be a 
shortage of men and only two thirds of the class may be international, it is important 
that we take advantage of the built-in diversity already existing in the class. 
Therefore, the small topic groups generally reflect the diversity present in the larger 
class (e.g., men/women, national/international, experienced/novice, etc.). 
The topics or methods have changed over time to reflect trends and concerns 
in the TESOL profession. Some of the topics have included: Paulo Freire’s Problem 
Posing, Reading and Writing in ESL, Literature, Content-Based Instruction, 
Simulations, Peer Response to Writing, and Interactive Teaching. The members of 
each group are responsible for collaborating, researching, and presenting their method 
7 I should note here that sometimes I include myself in the category of facilitator and sometimes I do 
not. My intentions are to always include myself. The inconsistency here should attest to the 
difficulties presented in this kind of research. 
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to the rest of the class. Built into the structure of the course is a facilitator who 
works with these groups. 
< The course professor has framed the course around a “Whole Language” 
perspective, a concept that was popularized in the 1980’s (Edelskey, Altwerger & 
Flores, 1990; Willett, et al., 1990) and has recently been revisited by Edelskey 
(1993), who cautions against reducing Whole Language to a recipe, explaining that 
Whole Language is “an educational way of life—in which beliefs and values are 
enacted through practice” (Edelskey, 1993, p. 550). 
Francis Bailey (1993), a facilitator in this research site, has drawn on the 
work of Edelskey (1991) and outlined three key components of Whole Language.8 
They are: 1) that the context for learning should take advantage of people’s 
propensity to do/think/know more when they are included in learning communities; 2) 
that planning for learning and teaching must account for the social relationships in 
which the learning and teaching will be embedded; and 3) that what is learned should 
have some sensible and imminent connection to what it is learned for (Bailey, 1993; 
Edelskey, 1991). 
Bailey (1993) contends that the Methods course puts these ideas into practice 
in the following ways. 1) The course creates communities of learners through the 
collaborative dialogue surrounding small group meetings and course presentations; 2) 
it provides support for students to create the kinds of relationships which will foster a 
rich learning experience among peers, by introducing collaborative norms, creating a 
8 For a more complete description of Whole Language at work in this course and research, see Bailey, 
1993. . 
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peer learning task, and providing facilitators for each small group; and 3) it structures 
tasks so that students are able to choose topics that most interest them and have 
freedom to connect these topics to their own lives, experiences, and future plans 
(Bailey, 1993, p. 44). 
A Whole Language philosophy connects education to both the social world and 
individual experiences of it. This philosophy also helps frame the course so that 
students feel empowered to become experts. In more traditional courses, students 
rely on outside authorities such as school administrators, researchers, and book 
publishers. This course encourages the individuals within in it to experiment with 
new authoritative roles. I turn now to the role of “facilitator” in this course through 
which we can examine some of faces of authority at this site. 
The Facilitator 
The role of facilitator in this research site can be best understood as a 
participating and active peer (not an outside expert) whose primary responsibility is to 
assist a small group of students in an ESL methods course to reflect on the group’s 
collaborative processes—what they are doing and how they are doing it. 
The Graduate ESL Teaches Education Program at the University of 
Massachusetts offers the traditional courses found in most programs. The course 
professor, together with her students, have attempted, however, to integrate some of 
the tenets of Whole Language and Empowerment Education into these courses. 
Graduate students frequently work in small collaborative groups helping one another 
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to become active and critical learners and professionals. The course professor 
encourages us to invent methods and theories rather than passively consume those 
created by authorities who do not actually teach (i.e., school administrators, 
academics, researchers, book publishers). We are asked to critique institutional 
assumptions that dictate how we work with ESL students and with colleagues. We 
also explore notions of learner empowerment and understandings of the broader social 
contexts governing our roles as teachers. Finally, we are encouraged to contribute to 
the scholarly and professional dialogue that shapes the TESOL profession. 
One way we have assisted graduate students in achieving these goals has been 
to institute the role of facilitator. When students work in small groups, which 
students do in most of their TESOL courses, a peer serves as facilitator. 
Facilitators, like the rest of the participants also come with a wide variety of 
experiences. While most of us have had significant teaching experiences, we are not 
chosen uniquely for these particular experiences. Facilitators may be serving 
certification requirements, using tuition waivers or vouchers (i.e., payment received 
for serving as a cooperating teacher), or interested in crossing or leaving other 
disciplines. Facilitators have also been masters candidates interested in teacher 
education; doctoral students pursuing varying research interests; non degree students 
returning to the University. Moreover, most facilitators have had extensive cross- 
cultural experience, providing a collective knowledge base that is culturally diverse. 
The facilitator role is based on the work of Elizabeth Cohen (1986, 1994), 
who has researched groupwork in a variety of heterogeneous classrooms. According 
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to Cohen’s conception, a facilitator’s primary responsibility is to help the group 
reflect on what they are doing and how they are doing it. They do not participate 
directly in producing the group “product” (e.g., oral presentations of an ESL teaching 
method, case studies) so that they are free to notice how the product and relations 
among group members are evolving. Nevertheless, they are considered to be full 
members of their groups and will experience both the challenges and successes of 
those groups. 
The role is purposely under-defined, and the professor has asked facilitators to 
experiment with it and turn it into something that has meaning for them (Britzman, 
1991). The class is cautioned, however, not to turn the role into a “traditional” 
group leader whose status is higher than other members, nor to give the facilitator 
sole responsibility for being “reflective” and concerned about group processes. 
Nevertheless, the course professor does not impose a single vision for how the role 
should be fashioned and she encourages alternative visions for working together. The 
way that facilitators are used in groups and the nature of their interactions varies 
considerably from group to group. 
The role of facilitator, as conceived by Cohen, is one that allows a teacher to 
“gain the efficiency of a leader without sacrificing the active learning that takes place 
during creative interchange” (Cohen, 1994, p. 89). In other words, the facilitator 
acts as a “limited leader” who carries out various functions (e.g., help the group 
collaborate). She is not the only leader; she is one kind of leader. If the facilitator’s 
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leadership functions are purposely limited, then the risk of her dominating the group 
processes is limited. 
One way that facilitators (and their groups) reflect on their position in the 
group is through research. Increasingly, teachers, as insiders, are researching their 
own classrooms in order to gain insight into their own teaching practices and to use 
this information to guide curricular changes. More recently, teachers, students and 
researchers together are conducting collaborative research. 
As researchers, all of the facilitators audiotape their small methods groups. In 
addition, some us of transcribe the tapes, take field notes, collect artifacts (e.g., 
course papers, dialogue journals), and analyze the data. The audiotapes or 
transcriptions are often used as support or prompts for discussion when the facilitators 
meet with each other (which they usually do once a week). Each facilitator has the 
liberty to use the data in any way she deems appropriate, provide that she conform to 
a code of research ethics determined by the university. Research reports vary from 
reflection papers on the process, to new theories of facilitation to dissertations (see 
Bailey, 1993). Because of the program’s emphasis on qualitative research coupled 
with the notion that classrooms are cultural communities, many of the facilitators who 
are doctoral students (myself included) use ethnographic research methods to conduct 
research (see Chapter 3). 
In conclusion, the facilitator role was created by the course professor but has 
since taken on a life of its own. Individuals taking on this role have contributed to a 
theory of facilitation that incorporates many of the tenets of empowerment education 
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that I have been discussing thus far. I will now provide a more elaborate backdrop 
for the facilitator role, as I discuss my own reasons for choosing this pedagogical site 
and this distinctive role. 
Rationale for Choosing This Course as a Research Site 
There are a variety of reasons for choosing this site as a research base. 
Although not exhaustive, my stated reasons should provide some background of the 
project in order to understand the research goals. First, the research site has been 
integral to my course of study at the University of Massachusetts. Although I am 
currently at Gonzaga University in Spokane, Washington, I feel that it is necessary 
for me to “complete” the cycle of research investigation and study that I began at the 
University of Massachusetts. 
Second, since my work with the course spans three to four years, I have had 
rich experiences in a variety of capacities. Because of my close and active 
involvement with the course, I have been able to wear several “hats” (e.g., 
participant observer, facilitator, “process facilitator,” researcher, and writer). This 
has enriched my point of view from multiple vantage points. 
Third, I have been able to participate on the level of the particular, the 
historical and the daily. My involvement with the course attests to my commitment to 
it and to the continue to aspire to be a researcher to be a “specific intellectual” 
(Foucault, 1980, 1983; Poster, 1989; Welch, 1985), to let participants speak and 
invent for themselves. As I hope to show in this study, facilitators, not always 
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successfully, are often learning how to step back and “open spaces” for knowledge 
and languages different from their own.9 Interested in specific accounts, facilitators 
(and I) learn how to be leaders without necessarily being the “official spokesperson” 
(Jones, 1993). As leaders, and not official spokespersons, facilitators (and course 
participants) may or may not share the same vernacular and therefore must learn how 
to listen attentively to discourses not their own. This type of pedagogy has had an 
enormous impact on my own teaching and research practice. 
This research has also been guided by praxis and feminist oriented research, 
(Lather, 1991; Fine, 1992). Praxis-oriented research corresponds in part to what 
many of us in this program have already been doing, and it has directly or indirectly 
contributed to a growing body of literature on feminist pedagogies and research (see 
Bailey, 1993; Willett & Jeannot, 1993). One way in which the course has been 
praxis oriented is through the written products of this course—both published and 
unpublished. The authors have been self-conscious, critical and participatory 
analysts, engaged but still distinct from their informants (Gore, 1993; Fine, 1993). In 
addition to the written work, we have created other forums for reflection that take 
place outside of the course. The most regular forum has been the facilitator 
meetings. By structuring time outside the course to meet, facilitators actively 
participate in their facilitation apprenticeship. 
9 I use the term “open spaces” intentionally borrowing from postmodern literature. I use it to mean 
the space (here and now) that is created when those in authoritative capacities (e.g, teachers, scholars) 
make room for subjugated knowledges. 
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This research site has also been conducive to classroom ethnography. As a 
classroom ethnographer, I have experienced the “culture of facilitation” insofar as I 
have “lived with” the facilitators (Peacock, 1986). Through participant observation, I 
have established (an) identity(ies) in this new setting as facilitator, researcher and 
student. Consistent with the concept that an ethnographer must first gain access into a 
community, I do not expect to try to understand or explain those events to which I did 
not have access. Moreover, throughout the three years at the research site (1989 - 
1991), until present, I am attempting to interpret the symbolic systems of that culture 
in order to better understand and explain how authority operates in it (Peacock, 
1986). In Chapter 3, I elaborate more fully this research perspective. 
To be a praxis-oriented researcher or classroom ethnographer, the investigator 
should also examine the daily practices of that culture. As a daily practice, rather 
than a perfected and imposed model, meaning is constantly being negotiated and new 
patterns for teaching and learning are invented (Aptheker, 1989; Smith, 1987). To 
investigate the dailiness of a woman’s life is to investigate those fragmented and 
interrupted labors.10 “The search for dailiness is a method of work that allows us to 
take the patterns that women create and the meanings women invent and learn from 
them” (Aptheker, 1989, p. 39). The daily labor of which some feminists speak points 
more to the kind of daily and arduous toil that women face in their lives (i.e., “the 
daily grind”). I am using “daily” here to indicate not so much the aspect of hard 
10 Whether or not one agrees, some feminist scholars often point out how women’s everyday lives are 
often fragmented and interrupted, due in part to a woman’s constant availability to her children 
(Aptheker, 1989; Lamphere, 1987). Moreover, a woman’s availability and thus her “domestication” 
also may account for her lack of authority in other spheres (Rosaldo, 1974 in Lamphere, 1987). 
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labor but as the sense of “every day ness” that course participants and facilitators 
experience when they must work at being collaborative in small groups; when they 
are learning to listen to each other; when they are making efforts to connect with each 
other; and when they are participating in groups rather than dominating them. 
Investigating and participating in these everyday labors are also ways to understand 
and be initiated into transformative and self-balancing forms of power. 
This research is therefore an exploration of these daily patterns and invented 
meanings in this particular kind of instruction. How for example does one facilitator 
describe and struggle with her new leadership style? How does she listen to counter¬ 
interpretations from her peers? How does that same facilitator reformulate her ideas 
and change her practice according to new observations? How do her own research 
practices establish connections between her changing life circumstances and her 
changing views of self? How will her group receive these changes? How do 
facilitators participate in asymmetrical relationships? These are just a few of the 
intricate problematics that arise when facilitators invent their authoritative roles rather 
than fashion them after a predetermined vision of facilitation. Each of these questions 
in turn will cast the facilitator’s authority in a new light. 
In this course, there are a number of patterns for experimenting with 
facilitation. Just as we do not have one kind of facilitation, neither do we have one 
way to invent facilitation. Each group in the course will fashion the role according to 
what that particular group needs, bearing in mind that the needs change according to 
the task and the participants involved. 
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Finally, I am interested in this course as a research site because of the 
personal relationships I have cultivated in it. I am curious to see how this end 
product—the dissertation—will be read and critiqued by those with whom I have 
worked. Furthermore, as the course participants begin to shape a collective “story” 
about facilitation and it becomes recognizable to outsiders, newcomers might benefit 
from the work we have produced. For example, in the interest of teaching leadership 
(Irwin, 1995), I have introduced new and experimental pedagogies at Gonzaga 
University, and I will pass on to new leaders and facilitators both the informal and 
formal products of my own research and other facilitators’ research. 
Rationale for Choosing Facilitation as an Object of Inquiry 
The facilitation concept is a unique object of inquiry for several reasons. 
First, in this study, the facilitator enacts a radical structural change in teaching 
practices especially in the university. Symbolic of the structural changes, class 
members and facilitator groups meet in different spaces, use a variety of 
communication formats (e.g., dialogue journals, informal gatherings) and organize 
themselves in different ways than they would ordinarily in other classes, in other 
examples of group work. These physical differences help set the stage for 
investigating “authority” in instruction practices that tend to be highly complex (Van 
lier, 1994; Clarke, 1994; Cohen, 1994). 
Second, facilitators do not bring to the role an established expertise or 
authority on any one particular method or theory, although they may have substantial 
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knowledge and experience about a method. Initially, facilitators were asked by the 
professor to “experiment” with their role. This “experimenting” allows facilitators to 
take up different kinds of authoritative positions not available to them in other 
instructional settings. For example, when facilitators are asked to downplay their 
own expertise (e.g., they do not lead discussions), they must invent other means to 
support the group in collaborating. Sometimes these new strategies are successful and 
sometimes they are not. Nevertheless, the facilitators are actively participating in the 
experiment and contributing their knowledge of the practice to a future generation of 
facilitators. 
Finally, the practice of facilitation is a dynamic one that cuts across 
educational practices. For reasons I have previously mentioned, a facilitator group 
(the collection of facilitators over time) fits Patti Lather’s (1991) description of a 
“progressive social group” (p. 55). Facilitators are progressive because they are 
interested in reform. Most facilitators enter this graduate program believing that 
status-quo models of education are in need of re-structuring. Part of what draws them 
to a Cultural Diversity and Curriculum Reform program is their interest in a scholarly 
approach to progressive pedagogy and research (e.g., Whole Language, Multicultural 
and Bilingual Education, Cooperative and Collaborative learning, Classroom 
Ethnography, Participatory Research) 
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Facilitation and Feminist Pedagogy 
Drawing specifically on the work of Lorraine Code (1991) and Sue Middleton 
(1993), I link facilitation with feminist pedagogy for a variety of reasons. First, 
women have not been excluded from the process of naming their experience. One 
way we have named our experiences has been what the course professor and I have 
called a “language of care” (Willett & Jeannot, 1993), that in this research I have 
called compassionate authority. This is a language or mode of authority present in 
facilitators meetings, in small groups and in several other growing spheres. By 
describing what we do as “caring” and naming it a “language of care,” we have 
captured the idea that facilitators tell stories that provide comfort, healing, and 
solidarity. A language of care also privileges bonding, nurturing, mutual 
interdependence, responsiveness and analyses of needs. We try to balance our 
language of care with a “language of critique,” elements of which are contained 
within our scholarship authority, which privileges justice, reciprocity, rationality, and 
analysis of power relations (Waithe, 1989). I will discuss these modes of authority in 
more detail in Chapter 4. I introduce them here as a way to demonstrate how we not 
only speak and act in caring ways, but also to show how we have authored or 
invented our experience. 
The second reason I have linked facilitation with feminism is due to my own 
struggle with feminism in this kind of pedagogy. Middleton (1993) argues that the 
process of coming to adopt a feminist perspective is one that names the contradictions 
in women’s lives and eventually articulates experiences of female subordination (p. 
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93). Like most American women my age, my own education experience has been 
hierarchical and patriarchal. Continuing on in graduate school, I still doubted my 
own authority and expected answers to be either right or wrong, true or false. Not 
without struggle, I have gradually come to appreciate compassionate authority (i.e., a 
language of care) as a legitimate form of knowledge and expression within the 
academy.11 Moreover, I think this language is compatible with, and not antithetical 
to, academic discourse (Brodkey, 1987) and a language of critique, or scholarship. I 
have also come to recognize the contradictions that women face in academic cultures. 
At the same time that feminist educators are employing pedagogical techniques that 
support and promote a language of care (e.g., journal reflections, autobiographies, 
personal experiences, life histories), they must also abide by certain regulatory 
practices mandated by the university (e.g., academic “referencing,” grades, academic 
standards). All of this amounts to what “Diane” (a student in Sue Middleton’s 
Women and Education course), refers to as “academic schizophrenia” (1993, p. 111). 
Along the same lines, feminist pedagogy recognizes the difficult task in trying 
to achieve a balance between authority and expertise on the one hand, and nurturing 
and femininity on the other. Exploring these contradictions reveals to us that teachers 
are always gendered subjects (Brisken n.d., in Irwin, 1995, p. 15). 
The third reason I am calling this practice a feminist one is because of the 
professor’s own stance and the powerful influence she has had on me. Although she 
11 Ironically, this idea was first introduced to me by a male fellow student in relationship to (German) 
Critical Theory, a field that tends to be dominated by men (see Habermas, 1979; Fay, 1975; Giroux, 
1988). 
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may not label herself a feminist, her discourse supports feminist theories. 
Apprenticed herself by Nel Noddings and her theoretical discussion on an “ethic of 
care” (Noddings, 1984, 1990), the course professor, “Jerri” models, rather than 
imposes, all of the behaviors she expects teachers to exhibit with their own 
students.12 Most notable, is her extraordinary ability to find something valuable in 
each of her students. She engages in what Noddings (1984) refers to as 
“engrossment,” empathizing without projecting (how would I feel?), but rather 
receiving the other (p. 30). She provides enormous opportunities for her students to 
excel and develop their own expertise. Thus, she has purposefully structured into her 
courses occasions for students to succeed. Facilitators, as non-experts, play an 
important role in her courses because they guide the group toward collaboration and 
mutual interdependence where experts emerge organically. Furthermore, rather than 
prescribing a facilitation style, she nurtures facilitators through the process so that 
they, like their group members, can develop their own facilitation expertise. During 
facilitator meetings, the course professor often recounts past and present experiences 
about facilitation that provide the facilitators with helpful information. Her 
recommendations are usually embedded in descriptive narratives that are received 
eagerly by the facilitators as guidance and sometimes permission. Facilitators begin 
to follow her lead telling stories about their groups. Eventually, facilitators have 
come to generate their own theories of facilitation and the course professor’s accounts 
12 Most of the students in this program feel comfortable enough with the course professor to call her 
“Jerri.” It would be awkward for me to refer to her as the course professor throughout this research, 
however, I use both her name and her role, course professor, interchangeably. I provide a more 
formal introduction of her in Chapter 4: Introduction to the Course Professor. 
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are displaced by other facilitation accounts—both spoken and written. In short, they 
become the authorities on facilitation, a goal the course professor intended all along. 
Therefore, what the professor envisions for teachers (e.g., learner-centered 
classrooms, collaboration, co-construction of knowledge, student generated theories) 
becomes realities for facilitators. For now, I have alluded to what I call Jerri’s 
compassionate authority. In Chapter 4, I develop this idea more fully as I do her 
other authoritative capacities. 
The necessity for linking facilitation and feminist pedagogy is just as urgent as 
the need for women to invent their own language about facilitation. I take a feminist 
stance as a result of my own feminist apprenticeship. Perhaps one of the reasons that 
it has been so difficult for me to articulate what facilitation is, especially to non¬ 
feminists (e.g., professors who see no value in feminist teaching techniques) is 
because of what Luke and Gore (1992) assert: “The constant pressure of having to 
take a position in someone else’s discourse generates for many women a constant and 
profound disempowerment” (Luke & Gore, p. 200). As author of this work, already 
constrained by “academic schizophrenia,” naming this practice “feminist” entitles me, 
at the very least, to a modicum of power found in authorship.13 
13 One could argue that these characteristics are not exclusively feminist. I acknowledge that and I 
also contend that, of course, men are capable of caring, connecting, sharing authority and engaging in 
feminist theory. It is by now a well accepted notion that many men are indeed feminists and some 
practice feminist and progressive pedagogy. For example, Robert Bezucha (1985) discusses his 
ambivalence concerning the public/private or “domestic” distinction in the classroom and his eventual 
surrender of his “male” authority. I believe that Bezucha’s experimentation with feminist pedagogy in 
a distinguished patriarchal institution is a significant contribution to a movement that appreciates his 
kind of seriousness. 
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In closing, I would like to point out that the category “facilitation” is an 
interesting one in the literature. For example, among TESOL professionals, Elsa 
Auerbach (1993) classifies the role of “facilitator” with adult learning education in 
“learner-centered” environs. The facilitator represents the teacher who has shifted 
from “transmitter of education” to someone who is interested in dynamics and 
curriculum negotiation (1993, p. 543). However, Auerbach leaves us with the 
impression that a facilitator stands in stark contrast to the “participatory” educator 
who identifies problematic aspects of student’s lives or guides students to critical 
reflection that leads to collective action (1993, p. 544). 
« * 
The facilitator in this research site moves in and out of being curriculum 
negotiator, group dynamics manager, participatory researcher—to name a few of her 
authoritative capacities. It is within my analytical task to identify those roles and to 
determine their place in feminist pedagogies. 
Conclusion 
The course and the ensuing practices (e.g., facilitator meetings) that I have 
chosen for this research appear to address some of the questions asked about authority 
and power in teacher education and research. In order to gain insight into the ways 
facilitation and feminist pedagogies are at work in this course, it will be necessary to 
draw on literature outside the realm of TESOL teacher education. As I demonstrate 
in the next chapter, the facilitation function is one that is employed by other 
disciplines. I am eager to explore the variety of ways in which a facilitator concept is 
used, how other concepts compare with our own and how a facilitator enacts her 
authority. I turn now to other bodies of literature in order to broaden this research 
scope. 
CHAPTER 2 
AUTHORITY AND FACILITATION 
Introduction 
As I stated in the introduction, much of the debate regarding educational 
reform is around power and authority. In some circles, we have moved from looking 
at authority as being wholly negative (e.g., question authority) to something that 
might be viewed as positive, shared, and not in short supply. In the following 
review, I discuss a variety of perspectives on authority. First, I address some 
postmodern views of authority which puts authority at the center of inquiry in order to 
deconstruct it, a method of analysis that I explain in this chapter. I outline this 
perspective in order to provide a backdrop for investigating one of the major themes 
of this work, which is reconciling the constructed dualisms of compassion and 
authority, expertise and nurturance. Secondly, I look at more ambivalent views of 
authority especially as they were presented to us in the 1980’s. Following this, I 
trace a few women’s voices as they attempt to practice feminist and progressive 
pedagogies in their classrooms. These women have made significant contributors to 
those strands of education that I discuss in my introduction. I follow this section with 
more recent views of authority, especially as they exist in feminist classrooms in the 
1990’s. I would be mistaken to leave out a discussion of leadership within the realm 
of pedagogy. Drawing primarily from the work of Rita Irwin (1995), I highlight 
three themes of what she calls “reconstructed leadership.” I feel that this section is 
the most provocative, and relevant to this research since it pertains to not only the 
unusual dynamics of leadership in this course, but also to my own current teaching 
practices. I conclude this chapter by proposing a definition for compassionate 
authority that I use throughout the remainder of the work. 
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Postmodern Authority 
Feminist scholars continue to approach the concept of “authority” in a number 
of ways. I begin a discussion of authority by first highlighting the work of Kathleen 
Jones (1993), who proposes a reconceptualization of the category “authority.” Her 
concerns deal with a need to deconstruct authority as it is referred to in public 
domains. By deconstructing the term, Jones intends to reveal authority as a construct, 
one that has been ideologically and culturally determined (Collins, 1990). Her central 
claims should augment and enrich a discussion among feminist educators. 
I also use the term “deconstruct,” a method compatible with poststructuralism/ 
postmodernism,14 to convey a need for educators to consider all of the contradictory ^ 
spaces for the many experiences within a classroom (Gore, 1993). Drawing on the 
work of several postmodern writers,151 use the term postmodernism to convey a 
skepticism or disbelief in a universal truth, or a master narrative. Instead, following 
Foucault, one focuses on local networks of power-knowledge that produce their own 
14 Patti Lather (1991) makes the distinction between postmodernism and poststructuralism defining the 
former as ‘the larger cultural shifts of a post-industrial post-colonial era and the latter as’ the working 
out of those shifts in the arenas of academic theory (p. 4). 
15 See for example Brodkey, 1987; Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1983; Escobar, 1984; Foucault, 1980, 1983, 
1984; Fraser, 1989; Hutcheon, 1989; Lather, 1991; Lyotard, 1984; Poster, 1989; Rorty, 1986; Sarup, 
1989; Walkerdine, 1986. 
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regimes of truth. Discourses and agents within these local networks not only produce 
diverse forms of domination but they also produce diverse forms of resistance to 
domination (Foucault, 1983; Poster, 1989). 
By conceiving of the postmodernist as one who takes a skeptical stance 
towards universal truths, one also tries to understand the complexities of various 
discourses. Jones points to our need to problematize authority. She contends that 
according to contemporary models of authority, either one is in authority as it is 
currently practiced or one is outside authority—while the concept of “authority” itself 
has remained unchallenged. Put differently, one either has access to authority, as it 
is, or one must resist authority “as a tainted, disciplinary practice antithetical to 
feminist principles” (Jones, p. 191). 
In her work, Jones underscores the continuing need for feminists to 
deconstruct the concept of authority. Rather than accepting the dichotomy in 
traditional spaces that one is either in or out, one is in or one resists, thus leaving 
leaders (e.g., teachers), in one of two positions, Jones points to our need to view 
authority in spheres other than traditional hierarchies in which “efficient social 
systems take precedence over any other form of social organization” (Jones, p. 123). 
Historically, modern western discourse has defined authority as a set of rules 
governing public life. Those governing have been those entitled to speak. Jones 
writes, “Those who are ‘in authority’ are perceived as being so because they exhibit 
characteristics of office, knowledge, judgment and will associate objectively and 
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formally with the practice of ruling”16 (p. 104). Jones’ analysis demonstrates that 
the gender neutrality of these four characteristics has been widely accepted. While an 
abundance of feminist literature examines structural obstacles for women in politics 
and “masculine” social arenas, the characteristics of an authoritative person (e.g., 
official, knowledgeable, decisive and compelling) remain largely unchallenged. Jones 
poses the following question: What is our understanding of the meaning of being in 
authority when we limit our analysis of being in authority to traditional western 
constructions? 
From a slightly different viewpoint, Jo Anne Pagano (1990) discusses a kind 
of authority that is present in authorship—found in the connectedness of sharing 
stories, and based on particular attachments or affiliations to the world and to each 
other. Authority is judged by truthfulness that is contextual and relies on a common 
language (e.g., a language of care). Feminist educators thus might consider teaching 
to be an enactment of a narrative in which “authority” “refers to the power to 
represent reality, to signify, and command compliance with one’s acts of 
signification” (p. 103). Like Jones, Pagano is arguing for a new conception of 
authority altogether, one that is not confined to principles of management and 
hierarchies, but one that is socially constructed. In other words, leaders in non- 
hierarchical classrooms negotiate leadership within their groups. A knowledgeable 
16 An authority is someone who is official (occupies a public, professionalized role recognized as 
having the capacity to issue rules), knowledgeable (has knowledge that meet certain epistemic criteria 
for issuing rules), decisive (possesses singularity of will and judges dispassionately so that the rules will 
be enforced), and compelling (constructs political obedience to the rules ordering public life through 
institutionalized hierarchy) (see Jones, p. 103). 
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leader in a specific content (e.g., Reading and Writing in ESL) in a non-hierarchical 
classroom is not necessarily the only leader or expert for a group of non-traditional 
students returning to the university. In this research, those students might include a 
woman returning to school after a fifteen year hiatus as a mother; an ESL teacher 
who has taught for an extended period of time in a culture radically different from her 
own; or an international student apprenticed in a very traditional kind of pedagogy. 
The power to represent reality and to “signify” that Pagano discusses is a 
power that a chosen leader has to accord or ascribe meaning. It is understood that the 
meaning among groups is dynamic and fluid. Moreover, leaders emerge within a 
process and are not always the same person. Therefore, both students and teachers 
can exercise the kind of power found in narration. This idea also overlaps with the 
idea that we occupy different spaces at different times, and as such create and 
maintain positions for ourselves, or as I explain in the next chapter, positionalities. 
Both Jones and Pagano offer a perspective in an ongoing debate concerning 
authority as it has been traditionally accepted. Each from her respective 
(inter)discipline offers a position on authority. There has been an abundance of 
research, for example, on the uses of narrative as a tool in teaching and teacher 
education (Florio-Ruane, 1985; Gundmudsdottir, 1995, Jackson, 1995, Noddings, 
1991; Tappan & Brown, 1991; Witherall, 1991). This project is especially suitable 
for narrative analysis, a topic I consider in Chapter 3, because of certain pedagogical 
features of the course, such as group meetings for students and facilitators. 
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As deconstructive thought continues to influence intellectuals and scholars 
across disciplines, the categories of authority undergo scrutiny.17 There are, 
however, equally provocative discussions concerning authority from other vantage 
points. These discussions continue to be provocative for the same reason that 
feminists have been concerned with the question of authority. As Jones (1993) 
writes: feminists have been ambivalent about it because: 
[w]e want authority; we want to explode it; we want those who have 
not had authority to take it for themselves. We include feminists 
among those who have not had authority before so that we can take it 
for ourselves. Yet we insist that we will not practice authority in the 
same way as the dominant class—those who already have 
authority—has done: monopolizing it and keeping others out (p. 5). 
Power and Ambivalence in the 1980’s Regarding Authority 
I now turn to some of the powerful, yet ambivalent voices within the academy 
during the 1980’s. Although they are not necessarily representative of postmodern 
literature, I include the following feminist scholars and teachers because they have 
experimented with different kinds of authority in their classrooms, and have witnessed 
firsthand some of the real dilemmas that come with their experimentation. These 
dilemmas also reflect the tensions that the facilitators and I face in this research. 
17 Jones farther points out that the ambivalence around authority is exacerbated by the realization that 
much of the contemporary debate among feminists about authority has been located within the academy 
and not within daily practices (1993, p. 5). Judith Grant (1993) would agree, contending that the 
language of some postmodern theory tends to be inaccessible, that it is “unnecessarily opaque and 
jargonistic, even self-indulgent.” Moreover, postmodern theories have been adopted primarily by 
Eurocentric white middle-class and educated (Grant, p. 135). Along the same lines, some feminists 
accuse postmodernism as being “profoundly apolitical” (Grant, p. 134 1993). 
I cannot disagree with any of these complaints. However, I do believe as Grant does that 
postmodernism allows us to talk about gender, oppression, freedom, and personal politics, while 
avoiding essentialism. • 
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Ambivalent Views of Authority 
Susan Standford Freidman (1985) framed her analysis of authority differently 
from Jones more than a decade ago and yet in some ways, her analysis parallels that 
of Jones. The conclusions she draws point to the urgency of a theory of feminist 
pedagogy to be consistent with the needs of feminist educators “operating in the 
fringes of patriarchal space” (p. 207). Rather than using postmodern/poststructural 
theories to frame a notion of authority, she instead foreshadows Elizabeth Ellsworth’s 
(1989) oft cited article, “Why doesn’t this feel empowering...,” to talk about the 
feminist teacher trying to embrace a form of “critical pedagogy.” As women began 
to respond to and contextualize some of the early critical pedagogical models (e g., 
Student as Nigger, by Jerry Farber, 1969), they would withhold themselves altogether 
in their classrooms. They did not want to be that “timid lot who compensated for 
their relative powerlessness in a capitalist society by exercising a tyranny over the 
minds of their students” (p. 204). 
As women practiced non-tyrannical, and less hierarchical teaching strategies in 
their classrooms, they often abandoned any kind of authority in the classroom. The 
question remains to be answered: If the feminist teacher was not exercising authority. 
sj 
what exactly was she exercising? Put differently, what kind of authority was she 
exercising? 
In the same spirit, Nancy Jo Hoffman (1985) suggests that women were caught 
between abandoning their authority in their feminist classrooms and displaying their 
skills and knowledge outright. More importantly, however, women were caught 
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between private experiences and generalizations about women. They presented their 
“rational, objective selves in the classroom, and reserved emotion for privacy and 
silence, or for a women’s consciousness raising group” (p. 148). 
The feminist teachers, like the facilitators in this study, were put in an 
awkward position—”a strange creature, neither father nor mother” (Pagano, 1990). 
They had neither the commanding dispassion or the nurturing compassion of a 
socially constructed patriarch or matriarch. Viewed from this angle, the category, 
“authority,” thus is treated as fixed, immutable, and patriarchal. Again, a female 
teacher viewed herself as either inside or outside an authoritative domain. j 
A similar dualism is expressed by Kathryn Morgan (n.d. in Luke & Gore, 
1990), who suggests that if a feminist teacher assumes a position of authority or 
fashions the kind of power that is available to her (e.g., expert), she thwarts a 
democratic classroom. On the other hand, if she does not access the authority and 
power available to her, she ceases to function as a feminist teacher. 
A further pedagogical challenge for women and feminist scholars has been to 
balance constructed dualisms such as affect and cognition, authority and compassion, 
academics and activism, content and method. These dualisms raise complex and 
threatening questions about the purpose of the university. The most common question 
is represented here, expressed by Susan Freidman: Are feminist appeals such as 
nurturance, care, compassion and empathy compatible with a university’s desire to 
foster rigorous intellectual work (Friedman, 1981, p. 205)7 And, along the same 
lines, similar grievances have been articulated a decade later by Nel Noddings (1991): 
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“Interpersonal reasoning...—an attitude of care and solicitude—is mistaken for 
timidness and lack of self confidence...all of this stands in sharp contrast to the kind 
of reasoning that is so highly prized in academic life” (p. 160). 
While feminist teachers have made attempts to validate the personal and 
emotional experiences in the classroom, some feminists feel that there has been a 
marked absence of validation of the intellect. Ironically, the very quality women have 
tried to nurture in their students—confident authority—they have denied themselves. 
As Margo Culley and Catherine Portuges (1985) point out, “the roles of nurturer and 
intellectual have been separated not only by gender but by function; to recombine 
them is to create confusion” (p. 13). 
Many feminist scholars and teachers would agree that a non-hierarchical 
classroom does not necessarily have to be a non-authoritative, non-powerful one. 
However, Friedman (1981) informs us: “A feminist pedagogy seeks to affirm its 
commitment to dissolving the kind of authority that leads to student’s passivity and 
lack of independent thought” (p. 208). Furthermore, feminist pedagogies have sought 
alternatives to hierarchical models of authority in which one voice does not 
necessarily have to dominate in order to be recognized as an authority; where 
“empowering pedagogy moves from power as domination to power as creative 
energy” (Shrewsbury, 1987, p. 9). 
Despite Carolyn Shrewsbury’s (1987) move to view power and authority as 
something positive and possible for women, she now sets up another binary: power 
as “creative energy” posited as a corrective to power as domination (Gore, 1993). 
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The dichotomy is dangerous to the extent that it positions feminist power as always! 
good, always empowering, and so, never an object of criticism (Gore, 1993). 
; 
Similarly, Foucault (1983) cautions: “Not everything is bad, but everything is 
dangerous” (p. 231). 
J 
Thus, in framing a view of authority as it applies to the facilitators in this 
study, my responsibilities are multiple. I need to 1) identify and define the kinds of 
authority operating at this pedagogical site, 2) try to forge what has traditionally been 
an unlikely bond between authority figures and caring figures, and 3) keep in mind 
that a new configuration can also become a “regime of truth.” 
As previous research has revealed (Willett & Jeannot, 1993), one of the 
hazards of empowerment education is that as facilitators, we lose our ability to 
critique our own constructions. Over a period of time, those with “facilitation 
experience” (i.e., “in the know”) become entitled (Bloome, 1991) and therefore, 
socializers of newcomers to the program. In the process, the cumulative voice of 
several generations becomes stronger. As the voice of experience gets louder, 
J 
resistance and objections to the experience gets louder, resistance and objections to 
the experience get silenced. Ultimately, it becomes more and more difficult to 
critique and transform those social constructions borne out of the collective 
experience. The (facilitator) experience as such, then becomes a “politics of 
experience” in which experience emerges as an “essential truth” (Fuss, p. 114) \ 
leading to a “belief in the Truth of experience [which] is as much an ideological 
production as belief in the experience of Truth” (p. 114). 
i J 
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Deborah Britzman (1992), contends that these ideological productions “only 
serve to mystify the processes by which one becomes a teacher [facilitator]” (p. 168). 
As Britzman points out, one consequence of this line of thought is that novices 
quickly want to dismiss any kind of theoretical support they might get at the 
university since “experience is the best teacher.” Another consequence of appealing 
to experience as the ultimate test of knowledge is that the object of inquiry—the 
practice of facilitation—”is never unified, knowable, universal, or as stable as we 
presume it to be” (Fuss, p. 114). 
Paradoxically, the feminist teacher’s, teacher educator’s and researcher’s task 
is to recognize that from experience comes a generalizable and legitimate form of 
knowledge. At the same time however, she needs to prepare her students to listen to 
inexperienced or opposing voices. 
I will now briefly explore the works of some other feminists educators who 
describe the teacher as authority in their own classroom “community,” other 
discipline communities, and the larger communities in which they find themselves. 
Teacher as Authority in Communities 
Some feminist pedagogical strategies would re-imagine the classroom as “a 
community of learners” that structures care and compassion into the classroom as well 
as fairness and equity. A “community of learners,” rather than an aggregate of 
individuals, is also one that fosters autonomy of self, while simultaneously fostering 
mutuality and reciprocity with others (Shrewsbury, 1987). Inasmuch as many 
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women’s studies classrooms have been transformed into “communities,” there is still 
a stigma attached to them. The work that is produced (e.g., reflection papers, 
journals, group presentations) is then viewed by the rest of the academy as overly 
personal or political, and is often discredited (Brodkey, 1987; Christ, 1987). 
In other cases, particularly in women’s studies and teacher education courses, 
feminists are experimenting with different kinds of relationships to and with authority. 
In these classrooms the teacher makes significant contributions, and in some cases, 
creates a structure for experimentation, but does not act as the sole authority (Maher, 
1985). In an effort to maintain the balance between content and method, and to build 
a sense of classroom community, proponents of women’s studies courses examine the 
advantages of team-teaching and co-facilitating. With a variety of facilitators in the 
classroom, there is less stress on one teacher to perform and there is potential for a 
wider expression of feminism. Michelle Paludi (1986) argues that “experimentation 
with new feminist roles, values, and belief systems may result in a personal 
conception of how [women in the classroom] fit into feminist aspects of the culture” 
(p. 23). Consequently, women in these classrooms may be able to build on and 
maximize their strengths and gain recognition and support from their broader 
communities. 
To create a classroom community also mandates a change in classroom norms 
and procedures (e.g., the circular arrangement of chairs, small groups instruction, 
reflection papers and journals, cooperative projects, team teaching). These mutations 
raise various questions on the part of some feminist educators who fear that a teacher 
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will abdicate responsibility for her class or that certain changes will be overly 
disruptive (Makoski & Paludi, 1990). 
Even though questions concerning changes in method and a woman’s authority 
in her classroom continue to promote debate, Marilyn Boxer (1988) points out that the 
connection between women’s studies and the feminist movement and the appropriate 
balance between activist and academic goals stimulates and enriches women’s studies. 
This tension also prepares women in these courses to overcome their tendency to 
participate in a “culture of silence.” 
Feminist pedagogy also cuts across disciplines. Jean Shackelford (1992), an 
economist, identifies three recurring themes in feminist analysis on which an ensuing 
pedagogy is predicated: ending patriarchy and oppression; validation of forms of 
knowing other than objective, hierarchical or authority-laden models; and focus on 
practice (p. 571). Like most feminist educators, Shackelford addresses the need for a 
radical restructuring of the classroom, which affects both the course content and the 
methods employed. She stresses the need for classroom spaces to be “safe places” 
where women and minorities especially can “express their ideas and explore their 
experiences as legitimate subjects of inquiry” (p. 571). Unfortunately, this move has 
been perceived by others as anti-intellectual.18 
I should point out, as bell hooks and Ron Scapp (1994) do, that even though 
classrooms may be “safe places” for students to connect theory with practice and be 
self-disclosing, this does not necessarily mean that students should not take the subject 
18 Thanks to Dr. Jane Rinehart, a professor at Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA, for this 
observation. 
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matter, themselves or their professors seriously. Once the opportunity for dialogue is 
available, the dialogue needs to be orchestrated or facilitated. Feminist classrooms do 
not have to be “free-for-all” rap sessions where anyone can say anything. Moreover, 
progressive pedagogy does not put an end to order or structure. (I remind the reader 
that the methodology in this course is highly structured.) bell hooks further argues 
that the bottom-line assumption is that everyone in the classroom is able to act 
responsibly, which counters a well accepted belief that if professors do not exert 
control over their students, mayhem will ensue (p. 152). 
As feminist pedagogy continues to cross disciplinary and professional 
boundaries, more classroom practices will begin to accommodate the plethora of 
voices within them and adopt methods that maximize opportunities for some form of 
dialogue. How that will be achieved is up to the those individuals interested in 
pursuing collaboration and dialogue as an integral part of their curricula. As it stands 
now, various critical and feminist educators, like Shackelford, have experimented 
with collaborative and dialogical forums in their classroom. They recognize that 
collaboration offers a viable framework for approaching problems and searching for 
solutions (Gray, 1989). 
More Recent Views of Authority in Feminist Classrooms 
Frances Maher and Mary Kay Thompson Tetreault (1994) argue that during 
the 1970’s and 1980’s feminists viewed feminist pedagogy as an “act of mutual 
consciousness-raising, in which the teacher could bypass the issue of her authority in 
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the name of a common sisterhood” (p. 128). As women have moved beyond this 
stage (which was necessary), they have learned to define their authority “in terms of 
their feminism by consciously positioning and modeling themselves as knowers and 
learners for their students” (emphasis mine) (p. 128). Similar to their students, they 
carve out multiple identities and grounds for authority that are embedded in a context 
of wider communities. 
In most of her classes, Jerri, the course professor in this research, finds new 
grounds for interpreting and shifting authoritative relations with students (Maher & 
Tetreaut, p. 129). On the first evening with the facilitators, Jerri tells the group that 
they will help define the role of facilitation (Chapter 4). In this regard, neither 
teacher nor student can predict the outcome or a level to be achieved. (Needless to 
say, there are a variety of interpersonal and institutional constraints that perpetuate 
hierarchical kinds of relations, however, e.g., term papers, lack of resources, grades, 
student’s predetermined expectations.) Maher and Tetreault argue that once teachers 
begin to view their students as possessors of authority, the process of knowledge 
construction changes (p. 129). This observation applies not only to the course 
professor, but also to facilitators in this research. 
Like the course professor, the facilitators will often change their authoritative 
positions. Carole must shift her source of authority from being an expert on Whole 
Language to being (or trying to be) an emotional support to a member in her group, 
who from Carole’s perspective is academically unprepared. Ahmend and Carmen, 
two experienced teachers, vacillate between offering constructive interventions and 
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withholding information. John downplays his teaching and facilitating authority in 
order to remain “impartial” resulting in a growing asymmetrical relationship between 
him and Maj. 
I have sited several cases in this research in which students and facilitators are 
positioned as authorities. Students working collaboratively in their small groups is an 
excellent way to examine the shifting authorities. Moreover, attempts at collaboration 
within facilitator meetings often produce critical incidents. In trying to work out 
possible solutions, the professor and the facilitators learn that “knowledge can be 
collectively and democratically produced, rather than handed down authoritatively by 
a single expert” (Maher & Tetreault, p. 135). Because of the construction of the 
course, students are also in positions to challenge each other’s and the professor’s 
authority, a cultural phenomenon I discuss in Chapter 4. 
Leadership 
In framing a discussion of authority, it is important to discuss leadership. In 
my introduction, I have argued that one of the most crucial elements for progressive 
pedagogy is to teach leadership, where power is shared. I would like to add that we 
should view leadership as Rita Irwin (1994) does, as a reconstruction, one that would 
accommodate women’s histories and experiences as we understand them in the 
western world. Leadership reconstructed from the professor’s and the facilitators’ 
perspective is not generalizable to all women, but the findings of this research are 
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consistent with feminist theories and practice as presented to us in the last decade (p. 
153). 
It should be understood that a woman’s version of leadership is not 
biologically pre-determined or universal; nor should it exclude men on the basis of a 
self imposed superiority. Rita Irwin (1993) idealizes a possibility for a feminist view 
of leadership, one that is local and complex: 
For a specific moment in history, roles, traditions, and societal 
expectations prescribe (sic: construct) different attitudes, skills and 
behaviors to males and females across varying ethnic groups, class 
ability and ages. Feminists who believe in this complex 
interrelationship among biology, environment and society would not 
expect everyone to be treated exactly the same. Rather, responsibility 
within relationships would be grounded in historical and temporal 
contexts (p. 155). 
Irwin has highlighted several major themes of a reconstructed leadership. 
Several of those themes apply to this research. First, similar to the ideas put forth by 
Kathleen Jones, leadership should be kept separate from management, so as not to 
confuse high status with high ranking leadership. That the two have been equated as 
one in the same is “fallacious” according to Irwin (p. 154). Second, leadership 
conceptualizes power as a sharing of responsibility, decision-making, and action 
among participants. In this way, leadership is a consensual task in which the leader is 
a leader only momentarily (Foster, 1989, in Irwin, p. 154). 
Finally, the idea of leadership overturns a conventional dichotomy between 
leaders and followers replacing it with leadership through others rather than 
leadership over others (p. 154). Often times leadership and “followership” are 
interchangeable sustaining a dialectical relationship through visions and ideas which 
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are negotiated with followers assuming leadership positions. In turn, leaders assume 
follower positions. This reconstructed concept overlaps with the concept of 
“positionality,” which I discuss in the next chapter. Both concepts are useful for 
pointing out the variety of authoritative positions. 
Compassionate Authority - A Definition 
For one treatment of compassionate authority, I turn again to Kathleen Jones 
(1993) who writes: “Compassionate authority pulls us into a face-to-face encounter 
with a specific, concrete other” (p. 143). Consider this characterization compared to 
Jones’s earlier characterizations regarding rational or judging authority, unsituated, 
disembodied and disinterested which has become the hallmark of rational decision 
making (Jones, 146). To judge impartially is to treat others as if they were just like 
us ‘entitled to the same rights and duties we would ascribe to ourselves, to apply 
neutral rules to abstracted persons. Jones argues that when we engage in \ 
compassionate authority, we can expect equity in our relationships and be “confirmed 
as concrete beings with specific needs, talents and capacities” (Behabib in Jones, p. 
146). 
I have found the following definition of compassionate authority to be the most 
relevant to this research. I only introduce it here, as a way to conclude this chapter, 
but will elaborate it more fully in Chapter 4. 
To be able to take a standpoint of the other requires knowledge of the 
situation from the perspective of the other. This means having access 
to knowledge of concrete, not abstracted, others, to knowledge of the 
agents involved in these situations, of their particular histories, 
attitudes, characters and desires...This imaginative taking up the 
position of the other is what is at work in the concept of compassionate 
authority (p. 147). 
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Conclusion 
I have raised a number of issues here concerning authority as the concept is 
used by feminist and progressive teachers and scholars. Most of the scholars that I 
present above take the view that authority is fluid, dynamic and changes from person 
to person. A progressive pedagogy would make room for these voices of authority 
striving constantly for the power of balance, reconciling contraries. In the main part 
of this work, we will see myriad examples and patterns of facilitators deriving their 
authority from a variety of sources with all of the options now available to them. 
Over and over again, we will see them (us) negotiate their authoritative positions with 
themselves, their groups, each other, and the course professor. 
I would like to conclude this section by returning once again to the work of 
Maher and Tetreault who write: “To uncover diverse sources of authority for 
learning is to indicate what classrooms transformed by feminism might be like” (p. 
130). Using their research into feminist classrooms they confirm the need for us to 
examine the purposes and functions of the university. Put differently, “[What are] the 
university’s deepest cultural and epistemological assumptions concerning the origins 
and goals of knowledge?” (p. 130). 
At once inspired by the dance but also taken by it, I close with a reflection by 
Dorothy Berkson (in Maher & Tetreault, 1994) who has felt the impact of feminism 
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on her teaching: “Once you get started on this, there is no end to where it takes you, 
and how much you feel in total conflict with everything you’ve been taught, 
everything you’ve learned, all the things you’ve modeled yourself to do” (p. 130). 
Facilitation 
There has been little research in the area of “facilitation,” and what little 
there has been has been contradictory (Rose, 1992). There has also been little 
research dealing with members within groups who also function as facilitators 
(Keltner, 1989). Most of the research deals with outsiders whose primary function is 
to facilitate. That is, they enter into groups with prior knowledge, expertise, or skill 
in “facilitating.” 
I have selected and proposed two bodies of literature to represent the concept 
and the practice of facilitation. While there is very little empirical research from 
these particular works, this overview is intended to be an introduction into two areas 
of inquiry that pertain to this study. In short, they are: facilitation and interpersonal 
communication; and facilitation and adult learning. 
As a side note, I should mention that this research review has been the least 
complete in women’s studies and feminist pedagogies. As I describe further on, the 
reason for the apparent dearth in the area of “facilitation” is due to the overuse and a 
perceived over-sentimentality of the concept. Feminist educators perhaps have chosen 
other ways to describe the kind of facilitative and caring relationships present in 
classrooms that appeal to democratic and feminist pedagogy. Therefore, the 
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following review does not necessarily reflect the changes in classroom practices and 
teaching methods where feminist and critical educators are experimenting with a 
variety of authoritative roles. 
For some scholars, the facilitator’s voice is a silent one, nurturing, but not 
challenging. The word often has less authoritative meanings, like “resource person” 
who “facilitates student development of critical thought” (Friedman, p. 204) but 
stands in stark contrast to the ideal teacher, who is “a rich storehouse of 
knowledge—intellectual as well as emotional, scholarly as well as personal” (p. 208). 
This diluted version of “facilitation” resonates with Auerbach’s (1993) version: A 
facilitator is a necessary model but not the most potent in radical or feminist 
education. In most cases, the notion of “facilitator” intimates nurturing, helping 
relationships. A facilitator is nurturing but not challenging, and privileges emotional 
and personal relationships over intellectual and scholarly ones. 
I analyze the practice of facilitation because the course professor has 
consciously structured the practice into the course. As I mentioned earlier, 
facilitators, for example, are not arbitrarily chosen; they have a function; the course 
professor is not a facilitator. The term “facilitation” takes on a special meaning in 
this research primarily because it at the center of this pedagogical practice. 
Nonetheless, the facilitators have struggled with balancing their roles as nurturing, 
mother-like figures and as scholars. In not wanting to “take over” or dominate a 
group discussion, some pull away altogether. In other words, their actions as 
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facilitators often do fulfill a stereotypical hesitant and less “authoritative” notion of 
facilitator. 
Facilitation as an Interpersonal Practice 
To further enhance my conceptual framework, I will draw on a body of 
literature that deals with the practice of facilitation, either as a phenomenon outside 
the classroom chiefly found in training seminars, or as a phenomenon inside the 
classroom (e.g., communications courses). 
In reviewing this body of literature, I cannot ignore my own biases against it. 
My reactions to it stem from what appear to be the hierarchical and rigid language 
present in the description of each report that would seem to contradict certain feminist 
and progressive practices. For example, models of facilitation range from a concept 
of student assistant who has very little freedom or flexibility compared with the 
course professor, to a concept of “expert” in which the facilitator is a highly trained 
and highly skilled outsider who manages group interactions. All of the models appear 
to operate on levels of efficient social systems (Jones, 1993). 
I have selected various points of consideration from certain “models” of 
facilitation. I have chosen them for their apparent contrast to the kind of facilitation I 
propose as it is linked to feminist and progressive pedagogies. Next, I try to 
uncover how various strategies are at work, whether we want them to be or not, in 
our own situation. 
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One particular model (Webb & Lane, 1986), similar to the model in this 
study, has constructed the facilitator function as an assistant to the course professor. 
(The courses talked about are undergraduate ones that exceed one hundred students.) 
The language used to describe the facilitation practices suggests that the facilitator 
operates in a hierarchical way that feminist pedagogy has long since repudiated. For 
example, “[T]he facilitators are not permitted to provide formal instruction; they do 
not lecture, lead class discussions, or grade...The peer facilitators are granted entrance 
to the classroom because it provides a viable practicum site” (p. 164). 
The language used in this report suggests a traditional and hierarchical model 
of facilitation consistent with the regulating practices present in academic institutions. 
Students do not share the same status with the course professor and the professor 
enacts one kind of authority. The professor is ultimately “in charge” of grading, 
evaluating and syllabus design. 
In this model, certain situations are conceived of as potential problems. 
“Problems” deal with 1) procedural predicaments (e.g., the facilitator and the group 
are having difficulty with a structured learning activity); 2) personal interactions (e.g., 
peer facilitators might know their group members prior to working with them); 3) 
ethical situations (e.g., “A student asked me to read her paper and make suggestions 
before she hands it in; can I do that?”); and 4) classroom norms and activities (e.g., 
“The man who sits next to me talks during the lecture; what should I do?”) (Webb & 
Lane, 1986, p. 164). 
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“Problems” in this research correspond to the above model insofar as 
problems do exist as they relate to classroom procedures, personalities among group 
members, ethical issues and social norms. Unlike teaching assistants in a 
communications course, however, facilitators in this research are not presented with 
problems that usually center around regulating arrangements as the above examples 
suggest. By contrast, problems in the above model seem to occur when a peer 
facilitator loses control—her authority is either challenged or in question. 
On the other hand, it is possible that the group of facilitators presented in this 
research are conflicted by similar issues, due to classroom structures, norms, 
enactments, and the power that their own authority brings them. Despite the 
flexibility of the role (unlike the typical teaching assistants), facilitators are inclined to 
perceive their duties to be rigid, their roles to be inflexible and their status to be 
fixed. Moreover, facilitators do struggle with their own authority particularly in 
situations where they are asked to experiment and not rely on routine behaviors (e.g., 
feedback on student papers; responding to dialogue journals; collaborative writing 
assignments). Facilitators question their own participation and competence as they try 
to achieve balance and group harmony, usually a goal for most facilitators. 
Other models of facilitation acknowledge and appreciate the complexities of 
the role, in which facilitation is the complex task of enabling or empowering a group 
of people to complete a task (Westley & Waters, 1988). Intricate facilitation systems 
are based on analogies of an “eternal staircase” in which the facilitator’s role is 
cyclical (Penrose & Penrose, 1958 in Priest, 1989). In yet another version, 
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facilitation might be a catalyst for group problem solving. Rather than seeing the 
facilitators role as fixed and immobile, John Keltner (1989), examines a variety of 
“facilitative functions” in order to demonstrate the mutable nature of the role. A 
facilitator might function as the “leader-trainer,” “group member,” “group leader,” 
“specialist,” or “intervener” (p. 22). Regardless of their function, facilitators are all 
process trainers in unique positions to help a group diagnose and solve problems. 
However experimental, each of these models for facilitation is predetermined. 
According to Westley and Waters (1988), facilitation is either a formal role assumed 
by an outsider who remains uninvolved or by a group member who has mastered a 
skill. In either case, a facilitator’s authority is never ambiguous; there is never any 
doubt as to her function in the group as a leader. Even though she may be playing an 
observer role, with very little to say, relationships are such that the facilitator operates 
within a pre-ordered structure, rarely disrupting or straying from traditional and 
hierarchical ways of perceiving authority. “Problems” are inevitably perceived by the 
facilitators rather than group members. Furthermore, facilitators can take precautions 
to ward off problems and can employ strategies to fix them. 
Keltner (1989) conceives the facilitator as an expert outside the group who 
should not bring her personal problems to the group. “Many groups try to engage the 
facilitator in personal problems as a ploy to manipulate the facilitator from an inherent 
position of power to a less powerful member of the group” (p. 24). The kind of 
authority that a facilitator exerts here is exact. Personal involvement, according to 
this view, undermines a facilitator’s authority. The more personally involved the 
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facilitator becomes in the emotions of the group, the more her chances for any kind of 
meaningful intervention decrease. 
This model recognizes that the facilitator is not an omnipotent onlooker. 
However, the professional facilitator “brings to the group an expertise, a point of 
view, an observational status, an objective awareness of process, and a set of skills 
not assumed to be present in the group itself” (Keltner, p. 24). Members, in turn, 
regard the facilitator as an expert “whose inherent power is usually great because the 
group looks to [her] for special services and is willing to accept what the 'expert’ 
provides” (p. 25). 
This body of work has been helpful in building a frame for this study. Of the 
educational domains that I have proposed, however, the next section—Facilitation and 
Adult Learning—best represents the facilitator in this research project. 
Facilitation and Adult Learning 
Because the research that I propose deals with adults in higher education, it 
makes sense to call upon a body of literature that deals almost exclusively with adult 
learning. Perhaps a version most compatible with this research emerges from the 
literature on adult learning and non-formal education. Beginning in the 1920’s, the 
field of adult education has been predicated on a set of practices in which 
“authoritative teaching” and “rigid pedagogy” were outdated (Eduard Lindeman, 
1926, in Rose, 1992). Facilitation, in arenas of adult education, refers to both a 
concept and a practice that was borne out of a need for adults to be self-directed and 
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autonomous. The pedagogical (or andragogical—i.e., adult learning) practice of 
facilitation has been one counter movement against transmission models of education. 
First, according to the literature in adult education, facilitation processes are 
learner centered, problem-centered, collaborative, and experiential (Rose, 1992). 
This view assumes that adults are capable and experienced human beings who have 
something to offer and something to gain from their educational experience. 
Secondly, despite the fact that facilitation is a term that is constantly shifting 
and purposefully contextual, there are standards and principles that can be adopted 
(Galbraith, 1992). A “good” facilitator, for example, should develop a philosophy 
about her professional practice; understand and be aware of the uniqueness of adult 
learners; provide a vision; be authentic and credible; provide challenges and foster 
praxis; attend to how learners experience learning and encourage independence (see 
Galbraith, 1992). These characteristics of a good facilitator act less as prescriptives 
than they do as principles that facilitators will continually work on in order to be 
empathic and self-reflexive. 
Finally, inasmuch as principles of good facilitation exist, other adult educators 
caution against bandwagon mentalities. Stephen Brookfield (1992) points out that 
there are several beliefs espoused by adult educators that have become widely 
accepted myths. These myths have potential for doing great harm. For the purposes 
of this study, some of these myths deserve attention. 
For example, two prevailing myths are: 1) adult learning is reserved 
exclusively for adults; and 2) there is a unique adult learning and teaching style. 
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Brookfield points out that these myths, which cannot be empirically supported, are 
especially dangerous because they are based on the idea that adults are “innately self- 
directed, or inherently critical thinkers” (p. 13). While it is true that adults have the 
potential to perform sophisticated intellectual operations, be critically reflective, and 
experience transformative learning, Brookfield contends that this is a potential that is 
not always realized. There are too many variables involved in adult learning 
processes (e.g., political ethos, culture, educational background) to relegate all 
differences to chronology. Thus, simply put, some adults and some children are self- 
directed and critical and some are not (1992, p. 14). 
That adults are innately self-directed is another dangerous myth according to 
Brookfield. He offers the example of the facilitator who is bemused and disappointed 
when her group’s reactions to her democratic, humanistic, and learner-centered style 
are not what she anticipated them to be. Instead of appreciation, “learners often 
complain that facilitators are abdicating their educational role by placing on learners 
the responsibility for making judgments about content and direction that they are not 
equipped to make” (p. 15). Moreover, despite the half-truth that adult participants 
may welcome the opportunity to be self-directed, most, at least initially, will feel 
ambivalent about and confused by what they perceive as a “highly intimidating 
reversal of the expectations they had about what comprises proper education” (p. 13). 
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Conclusion 
The literature on facilitation that I have introduced should provide yet another 
frame for viewing the facilitators in the methods course. As I have already indicated, 
investigation of various facilitation practices and their sites helps me to be skeptical 
about our practice. 
Research into facilitation in the domains of interpersonal communication and 
adult learning has gained substantial notoriety and respect that span decades. The 
concept “facilitation” emerges, in part, out of the recognition that adults have lived 
experiences. When they are in the process of reflection, co-constructing of meaning 
and collaboration, they are more than passive recipients whose goal is to master an 
imposed body of knowledge. 
Research Questions 
The rich discussions around authority and facilitation represented in the 
literature should provide some background and further guide my own investigation 
into authoritative roles in the classroom. 
The following is a set of primary questions that should help focus this study in 
order to better understand the myriad possibilities of authority and its relationship to 
facilitation specifically, and to teachers, students, leaders and followers, generally. 
What are the defining features of authority in this research? How is it 
experienced, voiced, shared, regarded by other members and myself in 
the classroom community? How do collaborative practices affect 
authority? 
1. 
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2. What are the ideological elements operating within the socioculture 
(i.e., institution, course, surroundings) that either help or hinder a 
facilitator’s authoritative process? 
3. In what ways do we as facilitators create, uphold, deny or resist our 
own and the professor’s compassionate, scholarly and inventive 
authority? 
CHAPTER 3 
THE RESEARCH 
Teacher education and classroom ethnographies are part of an educational 
reform. Moving away from research that privileges one source of knowledge, 
teachers are using their own classrooms as research sites. School-based research and 
classroom ethnographies have begun to capture not only theoretical, but also practical 
insights into good teaching and good teacher training, particularly as these insights are 
voiced by teachers themselves (Willett, 1995; Bailey, 1993). Teachers after all, “are 
among those who have the authority to know, to construct...knowledge about 
teaching, learning, and schooling” (Lytle & Cochran-Smith, 1992). Teachers and 
their students are able to provide an emic (or insider’s) perspective into the everyday 
experiences of the classroom.19 
I have selected a combination of research perspectives that 1) reflects broader 
political and social issues, 2) emphasizes research as a process, 3) uses ethnographic 
research methods in order to gain emic (insider) and etic (outsider) perspective on 
local systems of meaning and practice. 
Ethnographic Research as Praxis 
Research as praxis emerges from a postpositivist era in which a small but 
increasing number of researchers have been committed to research that involves 
change enhancing and contextualized knowledge building (Lather, 1991). From a 
19 For a full discussion of classroom ethnography see Bailey, 1994. 
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feminist perspective, praxis represents a “shared commitment to a political position in 
which 'knowledge’ is not simply knowledge what but knowledge for” (Stanley, 1990, 
p, 15). As I demonstrate further on, this is highlighted by the fact that facilitators are 
working out both theories and practices for facilitation. 
A praxis-oriented research method is suitable for this study for many reasons. 
The goals of most facilitator meetings have been attempts to understand the 
facilitation process. The combination of theory building, reflection, dialogue and 
action helps to create and sustain a dynamic group process. Moreover, praxis- 
oriented inquiry is a reciprocal process. Through communication, dialogue and 
reflection, data and theory emerge, with data being recognized as generated from 
people in relationships (Philipsen, 1989; Carbaugh, 1994; Geotz and Lecompte; 1984; 
Lather, 1991). A theory of facilitation is thus derived from experience and is 
continually subject to revision in light of the experience. 
As other examples of praxis oriented research have revealed (Acker, Barry & 
Essevold, 1983, in Lather, 1991), I believe that this research process has involved 
informal reformulation of ideas; collective examination of our assumptions about 
change; and the connections between changing life circumstances and changing views 
of self (in Lather, 1991, p. 77).20 
20 Praxis-oriented research commits the researcher to an activist stance that is self-conscious, 
participatory and critical. Michelle Fine (1992) points out three distinctions common among scholars 
who take an activist stance. First, the researcher is explicit about the political and theoretical space(s) 
out of which she operates. Second, her research exhibits critical analysis of her current social 
arrangements and their ideological frames. Finally, the activist presses the boundaries of current 
intellectual debate (Fine, 1993; Lather, 1986). 
As a researcher, I have attempted this breed of new scholarship in several ways. Within the 
body of this work, I have made a point to discuss openly my relationship to the participants and course 
(continued...) 
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A Research Cycle 
I can now recycle the data and reflect on someone else’s reflection, trying to 
understand it as a student myself and apply the collective insights to my current 
teaching situation. By doing this, I am engaging in what Lather describes as “full 
reciprocity” with my informants. 
Because my research is driven by my need to establish connections between 
changing life circumstances and changing views of self, I try to find meaning in the 
data now. In this sense, the data are never stale or fixed, bearing meaning only at the 
moment of their utterance. I will continue to treat the critical incidents with the same 
kind of seriousness they had at the moment of their occurrence. This research has 
compelled me to be critical of my current social arrangements for a variety of 
reasons. One of those reasons bears mentioning here. 
I am routinely self-reflexive about my authority in my classroom, and this 
research enhances that reflexive process in ways that I never experienced in other 
teaching/training situations. Thankfully, as an ESL teacher at this particular 
institution, I have an enormous amount of freedom to experiment with my authority 
and I have taken advantage of this in many ways. This research has made me 
particularly attentive of how I teach leadership in my own classroom. I have also 
20(... continued) 
professor, my own history as facilitator, my own prejudices (see Gadamer, 1975) and criticisms of 
some of the literature, and finally my connections to the entire research process. I have also tried to 
imagine “what could be” (Lather, 1986; Fine, 1992). I have made attempts to draw on a number of 
disciplines in the social sciences. Rather than limiting the literature to research in teacher education, I 
have attempted to branch out into domains of anthropology, women’s studies, interpersonal 
communication and adult learning. 
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paid close attention to the various dances of authority that my students and I engage in 
when we are engaging in transformative power rather than hierarchical power (Irwin, 
1995; Torbert, 1991). 
I have also tried to take an activist stance as a feminist. I find myself in a 
conservative institution that does not readily embrace those political and theoretical 
frames that I have discussed in this proposal. For example, although considered 
trendy and taken seriously only by a few, collaborative pedagogy and multicultural 
education are currently “acceptable” practices.21 Feminist pedagogy and women’s 
studies have not been as readily incorporated into the curriculum. Ideas about women 
and the academy that I took for granted at the University of Massachusetts resonate 
with relatively few (mostly women) at Gonzaga University. At the very least, many 
of my own political and theoretical assumptions have been challenged here, which 
points all the more to my need to negotiate the terrain with those around me. Using 
this research as a tool for praxis forces me to try to do as I have specified in the 
previous pages. That is, I hope that this research drives me to name, understand and 
be more critical of my surroundings. Finally this reflexive process should help 
illuminate my own history of authority over the three years that I have been involved 
with this research up to the present. It appears that this kind of research perspective 
better reflects this process than would other, more traditional designs. 
I have identified here some of the key concepts within praxis-oriented research 
and some methods for conducting that research. I have also begun to trace how this 
21 I agree with bell hooks (1994) with regard to progressive pedagogy: it seems that interest in 
alternative modes of teaching is waning. 
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orientation figures into my research study. I turn now to the ethnography of 
communication, data collection and analysis. 
Ethnography of Communication 
Because my primary concern in this project is with language and the way 
language is used to establish authorities, I look to ethnography of communication as 
an undergirding philosophy or theory' for investigating the research. Ethnography of 
communication is best understood as “a philosophical commitment to investigating 
communication as something radically cultural, as a patterning of practices among 
particular people in a particular place” (Philipsen, 1989 in Carbaugh, 1994). An 
ethnography of communication seeks to know how people in their everyday lives and 
their everyday practices communicate. Ethnographers puzzle over questions such as 
the ones Donal Carbaugh poses: “What means of communication are used when 
people talk to each other? What are the meanings associated with these various 
means of communication? What do they enable and constrain? How do these means 
and meanings get played into particular encounters between particular people?” (p. 5). 
Ethnographers interested in communication organize their studies around social 
units such as speech communities, speech events, speech situations, and speech acts 
(Carbaugh, 1994a). In this study, all of these social units are present. To 
summarize, the facilitators, in the context of the methods course over three years, 
constitute the primary speech community. Del Hymes (1972) contends that the 
concept of speech community is a necessary primary term in that it connotes and 
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privileges a social entity over a linguistic one. “One starts with a social group and 
considers all the linguistic varieties present in it, rather than starting with any variety” 
(P- 54). 
The facilitator meetings are the most significant speech event. This speech 
event is bounded and governed by rules and norms for the use of speech (Hymes, 
1972 p. 56). Secondary speech events include both spoken and written text from 
small group meetings, interviews, written documents, dialogue journal 
communications, reflection, and research. Examples of speech acts include telling 
jokes, giving advice, asking questions and making plans. Embedded in the primary 
speech event is yet another kind of communicative act, the narrative. 
Narratives 
I will use the narrative structures in this study as data to investigate the kinds 
of authorities that are operating as the participants describe and interpret them. The 
narrative is the most salient communicative unit for this research for reasons I have 
already suggested. During these meetings facilitators often tell lengthy stories about 
what is happening in their groups. Within these narratives, one often hears a critical 
incident, which functions as a “text” for negotiating the speaking terrain (see Chapter 
5). 
A narrative is in some respects a natural choice for educators. Teachers know 
stories because stories are so pervasive. We need the narrative to understand, 
explain, and find meaning in experience (Gudmundsdottir, 1990). Narratives enable 
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us to understand the actions of others because we all live out narratives in our lives 
and because we understand our own lives in terms of narratives (Fisher, 1989). Both 
individual and collective narratives reflect the perspectives that facilitators have about 
teaching and learning. Embedded in facilitators’ narratives are facilitators’ 
presentations of self with their peers. In their talk, they represent a view of the 
world, and as the conversation progresses their views become altered (Scollon & 
Scollon, 1981). The narratives thus are not perfectly coherent polished drafts. They 
are examples of “exploratory talk” (Barnes, 1976 in Cazden, 1988). This exploratory 
talk, in contrast to a final draft, enhances the opportunities for what Goffman (1974, 
1976, in Scollon & Scollon, 1981) refers to as “negotiation of intersubjective reality.” 
What this means for facilitators is that their “subjective realities” (i.e., their 
experiences, prior analogies, metaphors and images about teaching) expressed in their 
narratives mesh with other facilitators subjective realities. In this way they participate 
in an ongoing negotiation in order to construct new world views (Scollon & Scollon, 
1981, p. 14). 
Narratives, rather than term papers, tests, or initiation-Response-Evaluation 
(I-R-E) sequences (Fanselow, 1987) are ways for facilitators to talk without being 
interrupted or without having to invoke an expert to validate their story (Cazden, 
1988). (Even though we do not have to invoke other primary authors, engage in 
propositional or denotative talk, we often do.) In other words, facilitators have a full 
range of speech acts available to them when they speak, including personal 
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testimonials and experiences not offered to them in traditional discourse or other 
events in this course. 
Narrative Structures 
As early as the second meeting, I had asked the facilitators to participate in a 
narrative structure that would ensure everyone’s participation—round robin style 
(Chapter 5). That is, each facilitator takes a speaking turn without being 
interrupted.22 We will see how some of the facilitators take full advantage of this 
style immediately, while others do not. This communication cycle has the effect of 
producing what Charles Taylor (1985, in Pendlebury, 1995) refers to as a language of 
qualitative contrasts; in terms of attachment and detachment, authorizing and de- 
authorizing, dependence and interdependence, invention and convention, to name a 
few of the communal agonistics, at this site, a cultural phenomenon that I explain in 
Chapter 4. Shirley Pendlebury (1995) points out that these tensions are “most at 
home and have their most telling exemplars in narrative” (p. 62). She further argues 
that a language of qualitative contrasts that emerges in narrative structures may also 
evoke “conflicting and incommensurable values, making practical deliberation more 
and not less difficult” (p. 62). With this in mind, one cannot assume that “telling 
22 I was particularly interested in this approach to communication at the time because it meant that 
people would not get interrupted and we could discuss certain problems at the end. Although I still 
think this style is effective, I have since come to appreciate, as Deborah Tannen (1996) does, that 
interrupting, better, overlapping occurs more frequently among women then men, is supportive in 
nature, and shows enthusiasm for the listener. 
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stories” automatically leads to resolutions. We will find Pendlebury’s characterization 
increasingly compelling as our narratives unfold. 
Narrative and Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
I introduce the concept of pedagogical content knowledge in the narrative 
structures to highlight the kind of epistemological referencing that is “unique for 
teachers and teaching” (Shulmanm 1987, in Gudmundsdottir, 1995 p. 27). Sigrun 
Gudmundsdottir writes, “It makes intuitive sense that experienced teachers should 
know their subject matter differently from those who are not engaged in teaching” (p. 
27). One could argue for the purposes of this study that the subject matter is atypical 
and “acategorical” in the sense that the “subject” is elusive, dealing more with 
“subjects” as people rather than subjects as content. Nonetheless, we facilitators, as 
experienced teachers, engage in interpretive and reflective activity, imbuing our 
narratives and discourses (e.g., the curriculum, the texts) with our values and 
meaning (Gundmundsdottir, p. 27). As experienced teachers, Carole has intuitions 
about how to teach Problem Posing; Ahmed has an accumulated wisdom about how to 
manage groups. Carmen’s vast experience teaching Social Studies to high school 
students gives her a “critical edge.” My own teaching and training experience frames 
an entire set of strategies that I had used previously as a facilitator and that I employ 
with this group. 
Pedagogical content knowledge is not reserved exclusively for the facilitators, 
just as primary theories are not reserved exclusively for academics (Gee, 1990 in 
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Chapter 4). Maj gets positioned as an expert due to his “background and knowledge 
base,” (see Chapter 9) not only because of his knowledge of the content area 
(Problem Posing), but also because of his perceived knowledge of the subject. 
Similar to Maj, despite her lack of teaching experience, Sandy is singled out for her 
“good ideas” and her ability to imagine their implementation in a classroom. 
Embedded in other student narratives is evidence of teaching knowledge, but is often 
eclipsed by those who are more vocal. Or, they have not translated their “knowing 
into telling” (Gundmundsdottir, p. 28) due to a variety of time constraints (e.g., time 
lack of experience, other members dominate) often leading to those qualitative 
contrasts and communal tensions that I named above. 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge and the Professor’s Authority 
Throughout the transcripts, we will see ample evidence of the stories that the 
professor tells in order for her to “further her individual agenda” (Willett, 1995). 
Her “agenda,” not a bad thing, creates and sustains her authoritative positions, as a 
compassionate, scholarly, and inventive leader. To a much greater extent than 
myself, Jerri uses the story as a way to explicate intertextual links, to connect one 
event to another in order to facilitate our understanding of each other (compassion) 
the content (scholarship) or the process (invention). 
Gudmundsdottir (1995) contends that practitioners who work with people 
usually encode their experience in narrative form (p. 30). Because the teaching world 
is filled with human activity and complex interactions that is at times “chaotic, 
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unpredictable, and multidimensional” (Doyle 1977, in Gudmundsdottir, 1995, p. 30), 
representing events through narrative is a way to “achieve a certain order over this 
chaos and derive a level of practical knowledge that informs...actions (p. 30). 
In view of this particular site, which is complex par excellence, 
Gundmundsdottir’s observation with regard to chaos and order is appropriate, yet 
requires some adjustments for this site. The “order” that we attempt to achieve 
through narrative structures also has the possibility for further “complexifying” the 
instruction (Pennycook, 1996).23 When so many of us are trying to achieve “order,” 
and our stories are indeterminate, we sometimes confuse and muddle the process. 
Furthermore, one must keep in mind that I approach our enactments of authority as 
dance-like, rather than hierarchical and orderly. Thus, we spend a lot of our time on 
the dance floor bumping into each other, stepping on each other’s toes and changing 
partners. 
The narrator and narration of an event are only two parts of the equation. One 
must also consider the “narratee,” (the audiences) in this case all of us, who have the 
power of interpretation, reflection and transformation (Gundmundsdottir, 1995). 
Overlapping and partly integrated with some of the major concepts I have developed 
thus far (i.e., transforming power, ethnography, praxis-oriented research), and the 
concept of intertextuality (see next section), I do not wish to repeat myself 
23 Alastair Pennycook (1996) uses the term “complexify” to mean make complex, steering us away 
from regarding any one single issue too narrowly, not situated in different understandings in texts, 
memory and learning (p. 226). 
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unnecessarily. Briefly and with respect to pedagogical content knowledge as it relates 
to the three modes of authority, these three acts can be described as follows. 
Upon any story that Jerri might tell, we engage in interpretation, which 
according to Richard Palmer (1969) is a way of standing in place of the author. 
Through Jerri’s eyes, the facilitators learn to see and understand the Discourse 
pedagogically (e.g., beliefs and values of a teacher) and how to look with 
“pedagogically—seeking—eyes” in order to reconstruct Jerri’s spoken and written text 
(Gundmundsdottir, 1995; Palmer, 1969). In order to understand the text, one must 
“know the texts, be intimate with the texts, and the subject matter they represent” 
(Gundmundsdottir, p. 33). Jerri and her texts provide opportunities for “intimacy” 
and close up understanding of her, her (our) pedagogy and of each other. 
Reflection involves thoughtful explanation of past events. From event to 
event, facilitators reflect on preceding texts. As many scholars have pointed out, 
storytelling and its accompanying analysis (e.g., intertextuality) encourage a kind of 
reflection that is difficult to do in other speech events. Cheryl Mattingly (1991) 
writes that stories highlight “deep beliefs and assumptions that people cannot tell in 
propositional or denotative form...” (p.236). As I have described elsewhere, the 
stories we tell are not polished presentations; in many extracts, we will listen to 
facilitators thinking aloud, using Jerri’s and each others’ texts as transformative tools. 
As transformative tools, our narratives help us understand our authority in new 
ways and we can communicate our new ideas and our new methods to others 
(Gundmundsdottir, 1995). Transformation involves “progressing from an incomplete 
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story to one that is more complete and compelling” (Gundmundsdottir, p. 34). This 
line of thinking is particularly salient for this research because our practice is one that 
we invent as we go along. As I unravel each meeting, we begin to see a connection 
or coherence between events “that moves the storyline along through time” tracing 
our enactments of authority. Eventually, we begin to see a direction, or a possibility 
of goals that help to hang the story together (Gundmundsdottir, p. 34). Jerri 
facilitates our narrative understanding by “opening up a space” for us to invent what I 
refer to in the next chapter, as “the big picture.” 
Finally, Philip Jackson (1995) argues that teachers’ narratives are not intended 
just to inform but to transform students as well. In a final chapter, we will see how 
Jerri tells a story using my passion as a point of reference. She tells the story not 
merely to provide information about my energetic nature and tendency to dominate, 
but to help us understand what propels another member’s actions. In so doing, we 
might better understand an individual and his acts in order to change the way we talk 
and think about him. 
Data Collection and Analysis 
Over the course of three years, I have collected several sources of data. The 
primary site for data collection has been the facilitator meetings where I have been 
both a facilitator and participant observer. In these groups, issues of authority and 
facilitation are both topics of conversation and interactionally accomplished (Bailey, 
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1993). The data that I have acquired over these years have served as support for the 
transcripts in this project. 
Methods for collecting data have been consistent with both ethnographic and 
feminist research designs and orientations that I mentioned in the previous sections. 
Throughout a three year period, I have audiotaped various speech events including 
facilitator meetings, small group meetings, interviews and private correspondences 
between the facilitators, the course professor and myself (Florio-Ruane, 1991). As I 
have indicated elsewhere, these facilitator meetings have also been crucial sites for 
ongoing dialogue and critique. 
Of particular importance for this project are my transcriptions of nine group 
meetings (approximately 20 hours) which consist of seven facilitator meetings and two 
small group meetings. Bailey (1993) contends that the first step in research is to 
capture a “fluid and dynamic social scene” and the second step is to render that scene 
inert for careful examination. Like Bailey, my primary method for capturing the 
group dialogue of the facilitator’s group was through audiotaping. While transcripts 
have their own set of limitations, they are nonetheless a powerful research tool. 
Because teacher research is an integral practice of this course, there are also 
secondary sources of data to which I have access. They include: videotapes of 
facilitator meetings, dialogue journals between facilitators and their group members, 
course assignments, and reflection papers. 
I have also interviewed facilitators both formally and informally. In order to 
move beyond what Lather (1992) calls “minimal reciprocity,” some of these 
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interviews have been conducted in an interactive and dialogic manner where there has 
been mutual self-disclosure, negotiation of meaning, and deeper probing of research 
issues (Lather, 1992). I have approached these interviews as co-constructed events in 
which the facilitators and I have collaborated in shaping the text (Briggs, 1986). I 
have also conducted more formal ethnographic interviews in order to determine tacit, 
overt and “folk” theories about authority and facilitation (Gee, 1990; Spradley, 1979, 
1980). 
In addition to interviewing course members, I have also shared stories, 
maintained personal correspondence, and collaborated on written work with the course 
professor about the research. I have been able to gain insights into the nature of 
authority that should provide an additional layer of meaning to the overall research 
project. Final sources of data include written field notes, published reading materials, 
notes and handouts on student led presentations. 
The meetings and narratives contained within them serve as triangulating tools, 
ways of cross-checking the accuracy of my own impressions and interpretations 
(Goetz & Lecompte, 1984). I have chosen the nine meetings in this work for the 
opportunities for triangulation that they yield. I use the two small group meetings 
(Chapters 9 and 11) to take us “behind-the-scenes” of talk generated in facilitator 
meetings. Chapter 10 provides a triangulation “bridge” from one small group 
meeting back to a facilitator’s meeting. In Chapter 7, I investigate the “feedback” of 
several individuals in small groups as it is reported back to us in another meeting. In 
addition to the meetings, I have also pointed out the other sources of data that provide 
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“cross-checking” for the participants and my interpretations (e.g., dialogue journals, 
videotapes, term papers, field notes). 
Triangulation within this research project also enhances the scope, density and 
clarity of the concepts and categories that I have developed (Goetz & Lecompte, 
1984). The several sources of data that I have collected help to make this study more 
trustworthy. I examine this idea more fully in my discussion of intertextuality. 
Analytical Tools: Positioning And Intertextualitv 
Drawing on the work of Donal Carbaugh (1994b), I have employed the term 
“positioning,” to discuss and highlight the distinctive social positions in this group 
(and class) and also to invoke a system of practices, relations and properties (p. 163). 
One of the reasons that “positioning” as an analytical tool is applicable is 
predicated on the notion that people are not eternal, unchanging entities in themselves. 
As John Shotter (n.d.) points out, we owe what “stability, constancy and 
uniqueness—our identities” we do have, to the stability and constancy of certain 
aspects of our activities, events, practices, and procedures. These aspects, like texts, 
are fashioned, developed and patterned in “moment-by-moment changes, as new 
contingencies arise, and as our relations and positions change” (p. 145). 
Being a facilitator, for example, symbolizes a unique social position, and 
acting as a facilitator invokes many others (e.g., other members of the group, other 
classmates, the course professor, myself, previous class members, future class 
members). In turn, acting as a facilitator, (or being perceived as acting) is linked to 
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and implicates larger cultural, social, political, economic domains of meaning (e.g., 
race, gender, class, and age) (p. 163). 
Carole, a facilitator, and Sandy, another group member, for example, get 
positioned in some ways by the other two group members, Dorothy and Ema, as the 
“person in charge.” Maj, a group member, gets positioned as an “expert” by his 
group members and to some extent his facilitator. This is one of the ways in which 
he gets singled out, despite the facilitator’s attempts at including him (even in a 
negative way). Most of the facilitators make explications that position their group 
members at one time or another to be an authority. Each configuration throughout 
these social activities draws participants into particular social positions. In one 
transcript I will show how facilitators negotiate (e.g., uphold, criticize, reject) those 
positions that group members or other facilitators have attributed to them. Where a 
position is explicitly claimed (e.g., as voiced by Dorothy—’’You seemed to be in 
charge”), there is also an implication. Carbaugh (1994b) points out that these 
implications are often “richly textured as they convey messages through various forms 
of talk, about persons, social relations, institutions, and the domains and dimensions 
of the social activity itself” (p.166). Dorothy’s explication—’’You seemed to be in 
charge”—implies myriad possibilities of her own positioning. For example, she may 
be implying that her own ideas were not good; she is not as experienced as the other 
members charge; Sandy is in charge; somebody needs to be “in charge.” John’s 
speaking for Maj—“I am an expert, and therefore I know what I am talking about...” 
(Chapter 10) implies a set of possibilities for not only his own positioning, but also 
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for his group members and his audience, the facilitators. In Chapter 5, we will see 
how Ahmed carves out a position for himself as a composed and confident authority, 
which serves as a “model” for many of the facilitators. Positioning as an analytical 
tool should prove to be very useful for unearthing the myriad enactments of authority 
in this pedagogy. While positioning is useful as an analytical instrument, the concept 
of positionality, discussed below, should highlight broader issues with regard to 
subjectivity, and progressive and feminist pedagogies. 
Positionality 
Feminist scholars have written about positionality in which people are defined 
by their location within shifting networks of relationships which can be analyzed and 
changed (Maher, p. 164). The term “positionality” rather than essences, or 
marginalized other allows us to re-conceptualize the notion of “subjectivity.”24 It 
lets us understand the subject’s identity to be inextricably connected multiple channels 
involving other cultural, political, institutional, ideological forms (Alcoff, 1988 in 
Maher & Tetreault, 1994). 
These identities are not fixed, but fluid. The course professor assumes a 
number of authoritative positions that constitute her role as compassionate leader, 
24 Laurie Fink’s (a teacher at Lewis and Clark College in Maher & Tetreault, 1994) characterization 
of positionality should be helpful for understanding the notion of a “marginalized other.” She writes: 
What we need is a description that is not based on categories but...on positionality...or relations...No 
group is in and of itself oppressed or marginal. It’s only in relation to something else. So that, for 
instance, we can say that women are marginal compared to men. But Black women are marginal 
compared to white, middle class women. What is perceived as marginal at any given time depends on 
the position one occupies (p. 164). While I do not completely agree with her example, I appreciate the 
tenor of her argument and feel that it easily applies to this study. 
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scholar, inventor and collaborator. The positionality proposal allows us to reinterpret 
and critically engage in these forms of authority and expertise that have the potential 
effect of circumscribing our control (Code, p. 181). 
Maher and Tetreault argue that a positional perspective and its contextual 
networks tends to make feminist teachers exhibit a positional authority, rather than 
one that is externally imposed. A positional authority would be grounded in personal 
experience, knowledge and situation (p. 165). Nona Lyons (1990) conceives of 
positionality as an epistemological theory or perspective that “situates” truth because 
it emerges from particular involvements and relationships (p. 209). 
In this course, one might observe how knowledge is constructed in an 
academic environment that explicitly calls attention to multiple, juxtaposed positions 
with regard to compassionate, scholarly and inventive authority. Among the 
facilitators (Jerri included), our positional knowledge emerges from our perspectives 
and is elaborated through each other (Lyons, p. 210). One might pose the question 
that Maher and Tetreault do. “Does combining heterogeneous groups of students 
enhance their sense of their own positions?” “Can such combinations foster a 
discourse grounded in a variety of experiences and lead to a more complex theory of 
(teaching) society?” (p. 191). For now, I leave these questions open since within the 
remainder of this project a response to these will unfold in multiple and contradictory 
ways. 
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Intertextualitv 
Returning now to the narrative structure as a unit of analysis, I attempt in this 
section to discuss how these narratives connect and cohere. Not a new concept to 
literary scholars, intertextuality is best understood as the network of all texts that a 
writer contracts in the course of writing (Kress, 1985) or the juxtaposition of texts 
(Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1993). Intertextuality is an important feature of the way 
we use language, and the meanings we make through texts (spoken and written) has a 
social meaning against a background of other texts (Lemke, 1992, p. 257). 
David Bloome (1989) points out that, traditionally, intertextuality has been a 
cognitive activity, located in the heads of individuals rather than in social interactions. 
Bloome (1989) and Bloome and Ann Egan-Robertson (1993) have broadened this 
definition of intertextuality to include texts as social constructions located in the social 
interactions that people have with each other. In order to establish intertextuality, 
these juxtapositions “must be proposed, be interactionally recognized, be 
acknowledged, and have social significance” (Bloome & Egan-Robertson, p. 308). 
Intertextuality thus has a material existence that can be perceived by the analyst 
(Solsken, Wilson-Keenan & Willett, 1994). This does not mean that proposals, 
recognition, acknowledgment, and social consequences are overt or conscious 
(Bloome & Egan-Robertson, p. 311). For example, the professor’s “instructions” in 
the first meeting are indeed recognized, acknowledged, and have social consequences 
over time, across texts, across groups, across years. However, her narrative also has 
immediate consequences that I draw on in the first meeting. 
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Intertextuality, as outlined by Bloome and Eagan-Robertson (1993), is based 
on the fundamental construct that people act and react to each other. The basic unit 
of analysis is the interactions of a group of people rather than the individual (e.g., the 
reader). How people react and respond to each other whether they are present or not 
all help shape and give meaning to speech events. 
Indeterminacies 
As people act and react to each other, the meanings and consequences of the 
actions are necessarily indeterminate (Beach & Anson, 1992). Richard Beach and 
Chris Anson (1992) point out that the indeterminacy of a speech or literacy event may 
“involve, excite or intrigue” participants engaged in them. Rather than regard 
ambivalent never ending textual strings as frustrating, participants (e.g., students, 
facilitators, audiences in general) may find them to be “a creative social challenge.” 
Rather than resolving potential complications, facilitators may actually seek to evoke 
these indeterminacies as central to the social appeal of various relationships (Beach & 
Anson, p. 336). 
Examples of indeterminate links show up in abundance throughout this 
research. There are a number of reasons for this. First, facilitator meetings and 
small groups are conducive sites for participants to react, respond, disagree, evaluate, 
misunderstand, and so on. “Problems” (problematics) arise and each facilitator will 
offer her own interpretation or potential solution. Problems are rarely solved on the 
same evening, and facilitators do not necessarily offer suggestions, advice or 
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recommendations for the sole purpose of resolving the problem. Frequently, 
facilitators discuss various problematics to achieve a variety of different social 
positions. 
The second reason that this course produces a number of textual 
indeterminacies is due to the course professor’s authority and influence. 
Indeterminate responses help to create and sustain the complex pedagogy (and “the 
big picture”) at this site and is regarded as a positive feature. She encourages 
facilitators to be “heteroglossic” or diverse in their languages (Todorov, 1984, p. 56), 
check out their interpretations and optional meanings. Beach and Benton propose that 
as audiences enter into the multiplicity of Discourses, they need to respond to these 
discourses that evoke intertextual links in their own lives (p. 338). 
So pervasive is the ideology of indeterminacy that counter discourses are often 
challenged. One outcome of this idea is that if a facilitator seeks a “quick fix,” her 
position will usually be repealed or modified by either Jerri or another facilitator. We 
can see how, once again, a pedagogy of indeterminacy counters more compartment¬ 
alized notions of methods courses, those that Deborah Britzman observes have 
socialized us to expect methods to be “applied like recipes and somehow remain 
unencumbered by the specificity of the pedagogical act” (p. 227). 
The indeterminate nature of this kind of pedagogy does not always make for a 
“homogenous, happy community.” As a result of the ensuing doubts, ambivalences, 
contradictions and disagreements that intertextual conflict produces, we are engaged in 
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a “linguistics of contact that accentuates differences between competing representative 
communities” (Pratt 1997, in Beach and Anson, p. 338). 
In closing, I invoke Jerri Willett (1995), the professor of this course, to 
augment this discussion of intertextuality and the nature of the “micropolitics of social 
interaction. ” 
People not only construct shared understandings in the process of 
interaction, they also evaluate and contest those understandings as they 
struggle to further their individual agendas. As people act and react to 
one another, they also construct social relations (e.g., hierarchical 
relations), ideologies (e.g., inalienable rights of the individual) and 
identities (e.g., good student). These constructions both constrain 
subsequent negotiations and sustain extant relationships of power, 
solidarity, and social order (p. 475). 
Throughout this work I attempt to show how we construct social relations, ideologies, 
and identities in our actions and our reactions to each other. I demonstrate this 
complex network of interactions in the next few chapters. 
Conclusion 
I have used this chapter to orient readers to a set of broad issues in research 
methodologies. Praxis-oriented research has guided my practice, historical and 
current, while the ethnographic research approaches that I outline have been useful for 
investigating particular communication practices. Within the scope of ethnography, 
my multiplicity of data sources and my means of collecting and analyzing data have 
been useful instruments for generating both tacit or folk theories which can provide 
useful information for the participants in current and future Methods courses (Bailey, 
1994). The overt or “general” and “primary” theories (i.e., authority 
framework—see Chapter 4) that I explicate should be useful to researchers in other 
settings (Elden & Levin, 1991 in Bailey, 1994). 
CHAPTER 4 
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE PROFESSOR: 
THREE MODES OF AUTHORITY 
Introduction 
I begin this chapter by using a brief excerpt of talk to provide insights into my 
authority framework. I have chosen the following excerpt of the professor’s 
introduction to the course because it captures a salient feature of her pedagogy. 
Moreover, this transcript allows me to use this text as a tool for framing the three 
modes of authority—compassionate, scholarly, and inventive. 
In the first half of this chapter, I highlight general features of complex and 
traditional teaching practices, using the Methods course and the course professor’s 
opening as a material base for this discussion. In the second half of this chapter, I 
use these two intertwining teaching and “training” opportunities (i.e., the Methods 
course and Jerri’s instructions) to focus on the three modes of authority. 
This Class Takes Place on the Moon25 
The course professor begins by informing this group of facilitators that they 
are helping to define the facilitator role stating that “We don’t know what it is 
ourselves.” In this opening sequence about facilitation, she stresses many features of 
the course and so begins the apprenticeship into facilitation. Most of what she says 
25 This title is from an interview with one of the facilitators (Ella) who is quoting her husband, a 
professor at Amherst College. Upon telling him about one of Jerri’s courses, he characterized it as 
such. 
on this evening will require several repetitions and encounter numerous interpretations 
and transformations. 
Excerpt 1 
100 Jer: [This kind of instruction] is complex learning and organization and 
101 it takes a while to sort out what it is precisely because you are helping to 
102 define it. We don’t know ourselves. I cannot tell you because if I could 
103 say, “Here are the three facilitation skills you should all be using,” then 
104 we would have something very different from what we think facilitation 
105 should be. Your groups will be negotiating with you what they think 
106 facilitation should be and out of this, we hope to come up with more 
107 complex ideas of how you can assist in the process. And those are the 
108 things you want to be thinking of now.. .Your first job is to convince [your 
109 groups] that it comes together. Honestly. That’s the first thing you have 
110 to tell them even though you may not believe it. And you’re waiting to 
111 see [the process] happen and all that I can say is that it happens every 
112 time and we have had great presentations. 
In this transcript Jerri has given one of several overviews of the Methods and 
Materials course. At this time, she is talking specifically to the facilitators who are 
brand new to the course, and possibly to this style of instruction. The first point of 
consideration in the professor’s stretch of talk is her “caution” twice that this 
experience is “complex.” Her first use of “complex” (Line 100) is coupled with 
learning. Following Elizabeth Cohen, who has researched and writes about a 
Program for Complex Instruction, Jerri uses this term in part to mean multiple tasks 
in simultaneous operation in the classroom. The pedagogical rationale for complex 
instruction is that it provides participants with a variety of ways to understand the 
classroom “texts” (e.g., readings, presentations) and each other. 
The notion “complex” conveys a sense of a very complicated, involved, or 
interconnected arrangement of parts. Leo van Lier (1994) sheds further light on the 
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notion of complexity in the educational world in which he discusses the need for 
different learning and teaching strategies. He writes: 
Instead of treating the teaching/learning situation as an orderly world 
discoverable by cause-effect relations, we approach it as a complex 
adaptive system with many dynamically interrelated components. Such 
a system has many patterns and regularities, but also irregularities, and 
it is often difficult to predict the effect...One should pay close attention 
to detail. The theory of practice then begins with a scrupulous 
examination of the details of teaching and learning interaction and with 
a close monitoring of the effects of changes that occur (p.7). 
One way to test whether or not something is complex is to test its ease in explaining it 
to an outsider. As many educators point out, “The task of communicating 
characteristic features of a complex practice is neither easy nor straightforward” 
(Erickson & MacKinnon, 1991, in Schon, 1991, p. 15). This course consists of 
several integral and multiple parts that would make it nearly impossible for an 
observer to understand unless she were experiencing it for herself. Thus, the 
professor does not let people audit the course and those researching the course are 
always fully active participants. As I have shown in Chapter 1, features of this 
course (e.g., small methods groups, facilitators, feedback sessions, facilitator 
meetings, facilitators acting as researchers, dialogue journals, choice of textbooks and 
readings) make it difficult to characterize in a few sentences. For example, a 
facilitator works with her group to make decisions about the readings. In a more 
traditional kind of instruction in which the course professor assigns the readings, 
students do not have a choice concerning what or when to read. By contrast, in this 
course, because we have a variety of readings, we face different challenges 
concerning the reading material. Since facilitators, as researchers and observers, have 
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opportunities from the very beginning to “pay close attention to detail,” they will 
notice, that some readings will pose particular challenges to some groups of people 
(e.g., novice teachers, non-native English speakers) as I will demonstrate in the next 
chapter. 
Predictability 
Since meaning and meaning-making are inevitably indeterminate, it is thus 
often unpredictable. So too is the learning situation and the tasks and roles that it 
entails (Van lier, 1994). The unpredictability of this type of instruction precipitates 
Jerri’s “caution.” Jerri’s first lines take on special meaning if one considers the 
principles contained within Whole Language. As I have shown elsewhere, this 
instruction is built on Whole Language principles, which involves education that 
moves from whole to part to whole (Freeman & Freeman, 1992). All of the 
participants in this course (including Jerri and I) are bound to experience the feeling 
one has when one encounters the unknown. 
In order to understand this dynamic as an unpredictable social system, one 
must “live with” this system (Peacock, 1986). “Living with” the system, however, 
should not mean that facilitators clone the professor. As separate beings, facilitators 
have a different perspective of the social system as a whole; the beliefs and values 
around which it is organized; the functions it performs for its members and for any 
larger ideological system of which it is part and finally how those parts; especially 
roles, integrate and maintain this whole (Susman, 1983, p. 99). 
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Facilitators gain confidence in their perspectives by attempting an initially 
holistic understanding of the course and then using this understanding as a basis for 
interpreting the parts of the system (Susman, p. 99). Part of what makes this holistic 
understanding possible is the fact that Jerri provides us with a holistic overview in our 
first meeting, which I refer to later in this chapter as “the big picture.” For much of 
the semester, however, facilitators are piecing together the whole, and judging from 
much of their interactions, they are mystified by their tasks and roles. 
All of the individual parts of this course (e.g., small groups, dialogue journals, 
facilitator meetings) gain currency for the facilitators when they begin to understand 
their role and function within the context of the whole course. In later chapters, I 
will show intertextual connections made to Excerpt 1 having at least one social 
consequence with regard to the way facilitators structure talk (e.g., anxiety about the 
unknown). 
After Jerri’s pronouncement that this instruction is complex, ambiguous and 
unpredictable, one may wonder why a facilitator might commit to such an 
overwhelming responsibility, especially since the job requires additional meeting time. 
Facilitators have myriad reasons for taking on this task, yet it requires little effort on 
the professor’s part to recruit them. Part of this stems from the fact that at the same 
time that she prepares them for the complexity and ambiguity, she concurrently 
empowers them, as we see in Line 106 and 107. Surrounding the professor’s talk 
about complexity is also a caring caution. In Line 102 (“We don’t know [what it is] 
ourselves”), she has included herself in the learning process and is sincere about 
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creating something together. She empowers this group and herself to define the role 
of facilitator, and to give input into the way the course is taught in the future. This is 
a central backdrop for the rest of this research. Jerri’s authority is defined by how 
she authorizes others. Similarly, a facilitator’s authority is defined by how she shares 
power with her group members. 
There are similarities to Lines 105-112 in the professor’s next set of 
instructions. With some overlap, the first set of instructions applies to the facilitators, 
while this second set applies to the small methods groups through the facilitators. In 
both cases, she authorizes each group with the power to define the role of facilitator. 
Not only do they have responsibility to define the role, they also need to “come up 
with a complex definition. ” That she hopes the facilitators will come up with a more 
complex idea would suggest that complexity is something positive, something valuable 
and good. An ideology, as I define it below, emerges out of what she perceives as 
“good” in these opening lines. 
The Operation of Ideology Through Texts26 
In both sets of instructions Jerri has established her authority through her 
course design. As such, she has transmitted several educational values that help to 
26 I borrow this title from Gunther Kress (1989) who is referring foremost to written text. The title is 
appropriate here because it makes a connection to intertextuality which is the juxtaposition of written 
and spoken texts. 
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make up an ideology of this course.27 I draw from James Gee (1990) for a definition 
of ideology. “[Ideology] mean[s] a social theory (tacit or overt, primary, removed or 
deferred) which involves generalizations (beliefs, claims) about the way(s) in which 
goods are distributed in society” (p. 23). “Goods” refers to “anything that the people 
in a society generally believe are beneficial to have or harmful not to have (e.g., life, 
space, time “good” schools “good” jobs, wealth, status, power or control)” (p. 23). 
Collaboration, self-disclosure, multicultural awareness, the practice of teacher 
research, empathy for others, “being stretched” are just a few cultural symbols for 
what is considered good or valuable in this course. How the facilitators and students 
access or resist these “goods” determines how they maintain, or even change the 
existing ideologies. David Tripp (1993) proffers some characteristics of ideologies 
that should help to augment Gee’s definition. 
Tripp argues first that classroom ideologies as well as institutional ideologies 
(even dominant ones) are socially constructed, not fixed or irresistible. They are 
never without opposition, resistances and alternatives. They do not spontaneously 
arise and automatically maintain themselves (Tripp, p. 57). Due to the fluid nature of 
the course, ideologies can conceivably change from year to year. Jerri’s cautionary 
tone reflects a current pervasive ideology that evolved as a consequence of another 
ideology the previous year in which the opposite was true. Facilitators behaved as if 
27 In explicating the term “value” here I am not referring to values that are “universally definable and 
abstractly applicable [that] represent the interests of anyone and everyone, not anyone in particular” 
(Jones, p. 240). Instead, in identifying the authoritative values that guide this community, we look for 
examples in situ, (“working consensus” Bloome & Eagan-Robertson, 1993). Values are connected to 
our power and desire and resistance to that power and desire (Gee, 1990 p. 9). 
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they were self-appointed experts because one perceived good was expertise and 
leadership. American facilitators conceived of their role as a speaking leader who 
helps. This often meant that facilitators were mini-professors, clones of Jerri, or 
worse, the “chosen few.” For some of us, this expertise also meant detachment. 
Our relationships with others was largely asymmetrical. 
This ideology (the speaking leader/expert) spilled over into this second year in 
which, this year, it meets with resistance and alternatives by the current group of 
facilitators. This year, prompted by Jerri’s instructions, the facilitators vacillate 
between dominating and pulling back, attaching and detaching, transmitting 
knowledge and withholding it. In turn, this apprehension (reflecting an ideology) is 
often interpreted by groups as ineffective facilitating until they make sense of the 
whole complex practice. (Of course, some never do.) It is thus accurate to say that 
one can escape an ideology, but only into another (Tripp, p. 57). 
From the above example, we can also see that ideology is connected to power, 
which works through the facilitators. Tripp writes: “All power tends to create the ] 
forms in which it is resisted, and ideology, being a form of power, is no exception” 
(p. 57). For example, a child who is taught that work is something that one does in 
silence, immobile and alone will resist working with noise, movement and 
communication (p. 57). 
Facilitators who perceive themselves as experts, who dominate group 
discussion, and feel secure about their subject knowledge and pedagogical content 
knowledge will oppose those who challenge their expertise. These behaviors have 
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had an impact on future generations of facilitators, resulting in a variety of 
participation frameworks, which contribute to the various “dances” of authority. As 
such, the incoming facilitators implicitly and explicitly challenge those students who 
place expert-like expectations on them, expectations which in other courses might be 
ideologically consistent and “rational.” In this course, those demands and static role 
definitions are displaced. How each facilitator both creates and reacts to this 
resistance will be determined in this research. In turn, how certain students also 
resist this complex dance of authority factors into a facilitator’s own resistance. 
Overall, this research takes the view that facilitator-group interaction constitutes a 
balancing act between symmetrical and asymmetrical dynamics of talk (Gavruseva, 
1995). 
In her opening, the course professor has transmitted several educational values 
in her discourse that makes this educational practice complex. It is important to 
recognize that she claims that complex learning is a “good,” something that is 
valuable and positive. She uses this course to orient the students toward a complex 
and critical stance toward institutional relationships within this education field: 
language teacher/language student, facilitator/student, theoretician and 
researcher/practitioner and professor/graduate student (Bailey, 1993; Willett & 
Jeannot, 1993). It is interesting to note that she does not say this course is potentially 
complex. Her certainty (and optimism) about the complexity helps to earn the 
facilitators’ trust in her as an instructor and as a scholar. I have highlighted below 
three values that Jerri has transmitted in her opening. I provide these three points as 
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an orientation for Jerri’s authority, as ideological productions that provide a backdrop 
for compassionate, scholarly and inventive authority. 
1) Co-construction of knowing and not knowing 
The course professor is creating a course in which knowledge is diffused 
among group members. Students and facilitators must invent their own meanings and 
interpretations of course content. As James Henderson (1992) points out, participants 
are builders of knowledge who construct this meaning based on their past experiences 
and their personal purposes (p. 5). Following this principle, the professor builds into 
her course opportunities for students to discuss, argue, listen, read, tell stories, resist, 
and teach in order to understand the various pedagogical complexities and to be 
apprenticed into the course (Bailey, 1993; Jeannot, 1992). 
These various opportunities (e.g., discussing, arguing) often leave groups with 
a sense of the unknown. What they often do not grasp is that the course professor 
also does not know outcomes as we see in Line 102, and it is difficult for facilitators 
to trust her or assist in the process. They may be distrustful about their personal 
experiences or unclear about their personal purposes. Throughout this research, we 
will get significant “glimpses” (Goffman, 1981; in Tannen, 1993) into some 
participants and facilitators and their groups who are at cross purposes about 
facilitation. 
Finally, knowledge in this course, as in many feminists classrooms, includes 
multiple and complex “ways of knowing.” In addition to offering her own brand of 
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content knowledge and a repertoire of pedagogical knowledge strategies, Jerri exhibits 
several other types of knowledge (e.g,, connected knowledge, paradigmatic 
knowledge, see Lyons, 1990; Belenky et al., 1986). Her own knowledge is mediated 
by her understanding of students as knowers and is informed by her stance towards 
her discipline and her own self-knowledge (Lyons, 1990). 
2) Student and teacher negotiation, direction and delegation 
Students have a voice in this course and agree upon terms, concepts and ideas 
collaboratively. One person does not necessarily have more power in the negotiation 
process. Facilitators, for example, do not have more power than their group 
members do. Often times, however, certain group members feel as though facilitators 
have more power than they do, a point I discuss further on. 
The course professor makes a number of instructional decisions based upon 
negotiation with the students and the facilitators, some of which are not always 
negotiated with students and facilitators. She employs a combination of decision 
modes including “direction” in which she exercises her power unilaterally. This 
mode is rare, and directives (implicit or explicit) are usually created and constrained 
by institutional authorities (e.g., grades, ESL methods). A third type of decision 
mode that she employs is delegation, meaning that she “gives space for the unilateral 
exercise of education power by students themselves” (Cohen, 1986; Heron, p. 20). 
As a consequence of the intricate and multiple possibilities for interaction in this • 
course, any and all of these modes may be operating on a variety of levels. For 
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instance, while Jerri may be delegating an intervention, the facilitator may interpret it 
as a directive and execute it as such. While facilitators may delegate a “job” to their 
group, they may in turn misconstrue it to be a direction. Misunderstandings also 
occur between group members regarding their decision making modes. 
3) Peers are resources 
The third, bringing all of these ideological productions together, is that Jerri 
structures her courses in order for everyone to be a resource to each other. Although 
not as pronounced here as it is in other transcripts, it is a defining feature of the 
course and talk around this subject will appear continually throughout the research. 
Also of note is how Jerri positions herself as a resource within the group. She 
minimizes her own role in order to position herself as a peer in terms of inventing 
facilitation and methods. 
The idea that peers are resources is important for peer learning (Heron, 1993). 
We create and sustain the principles of “student collaboration in teaching and 
learning, experience and reflection, practice and feedback, problem solving and 
decision-making, interpersonal process, self and peer assessment” (Heron, p. 18). 
Francis Bailey (1993) points out a number of interesting features regarding the 
course professor’s idea of resources. Students are resources to each other because 
they have taken courses before and are familiar with her pedagogy (i.e., collaborative 
learning); second language speakers are “extremely valuable” because they can tell 
monolingual English speakers what it is like to learn and teach English in another 
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country, and facilitators are resources because they can provide “feedback on 
collaborative processes” (p. 80). He further points out that that the course professor 
does not position either experienced teachers or herself as sole resources. In fact, 
consistent with both his research and my own, we can see ample evidence of where 
she identifies herself as a peer, who has as much to learn as everyone else. Bailey 
argues that Jerri is laying the ground work for two key epistemological beliefs that 
she believes are foundations for collaborative work: 1) The instructor is not the 
primary source of knowledge, and 2) students can learn from a wide variety of peers 
(p. 81). 
The most salient illustration of this ideological production is contained within 
the professor’s speech routines and her message form, overlapping, purposefully 
explicating our vernacular to support her narratives, themes, codes and talk. Her 
overlapping routine has the effect of conveying the “general principles exhibited in 
[our] particular practice” (Carbaugh, 1994a, p. 7). By this I mean, she uses our 
words and our theories to support a “big picture.” 
The Professor’s Authority 
I have provided a brief overview of what transpired in the first few minutes of 
introductions. Now, I would like to take a closer look at the professor’s authority. I 
set the stage for this by examining other perspectives on authority. I remind the 
reader that Jerri has not “given up a position of authority” in the classroom (Cohen, 
1994, p. 103). There are still several places in which she finds an authoritative 
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position as a result of her muted voice in other places—traditional or indoctrinating 
positions of authority. John Heron (1993) poses the all important question: “But 
why have any kind of educational authority, however benign?” to which he 
succinctly responds, “So that knowledge and skills can be passed on” (p. 14). 
Otherwise, we are left with “experiential scratch...the reductio ad absurdum of 
experiential learning theory” (Heron, p. 14). The tension that this produces—passing- 
on on the one hand, and the self-generated nature of personal learning on the other, 
parallels one of the professor’s initial instructions to this group which we will see in 
Chapter 5, that is, “to train on the one hand, and support on the other.” 
Facilitation as a Construction. Not an Essence 
Where the professor does not prescribe a way to behave as facilitator, she now 
evokes stories, codes, memories and cultural symbols of this local and historical 
practice of facilitation that are intended to serve as “training,” or better, “invention” 
tools. Jerri’s experiences with facilitation, and to some extent my own, entitle us to 
tell these stories (Bloome, 1989). This entitlement limits and sometimes mutes other 
voices and experiences of “facilitatorship.” 
Consequently, no one in the facilitator group invokes another authority on 
being a “facilitator,” despite any experience we may have had in other settings as 
“facilitators.”28 With the exception of one small group member (Maj), who is not a 
member of this facilitator discourse, “facilitator” is defined within the context of this 
28 This cultural phenomenon is particularly true for this year. This does not apply to all facilitation 
experiences. 
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course. In other words, “facilitator” is rarely if ever an abstraction, or an essence 
(see Fuss, 1989). Instead of directly invoking a facilitator model, image or expertise, 
facilitators will invoke other roles and experiences. For example, the two most 
outspoken members, Carole and Carmen, invoke their roles as experienced teachers to 
guide them with their groups and other facilitators. In addition to their teacher roles, 
they also call upon other positions. Carmen, who has considerable experience with 
mediation training, will talk about how she “mediates” her group or how a conflict 
needed mediation. She also uses her role as a university teacher and supervisor to 
clarify or modify perceptions (e.g., records talk—questions and answers, takes note of 
seating arrangements). Carole occasionally refers to other courses she has taken at 
the university, thus adding another dimension of student. A third member, Ahmed, 
often uses his role as an administrator to talk about how he “manages” his group. 
By taking up less traditional positions of authority (e.g., storyteller), Jerri 
necessarily points to a host of other considerations (e.g., Who tells the stories? How 
long does the storyteller have the floor? Which stories are allowed and which are 
not?). Stories about facilitation are told only by those who have experienced this 
brand of facilitation. As expected, the more experience one gains within this 
discourse practice, the more entitled she becomes (Code, 1991). Due to the explicit 
positionality among the facilitators, however, it is rare that facilitators feel entitled. 
We seldom hear essentialist propositions heard such as, “I am a facilitator... 
therefore...” Consistent with a theory of positionality, a facilitator’s expertise will 
vary from group to group, as will her authority, as will the authority of the group 
members. 
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Overview: Metaphors and Roles About Authority 
Mary Norton (1995) points out that metaphors in education are more than 
literary devices: they function as a lens by which we perceive and conceptualize our 
experiences (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Moreover, because metaphors underlie our 
thoughts and behaviors in the classroom, students can witness these metaphors at 
work. Seeing one thing as something else helps to generate new perceptions, 
explanations and inventions (Schon, 1983, in Cooper, 1991). As such, these 
oversimplified characterizations offer a tangible point of comparison for this research 
with respect both to teacher and student authority. 
There are many educational metaphors, but Norton argues that the most 
common, from the college students’ perspective, are the guru, the gatekeeper and the 
guide. She describes the guru as “wrapped in mystery and majesty” and “loftily 
aloof,” maintaining a distance from her students and practical worries. It is the 
student’s responsibility to bridge the knowledge gaps. The second metaphor is “the 
gatekeeper. ” The gatekeeper, not as elevated as the guru, is in a position both to 
recruit and reject students from the discourse community. The gatekeeper reserves 
her best efforts for those committed to their fields for life. Finally, the guide’s 
marked lack of distance between herself and the student is her most distinguishing 
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feature. Because of the close relationships they maintain with their students, Norton 
points out that they are often powerful teachers by example. 
These three metaphors are useful for pointing out the single dimensions of the 
complex duties of college teaching (p. 2). Norton contends that these three types of 
leader either presuppose independence (the guru), hinder autonomy (the gatekeeper), 
or provide limited challenges (the guide). Thus these roles fall short in actually 
educating successors. Instead, Norton claims, we create “place-holders, substitutes, 
and cloned shadows” (p. 2). 
Comparison and Contrast of the Metaphors 
These metaphors serve as significant points for comparison and contrast. 
Significantly, the contrasts point more often to the course professor’s authority and 
the comparisons bespeak her students resisting her authority. Since the metaphors 
above reflect what students perceive, I should note that I also write the following as a 
student, colleague and co-worker who worked with Jerri in a variety of capacities. 
As such, I am able to attest to some of the intertextual manifestations of these 
metaphors, that is how they were recognized, and acknowledged and the history of 
their social consequences. 
The Guru 
This course professor’s authority shows a marked absence of those attributes 
displayed by the guru, the gatekeeper, and the guide. First, in contrast to the guru, 
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who maintains a distance between herself and her students, Jerri is known for her 
ability to connect with her students and is always delighted when her students “bond” 
with each other. Her goals for collaboration are a direct link to her desire for 
students to interact, face-to-face. The “mysterious” quality demonstrated by the guru 
stands at odds with the mentor in Jerri who continually emphasizes the need for 
students to know each other and be resources to each other. Her own expertise is 
downplayed rather than wrapped in a lofty shroud. 
There are nonetheless examples of mystery in this course and contained within 
the facilitator roles, some of which I have already discussed. To many students, the 
role of facilitator is a strange one, and it is this strangeness, like the course 
complexity, that Jerri and others seek to foster. Maxine Greene’s (1973) metaphor of 
teacher as stranger is fitting for several reasons. Students are not accustomed in their 
courses to having a participant observer (equipped with a tape recorder) whose 
function is to help. However, if as Deborah Britzman (1991) proposes, teaching is a 
profession that has become over-familiar, then teacher education courses need to 
ensure mystery, even strangeness. There is a kind of irony that facilitators who are 
supposed to be in a helping relationship with their fellow learners should appear as 
strangers to them. However, by stressing the unfamiliarity of the role, all participants 
in this course are moved to reconsider and reflect on their own roles, as 
constructions, not fixed, not static, but dynamic. 
Other evidence of this “mystery” appears among group members who are 
positioned by themselves and by their peers as experts because of who they are and 
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what they know (e.g., ESL teachers and professionals and international students, 
pedagogical content knowledge). In turn, as “gurus” they constitute and are 
constituted by their own expert-like detachment. 
The Gatekeeper 
Norton writes: “[Gatekeepers] conceive their discourse communities like 
foreign countries where they function as immigration officers as proud of the numbers 
they reject from their fields as those they accept” (page 1). It is not within the scope 
of this research to discuss how and why certain students enter the program. 
Nonetheless, our populations are usually more diverse than other programs on 
campus. As I have previously mentioned, students come to this course with a range 
of life and teaching experiences. With this in mind, the course professor operates 
under the assumption that everyone is a valuable resource and everyone should be 
able to experience success (no matter how long it takes). 
The metaphor of gatekeeper is interesting for what it proposes about the 
institution of higher learning. Because of their educational backgrounds, many 
students enter the program expecting to meet their gatekeeper, that is, they often 
expect to be winnowed out—wheat from chaff. When students are invited to share in 
decision making they are surprised (and sometimes disappointed) by the autonomy 
they have as students. 
As I will show in a later transcript, students often times expect and position 
facilitators to be gatekeepers, or they play the role of gatekeeper with each other. 
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When one facilitator (Carole) discovers that one of her group members (Dorothy) 
appears to be academically unprepared, she deduces that this student should not be in 
this program. This is a silent form of gatekeeping that corresponds to the “wheat 
from chaff” model rather than the evolving (but not firmly in place) ideology that 
everyone has something to contribute. Carole’s continued attempts to include 
Dorothy into the academic tasks are unsuccessful until they eventually re-negotiate 
their relationship—one that does not involve gatekeeping, especially on academic 
ground, but mutual reciprocity (Lather, 1991) on emotional ground. I will discuss 
other forms of gatekeeping in a later chapter (e.g., with respect to students who are 
linguistically unprepared, practically unprepared, pedagogically unprepared). 
The Guide 
The third metaphor, “guide,” comes closest to the teacher that Jerri is, in the 
sense that students are “infected by [her] enthusiasm” and students learn to appreciate 
the discipline through her teaching. However, as Norton points out, the guide’s 
journey can be limited if the guide only stays on “paved paths,” failing to “offer the 
challenges that invoke the student’s (or discipline’s) best” (p. 2). I interpret this to 
mean that a guide, an excellent teacher in her own right, may fail to offer the 
challenges and rewards that come with taking interdisciplinary risks—risks that when 
taken, could lead the one being mentored astray. 
Perceiving herself and others as resources rather than experts helps the course 
professor to be interdisciplinary. Positioning herself as a learner (as she expects all 
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teachers to do) forces her to embrace a variety of students from a variety of 
disciplines. This is especially true in the Methods course where students come from 
other disciplines on campus, namely Linguistics, Modern Languages, Special 
Education, Reading and Writing. Where the “guide” metaphor continues to be both 
accurate and harmful is among all of us (Jerri included) when we become so 
passionate about our own perspectives and agendas that it is difficult for us to “listen 
passionately” (Gadamer, 1975) to other viewpoints. In a later transcript, I will show 
how my own infectious enthusiasm mutes another facilitator’s voice, revealing a 
characteristically common irony about those (like myself) who laud themselves for 
their magnanimous sense of inclusion: The only exception to this is those who cannot 
tolerate this sense of inclusion. This points to my own participation in a regime of 
truth. 
Norton has attested to the roughness and singularity of these metaphors. 
Needless to say, they do not account for all of the other capacities that a professor 
fills. Furthermore, these metaphors deal almost exclusively with the college professor 
in her academic role, commenting little on the mentoring or advising aspects of the 
profession. I have outlined these metaphors in order to demonstrate what some 
mainstream perceptions are (despite what a professor intends), regarding a traditional 
college professor. With the possible exception of the guide, these metaphors have 
also been helpful for showing their apparent contrast to the kind of instruction that is 
at work here. Paradoxically, however, the beliefs, values and behaviors associated 
with these metaphors are also pervasive in this course. I suggest that the reason for 
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this is due to the fact that students, myself included, do not come into the course as 
empty vessels or blank slates. We bring our traditions and our prejudices with us, 
and as such, we are constantly striving for balance, rhythm and cadence on the dance 
floor. 
Authoritative Roles 
Now I will turn to the three roles that I feel are the distinguishing 
characteristics of the course professor. As Norton indicates, the following roles only 
represent a small portion of what occurs on a day-to-day basis in the life of this 
course. An investigation of roles raises and addresses issues related to both 
classroom behavior and underlying values systems and attitudes held by individuals 
and groups (Wright, p. 84). In addition to identifying and classifying the three roles 
assumed by the professor, I have also been able to categorize the behaviors or tasks 
associated with each role. By identifying tasks rather than essences, I am able to 
avoid “blanket terminologies” (e.g., teacher as facilitator, guide, guru) and cure-alls 
(Wright, p. 84). Those facilitative tasks are highlighted at the end of each section 
(Figures 1, 2 and 3). 
The three roles that capture the modes of authority are compassionate leader, 
scholar and inventor. When they converge these images are powerful because they 
steer us away from conceiving the professorial role dichotomously (e.g., that she is 
either a traditional authority or a compassionate, ineffective leader). These three 
roles are mutually sustaining and they attest to the fact that compassion and 
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scholarship can be mutually compatible. In framing this version of authority, I have 
chosen a body of literature that combines these authoritative capacities (compassion, 
scholarship, and invention) as well as literature that treats them separately. 
Ultimately this framework should provide insights into discourses of care, critique and 
invention. Using this framework and my tools of analysis (intertextuality and 
positioning), I hope to show as Rita Irwin (1995) does that these dimensions of 
authority compose a dynamic circle, one that enlarges with growth, contracts with 
resistance and (p. 156) “empowers people through initiation” (Heron, 1994). 
Authority as a Means of Initiating 
As Madeline Grumet (1988) argues, since theory is cultivated in the public 
world accommodating to its environment, it should then not be divorced from a 
student’s experience. We do not learn about theories outside our own experience, but 
rather we are “initiated” into someone else’s knowledge (Middleton, 1993). 
Since I have conceived Jerri’s authority as an initiating practice, rather than a 
training or indoctrinating one, there is enormous overlapping between her authority 
and that of the facilitators. As such, the following authoritative roles apply to Jerri 
and the facilitators. In the following review, I provide examples of both Jerri and the 
facilitators practicing these modes of authority. 
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Compassion and Care 
I have discussed elsewhere (Chapter 2) the concept of compassionate authority, 
so I do not wish to repeat myself here. I use this section for enlisting the tasks 
associated with compassionate authority and its distinguishing features: affirmation, 
confirmation and modeling. 
One of the most prominent complaints is that to discuss “caring” is to discuss 
essences, the “essential woman.” In theories of feminist pedagogy for example, the 
category of “natural female” is often held against and posited as a corrective to the 
category of imposed masculine ideology (Fuss, p. 114). One of my goals in this 
work is to provisionally reconcile these two arguments in order to benefit from both 
of them. It would be fruitless to dismiss the valuable contributions that Nel Noddings 
has made to the discussion of care in favor of something that is less “essential.” 
Fundamentally, I believe in the constructs of caring (e.g., women are taught to 
nurture) particularly in their relation to pedagogy. 
Drawing on the work of Diana Fuss (1989) and Judith Grant (1993), I wish to 
outline a working framework that reconciles essentialist arguments with constructivist 
ones regarding “care” especially in relation to feminist pedagogy. I will then show 
how this provisional framework applies to this research. By doing this, I hope to 
stave off the criticisms of those on either side of those fences. 
Fuss makes the distinction between “falling into” or “lapsing into” 
essentialism and “deploying” or “activating” essentialism, the former being 
“inherently reactionary—inevitably and inescapably a problem or a mistake” (p. 20). 
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The words “deploying” and “activating,” on the other hand, carry a sense of strategy 
or intervention value. To illustrate, using the example of care, one might say that the 
facilitation practice is a caring and feminist practice because it is defined by women. 
In that case, one has made the fallacious and dangerous assumption that all women 
are caring, thus essentializing the word “woman.” This is an example of “falling 
into” an essentialist trap. 
On the other hand, to activate the “essence” is to say that the 
“political investments of the sign “essence” are predicated on the 
subject’s complex positioning in a particular social field and that the 
appraisal of this investment depends not on any interior values intrinsic 
to the sign itself but rather on the shifting and determinative discursive 
relations which produced it... [T]he radicality or conservatism of 
essentialism depends, to a significant degree, on who is using it, how it 
is deployed, and where its effects are concentrated (p. 20). 
Fuss’s argument here is similar to the concept of positionality (Code, 1991; Maher & 
Tetreault, 1994) that I have laid out in Chapter 3. Judith Grant makes a similar 
claim. She argues that one should not be talking about women’s concerns or 
women’s traditional work, but rather about feminist concerns, envisioning and 
inventing new roles for men and women (p. 108). A feminist lens cannot, however, 
be grounded on “female experience.” Being able to bear a child does not mean that 
all women will take the same stance around abortion. Similarly, just because most of 
the facilitators are women who have the potential to be mothers does not predispose 
us to be nurturing with members of our group. 
To further clarify Grant’s claim, I will provide another example, the same one 
that she uses to elaborate her argument. She quotes Bettina Aphteker: “I began then 
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with this idea: women have a consciousness of social reality that is distinct from that 
put forth by men. That is, women have a distinct way of seeing and interpreting the 
world...a way of seeing, which is common to themselves as women in that it is 
distinct from the way the men of their culture or group see things. All women share 
the process of distinction” (Aptheker, p. 12). At first glance, observes Grant, this 
argument appears essentialist unless it is supplemented by a second claim: “That 
women inhabit different spaces in the world and encounter different events and 
circumstances, which then lead to a distinctive female viewpoint” (Grant, p. 110). 
This latter view is a materialist one, one that should be consistent with my analytical 
tools: positioning and intertextuality. 
What does it mean for this practice then, as I have determined it, to be linked 
with feminism? Simply put, it means that facilitators position themselves and each 
other discursively as compassionate authorities. Jerri and the facilitators are not 
inherently caring; they say and do things in the presence of others that mark them as 
such. Similarly, they make utterances and take actions that appear to be uncaring, 
and unconnected in one situation, while simultaneously caring and connecting in 
another. Combining Grant’s views with sociolinguistic ones, we can say that 
facilitators encounter and participate in speech events that construct caring communal 
norms. I turn now to the myriad ways in which this practice activates rather than 
falls upon caring qualities. 
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Confirmation. Affirmation and Connection 
“The ideal of care is thus an activity of relationship, of seeing and 
responding to need, taking care of the world by sustaining the web of 
connection so that no one is left alone” (Gilligan, 1982, p. 62). 
“Caring is a set of capacities that requires cultivation. It requires time” 
(Noddings, 1992, p. 114). 
One of the most outstanding feature of caring education is confirmation, which 
is best described as the “act of affirming and encouraging the best in others” 
(Noddings, 1992, p. 25). This is perhaps the most striking aspect of the course and 
why the concept of care is so important to this work. The facilitator’s role is largely 
defined by how she invents affirming language to position herself and others. 
Facilitators, as observers and not presenters, have the luxury of being both 
insiders and outsiders. Unhindered by the task of the preparation, they can use their 
time to find ways in which group members are resources. Part of their responsibility 
is to look for (but not always affirm or encourage) ways in which individuals can 
contribute to the group process. For example, facilitators (and others) are frequently 
asked to explore ways in which non-native English speakers can be cultural 
informants, and ways in which they can be resources to these future ESL teachers, 
linguistically and culturally. We will also see examples of facilitators structuring 
their talk in order to protect their group members and each other. 
In traditional classrooms where there is little or no face-to-face interaction, 
students do not spend time looking for ways to encourage and support one another, or 
in short, to be resources to each other. By contrast, we spend a lot of time in 
facilitator meetings discussing “problems” that group members and facilitators 
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encounter as a consequence of our interactions with each other. As I will demonstrate 
in much of the analysis, the professor, other students and I reframe talk in order to 
identify a person’s possible intentions and motives (Noddings, 1991), gather different 
perspectives, support and deny proposals. Utterances often begin with declarations of 
curiosity rather than judgment, (e.g., “I wonder if) or emotive utterances (e.g., I felt 
that...) or perspective taking (e.g., What I think he was saying) and non-judgmental or 
“ethnographic attitudes” (It/That was interesting...). In turn, these problems are 
transformed into problematic situations and critical incidents (Chapter 5). Using 
personal knowledge about an individual, facilitators will co-construct possibilities for 
certain behaviors. These discussions often bring us closer to the problem (and the 
student) and thus help us to confirm that student. This confirmation leads us toward a 
“vision of a better self” (Noddings, p. 25). 
By practicing an ethic of care—a belief that teachers must care for and seek to 
understand their students as individuals and as learners with their own unique 
perspectives—(Henderson, 1992, p. 171), we try to avoid labels such as “problem 
student” or “troublemaker,” and our serious attempts at understanding each other 
keep us from using formulas and slogans (Noddings, 1991, p. 25). To some extent, 
we even avoid the label “expert.” Furthermore, following Noddings, talk is 
structured so as not to set up single ideals or sets of expectations that apply 
universally to everyone. Facilitator meetings preclude this kind of universalizing 
because everyone’s story is so vastly different. In effect, facilitators are fashioned 
according to their problematics, interactions, interventions—what they say. 
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Ironically, an ethic of care as defined above also produces its own set of tensions. 
We will see how one person’s uniqueness has the dual effect of pulling him into the 
diversity norms, while at the same time pushing him away because of his singularity 
(e.g., academic performance). 
It is important to remember that I have identified problematic situations as 
perceived, for the most part, from a facilitator’s point of view. On some occasions, 
the problem is precipitated by the facilitator who has identified the problem. In later 
chapters, I will show how a facilitator’s inability to confirm a student’s content 
knowledge cast that student as a problem student. In someone else’s group, she 
would have had encountered different circumstances and thus may have not been a 
“problem.” I will also show in Chapter 10 how one facilitator’s ultimate inability to 
confirm a member makes him an outsider to this speech community. In this regard, 
his talk positions him as an insider/outsider bearing mostly negative social 
consequences (Jones, 1993). 
Noddings points out that confirmation cannot be done by terms, or formulas, 
or described in terms of strategies. One cannot ask the course professor, for 
example, for a charter outlining steps for confirming others, finding something 
admirable in them. Her students observe and listen to her over time, valuing their 
contributions and others, which is a form of “modeling,” another feature of caring 
authority. 
The act of confirming also includes other kinds of talk that good teachers use 
frequently. These speech acts include reassuring, rewarding, assuring, and 
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encouraging. As such, Line 111 (“It happens every time, we’ve had great 
presentations”) is a good example for illustrating this kind of confirmation. This 
example also shows how Jerri is establishing an environment of trust, a necessary first 
step to confirmation. 
Modeling 
Modeling is another important component in building a framework for a caring 
authority. The time that the course professor spends with the facilitator’s group is a 
mirror image of what she envisions for future worlds (Bruner, 1966) and immediately 
for facilitator’s group members and their students. While the goals and outcomes for 
the facilitator meetings are different from those of small group meetings, the 
interactions are usually similar (e.g., turn taking, leading discussions, narrating, 
switching topics, initiating and closing). As a kind of facilitator of the facilitator’s 
group, Jerri avoids imposing her beliefs, dominating discussions, or acting as a 
facilitator authority or expert. She does, however, answer questions as they arise, 
offer suggestions, tell stories about past experiences and work to include all of the 
facilitators. She establishes most of her communication patterns by listening for 
openings in order to authorize interventions, reframe, and invoke a “big picture.” 
Ironically, her authority as a model is often challenged when she is acting as a peer 
facilitator, one who does not impose, one who downplays her expertise and one who 
lets groups co-construct their knowledge. Facilitators are especially perplexed when, 
as a facilitator herself, she is consistent with what she believes facilitators should be. 
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A common complaint among facilitators is, “She didn’t tell us what to do...” In 
different words, this complaint is also heard among group members about their 
facilitators. 
I have built a frame for showing the course professor’s nurturing authority and 
thus a discourse practice. Her authority in these areas is no less important than in her 
other functions, as scholar and inventor. 
Compassion =» Facilitate tasks: 
confirmation 
empathy 
connection 
seeing others as resources 
dialogue 
modeling 
Figure 1 - Compassion: Facilitative Tasks 
The Scholar and Researcher 
Before I elaborate on scholarship authority and accompanying theories, I wish 
to identify some assumptions I am making about scholarship. First, drawing from 
Carole Christ (1987), I begin with the following assumption: “All women (and non¬ 
elite men) are as intelligent and valuable as elite men and...our contributions to 
history must have been as significant as those of elite men” (p. 53). 
The second assumption I am making is that scholarship is borne out of our 
interests, passions, desires and values. It is not neutral or value-free. Some scholars 
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have come to regard the traditional idea of “aperspectivity"— the assumption that 
distance assures more accurate access to and representation of ‘truth’"—as false. 
More recently, feminist scholars regard their contributions to the university as 
important not because they yield objective “truths" but because their knowledge has 
shaped their ongoing personal evolution (Maher & Tetreault, 1994, p. 128). 
Third, and directly related to the first, borrowing from Bakhtin (1978), is that 
this scholarship is not bourgeois scholarship in which ideological meaning is set aside 
or divorced from concrete material. Scholarship should recognize that ideological 
creation only takes place in the process of social intercourse (p. 7). Thus 
remembering Gee’s definition, goods and their distributions are social transactions. A 
scholar is not divorced from a larger political realm: she is politically situated. Those 
of us engaged in scholarship need to consider all those who are affected by our 
studies. Henri Giroux (1988) argues that scholars should re-conceptualize the act of 
scholarship. That would mean that scholarship would be the production and not the 
description of social practices. Therefore, what we do in our classes would extend to 
a larger audience, not just other experts in our fields (p. 154). 
Three Moments of Scholarship (and Research) 
This research project began with a set of questions about the practice of 
facilitation and the nature of authority. I begin this section by returning to Carole 
Christ's (1987) discussion of feminist scholarship and research. I invoke her work 
here because of the necessity for this research to project what she refers to as an ethos 
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of eros and empathy, “where the scholar remains firmly rooted in her or his own 
body, life experience, history, values, judgments and interests” (p. 58). 
Christ’s discussion of research and scholarship helps build a foundation for this 
research project. The three moments of scholarship proposed here are not research or 
scholarship “methods.” Rather, I use them to orient the reader to the scholarship and 
research stages, evidenced among the participants (myself included). In one way or 
another, all of these moments of scholarship mirror either moments that participants 
have expressed or that I have expressed over the period of time that I have been 
involved in this project. These three “moments” include naming the passion, 
understanding and judgment. These moments are crucial not only for how the 
professor experiences them (although she may), but also as she structures this course 
for others to experience them. 
Naming the Passion 
What does it mean to name a passion? This first moment of scholarship is 
crucial in Christ’s account because of the tendency for positive research to bypass this 
moment. The word “passion” possesses a human element that is missing in 
positivistic theories. As Lorraine Code (1991) points out, posivitist models “can 
study human beings only by assimilating them into objects that respond predictably to 
certain stimuli, cluster together in certain ways, repel each other under specifiable 
circumstances and are immune to or susceptible to certain kinds of pressures, 
reactions, attractions” (p. 161). The researcher, in turn, abides by certain 
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conventions that make her dispassionate and anonymous. Often this anonymity is 
perceived as desirable among academic elites, bespeaking an ideology pervasive in 
many educational institutions. What is absent from this ideology is that emotion and 
passion are mutually constitutive and sustaining, rather than oppositional forces in the 
construction of knowledge. What is it that compels humans to inquire in the first 
place if it is not curiousity, interest, amazement (Code, p. 47)? 
In this first moment of scholarship, the researcher identifies and names the 
passion or the desire to understand, to connect, and to preserve or change the world 
(Christ, 1987, p. 60). In the same vein, Patti Lather (1991) stresses the need for 
scholars to be aware of their own passions that shape their research. As a “feminist 
neo-Marxist, ” Lather makes a case for naming her strong attachments to looking at 
the world” (p. 81). Those named passions thus should, in turn, be included in the 
product of the research (Haggis, 1990).29 
Passion 
“Passion” as a cultural construct is important to this research for many 
reasons. More than a research topic, passion is what compels the researcher to 
29 Naming the passion includes a set of ideas that I do not wish to overlook. First, one is naming in 
the similar sense that one is articulating, voicing, identifying through talk, positioning and 
positionalities. As McLaughlin and Tierney (1993) point out, naming something may make it real; 
“That reality becomes more apparent when the naming is done by those for whom it has become 
salient” (p. 11). Integral to the idea that we name a construct is, that once named, it becomes public 
for others to uphold or reject within that discourse community. In this way naming has multiple 
functions. As Maher (1994) points out, naming can be powerful in a personal realm or a cultural 
realm. For example, Carole’s continued reference to the code “dynamics” to signify the intricate and 
complex group interaction, over time bears intertextual consequences and meaning for the larger group 
of facilitators. 
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connect with the world. For this reason, I use the term “passion” to talk about both 
individual acts, including my own, and the research, keeping in mind that just because 
someone does not exhibit “passion,” does not mean that she is not passionate or that 
her passions do not animate her concerns for certain subjects. 
By OED definition, “passion” has several senses, ranging from strong 
amorous feeling (e.g., “passion” as a “transport of excited feeling”) to suffering 
(e.g., the “passion” of Jesus Christ, martyrdom). To be passionate then, “transports” 
the researcher away from the tendency to be impartial or “stance-free.” There are 
many reasons why the word, its connotations, and its intertextual effects have special 
import. 
Secondly, as I have stated, the word has myriad intertextual connections. 
Discussions that Jerri and I would have often revolved around passions that inspired 
or impeded our actions. My own passion often emerged as a topic, and in Chapter 
12, we will see how that passion, (i.e., in my case, energy and enthusiasm) is linked 
to someone else’s in order to help us understand that other person. Our discussions 
have stirred my own interests in the word. What makes the construct so compelling 
for this research is the course professor’s own pedagogical, philosophical and personal 
passions. These passions have ignited a flame for many people. 
“People Follow Passion ” 
As Rita Irwin (1995) argues (through Ruth), one can only teach what one has 
passion for and that people with passion are meaning makers with a vision. They 
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ensure that the vision is understood, that it is convincing and that its ideas spark 
excitement. Anything one does with passion is powerful. Knowledge feeds passion 
and passion empowers learning (p. 123). 
That people follow passion is problematic. Maj’s passion is the easiest to 
recognize because not only does he “transport” excitement to his content and form, 
but the facilitators also construct a passionate position for him. His passion, 
however, is often confused for dominance and control, resulting in “resentment” from 
group members (as one facilitator characterizes it). Or, as John, his representing 
facilitator, suggests, Maj’s passion makes the other people in his group feel 
“worthless.” 
How does naming passions apply to this research and this set of research 
questions? How is the course professor’s authority maintained by her ability to help 
others name their own passions? 
Using the facilitator’s meeting as a reference point, we are able to see 
accounts of these moments. For most professors (gurus, gatekeepers and guides 
included) “naming the passion” is closely linked to their research. Good professors 
and mentors spend a great deal of time helping other students identify their interests 
and select research topics. In this graduate program, research is frequently connected 
to someone’s classroom, or educational site. Hence, naming the passion is not so 
irregular. 
What is particularly striking about this course and the way it is conducted is 
the time devoted to helping students make connections between their academic work 
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and their desires and passions. Facilitators’ meetings (which require extra time) are 
unique in the sense that they are semi-structured opportunities for the facilitators to 
talk at length about what interests them. Irving Spitzberg and Virginia Thorndike 
(1992) argue that since students and faculty are usually satisfied with the existing 
status quo of teaching and learning, they do not expect or desire interaction with each 
other. Moreover, since there are few extrinsic rewards for good teaching, few 
teachers take the time or expend the energy to create more interactive and demanding 
classes (p. 108). 
As I stated earlier, the facilitator meetings produce stories or narratives that 
are exploratory rather than polished addresses in which an expert needs to be invoked 
(Cazden, 1998). The facilitator meetings have benefited a number of people with 
respect to their research simply because the participants have an occasion to make real 
connections with the intellectual content (of the course or other courses) and their 
lives. My own research attests to this fact completely. My interests in authority and 
facilitation grew out of a strong desire to see less injustice and more equity in the 
world. Initially, I supposed this would happen outside of my own circumstances, or 
that I would have to travel to the Third World to help transform the world that I lived 
in. While in graduate school, I learned that inequities were all around me. My 
passion was kindled through my experience of being a facilitator. During facilitator 
meetings I was able to converge theory with practice. 
Facilitator meetings are also seminars in which facilitators give retrospective 
accounts (if they choose) of their specific choices and decisions (Tappan & Brown, 
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1991). Thus, other facilitators hear a once removed description (e.g., a critical 
incident, a problem, an amusing story). The space between events, small group 
meetings and facilitators’ meetings, gives the facilitators time to think and talk about 
the events. In this time, they have thought about their involvement in the group and 
what effect it had on the group. The facilitators’ narratives, unencumbered by 
traditional classroom discourse, may begin to evolve into a passion which may serve 
as a kernel for her research, formal or otherwise. 
In order to keep these “passions” from being “narrowly personal or self 
indulgent” (Christ, p. 61) the course professor (and to some extent myself) helps to 
broaden perspectives, which we do through talk. Sometimes our passions are named 
and articulated, and other times they are not. Sometimes the passion becomes a topic 
for other audiences (e.g., facilitators, small groups). As with any meeting, we are 
constrained by time and as such, some passions are muted or unobserved due to lack 
of time or desire, or simply because a facilitator has not had been able to take the 
floor. In this research, I have paid careful attention to the articulated “passions” of 
the participants, using those passions as catalysts for discussion with the professor or 
others. Jerri and I often identified people’s passions in order to confirm them. 
Jerri’s authority as a scholar in this first moment has already occurred in the 
sense that she has structured the class and the collaborative groups in order for people 
to connect with each other and ideas. This is an example of how the professor’s own 
passion has inspired and shaped the course content and method. Her passion also 
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shows up in the facilitators’ and students’ research, reflection papers, term papers, 
education projects and dissertations. 
Understanding 
Christ (1986) contends that the goal of understanding is to get as close as 
possible to the intrinsic meaning of the text, group and point of view, one that is 
communally received and verifiable. This second moment of scholarship- 
understanding—overlaps with the components of moral education outlined by Nel 
Noddings, much of which I have included in the section labeled compassionate 
authority, especially that of confirmation. I have used Christ’s characterization as a 
way to emphasize that the people involved are just as important as the ideas, that in 
fact ideas cannot be separated from people. They are not free floating abstract 
entities, but the intentional objects of the subjective, intersubjective, textual and 
intertextual acts that constitute them. Briefly, the sources of ideas are people, the 
subject for whom ideas have meaning and significance. 
Christ argues that in order to truly understand, one must enter into the lives of 
other; empathy is at the basis of understanding. “Empathy flows from eros and the 
drive to connect and is aided by imagination, which enables us to make connections 
between our own experiences and those of others” (p.61). 
I have elaborated Christ’s account to include three other modes of 
understanding: they are textualizing, intertextual transformations and theory building. 
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By embellishing Christ’s account of understanding, I hope to address this moment of 
scholarship as it is experienced by the participants in this research. 
Understanding Texts: Textualizing. Intertextual Transformations and Theory 
Through talk, people textualize their experiences, meaning that they make 
sense of the phenomena around them in part of a language system (Bloom & Eagan- 
Robertson, 1993, p. 311). What counts as a text cannot be determined a priori or 
outside of its situation. By now, scholars in the area of social sciences have made it 
abundantly clear that all meanings are in relation to contexts and that individual 
actions and reactions are understood against a social action (Etzioni, 1968, in Green 
& Wallat, 1981). As Michael Moerman (1988) writes: “Explicating the meanings 
requires stating the context. Every context is multilayered: conversation-sequential, 
linguistic, embedded in the present scene, encrusted with past meanings, and more” 
(p. 7). It follows that meanings are understood contextually and that to really 
understand, one must negotiate the meanings. One way to negotiate meaning is to 
understand its transformations. 
Another way to conceive of scholarship is by considering the intertextual 
transformations occurring at this site (Fairclough, 1992). Intertextual transformations 
are outcomes of texts and their relation. Transformations between texts within an 
intertextual chain can be diverse as we see with “discourse representation” (see 
Chapter 7), or they may have a diffuse character (p. 288). Norman Fairclough 
writes: 
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“What can be interpreted as common elements shared by text types 
may be manifested at different levels and in radically different 
ways—in...vocabulary...in narratives or metaphor...in the selections 
among grammatical options, or in the way dialogue is organized (p. 
288). 
As an illustration of this, Fairclough provides a theoretical account of a non- 
hierarchical collaborative classroom practice, which may have a self contained 
restricted vocabulary to describe its theory, whereas the “same” theory may appear in 
actual classroom practice in a variety of ways, through a variety of people. For 
instance, teacher conversation with students is organized much differently than teacher 
conversations with colleagues, metaphors the teacher uses in talking about her classes 
and relations with learners. Below, I highlight two local examples of intertextual 
transformations in this pedagogical setting. 
“The Big Picture ” 
Although the above example of a collaborative and non-hierarchical classroom 
certainly is pertinent to this research, I will provide an in situ example of 
transformational intertextuality and its application to the professor’s authority. Part of 
what coheres the course professor’s ongoing scholarship narrative is what I refer to as 
the “big picture.” She frequently employs openings in her talk with statements and 
imperatives that compel facilitators to make connections between the particulars of 
practice and abstractions, theories and general principles about Whole Language and 
collaborative pedagogy. She is fond of utterances such as “The whole idea behind it 
is...” and “We need to think about...” In addition to being provocative, her talk is 
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usually inclusive. These statements are incorporated into an intertextual network that 
facilitators in turn transform in order to render them meaningful with their groups, in 
their classrooms and in their lives. 
It is important to keep in mind that the “big picture” is one that undergoes 
transformations and is not a grand plan, scheme or blueprint for the course. The “big 
picture” is one that is invented in a context and negotiated among the members of this 
speech community. 
Facilitators Negotiating Meaning 
Another consideration for intertextual transformations are the changes that 
occur from one set of theories and practices to another set. Using the “dynamics” 
construct whose “origins” in one chain, are, for Carole, a group dynamics seminar at 
the University, becomes a way for the rest of the facilitators to talk about the complex 
discourse features of a group process—a way to keep talk about product separate from 
process. Despite our communal understanding in situ of the word “dynamics,” each 
of us has a different method for interpreting, reflecting on and transforming it. 
Theory Building 
Once again, I draw on the work of James Gee (1990) to discuss what I mean 
by theory and theory building. By theory, he means a “body of generalizations in 
terms of which descriptions can be couched and explanations offered, descriptions and 
explanations that figure in beliefs and claims people make” (p. 19). While he claims 
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that this is a “simple-minded definition” he makes a distinction between different 
types of theories, which fall on a continuum between tacit theories at one end and 
overt theories at the other. A theory is “tacit” when individuals express the 
generalizations that constitute the theory less completely and explicitly than they 
would with an “overt” theory in which one can express the generalizations more 
completely and explicitly. Within this continuum then, Gee proposes three 
categorizations of theories: primary, removed and deferred (p. 21). Briefly, primary 
theories and the generalizations contained within them are not the sole possession of 
academics and researchers. Primary theories come from a combination of sources 
including our own thoughts, research with direct sources, debate with others and 
critique. Removed theories come from other people’s “reports of original thought, 
discussion and research” at varying “remove” to the people who have actually 
conducted the research (p. 20). A deferred theory is held by the person who may not 
know the “generalizations making up the theory that grounds his social belief, but 
thinks (or acts as if he thinks) that others (experts) know appropriate generalizations 
that would ground his belief” (p. 20). 
To illustrate, I offer a general example about facilitation as it relates to 
scholarship. We will see more examples of theory building as it relates to facilitators 
co-constructing knowledge, student and teacher negotiation, and peers serving as 
resources. For this example, I provide my own experience as a facilitator the first 
year. 
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I was a facilitator for the Problem Posing group (explained in Chapter 6). I 
had cultivated deferred and removed theories about this approach to teaching, largely 
because I had heard about Problem Posing from fellow colleagues in another 
department and because of my experience in the Third World. I had not done the 
requisite reading to render the theory primary: that is, I had not consulted primary 
sources, and let what I think be challenged by multiple sources (Gee, p. 21). To add 
to this ironic situation, knowing about Problem Posing and its “primary” source, 
Paulo Freire, positioned me in a place of status among my peers, so much so, that 
one woman came to rely on me for my knowledge with other issues related to 
Problem Posing education. 
Upon entering the discourse of facilitation, I started to make connections 
between what I had heard “on the street” (Gee, p. 21) with what I was theorizing for 
my group, and what I was actually learning from our situation together (See Jeannot, 
1992). This invention allowed me in turn to understand Problem Posing not only in a 
“street sense,” but also in an academic sense. Since then I have used Problem Posing 
in my own teaching, each time enriching my understanding of it. 
What I have extracted from Gee regarding primary, defered, and removed 
theories easily applies to the process of preparing for a presentation of an ESL 
methods, and one sees evidence of this theory building throughout this work and 
others’ work (e.g., student papers, doctoral dissertations and publications). However, 
one might be tempted to ask about rendering a theory primary when there are no 
primary texts, no primary sources, as is the case with facilitation, in the sense that 
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each facilitator experiences and understands her experience of facilitation anew, fresh 
each time (and as we saw in Jerri’s opening, we are defining this together). In some 
ways, I have already addressed this question. I have suggested elsewhere that we are 
building a discourse of facilitiation as we become initiated and apprenticed into it. 
Over time, the practice and the participants in it have produced a number of ideas, 
feelings, queries, research questions—in short—theories, some of which have become 
primary, (because one has consulted primary texts, and let her theories be challenged) 
and some deferred or removed about this particular practice. 
I make one last observation about the distinction between theory and practice. 
Many facilitators enter the experience as teachers and many of them transfer their 
teaching experiences into facilitation experiences. Because they do not view 
themselves as theoreticians in their classrooms, they separate themselves from the 
course professor; they are practitioners while the course professor is a theoretician. 
One consequence of this is continued resistance to the ambiguity between the time it 
takes to render our theories overt. I move now from Christ’s moment of 
understanding the practice and the theories (e.g., texts) to critique of those texts. 
Judgment and Critique 
The third moment of scholarship is judgment. “In the act of judgment, [the 
researcher] incorporates the insights gained from research and analysis into her 
expanded standpoint” (Christ, p.61). At this moment, the scholar’s standpoint has 
been enlarged by the disciplined inquiry and analysis that she undertakes. She also 
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recognizes her grounding in other discourse communities, and other communities of 
scholars. She “avoids solipsism and polemic not by attempting to become objective, 
but by ever expanding the range of her or his empathy, her or his grounding in an 
ever expanding community of knowledge and scholarship, which in turn expands her 
or his standpoint” (p. 61). 
Moments of critique and judgment occur regularly throughout this research and 
do not preclude or follow moments of compassion or care. In fact, moments of 
judgment are often embedded in a language of care, thus following what Kathleen 
Jones refers to as “empathic judgment” (p. 152). As we have observed, while 
facilitators have difficulty critiquing their own groups, the “healing” they experience 
enables them to become more vocal critics of the program, each other and the 
professor. From their “caring communities of resistance” (Willett & Jeannot, 1993; 
Welch, 1985), facilitators have been able to judge and confront some of the practices 
that have worked to subordinate them. In turn, facilitators become more receptive to 
other discourses (e.g., researcher, teacher as researcher, scholarship) that have been 
previously intimidating or foreign. 
Reframing as a Way to Critique 
Another way to describe this moment is how the literature on reflective/critical 
studies refer to as reframing, the idea that through reflection-in-action, we hear and 
see things differently (Russel & Munby 1991; Brubacher et al., 1994). It is the 
deliberate attempt to look at the same thing from multiple perspectives (e.g., political 
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perspective, symbolic perspective). (Bolman & Deal, 1994). When one reframes, 
one does not need new data. Old or familiar data are presented in a fresh and novel 
way (Erickson & MacKinnon, 1991). Reframing helps members change the meaning 
that they give to events. As the meaning within the events change, people’s responses 
and behaviors also change (Schwartz, 1994, p. 126). In each of the meetings that I 
have used for this study, we will see evidence of facilitators and the course professor 
reframing as a way to understand the people and the process better. 
There are several avenues and speech events that are conducive to reframing at 
this site. Some facilitators will use their research data or feedback meetings to help 
their groups begin to reflect critically on how they jointly construct the silence of non¬ 
native English speakers or less academic students; the course professor and most of 
the facilitators use facilitator meetings to piece together an impression of an event, act 
or person, bringing that event, act, or person into fuller view, what Goffman refers to 
as a “portraiture.” The multiple ways that Jerri, the facilitators and I triangulate (see 
Chapter 3) prevent us from “accepting too readily the validity of initial impressions” 
(Geotz & Lecompte, 1984, p.ll). As I have previously mentioned, the complex 
variety of formats at this site (e.g., dialogue journals, meetings, small group 
meetings, tape recordings,) enhance the scope, density and clarity of constructs in this 
course. 
Finally, in the next chapter, I will demonstrate how each of the facilitators 
introduces a “problem” from their small groups to the facilitator meeting, whereupon 
collectively we transform it into a critical incident. As such, we can investigate cause 
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and effect relationships and underlying ideologies. In short, we help to render our 
own tacit theories overt, which Gee contends is our ethical duty.30 
Scholarship ^ facilitative tasks: 
naming passions 
understanding 
illillillll judgment/critique 
ll^ide^^ling the nature of theories 
rendering theories primary, overt 
reframing 
triangulating 
Figure 2 - Scholarship: Facilitative Tasks 
Invention 
I use the concept of invention here to suggest the most distinctive feature of 
this course, this program, and my own interpretation of it. By using the term 
invention and its various connotations, I hope to characterize a process that is 
constructed within a social context. In other words, the professor has not designed 
this course ex niliho. Nor has she copied another course just like this one. I use the 
30 Gee (1990) passionately writes: “To the extent that all ideologies are tacit, removed or deferred 
and self-advantaging, they are the root of human evil and leave us complicit with, and not responsible 
for, the evil that is in the world. We cannot, perhaps, remove the evil, but we can remove our moral 
complicity. We do this, I believe, by doing a species of linguistics, namely discourse analysis 
(explicating our tacit and removed/deferred theories, especially our tacit and removed/deferred 
ideologies). That is why linguistics is a moral matter and why, in the end, to me, linguistics matters” 
(p. 24). 
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term “invent” to distinguish it from “discover,” suggesting that there is knowledge 
out there waiting to be located. 
An early illustration of invention, especially insofar as it departs from 
“discovery” is in Lines 101 and 102 where Jerri has begun to describe the facilitator 
role as something the facilitators will define together. As she claims in Lines 102 and 
103, she cannot provide us with a formula or a set of strategies in advance for acting 
as facilitators. Openings such as “There are several possibilities...” are frequent for 
Jerri, pointing to the indeterminate opportunities for invention of this practice rather 
than discovery of it. 
Karen Burke Lefevre (1987) characterizes invention as a social act in which 
people create, find and remember the substance of discourse over time. It involves a 
variety of social relationships with real and imagined others. Jerri and the facilitators 
have developed “relationships” with published authors and experts, and in turn 
develop relationships with others who have read different authors, who in turn have 
established and will continue to establish relationships with others. These 
relationships are dialectical; we are constantly trying to find symmetry in our 
relationships with each other, texts, and our socioculture. 
The concept of invention also contests the idea of assimilation, in which one 
individual or culture must take on the dominant culture’s way of being and knowing 
in order to be successful. On the one hand, invention conveys “newness,” advancing 
traditional western individualism—none of us is a copy of another. On the other 
hand, none of us invents ideas isolated from our sociocultural situations. We are 
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constantly recycling ideas that we have inherited. In this light, Lorraine Code’s 
(1991) suggestion that people are fundamentally dependent on one another has 
currency for this research site. Invention thus conveys a sense of newness and 
history. To reiterate, I employ the term “invention” in order to keep it separate from 
the term “create” which connotes newness ex niliho and also from “discover,” to 
locate an idea that already exists. 
Invention and Methods Courses 
“Invention” is also an important term when applied to methodology courses in 
which students are gathering ideas for teaching. ESL Methods courses have 
traditionally organized themselves around a “methods concept” (Pennycook, 1989), 
which to a large extent has dictated prescriptions for classroom behaviors while 
ignoring shifts in social, cultural and political attitudes. Other professionals in the 
field have written about “methods gluts” that produce a “tyrannical aura of authority” 
(Clarke & Silberstein, 1988). For example, communicative activities and Whole 
Language approaches have become an “implicitly mandated reality to which all 
teachers are expected to aspire” (Clarke & Silberstein; 1988; Rigg, 1991). Finally, 
methods courses have been compared to shopping malls where the consumers shop for 
new ideas and techniques to employ rather than new ways to think (Goodman, 1985; 
Freeman, 1990,1992; Fanselow, 1990; Richards, 1990). 
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Ironically, the most common complaints voiced about methods courses is that 
they are either replete with bags-of-tricks and recipe approaches to teaching or that 
they are too “theoretical,” meaning that they are completely bereft of tricks. 
One of the requirements for this course is that students share ideas through 
presentations. Participants in the course work collaboratively which forces the 
learning process to be both complex (as I discussed earlier) and inventive. Students 
do present information to the class which may be considered by TESOL standards to 
conform to conventional methods (e.g., reading and writing, interactive learning). 
However, there are a number of structural features of the course that allow students to 
invent their own methods from the existing methods. Collaborative group work 
augments the inventive processes enormously because members have the authority to 
contribute to the methods due to their own teaching and life experiences. 
Invention and Authority 
Invention is a process in which writers and readers are inextricably connected. 
Ideas are linked to society and culture and they involve a series of social transactions 
and texts that may extend over time. Following Michel Foucault, we understand 
discourse to be a “re-emergence into an ongoing, never-ending process...[Discourse 
[as such] is not merely an isolated event but rather a constant potentiality that is 
occasionally evidenced in speech or writing” (Lefevre, p. 41). Kathleen Jones’ 
analysis of authority parallels Foucault’s thoughts on discourse. Both of these ideas 
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can be linked to invention, and both are central to this research as ways of 
conceptualizing authority. She writes: 
Authority is not a command but a connection, a making of the present 
meaningful through memory...one might say that authority is a creative 
remembering of our beginnings that nonetheless enables events in the 
present to become unique. It reminds us of the others who preceded 
our existence, without whose actions we would not be; it has the 
humbling effect of reminding us that we did not give birth to ourselves 
(p. 168). 
There are a number of ramifications concerning the idea of invention for educators. 
As an inventor, which also means that one believes that she is inventing, the professor 
(and students) reuse ideas that have preceded her. Many of her ideas come from texts 
she has read, courses she has taken and taught, formal and informal discussions with 
students and colleagues, conferences she has attended, papers she has delivered. An 
excellent example of how inventions are passed on is Jerri’s own apprenticeship at 
Stanford University, where she engaged in the theory and practice of that of Nel 
Noddings and Elizabeth Cohen, two writer/scholars who figure prominently in the 
theory and practice of her work. In turn, those theories and practices emerge in other 
people’s scholarship, including my own. 
Not only do we enter into and interact with texts that have preceded us, but 
also with those around us, a process which Lefevre has appropriately labeled 
“resonance.” A resonator is someone who acts as a friendly audience (naratee) to 
support the work of the inventor. “Resonators might be groups of students or 
colleagues, accepting ‘apostles’ who allow a person to investigate ideas in a safe place 
without the harsh evaluation that outsiders might make” (p. 65). When applied to this 
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research, one may automatically assume that the facilitators are the “apostles” for 
Jerri. This assumption is accurate but limited, since each group, and each individual 
within each group is a potential inventor. Instead of viewing the inventing process as 
an atomistic act, we might say that invention is occurring in multiple and complex 
ways. In fact, according to Lefevre, invention requires the presence of the other (p. 
38). Thus, while Jerri, her students and the myriad texts assist in inventing the 
course, the facilitators and Jerri conjointly invent facilitation and each group invents a 
method, to name a few of the inventions that are occurring at this site. 
Collaborative invention goes against the grain of western education in which 
we are rewarded for our own ideas, thinking for and by ourselves, and our autonomy 
in most of our educational endeavors. We want to give credit where credit is due, 
particularly for individual written work. It is much more complex to give credit to 
the people present among us who are audiences, resonators, and fellow inventors, as 
is the case with the students and facilitators in this course. Lefevre points out that the 
complicated problem of how to assign credit is connected to a larger question about 
what “counts” as a significant intellectual contribution to one’s community and one’s 
field (p.123). Face-to-face interaction with one’s peers, collegiality, interdisciplinary 
endeavors, compassion, and collaboration are “undermined by individualistic 
assumptions built into the structure of academia in general...Rarely are individuals 
evaluated on the basis of how well they interact with others to invent or how much to 
contribute to the invention of others” (p. 124). 
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Invention Verses “Training” 
I am also using the term invent as an alternative to the concept of “train.” 
The verb “to train,” similar to “discover,” suggests that the professor has a 
destination, a pre-conceived notion of where the facilitators should end up. Invention 
invokes the idea that the facilitation experience is collaborative with her, not without 
her. Where invention or education can provide the background for helping a teacher 
to understand, training is limited to skills (Pennington, 1990). Training can lead to 
an overemphasis on teaching skills and behaviors at the expense of developing the 
student’s autonomy (Freeman, 1990 p. 103). As I have shown in the first transcript, 
Jerri is purposely trying to avoid a skills-based experience. For example, she avoids 
telling the group that we will learn all of the skills necessary to become facilitators. 
Training does not have an exclusively negative impact, since students can 
benefit from certain skills (Richards, 1990). For example, participants share and 
learn skills such as using dialogue journals. They all may emerge from the 
experience having learned a variety of facilitation techniques (e.g., when to intervene, 
moving groups to collaborate better). However, the course professor is not the only 
one responsible for this kind of “training.” Frequently, as I show in later transcripts, 
Jerri opens the floor for facilitators to “train” each other. 
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Invention :—V facilitative tasks: 
making |||| finding (their combina|on) knowledge 
combing tradition with innovation 
convention and innovation 
resonating for others 
Figure 3 - Invention: Facilitative Tasks 
None of these authoritative roles or tasks of compassion, scholarship or 
invention stands on its own. They are interconnected and mutually supporting. In 
addition, each of the classifications is often sustained by a contradiction or is used as 
a backdrop for another mode of authority. For example, Jerri’s role as a scholar is 
often balanced by her inventive and compassionate authority. She may act as a 
resonator for a facilitator’s invention. 
I have previously noted that Jerri’s authority is determined largely by how she 
authorizes others, how she teaches others to be leaders and how she positions herself 
to be a student. One might say that Jerri opens up “spaces” for these three modes of 
authority. Thus the facilitators (and the students) are both initiated into and initiators 
of these modes of authority. Many of the transcripts that I have selected are 
facilitators negotiating these modes of authority. 
With each mode of authority we will see moments of clashing, support and 
resistance. It is at the points of tension that we (facilitators, group members, Jerri) 
participate in what I have called the dance of authority. There are a number of ways 
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to describe those tensions, clashes, contradictions and dilemmas with our own 
authority. Drawing on the work of Donal Carbaugh (1988), we can employ the term 
“agonistics,” to highlight the clashes that happen discursively, separating it from a 
more literary definition which connotes a clash between characters in a drama. 
Carbaugh uses it to convey “the clash between cultural terms and the systems of 
meanings they contrastively construct. ” We find the location of the agony (or agon) 
“in the discourse between the cultural terms and the systems of meanings they 
constrastively construct (p. 207). As such, I highlight discursive practices rather than 
psychological ones. Simply put, I use the terms “agon” or “agonistics” to refer to 
the discursive clashes that occur at this site. 
To help us better understand the three modes of authority, the clashes and the 
restoration of symmetry at work in this Methods course, I provide another excerpt 
from a facilitator’s meeting. I provide the transcript and accompanying analysis here 
to show the professor’s authority as a scholar, compassionate leader and inventor. 
For the remainder of this work, I demonstrate the enactments of authority as 
experienced through Jerri and the facilitators. This transcript is especially poignant 
for several reasons. It is an excellent illustration of how the group receives 
“training” in a context. That is, typical of facilitator meetings, someone introduces a 
“problem,” the facilitators discuss it, and Jerri reframes it in order to broaden the 
scope of reflection and connect it to the bigger picture. One of the effects that this 
cycle produces is that facilitators can use the information (the training) they receive 
for intervention purposes with their own groups. Her reframing also provides us with 
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tools that we can use for adding to what one facilitator refers to as “a repotoire of 
facilitation skills.” Ideally, we transfer these facilitation “skills” over into our 
teaching practices, hence attesting to at least one mode of transformative power 
present in facilitator meetings. 
The analysis following this extract is intended to be an overview for getting a 
glimpse of how Jerri operates as an authority. It does not provide the whole context. 
(For a richer context see Chapter 8: Critique of the Problem Posing Presentation). I 
should also point out there are better transcripts for showing the professor’s discourse 
of compassionate authority. With this in mind, I have collapsed her compassionate 
authority into the two other modes of authority. It is not difficult to infer the myriad 
ways in which she uses her compassionate authority, taking up a position of another, 
modeling for us and confirming others. 
A Glimpse of the Professor’s Authority 
This particular stretch of talk comes from an ongoing problematic introduced 
by one of two male facilitators (John). One of the tasks for the small methods groups 
is to take turns giving feedback to another group about their presentation. In this 
case, John’s group will be receiving feedback from another group, and reflecting on 
their presentation. In this selection, the course professor “prepares” John for his 
group’s reflection by encouraging them to identify and analyze their rationale. Up to 
this point, the facilitators had been scrupulously evaluating John’s group’s 
presentation (Problem Posing). One of the agreed upon problems was that a 
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particularly strong member (Maj) “took over” during the presentation, and the other 
three members were perceived as “assistants” rather than peer collaborators. John 
felt that on the one hand, the group was collaborative during small group meetings 
(especially when the “problem” leader—Maj—was not present), but that on the other 
hand, their collaborative efforts were not apparent in their presentation. John voices 
his frustration to the facilitators’ group. In so doing, he structures a turn of talk for 
Jerri to respond. This discussion provides data for demonstrating Jerri’s authority as 
a scholar and inventor. We will see the context for this extract more fully in Chapter 
8. 
Excerpt 2 
112 Jer: They may have had concrete reasons for [dividing the tasks up the 
113 way they did] but it needs to be discussed. For example, it may be that 
114 as a demonstrator, Maj was better [and therefore led]. That’s his strength 
115 and that makes a better presentation, [but that] doesn’t mean that [the 
116 group] didn’t collaborate in the process. The issue can be 
117 discussed...because there are two ways to go. One, you [the group] have 
118 a responsibility for the students in the class, and you want to be as clear 
119 as you can be. Then the decision is to choose Maj because he can do it 
120 better and [the class] can see it better. On the other hand, the other side 
121 of it is, giving the opportunity to those not used to being in front of a 
122 group...Were they able to do both? And those are always the tensions... 
123 and making the decisions between them. So, whether there is a right or 
124 a wrong decision is something to discuss because I don’t think there is an 
125 answer to it. 
The Scholar: Judgments and Rationales 
In the above exchange Jerri induces John (and ultimately his group) and the 
other facilitators to make judgments about the decisions they make as group members. 
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What is missing from this particular script, which we will see in later chapters, is our 
rigorous attempt to understand Maj and piece together a more complex profile of him. 
Her instruction to John here involves a number of evaluative components. 
First, her instruction is based on an experiential teaching and holistic orientation. 
One of the features of this kind of orientation is that members must experience a 
conflict in order to solve it. Thus, the group now has a unique opportunity to reflect 
on and evaluate their interactions (text) post-hoc (Green & Wallat, 1981). (I will 
show throughout this work how students and facilitators continually resist this aspect 
of the course.) One outcome of their resistance to experiential learning is that the 
facilitators tend to blame the course professor before they engage in evaluative 
dialogue. 
A second component of Jerri’s instruction to John demonstrates the importance 
she attaches to rationales. Why did John’s group make the decisions that they did? 
Jerri reframes the data. Why did Maj lead? Was he necessarily the best choice? 
The pivotal question that is implied is: Did the group cooperate, meaning in this 
case, did each person consider their contributions in term of equal share or did they 
collaborate? (e.g., Did they make decisions according to resources, needs, academic 
growth, personal reasons?) Jerri is challenging the group to be critical of a pervasive 
assumption that each member should contribute (quantitatively) “equally” to the 
presentation. Although Jerri does not use the term “equal,” we will see in later 
chapters how this cultural code takes on problematic meanings for John’s group. It is 
important to note that while some members talk, or do more than others, this is not in 
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itself evidence that this was not a collaborative group (Bailey, 1993). (However, we 
will see in Chapter 9 that this group ultimately decided that they were cooperative 
rather than collaborative.) 
The course professor encourages the group to assess their rationale for making 
the decisions that they did by considering a standard for choosing a leader. For 
example, if the criteria for choosing Maj were based on traditional (and safe) values, 
than Maj would lead because he has significant knowledge and experience, with the 
topic assigning to him an “expert” or “guru” status. As such, the expert in a 
traditional classroom leads and even performs. If the criteria were based on values of 
“equal” cooperation (or floor time), then Maj might not have led because other 
members might perceive this as “unfair” in terms of quantity. (There is also a 
significant dispute about qualitative and quantitative input—see Chapter 9.) If the 
criteria for choosing Maj are based on values of collaboration, then a host of other 
considerations come into play. For example, were the other three members used as 
resources? Were all the members challenged? Was Maj sufficiently “stretched?” 
Were all the members allowed to be the best that they could be? Did they help to 
confirm each other? 
David Tripp (1993) points out that judgments that teachers make cannot be 
made on an individual basis. Every dealing a teacher has with one student will 
inevitably affect other students, which increases the complexity of the situation (p. 
130). In many ways, Jerri relies on this interactive and intertextual networking in 
order for groups to reflect on their collaborative strategies (or lack of them) as a 
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group rather than as individuals, operating in isolation. One outcome of this group’s 
decision was that the other three members felt like assistants next to Maj, who due to 
a number of factors (and constraints), took a lead role. 
Inventive Authority 
This particular transcript is ideal for showing how Jerri initiates and maintains 
a cycle of invention, one that emerges from her personal and professional history. 
She uses this problematic, which is a genuine and local one, and not a textbook case, 
in order to collectively invent the course. In this stretch of talk she explicates a 
number of “clashes” or tensions. In Line 118, she juxtaposes clarity against non¬ 
clarity; this agon overlaps with another implied clash pertaining to a polished 
presentation or performance (that makes her course look good) and an amateur one. 
On the one hand, the groups are responsible for teaching the rest of the class about 
Problem Posing. They must present the information in a clear “workshop” format, 
following Jerri’s summation, “You want to be a clear as you can be.” 
On the other hand, a pervasive feature of the course is risk taking (especially 
for seasoned professionals who need to be “stretched”). Along these lines, ambiguity 
stands in sharp contrast to clarity. Among other course expectations, novice ESL 
teachers are supposed to get a chance to rehearse in front of their peers. This may 
not always make for the best and clearest presentation. 
The most outstanding feature of her discourse is that Jerri does not privilege 
one decision (tension) oyer another. In Line 122 (“These are always the tensions”), 
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while invoking the big picture she authorizes John to “discuss” (with his group) 
whether there is a “right” or “wrong” decision. She neither states her expectations 
nor derides John for Maj’s domination. Furthermore, she states in Line 123 that 
there is not a right or wrong decision; similarly, there is not necessarily one answer, 
just as there is not just one method, or one kind of pedagogy. 
What she does expect from the groups in that they will conduct a rigorous 
evaluation of the choices that they make. In this regard, their work is not completed 
simply because they have finished their presentation. Now the groups have a chance 
to engage in what Tom Russell and Hugh Munby (1991) call “reflection-on-action” 
which refers to “the ordered, deliberate, and systematic application of logic to a 
problem in order to resolve it...and involves careful consideration of familiar data (p. 
165). This type of reflection is another structural feature of the course that promotes 
collaboration, a major course requirement and task. 
How is Jerri’s authority inventive? Invention is occurring on at least two 
levels. On one level, it occurs within the groups and is “complexified” (Pennycook, 
1996) by Jerri. If again, I characterize invention as a dialectical phenomenon of 
making and finding, combing old and new and convention and creativity, then we 
observe a host of conventions, which are linked to traditional ways of presenting 
information (e.g., lecture) clashing against the “new,” the creative, the collaborative 
risk-taking features of the course. As an inventor herself, interested in facilitating a 
process where inventions can flourish, Jerri has identified where these two education 
models clash (as she often does) without rejecting or imposing either one. 
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The group ultimately relied on Maj’s expertise about Problem Posing. As I 
stated earlier, due to a combination of major and minor constraints (e.g., time, 
politeness, dependence on Maj as “guru”) they reverted to the “old” way and let Maj 
lead and do most of the presenting because of his content knowledge. As such, the 
presentation turned out to be more of a performance led by Maj than a wholly 
inventive effort made by the group. 
These tensions are not limited to the interactions within groups. They are also 
representative of Jerri’s own contesting pedagogies, her own balancing act of being 
guru, gatekeeper, guide—transmitting information and “training” on the one hand, 
and freeing students to co-construct the knowledge and participate in the course 
invention on the other. 
On another level, employing the term “invent” in favor of “train,” I have 
determined that what Jerri and others are engaged in is inventing the instruction. By 
textualizing this moment and using it as a critical incident to instruct the rest of the 
facilitators, or resonators, Jerri uses the text in order to create a learning situation for 
the rest of the facilitators. With invention comes a kind of risk taking in which the 
outcomes are not always predictable. In other words, each facilitator has the option 
to uphold, reject or ignore her inventive instructions. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have outlined a framework for authority that addresses the 
pedagogical issues and mandates that I put forth in Chapter 1, supports the claims 
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about authority and facilitation that I proposed in Chapter 2, and provides a 
theoretical foundation for the research and analytical frame from Chapter 3. In 
Chapter 2, I highlighted various general ideas about authority, while in this chapter, I 
have outlined three modes of authority as they pertain to the particulars of this 
practice. I opened this chapter with a set of orienting instructions from the course 
professor, and I concluded this chapter with a portion of transcript that focused on the 
variety of ways that she uses her own authority to authorize others. In the next half 
of this work, I provide a series of speech situations, events and acts that I use as data 
in order to attend to the research questions that I proposed in the first half of this 
work. I hope that by illuminating the multiple and complex features of this course, 
we will gain insights into the enactments of authority that I have outlined in this 
work. 
CHAPTER 5 
INTRODUCTION TO FACILITATORS 
Introduction 
The following section contains a detailed analysis of the second meeting of the 
facilitator’s group. This analysis has been guided by the authority framework and 
focuses on the authoritative positioning of each facilitator. This meeting consists 
largely of two speech events—the narrative in which facilitators talk about their group 
members—and responses to them, resulting in joint constructions of talk. 
It is important to keep in mind the role of talk featured in various 
poststructuralist discourse analysis. In particular, utterances are not reflections or 
expressive of the facilitators’ personalities—as if reality existed underneath the 
discourse, but rather as constructive of the relations that are produced (Stenner, 
1993). “These constructions are useful and have 'cultural currency’ inasmuch as 
they are social and enable a shared understanding” (p. 114). These narratives 
therefore should not be viewed as the product of any individual (Bloom, 1989). As 
such, when I make a statement like the following, “She has established a relationship 
with Maj,” one can assume that I mean through talk, in her small group. Unless I 
indicate otherwise, when referring to a group member, I am seeing her through the 
eyes and the talk of the facilitator. 
I introduce the facilitators separately, each in the order that they speak on this 
second meeting. I have chosen to introduce them through their talk, rather than 
giving a full length description. I have chosen this method of introduction for three 
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reasons. First, I have attempted to capture discourse, rather than essences, to show 
how our language shapes this facilitation practice. In this respect, consistent with my 
postmodern claims, I am not investigating who the facilitators are but rather what 
they mean (Grant, 1993) in their acts, reactions, relationships to one and other, in 
their small groups, with Jerri and with me. As such, they are shaped by what they 
say about their groups and in turn what their groups say about them as the facilitator 
voices it. Indeed the discourse practices are complex and are further “complexified” 
by the inextricable linkages to the multiple voices in each group. 
Second, I introduce the facilitators gradually, putting their talk together as we 
go along. It is also important to keep in mind that these are glimpses (Goffman), not 
complete pictures. For example, Ahmed introduces his group in a few short words. 
He had actually spent at least 45-60 minutes with them, so I have captured only a 
portion of “the reality” in his meeting. Following each facilitator’s name (in the 
subheadings), is the method for which her group is responsible. Most of the methods 
are self-explanatory and, if they are not, I felt that it was either unnecessary for the 
purposes of this research, or they will be explained later in the work. 
Finally, since this work is largely confined to two cases (John, who appears 
for the first time in Chapter 6 and Carole who we will see at the end of this section), 
I use the discourse of the other facilitators as surrounding talk. Their contributions 
(e.g., ideas, intellectual and emotional support, humor, stories, intertextual 
connections) are extremely important for who they are and what they say in relation 
to each other, to Jerri and to me. Without each player, the dance would be altered significantly. 
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On this second evening, now having lived through the first class and their first 
group meetings, facilitators have significantly more to contribute, especially in terms 
of their groups. Embedded in each of their short narratives are questions, advice and 
problems. In this section, I will also introduce some of the students in the course as 
they are perceived by the facilitators. 
Ann: Problem Posing 
I will begin with the facilitator who volunteered information about her group 
first. Although she decided not to be a facilitator in the end (she was too busy; John 
takes her place), her input into this meeting is crucial for several reasons. First, in 
this meeting, she has already established a relationship with Maj and brings his name 
up during this facilitator meeting. By extension, Ann’s introduction to her group and 
especially Maj provides a glimpse for the other facilitators’ first contact with him. 
Her contributions are further important because she represents the Problem 
Posing group, a traditionally high interest, high investment “method” for teaching 
ESL, raising a lot of issues pertaining to such domains as “consciousness raising,” 
ESL for empowerment, ESL as a political weapon against cultural and linguistic 
hegemony, and even around the topic of facilitation itself, all of these topics germane 
to Maj’s course of study. A third reason Ann’s initial contributions are salient are 
because of their intertextual connections. As a member of my group the previous 
year, she played a central role in my own development as a facilitator. She is one of 
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two facilitators who has explicit connections to the professor’s methods course. The 
other facilitator is Ahmed. 
After I initiate the topic, “What were your first impressions?” Ann, whose 
participation in this course ends this evening, was the first to volunteer. Her group 
wanted to “know exactly what Problem Posing was, and they had a lot of questions.” 
While laughing, Ann informs the facilitators that she assured her group that they were 
good questions, but leaves it at that. We knowingly laugh with her because of 
previous discussions about facilitators downplaying their expertise. Ann has already 
begun to create and sustain this pervasive facilitator norm for this year. As a result 
of her previous experiences, Ann, more than any other facilitator, is further aware of 
the facilitator-appointed experts who interfered with Jerri’s teaching rather than 
enhanced it.31 
Despite Ann’s deflecting the group’s question, she nonetheless positions herself 
as a leader insofar as it was Ann, and not someone else who initiated the 
introductions by “asking [the group] to go around in a circle and introduce 
themselves.” 
In addition to establishing an authoritative position, she also claims her 
competence in the field to evaluate Maj’s knowledge. Because of the political nature 
of Problem Posing, the idea of “prejudice” was introduced as a topic, which provides 
a link for naming Maj, a citizen of South Africa, who she contends “knows quite a bit 
about [Problem Posing], and wanted to find out how he can use it in his teaching.” 
31 I know this about Ann because I was her facilitator the year before and had interviewed her on this 
subject. 
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This utterance is crucial for how it positions Maj as an “expert” immediately on the 
subject of Problem Posing. Not only does he know quite a bit about the method, but 
he is also imagining possibilities for his own classroom, evincing his pedagogical 
content knowledge. Although many of the facilitators do not know him, they have 
now formed an impression of him as someone who is knowledgeable in the method 
and someone who has teaching experience. 
Suzanne: Content Based Teaching 
The second facilitator to speak builds on Ann’s discussion of questions. She 
follows Ann’s lead. 
Excerpt 3 
200 My group just wanted to know when we were going to meet. They didn’t 
201 ask any questions about what the subject was. They just wanted to go and 
202 read and find out a little bit and come back. 
Suzanne, by her own admission is not as verbal as the other facilitators. If her turn 
had been later on in the meeting (I made eye contact with her forcing her turn), she 
may have said more about her group. As it was, her narrative is limited and relates 
only the essential details. In terms of how patterns get established during this 
meeting, a few items merit our attention. The first pattern we see is her sense of 
affiliation with the group. By using the possessive pronoun “my” in conjunction with 
a group, she establishes a sense of ownership and even protection, a pattern we see 
throughout the data. Secondly, employing the methods frame heretofore established 
by Ann, she organizes her information around the “subject” (meaning “method”) 
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which elaborates her own context, however minimally. Finally, using Ann’s earlier 
utterance as a springboard, she contrasts her group to them (Line 200: “They didn’t 
have any questions”). This explication positions Suzanne as an authority (one might 
ask if Suzanne had any questions) while implicating any number of knowledge 
positions for her group: they lack curiosity; they are extremely knowledgeable; they 
are reflective, reserved. Judging from Line 201 (“They wanted to go and read about 
it”), constructs a position for them in the latter of these choices. The next two 
facilitators, Ahmed and Carmen, spend more time providing unsolicited information 
about their groups. 
Ahmed: Writing and Peer Response to Writing 
The third facilitator to take the floor is Ahmed who had also been in the class 
the previous year. Like Ann, he starts his group with introductions. Because he has 
had the experience of facilitation, he is able to take up a confident position and is able 
to convey that to his group. His account is considerably longer than Ann’s or 
Suzanne’s, and most speakers hereafter (with one exception) follow Ahmed’s 
narrative style. Beginning with Ann however, we can trace a particular discourse 
pattern that begins to emerge regardless of the length of the narrative. 
Excerpt 4 
204 I started the introductions. We didn’t go beyond the superficial. I sort 
205 of did the introductions. I tried to explain what would happen 
206 [concerning] facilitation. We tried to go beyond the introductions...they 
207 really didn’t know each other.. .They didn’t know anything about the topic, 
208 and I tried to reassure them that was okay—that was what we were going 
209 to do. I tried to explain the experience and what might happen. I did go 
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210 over what was going to happen. I took a lot of time to just explain that 
211 they would make a presentation and they would become experts in one 
212 topic area and that they would do very detailed reading on one topic...so 
213 I explained that to them and they seemed to relax more. [I told them that] 
214 I had not done this topic before but that I had taken the course...I told 
215 them that they would build a team and that they would be working 
216 together. 
There are a number of explications here with regard to an evolving facilitator’s 
identity. Ahmed’s explications bring up a host of fascinating issues. First, one 
observes the confident position that Ahmed has explicated. Similar to Ann, he has 
initiated the introductions. Judging from Line 214 (“I had not done this topic”), this 
confident position is not derived from his knowledge on the content (the ESL 
method—Writing), but rather from his knowledge about the process, facilitating. 
Ahmed explicates an interesting incongruity in Excerpt 4. Line 205 (“I tried to 
explain what might happen concerning facilitation...”) signals a secure position as a 
facilitator. This utterance, however, is embedded in a less assured utterance (I had 
not done this topic before). Ahmed makes eight statements demonstrating his 
confident position marked by the word “explained” as opposed to only one statement 
that conveys his lack of knowledge (Line 213). Each of these eight statements pertain 
to a general description of the group operations while his one equivocation pertains to 
the content—Peer Response to Writing. 
Accordingly, Ahmed has achieved several goals. He has been able to prepare 
the group for a certain amount of ambiguity relating both to the content and the 
procedures. Keeping in mind that he is entering into a situation that is “half 
constructed” (Bhola, 1989), he is able to offer his brand of reassurance and guidance 
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early on which is directly linked to his previous experience in this course. This 
history with the course allows him two confident moments. First, it gives him solid 
ground for reassuring his group. Second, he can confidently confess his lack of 
knowledge on the topic. In this move, he has successfully been able to position 
himself as one kind of authority— facilitative authority—while concurrently de- 
authorize himself on the content: Peer Response to Writing. Both of these 
explications—one that authorizes and another that de-authorizes—implicate another set 
of positions, achieving another set of goals. 
By telling his group that he had not “done this topic” before, he is identifying 
himself as their equal, their peer. He has incorporated the professor’s messages from 
the previous week that he needs to downplay his own expertise but also manages to 
“convince the group that it comes together.” In this turn, he has managed to occupy 
an authoritative place through other speech acts. For example, in Line 211, he is able 
to predict (e.g., you will become experts) and, as we have seen in Line 207, he 
reassures; we also see his use of “explain” throughout this excerpt, and finally he 
assigns (Line 212: “You will do detailed reading”). My claim with regard to 
Ahmed’s authority can be easily verified by asking the following question: Does 
anyone else in this group, this early on, have the power, or appropriate the power, to 
predict, reassure, explain or assign? The answer to this is no. It is possible that 
Ahmed is able to negotiate this position early on for reasons I have already noted: he 
has experienced this course before. In addition, his role has a publicly recognized 
title—facilitator, which distinguishes him from other members of the group. There is 
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a delightful irony that unfolds as the three most vocal facilitators talk about who 
speaks in this first meeting. Each facilitator has her/his own way of explicating a 
position of peer equality while simultaneously implicating a position of authority. 
A second goal that Ahmed has been able to achieve is to establish himself as 
trustworthy. He has presupposed this group’s anxiety which motivates a turn for him 
to “reassure” them. This move is similar to one that Jerri makes in her own “ritual 
of initiation.” Ahmed’s desire for his group to “relax,” and to “understand” is 
embedded in a language of care that can be traced back to the first facilitator meeting. 
If one recalls, the professor had instructed the facilitators to assure their groups that 
“[things] would come together.” In keeping with the wishes and authority of the 
course professor, Ahmed’s narrative demonstrates the material basis for an 
intertextual link to her discourse. That is, Jerri’s instructions have been recognized, 
acknowledged and have had social consequences whose infinite outcomes cannot 
possibly be determined here. Three consequences surface here, however. First, he 
has established “footing” (Goffman, 1981; Tannen & Wallat, 1993) with Jerri by 
carrying out her “instructions.” By this I mean that he has aligned himself with her 
in this particular participation framework. Secondly, his capacity to reassure his 
group has also earned him an authoritative position with his group and thirdly, he has 
earned status in the eyes of his peers insofar as he has demonstrated his experience. 
Using this language of care, Ahmed helps to both create and sustain communal 
norms by which most facilitators abide in future meetings. As this research unfolds, 
we will see how these “caring” norms are shaped. One norm that we appear to be 
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establishing in this meeting is one that links back to Jerri’s recommendations in the 
first meeting. This interplay between instructions produces dialectical effects. 
Adhering to Jerri’s instructions often guides the talk for facilitator meetings and talk 
in facilitator meetings often provokes Jerri to instruct using the three authoritative 
capacities. 
One way to examine the data is to identify what has not been reported by the 
facilitators. In Ahmed’s case, he has not reported any talk about the content, the 
method. Part of this links back to what he brings to this context, much of it 
stemming from his experience as a facilitator and what he envisions to be effective 
group management (Schwartz, 1994). Again, we see the evolving communal norms 
at work in this particular culture of facilitators. They act as nurturers and caregivers 
offering assurance, rather than information providers or content challengers. 
Ahmed’s Authority Versus Jerri’s Authority 
I found Ahmed’s early transcript to be the most striking of all the facilitators’ 
because of his use of the word explain, which he uses five different times. When one 
explains, one constructs a position for all of the participating interlocutors. To 
explain is to make an idea plain or clear and usually suggests that the listener may 
have been, or still is, in doubt. Ahmed acknowledges that there may be doubt on 
their parts and his explanations may or not have always been understood. 
Assuming that individuals are abiding by the normal conditions of dialogue, 
explanation is an operation of formulating something and bringing it into speech. 
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Understanding is another distinct operation (Palmer, 1969, p. 85). One might ask: 
Who explains? Who understands? With respect to their interactive power, 
explanations are not merely “of something,” “they are also always for someone” 
(Gudmundsdottir, 1995, p. 29). Even though Ahmed explains, we cannot be really 
certain that the group understands. Ahmed’s group aside, let us consider Ahmed 
momentarily. As Gundmundottir contends, understanding has heuristic advantages 
and power. That is, if Ahmed understands what he is explaining, then he is not 
merely “adding to an existing stock” of ideas, but rather, he uses this understanding 
as a way to conceptualize his pedagogical content knowledge—how he will teach or 
guide. Thus his explanations (as represented for us) are ways to show us that he 
understands whatever he is explaining. 
Returning now to Ahmed’s group, his use of explain foregrounds an 
anticipatory quality. By framing his talk with expository expressions (e.g., explain), 
he displays himself as an informed “mediator” of Jerri’s “text” (Goffman, 1981, in 
Tannen, p. 162) who is aware of the “concerns” of his audience and is being 
responsive to them (Smith, 1993, p. 162). 
Ahmed’s use of explain when juxtaposed to Jerri’s use of complex poses a 
riveting intertextual dynamic. Ahmed’s attempt at explanation might be one way for 
him to order what he may interpret to be a potentially ambiguous situation. His use 
of the term “explanation” in the above stretch of talk is usually related to an unknown 
event in the future (e.g., I tried to explain what would happen to them) which might 
be at odds with his own orientation and the underpinnings of the course philosophy. 
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One might ask the question: How can Ahmed explain the experience a priori? 
However, as we have seen, the term “explain” is most often used in conjunction with 
“reassure.” 
When we compare this stretch of talk with Jerri’s on the first night, we 
observe a number of distinguishing features. Although Ahmed has facilitated the 
group, following Jerri’s minimal instructions (e.g., convince them that it works), he 
leaves out the idea that this kind of instruction is complex. In fact, none of the 
facilitators employs this term despite its gravity in Jerri’s discourse. This raises some 
important questions concerning a facilitator’s authority in relation to Jerri’s. For 
example, not foregrounding the notion of complex learning suggests the possibility 
that Ahmed does not have entitlement rights for juxtaposing this particular text against 
the professor’s text. This does not mean that Ahmed is without any authoritative 
status. His explanatory power helps him to establish his concern for his group, and 
his avuncular authority this early on. His “explanations” function as translations or 
interventions for the course professor. Jerri responds to Ahmed: 
Excerpt 5 
217 [Those point you raise are] important. [Those are the] tensions in 
218 facilitation—to train on the one hand and support on the other. There is 
219 always a tug between the two. We want and need to be reassured that this 
220 is all okay, and your feeling that [your group] feels satisfied and happy as 
221 you [the facilitator] explain a little bit more. It becomes difficult to say 
222 “Okay, you can go on now.” There are different ways to approach that 
223 [tension]. 
I have included the above extract to demonstrate a typical authoritative move on the 
part of the professor. In Line 221, she has recognized and acknowledged Ahmed’s 
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narrative and frames her response incorporating Ahmed’s lexical choices, two of note 
are “reassured” and “explain.” Rather than “explain,” she could have chosen terms 
from a lexicon closer to her own educational philosophy to restate or reframe 
Ahmed’s report. For example, she might have employed “teach” or “guide,” or even 
facilitate. Instead, she chose “explain,” a semantic choice she probably would not 
have made with another facilitator to describe the task. Also in Line 219, she has 
included herself indicating her connection to the process. A second strategy that Jerri 
employs, also typical, is to explicate “clashes,” or tensions, in this case, between 
what she refers to as “training” and “support.” (“Training” is also a word that Jerri 
would not normally use to describe what facilitators do.) Learning to be cognizant of 
those forces that both constrain and compel us (push us on to the dance floor and pull 
us away) is a central component to facilitation education that we are receiving and 
defining. Also striking are Jerri’s metaphors of motherhood here, especially in Line 
222 (“It becomes difficult to say, 'Okay, you can go on now’”). Like the rest of us 
facilitators, her talk establishes her interest in the growth and preservation of her 
children (Jones, p. 176). Finally, in her closing, (Line 222) similar to her script in 
Chapter 4, Jerri leaves Ahmed’s options open without prescribing any one way to 
facilitate. 
Carmen: Interactive Teaching 
The fourth facilitator to take the floor is Carmen, whose group is the first to 
give their presentation. From her perspective, this group is particularly anxious for 
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several reasons, all of which will not be necessary to identify here. Their most 
obvious point of anxiety is around the task of the presentation. To further add to 
their impending pressure is the English level of one of the members in their group, 
Lin, whose language ability limits her contributions, and impedes her complete 
comprehension of the material. In addition, this group does not yet have its textbook. 
Building on Ahmed’s narrative, Carmen uses a similar style to describe her 
interactions with her group. 
Excerpt 6 
224 I just explained that “I had been drafted and I was a student and totally 
225 new to this, but hey we’re going to do it...” There was one woman who 
226 doesn’t have a lot of English so she had a lot of anxiety about the reading 
227 and another woman had anxiety about...what [they] were going to do on 
228 [the day of the presentation]. She was jumping, (laughter) So we kind 
229 of got back from that anxiety, so what I wanted people to do was say their 
230 names first. [There were] two Chinese speakers, one who has been here 
231 for years and the other is very new. That was nice to build that, and they 
232 learned the American names and how to pronounce them and then we just 
233 talked about where we would meet. 
Judging from Lines 224-225, we observe Carmen’s initiation into this 
apprenticeship. Carmen immerses herself in the experience immediately. She “has 
been drafted,” “she is a student,” and she is “totally new” to this experience. All of 
the facilitators are students so Line 224 should not necessarily help Carmen to achieve 
solidarity with her group. However, this utterance when coupled with her admission 
of inexperience, establishes peer footing with the group. 
Her narrative is similar to Ahmed’s insofar as she has explicated two confident 
positions. First, in Line 224 she has admitted her inexperience; she is new to the 
process. Ironically, admitting that one is inexperienced takes a certain amount of 
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experience (Code, 1991; Gadamer, 1975). Her role as cheerleader in Line 225 (“But 
hey we are going to do it”) authorizes her in the same way that his reassurance role 
authorizes Ahmed. Similar to Ahmed, this rallying has paradoxically constructed her 
as an authority on the pedagogical tasks (e.g., group dynamics, presentation skills) 
despite her unfamiliarity with the content, Interactive Teaching. I will pose the same 
question I did of Ahmed. Does anyone else (from the facilitator’s perspective) in this 
group take the initiative to rally? Despite the fact that Carmen is a newcomer to 
ESL, much of her self-confidence is due to her experience as a teacher and a graduate 
student in the school of education. 
Carmen, like Anne, also spends more time describing the members of her 
group and uses descriptions and names rather than invoking a generic “they” as 
Ahmed did. Carmen describes the actual introductions in Lines 230-231 and then 
evaluates the interaction in Line 231 (“That was nice to build that”). In addition, she 
identifies the gender and name of her members as signaled in Line 225 and 227. In 
so doing, Carmen and Ann help to create a climate of dialogue in which the focus of 
conversation is on the who as well as the what. This kind of process varies 
dramatically from orating which tends to overemphasize the what (Van Nostrand, 
1993, p. 143). Carmen also uses names and identifies possible reasons for her 
group’s anxiety, again diverging from Ahmed’s style which tended to explicate an 
unnamed “they.” She depicts one member, Lin, as anxious about her English and 
Joanne as anxious about the course in general. Like many women, Carmen looks for 
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ways to be empathic with members of her group and does this by describing how they 
feel, rather than what they know (Van Nostrand, 1993). 
Although not as pronounced here as we will see with Carole, Carmen assumes 
a role which Van Nostrand refers to as “diagnosing detective.” Diagnostic detectives, 
according to Van Nostrand, identify, name and describe what is happening between 
the lines, reporting on what is perceived, and investigate the subtleties of interaction. 
The “detective” then reports on what is observed, making every effort not to blame 
individuals or place a value judgment on the process (p. 32). 
Because Carmen’s group is the first to present, the members have immediately 
launched into a discussion about their presentation. Unlike Ahmed’s group, their 
apprehension is directed more toward the procedure (how-to’s) of the presentation 
rather than the content (Interactive Teaching) or the reading load. Carmen recalls her 
group’s discussion, filling in for her fellow facilitators places where she felt she had 
been violating the evolving facilitator norms in this class—downplay your expertise; 
intervene only when necessary. Carmen humorously reprimands herself for 
proffering an idea as early as this first meeting. Her suggestion is one that mitigates 
the time constraints, that is to have concurrent presentations. She concludes by 
commenting on what she feels to be an outstanding feature of this group: their task 
orientation. 
Excerpt 7 
235 There is anxiety about the time factor. But other than that, they looked 
236 forward to meeting, and they seemed really congenial and I think 
237 mentally, they made tremendous leaps beyond [?]. It was nice because we 
238 were very task oriented. There was a strong task-orientation. 
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In her closing remarks about her group, Carmen talks once again about their 
anxiety but has embedded this in an overall feeling of joviality and light-heartedness. 
Needless to say, this is a retrospective account. How she represents her group also 
has an impact on her group. 
The next stretch of talk is crucial for showing how the meaning of task 
orientation is negotiated between Carmen, myself and the course professor. I take the 
floor by asking Carmen to define “task orientated,” knowing for myself that as a 
cultural symbol, it conveys a checklist approach to teaching and learning, potentially 
interfering with collaborative tasks (e.g., allowing time for telling stories, mulling 
over ideas, “bonding”), and as such, has a negative sense. In this course, the 
production tasks are only as important as the interactive and process tasks; ideally, the 
tasks should not interfere with, but rather enhance, the interaction and the group 
processes. Part of my ethnographic apprenticeship in this course (e.g., getting an 
emic perspective) has been to negotiate meaning and test my inferences. Rather than 
assume I know what Carmen means by this description, I check for understanding, 
knowing in part that I (or Jerri) will either ratify or reject this script which will 
generate further discussion and negotiation. 
Excerpt 8 
239 M: Just out of curiosity, what do you mean that they (your group) were 
240 task oriented? 
241 Car: I think there was a basic assumption that they knew what interactive 
242 [teaching] was. Nobody asked any questions [about the method], and 
243 when they asked questions, it was about how are we going to do this? 
244 How is it going to be set up? [And I was thinking] I’m not going to set 
245 it up] and they were jumping into the task itself. [It was as if they were 
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246 saying] we don’t care what Interactive teaching is, or we already know 
247 what it is so there wasn’t any discussion. So when I say task orientation 
248 I mean that they were ready to jump right in. They felt they knew what 
249 it was and there wasn’t any concern. I didn’t ask them why they chose 
250 it. 
251 Jer: Maybe one of the things as far as stretching them is to ask them 
252 what they think it is. 
253 Car: I guess I felt that is a question we’ll tackle once we start looking at 
254 the material. 
255 Jer: Well you might find they don’t. That is interesting. This is what 
256 happened with [the] Literacy [group last year]. A definition of literacy 
257 was assumed without ever being discussed. Finally someone threw it out 
258 and [the group] said, “We don’t know; we haven’t thought about that.” 
259 And there is a lot involved there. 
260 Car: I think that’s a great question and a great place to start when we 
261 have our next meeting. [I’ll ask] So after your reading, what is 
262 interaction? 
There are several things occurring here. I have structured a turn of talk for 
Carmen to elaborate the concept “task orientation.” Her response conveys a curious 
blend of two stances, a critical one and a provincial one. One might guess that she 
feels optimistic about their energy in Line 245 (“They were jumping into the task 
itself”) suggesting that Carmen is pleased with this group’s self-motivation. On the 
other hand, she responds to my question with what appears to be a passive 
representation of the group (Lines 242 and 248: “Nobody asked any questions; they 
felt they knew what it was”) which contradicts Carmen’s earlier use of “nice” (Line 
237). In addition, Carmen closes by telling us that she didn’t ask them why they 
chose it. (There are, of course, several possible reasons for this, e.g., lack of time, 
reservation.) Nonetheless, this stretch stands in stark contrast to Carmen’s overall 
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critical orientation. Positioning both herself and her group as ingenuous, motivates 
another position taken up by Jerri. In Lines 251-252, we listen to another example of 
Jerri’s tutelage and reframing intervention, using the history of the course to support 
her critique. 
It is interesting to see in this short space how Carmen’s apprenticeship into 
this course has begun. I am not claiming that Carmen was incapable of seeing this 
prior to being drafted into this methods class (See Bailey, p. 298). It does not take 
much coaxing on Jerri’s part to convince her to test her assumptions and foreground 
educational issues that might be otherwise taken for granted. Using the example of a 
definition of literacy resonates immediately with Carmen. Typical of Jerri, in Line 
255-259 she invokes an experience within the culture of facilitation rather than an 
outside expert; she calls upon other students, and other facilitators and their 
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experience to claim her authority. One observes places in which Jerri invents the 
course by explicating local historical texts as buttresses for present and new 
challenges. In this case, she evokes two “texts” - literacy and interaction, or more 
broadly interactive teaching. Both of these encodings (literacy and interaction) carry 
extra linguistic weight in sociocultural and ESL discourses, yet a newcomer might 
rely on their pedestrian meanings, without decoding them. Later, we will see how 
one student is absolutely baffled by the idea that an adult could be illiterate. In Lines 
255-259 Jerri challenges Carmen (and the rest of us) to attend to some of the possible 
details and particulars of practice (i.e., intertextual outcomes). In this case, Jerri 
(Line 255) has made a critical intervention, compelling the group (through Carmen) to 
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think carefully about certain concepts. Although I will not use this as data, Carmen 
will later discuss a definition of “interactive” with her group. 
Because Carmen tends to be analytical, she will most likely seize this 
opportunity to intervene in order to “tackle” the question once her group starts to 
read and discuss the topic. However, as we can see in this brief exchange, the group 
and Carmen appear to have overlooked a pedagogical definition and theory of 
interaction in favor of preparing for a polished presentation. Evidenced in this 
exchange is a salient example of how talk (i.e., attention to details) can transform 
tacit assumptions into theoretical constructions. Once again we see how the product 
(the presentation) is not privileged over a collaborative or scholarly process (e.g., 
theory building) 
One last stretch of talk merits attention in order to demonstrate another 
intertextual balance between personal theory and formal theory. Carmen opens a slot 
for me to make a general comment about the history of the course. 
Excerpt 9 
263 M: I think one of the issues we found in the difference between the 
264 experienced versus inexperienced teachers is that the experienced teachers 
265 thought they knew the theory behind the method, when really the pre- 
266 service teachers would grapple with the issues more. One way to stretch 
267 the experienced teachers is to get them to consider the theories behind the 
268 methods. 
269 Jer: There is also another problem. That was to guess, try to get the 
270 groups to figure it out and imagine what it was for themselves as opposed 
271 to what the book said. [They would rely on the books] rather than 
272 realizing that they have knowledge and should build on it. It’s not [as if 
273 the books] are not important, but you just want to build on it. There has 
274 been a feeling [in past groups] that whatever the book definition was, that 
275 was it. [But there] is another side too. 
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This exchange results in a dialogic interplay between Jerri, myself, Carmen 
and any of the other facilitators who are paying attention. The initial challenge to 
Carmen was to urge her group to think more deeply about a definition for interactive 
teaching (Excerpt 8). I have elaborated on Jerri’s scholarly and critical proposal 
(Lines 263-268) by referencing previous methods courses. This brief stretch has a 
particularly special meaning for me because of my own involvement and history with 
the course. For one thing, my prejudices about methods courses (and teacher 
training) were apparent when I had been a student in Jerri’s methods course three 
years before. My own ESL teacher training had been strong on technique, but lacked 
a good theoretical base in second language acquisition and collaborative pedagogy. 
Thus I had come to equate teacher training courses with recipe and “bags-of-tricks” 
methods. After my apprenticeship with Jerri, I began to incorporate the theoretical 
aspects of language teaching into my thinking, thus prompting this remark to Carmen. 
Line 267 (“Stretch the experienced teachers”) is a direct reflection of my own history 
in this course and one of the pervasive intervention options for this year. 
In turn, Jerri’s next script elaborates further on what I have said but broadens 
the term “theory.” Although she has not used the word “theory,” she compels the 
groups to consider what James Gee (1990) has labeled removed, deferred and primary 
theories (Gee, p. 21). 
As I have shown elsewhere, as an illustration of these kinds of theories in 
Carmen’s group, a “removed” or “deferred” theory might include informal talk 
among the group about interaction, and possibly “snippets” about what it means in the 
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classroom. Perhaps they have read summaries and some abstracts. Most likely, they 
assume a non-linguistic definition of interactive (teaching) as Carmen discusses (Lines 
241-242) and log it under a more generic ESL vernacular—communicative approach. 
In other words, they have an awareness of interactive teaching, but they have not 
studied the material directly. Until they have done the requisite work to render the 
theory primary, their theories remain removed or deferred (Gee, p. 21). Lines 269- 
275 are an appeal from Jerri for this group (and other groups) to make use of all 
kinds of theories from all of the participants. As we see in Carmen’s response (Lines 
260-262), her group can begin this theory building by discussing the idea, concept 
and personal meanings of “interaction.” Ultimately, they are responsible for being 
primary theorists and experts in order to teach the class about Interactive teaching. 
This three part elaboration (Excerpt 8-9) from Jerri and me reflects not only the 
collaborative norms of this course, but also Jerri’s authority (and to some extent my 
own) as caregiver (e.g., confirming other’s knowledge) scholar (e.g., using a 
language of critique, recognizing the removed theories, working on building primary 
theories) and inventor (creating a method using all of the available resources— 
textbooks, outside readings, group discussions). 
This exchange is also good for showing Jerri’s entitlement rights for making 
intertextual connections. She encourages and authorizes the facilitators and the 
groups to use multiple texts other than the standard textbook in order to build primary 
theories. Furthermore, her talk (Lines 269-275: “There is another problem...”) is a 
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type of intervention that enhances student knowledge as a place to begin and control 
over their inquiry (Bloome, 1989, Gee, 1990). 
Carmen’s enthusiasm is complete as we see in her response to my prompt 
below. 
Excerpt 10 
276 M: How did you feel [about your first meeting] Carmen? 
277 Car: Actually, I think it will be fun. It’s total immersion. I had no 
278 preconceptions whatsoever. I think it will be really fun. I’ll learn a lot; 
279 that’s for sure. And, I feel able to support them through them through 
280 process. I have a lot to learn about ESL... I’m brand new...I couldn’t 
281 have answered a question if they asked me anyway. 
This transcript provides data for once again showing the manifold nature of 
facilitation. In this short time, we see how a discussion of group interactions (e.g., 
emotions, dynamics, personalities) begins to prevail over the content, attesting to the 
course objectives: collaboration is the most important thing you will do. Even 
though group processes and content are equally important (and inseparable), these 
early exchanges will shape future facilitator meetings in which most of our time is 
spent discussing group interactions (e.g., group dynamics, valuing people). This kind 
of talk tends to dominate other kinds of conversation about content. 
Four Patterns 
It is helpful at this point to stop and reflect on what each of these facilitators 
has brought to the meeting to show patterns that construct a discourse of and about 
facilitation. Due to Ann’s brief involvement with the group and Suzanne’s brevity, I 
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am mostly concerned with Ahmed’s and Carmen’s contributions. Ann’s and 
Suzanne’s contributions are nonetheless worthwhile. 
1) Agon: Positions of Authority—Inclusion of Self and Detachment from Group 
The first pattern that seems to consistently appear is that each facilitator 
includes herself in her narrative, each taking a subject position. Most of the syntactic 
forms contain agents, usually the agent being themselves. In other words, there is a 
very clear “I” referencing. In many educational contexts, the speaking subject, the 
source of the utterance, power, or of authority is not given, not readily recoverable 
(Kress, 1985, p. 58). In later transcripts we will see examples of agentless passives 
that usually refer back to Jerri’s authority and are usually utterances of reproach. 
Not only is each facilitator present in her narrative (through “I,”) in all cases, 
each facilitator takes charge of the introductions, thus positioning herself in some 
authoritative capacity. As such, she occupies a distinct position detached, separate 
from the group. Her authority is further enhanced by speech acts that place her in a 
position of power, by either affirming them (Ann: “I told them they were good 
questions”) by explaining, or reassuring them (Ahmed and Carmen) or by offering a 
suggestion (Carmen). 
2) Agon: Positions of Non Authority—Disavowal and Solidarity 
The second pattern directly related to the first is that each facilitator explicates 
utterances of non-authority, marking her lack of expertise, or as we see in Ann’s 
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case, purposefully withholding information. Without exception, each facilitator 
signaled her footing with group members by disavowing her expertise, Carmen being 
especially straightforward about this. Disavowing one’s competency has the inverse 
effect of achieving solidarity with the group. 
These positions of non-authority contradict a traditional ideology present in 
many educational settings. In most sites, a teacher is supposed to be an expert in her 
subject matter, deliver the subject coherently and manage a classroom (Arreola, 
1994). Moreover, because the norms (e.g., downplay your expertise) are successfully 
at work, the facilitators are not anxious about this displaced authority (displaced 
because some of them are experts) even though their groups might be. This is 
evidence of the intertextual dynamics at work linking back to Jerri’s “instructions” 
from the first meeting. Her instructions have been recognized, acknowledged and 
have and will continue to have social consequences (e.g., influence, repercussions) in 
the small groups. 
3) Developing Trust: Protection 
Third, all of the facilitators have discussed the emotional status of their 
groups, implicating themselves usually as the comforter, assurer. These roles also 
help to sustain Jerri’s directions from the first evening—to reassure the groups. This 
trust dynamic intersects with the disavowal—solidarity pattern in the sense that some 
facilitators have an additional authoritative capacity as bearer of trust. 
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Some scholars contend that trust develops when groups make themselves 
vulnerable to a facilitator. It is enhanced when a facilitator responds to group 
problems with empathy and support, even while recognizing the ineffectiveness of the 
group (Schwartz, 1994). There is strong evidence of vulnerability and trust in the 
transcripts. As each facilitator achieves solidarity with her group, she protects them 
its member, and a cycle of trust develops. Exceptions to this are rare but nonetheless 
occur. Later we will listen to two relationships in which trust is markedly absent 
from their voices, from both the group member and the facilitator. 
The concept of trust is not altogether unproblematic and plays into the tensions 
that I discuss in Chapter 3. On the one hand, facilitators want to assert constancy of 
traits and attributes of trustworthiness (Code, 1991) but on the other hand, their 
positionality (authority) keeps them from being rigid and essentialist. This same 
paradox is reflected in the facilitator’s relationship with Jerri. Since we do not have a 
script for facilitation and we are all venturing into the unknown, facilitators tend to be 
distrustful of the process and often times of Jerri. 
4) Problematics and Critical Incidents: Textualizing 
Finally, each facilitator has begun to define his/her group in terms of a 
problematic, which we may or may not be aware of at the time of its utterance, and 
which is eventually transformed into a critical incident. I am defining problematic 
(not problem) to mean an incident which does not have any one immediate solution 
and whose outcome leads to new and indeterminate problematics. I appreciate this 
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term because it eschews the idea that for every problem there is one solution or that 
every problem can be solved. Based on the short accounts above, it is premature to 
discuss full-blown examples of critical incidents so the following information is 
intended to be introductory. 
In Ann’s case, the problematic is around Maj’s pre-existing knowledge about 
Problem Posing and his own experience with facilitating. This problematic evolves 
into a series of agonistic patterns that eventually involve all of the facilitators. 
Ahmed has not introduced a problematic as such, but has indicated his group’s 
anxiety. Carmen briefly mentions a woman who does not have a lot of English and 
who is worried about the reading. The two central critical incidents central to this 
work involve Maj and his group, introduced by Ann, and Carole’s group to whom we 
will be introduced shortly. Sustaining a critical narrative has value in this group. In 
order to speak, either one poses a problem or one provides talk around the problem. 
David Tripp (1993) characterizes a critical incident as a useful tool for 
analysis. First, a critical incident does not exist independently of an observer or wait 
to be discovered (Tripp, 1993). Critical incidents are invented in a context, and they 
reflect the values of the group. Ahmed’s and Carmen’s discussions reflect their 
observations. How they chose to describe the events represents one set of values; 
how we (facilitators, Jerri and I) respond represents still another set of values and 
what I, the researcher, chose to describe as a critical incident represents yet another 
set of values. As such, we have at least three separate and partial contexts 
converging. 
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Secondly, Tripp argues that in order for an incident to be critical, one must 
examine not only the event, but its also possible causes (not simple cause-effect). In 
some cases, the facilitators will examine potential causes and in other cases, Jerri or I 
will investigate possible causes as part of this research. At this level, our discussions 
may be private or public. On another level, identifying critical incidents allows the 
observer to investigate underlining ideologies. Again, sometimes the facilitators 
participate in forcing the incident to be critical and at other times Jerri does, as we 
saw in Jerri’s response to Carmen about her group’s lack of curiosity in Excerpt 8. 
At other times, as a researcher, I have transformed the incident into a critical 
incident. For example, in this same excerpt one level of critique, as I have shown, 
rests with Carmen. She is critical of her premature directive to the group (Why don’t 
you do it this way?) and recognizes it instantly. On another level, Jerri and/or I have 
made the incident critical at the moment of its utterance (e.g., this group is task 
oriented; they know what interactive teaching is). Other facilitators will do this with 
each other more often as the semester progresses, enhancing our apprenticeship 
particularly within facilitator meetings. Finally, the research questions advance the 
critique even further. Attending to the nature of authority present in this discourse 
community, using positioning and intertextuality as analytical tools, forces me to 
investigate and be critical of its underlying ideologies. 
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Ella: Literature and ESL 
The next facilitator, Ella, interrupts this pattern in two ways. First, she does 
not explicate a position of authority; nor does she explicate a position of non¬ 
authority. However, as we will see, in recalling the event of their first meeting to us, 
she constructs a position for another member to be a temporary authority. 
Subsequently, this other person’s authority eclipses Ella’s own authority. Second, 
unlike Carmen and Ahmed, Ella does not have a critical incident to impart. In fact, 
she offers a counter narrative informing the group that nothing “controversial” 
happened. That Ella remarks on the lack of controversy suggests that she is sticking 
to the narrative genre and evolving norms that are in place thus far. 
Excerpt 11 
281 E: My group is very small and not really diverse (laughs) so there was 
282 nothing controversial about it—the first meeting anyway—We went out 
283 into the hall and one of them said that she would like to know something 
284 about the other people...32 So that was about it. 
285 M: It’s interesting that you said it’s not a diverse group. 
286 E: In terms of not having both sexes. 
Ella’s talk of diversity and controversy merit attention. Each of these ideas 
weighs heavily in this educational setting. As I have written elsewhere, viewing 
others as resources is a norm in this course and in this program. This philosophy 
when effected by facilitators should mean that facilitators investigate ways in which 
people are different rather than how they are similar. Ella’s cause-effect statement 
32 There is a missing portion of transcript here that appeared to be both humorous and illuminating in 
terms of authority or lack of it. I mention it to show that Ella’s brief account is concise rather than 
terse. 
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contests the diversity norms of this program. Judging from her statement (Lines 282- 
283) difference (in terms of gender) would breed controversy while sameness (in 
terms of gender) would foster harmony. At the time, Ella (like myself) was intrigued 
by the growing body of literature that addressed the differences between men and 
women (e.g., Gilligan, Tannen). This could be the reason that she mentions it to 
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us—her early interpretive frame. 
What is not apparent in this transcript is Ella’s apologetic tone for the 
perceived “lack” of diversity. Understanding that diversity is a powerful code in this 
course, Ella alludes to it immediately, signaling her recognition and acknowledgment 
of the encoding. I turn now to the social consequences of this particular intertextual 
connection which appear verbally in Excerpt 12. 
Building on Ella’s modest description of the event, I challenge her definition 
of diversity (Lines 288-289) and therefore find “something controversial.” The 
course professor and I use this interaction to include Ella into the discourse routine. 
By finding a potential problematic situation, Jerri and I have provided Ella with what 
Jerri refers to in the next transcript as a “hook” —for now, an excuse to intervene, to 
facilitate. Thus abiding by the early, but not yet evolved norms of caregiving, (by 
including her, we confirm and value her participation) scholarship, (we find a 
problematic situation and critique it) and invention, (we make and find resources) 
Jerri and I are able to include Ella by marking her incident as critical. 
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A “Hook" 
Excerpt 12 
288 M: It would be interesting Ella, the whole question of how heterogeneous 
289 your group is and uhm... 
290 E: I’m interested in seeing how they work together. 
291 M: And how their differences contribute to their presentations and their 
292 discussions—uhm. 
293 Jer: You know, one difference they do have —so this will interesting how 
294 it works itself out in the group—is that [you have] primary, secondary, 
295 and adult teachers [in that group]...So you’ve got something interesting 
296 there, you have a hook. Rather than having literature and ESL for a 
297 particular age group, they might actually think about [how they can use 
298 these different elements in their presentation]. You might just want to 
299 throw [that idea] out to them when they are ready [to think about it] when 
300 they realize what they are doing, (laughs) Because this is one of the 
301 issues. Here we have lumped everyone together [in terms of teaching 
302 levels] and somehow we need to deal with the issues of difference even 
303 though all of this can be done at any level. Obviously it is going to look 
304 very different [at each level] So that might be an interesting way of doing 
305 it. 
306 C: And addressing the needs of everyone in the class [at the same time. 
307 Jer: At the same time, yeah. 
308 M: Did you feel fairly comfortable? 
309 Ella: Yeah. 
Jerri builds on my proposition (Lines 293-296) by pointing out to Ella that her 
group is diverse regarding their teaching experiences. In fact, in that sense, this 
group turned out to be as diverse as one could hope, with one member teaching 
elementary school, another in high school and a third member who works with adults. 
As Jerri claims in Lines 296-297, since this group’s topic is Literature and ESL they 
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will need to deal with the myriad definitions and teaching applications of literature at 
each of those grade levels. In assembling the groups, Jerri, with the help of others, 
usually manages to mix gender, nationality and teaching experience. Teaching levels 
are usually not considered particularly if the class is extremely heterogeneous, which 
it usually is. Were there not the mix of teaching levels, however, I am certain that 
we would have found a difference anyway, or as Jerri says a “hook.” 
This transcript is a formidable one for capturing, once again, the positive 
attitude associated with diversity in this class. The “hook” that Jerri speaks of 
positions Ella as an authority, who now has the possibility to intervene using this new 
information concerning the group’s teaching levels. In Lines 298-299 Jerri has even 
“authorized” or entitled this intervention. Just as previous utterances motivated 
Carmen, and her group to be more critical, this commentary empowers Ella to 
intervene as a facilitator. Further on, we will determine whether or not there are 
social consequences of this exchange. 
This hook is an appropriate metaphor because it suggests a place marker for 
the facilitators who are initially ambivalent about their roles. Jerri and others help 
facilitators to search for those hooks as points for intervention. Metaphorically, a 
hook is something on which the facilitator can hang her hat, stay awhile, dance the 
dance. Furthermore, Jerri’s instruction to Ella (in the form of a “hook”) is also an 
instruction for the other facilitators and eventually an instruction for the entire class. 
This brief exchange attests to the usefullness of smaller meetings within the 
framework of complex instruction; how it should work ideally and in incremental 
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stages. Rather than addressing these issues en masse to uninterested parties, we 
investigate problematics in local interaction. That is, we attempt to name, understand 
and judge them as they arise in facilitator meetings, in small groups, across groups, 
during interviews, one on one, during Jerri’s office hours, during my office hours, in 
other courses, many years and many intertextual genres later, and other indeterminate 
networks that cannot possibly be described here. 
This short exchange between Jerri, Ella, myself, and to some extent Carole, 
illustrates the ways that groups become contextualized, taking on a life of their own. 
Without any prodding, both Ahmed and Carmen have begun to characterize their 
groups and their particular relationships with the dancers in them. In Ella’s case, 
Jerri and I have started this characterization process with Ella. Halfway through the 
semester, each group will have its own critical incident. 
Carole: Whole Language 
Carole is the last facilitator to speak. She sticks to the narrative structure and 
elaborates fully on each problematic. More than the other facilitators however, 
Carole is the most traditionally authoritative, treating “her four people” like her own 
elementary students. In this sense, however, Carole constructs a position as inventor 
for most of the facilitators. Her lengthy narratives attest to her emotional character 
and position her as a vitally caring teacher, but confused facilitator. The following 
narrative can be divided into three frames which I have labeled 1) Carole versus her 
group; 2) her group versus text; 3) Carole versus her group. As Carole describes it, 
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the conversation appears to be around the textbook(s) and the assigned readings. (The 
group is not yet formed.) As early as this first meeting, she discusses her group’s 
“vulnerability,” their academic deficiencies and their lack of experience. 
Excerpt 13 
311 C: It’s very different. I have four people in the group, and as they sat 
312 down I had a real strong sense that three out of four of them were very 
313 anxious...I guess anxious about a classroom environment - being a student 
314 and not understanding what was happening. So we sat down and said our 
315 names and they were all very sincere. I mean they were there with me. 
316 They just had no idea what to do. 
317 Jer (laughing): You are going to be their savior. 
Carole begins her account by announcing that her group is very different (Line 
311). Similar to Ahmed and Carmen, Carole uses the word anxious to describe the 
emotional status of her group. By now one might ask the question, “Why is everyone 
so anxious?” Judging from the talk around their anxiety, part of the reason appears 
to stem from this kind of complex instruction with its own unpredictable 
irregularities. In Ahmed’s group, the students were anxious about the reading. In 
Carmen’s group, the anxiety was around the presentation itself and this group too 
appears to be anxious about the reading. Group members, unprepared to be 
“experts,” respond in a manner like that of anyone facing new terrain they are 
supposed to navigate. From the facilitator’s perspective, this anxiety gives facilitators 
a “hook” in which they can comfort and be trusted. 
Each facilitator has his/her own way of narrating her story and being 
authoritative. Ahmed is a gentle and paternal authority; Carmens facilitative style 
tends to be candid and bold; Carole’s authority is veiled in emotional and personal 
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narratives, much closer to her heart. At the time of these meetings, although I 
sometimes perceived her as overly emotional, I could identify with most of her 
musings, reflections and commentary. Despite occasional personality conflicts, I 
connected well with Carole because of my own emotional nature. By far, Carole is 
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the most “nurturing” of the facilitators and her need to protect her group is pervasive 
throughout the transcripts beginning in the first section of her narrative. This group’s 
sincerity combined with their lack of knowledge puts this group in an early position of 
needing protection. By informing us that her group had no idea what to do, she has 
made a clear distinction between her group and the others. In Carmen’s group, their 
anxiety has less to do with lack of ideas. Carole’s script shows us that this group is 
floundering, and will need her guidance. 
Carole Versus Group 
Immediately confronting her own power, Carole frames her authority by 
aligning herself with her group. 
Excerpt 14 
318 C: Well, I was real low key and I had the [identification] cards and I 
319 said, well, I know something about all of you because I have the cards. 
320 Why don’t we share that information so I’m not the only one that knows 
321 it. 
Similar to the other facilitators, Carole constructs a conflicted position of 
authority/non-authority. Carole describes herself as “low-key” which contrasts with 
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her teaching role where she is usually “in charge.”33 Different from the other 
facilitators accounts, Carole has made her authority explicit to her group (not just the 
facilitators) divulging to them that she “has the cards.” In her descriptive accounts, 
we will often see examples of “code-switching” from Carole. Her codes are often 
contesting languages that on the one hand, support the norms, values and ideologies 
of the course, but on the other, construct a traditional authoritative position. This is 
due in part to particular individuals in her group whose values and ideologies run 
counter to the expectations of the course, the professor and some of the facilitators. 
Carole does not want to be in charge; they need someone to be in charge. 
The Group Versus the Text 
The topic changes and the group begins to focus on the readings and the 
books. 
Excerpt 15 
322 C: Somebody asked, “Do we have to read this whole book?” and I said, 
323 “Yeah the whole one.” Then someone said “Do we have to read these 
324 other whole two books?” I said, “Well they are resources.” And they 
325 asked, “Do we have to read them all?” Well I said, “They are resources 
326 for the group and we can decide what we want to do.” 
There are several voices here that initiate the dance for Carole.34 The initial 
question (“Do we have to read the assigned text”) receives a traditional authoritative 
33 I am aware of this because I have seen her teach. She is an excellent teacher who sets limits both 
for herself and her students. This is what I mean by “in charge.” 
34 During one of the facilitator meetings Carole referred to the workings and interactions in her group 
as a dance. Thus, I use this metaphor which aptly portrays the moving. 
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response from Carole. In Line 323, she responds “Yes, [you must read] the whole 
book. The second question (Do we have to read these other whole two books?) 
strikes an ambivalent chord in Carole. 
This confusion around the books is an example of the complex and contesting 
ideologies in this course that I discussed in Chapter 4. There are a number of 
decisions a facilitator can make about her power and how she wields that power. One 
of those judgments will pertain to the texts that each group must read. She can let the 
groups decide for themselves, she can offer suggestions, or she can dictate what the 
groups should read. Of course most groups will resist this last option. The fact that 
there are choices to make about the readings potentially animates a facilitator to be 
decision-maker, assignment distributor. 
It might be worth drawing out one implication for the education process 
generally. In most traditional classrooms, there is usually one textbook, or selected 
readings, chosen and assigned by the instructor that everyone in the class reads. This 
exchange between Carole and her group points to a power struggle: Who decides 
what to read? From Carole’s vantage point, this group has positioned her to make 
that decision. In the first case, concerning the required text (Enright & McCloskey, 
1988), Carole makes the decision for the group. In the second case, regarding the 
other resource texts, Carole asks the group to make this decision collectively, 
including herself in the process. 
We can read an illuminating contradiction into Carole’s stretch of talk at this 
point. On the one hand, Carole has clearly positioned herself outside her group (e.g., 
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she has the cards, she answers the questions, her authority is semantically and 
prosodically marked—the whole book?). On the other hand, she tries to achieve 
solidarity with her group (e.g., we can decide; why don’t we share the information). 
Carole continues her narrative waiting for the group to negotiate a working 
plan with each other. 
Excerpt 16 
327 C: The other one jumped in and said “Then let’s each read a chapter this 
328 week.” And I said again, “Well they are just resources.” And I thought, 
329 I’ll just leave it for a minute and see what happens. And so they were 
330 thinking that they would each read a chapter...And I said “If you do that 
331 then everybody has to do it. We all have to agree on what everyone is 
332 going to do.” And the man next to me said, “Well I have a different 
333 idea. My idea is that the books are there if we want but we don’t have 
334 to read all of them. We can pick and choose.” Well, they thought about 
335 that and it was quiet and I said, “Would you agree to read the introduction 
336 to each book and then you have a sense of what’s in the book?” 
I include this lengthy stretch of talk to show Carole’s early struggle with her 
own authority. Similar to Carmen, her desire to let the group work independently of 
her overrides her own good ideas. Unlike Carmen, Carole has an excellent academic 
grasp of the theoretical content of Whole Language and the procedural tasks of a 
presentation and pedagogy. Thus Carole’s personal challenge to mute her own 
authoritative voice is augmented by the fact that she has an abundance of ESL 
experience. 
Carole reflects freely on her own behavior telling the facilitators twice that she 
pulled back, the first time when she says that she will leave it for a minute, and the 
second time when she says it was quiet. Carole, unlike the other facilitators, gives us 
a play by play account of her interactions with her group. As compensation for my 
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lack of visual data, it is as if Carole is the perfect informant, providing details that I 
may miss with other facilitators. Carole uses the “quiet moment” to help us 
understand that she sees this as an opportunity to offer a suggestion: “Would you 
agree to read the introduction, and then you have a sense of what’s in the book?” 
This suggestion builds on Sam’s (a group member) suggestion that they “pick and 
chose” what they want. Knowing from Carole’s script that this group is one that 
lacks a focus, it seems that some of their floundering begins on this evening as they 
try to reach consensus about what to do. Their self-doubt continues as constructed 
through Carole: 
Excerpt 17 
337 C: My four people didn’t really know what they signed up for. I had a 
338 very strong suspicion that they didn’t know what Reading and Writing 
339 Literacy was. And I turned out to be right. One of them didn’t know 
340 that she had signed up for the group at all. One of them picked writing 
341 because he was a copy editor and it was the only thing out of all the 
342 things he understood was writing. And a third international student had 
343 not even considered the idea that you could be illiterate. 
Carole’s suggestion that this group is “different” appears to be accurate 
judging from the above description. They deviate from earlier facilitator scripts in 
the sense that they “have no idea.” Other facilitator stories have positioned the 
groups as having some requisite knowledge at the very least, about the “classroom 
environment.” Carole’s account positions this group as inexperienced, even motley. 
(As it turns out the groups get switched.) Again, in Line 337, Carole has begun to 
construct an identity as an authority for both her group and the facilitators. More 
than any other facilitator, Carole explicates this group’s lack of academic knowledge 
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particularly concerning the method, Whole Language. In Line 338, she suspects they 
have little understanding about what was happening. Added to this is her suspicion 
about their content knowledge. Therefore, not only do they have a remarkable lack 
of information about the process (e.g., what and when to read; “the classroom 
environment”) but also concerning the content. Through Carole’s description, they 
do appear to be “different.” 
Carole tries to accommodate her group, especially Ema (the third international 
student from Taiwan), by offering what she describes as a “very simple” explanation 
for literacy. At the same time that she offers this watered down version of literacy 
(the ability to read and write), she makes an effort to understand why Ema has a 
difficult time conceiving of someone as illiterate. Briefly diagnosing the 
misunderstanding, she concludes that illiteracy is not a major issue in Taiwan. The 
conversation returns to the readings. 
Carole Versus the Group II 
Excerpt 18 
344 ...They agreed to read the introduction and I thought, “With the Enright 
345 (textbook) and the introductions that’s plenty.” They will be fine with 
346 that but I’m not going to press the issue of what they are doing until they 
347 feel like they got a little something underneath them, and that calmed 
348 them down for a little while. Then it was deafly silent because I realized 
349 that they didn’t know what they were talking about, and so none of them 
350 is going to be brave enough to either admit it or talk about it. So I went 
351 back to the cards and I said, “Okay, am I the only one that is interested 
352 in all of you?” 
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Once again, we cannot fail to recognize Carole’s contesting voices of 
authority. On the one hand, she makes the decision to let the group decide what they 
will read. On the other hand, she evaluates their decision (“That’s plenty; they will 
be fine...”) without telling them, but reporting it back to the facilitators. What 
happens after “they calm down” is interesting. At this moment, Carole has 
apparently pulled back and the group turned “deafly silent.” This “pulling back” is a 
move intended to let the group take over. Subsequently, Carole interprets their 
silence as not knowing what they are talking about. Rather than embarrass them by 
pressing this point, she returns to the cards. It is not difficult to see here where 
Carole is falling back on her own authoritative routines that she employs as an 
elementary school teacher. Conceivably, she could have let the silence linger, or she 
could have given the cards to someone else. Each of these decisions would have 
produced a different outcome, one that might have been extremely awkward for both 
Carole and the group. In the next lines, she discusses her motives for returning to the 
cards. 
Excerpt 19 
352 C: So what we really need to do is talk to each other so that everyone is 
353 on ground where everyone feels equal and comfortable. And the other 
354 will just have to come. Then they all talked, and it did turn out that one 
355 of the four of them really had an idea of what reading and writing literacy 
356 meant, and he was involved in a situation where that was relevant, and the 
357 other three truly didn’t understand what they had chosen and asked me to 
358 show them the cards—they didn’t even know that they had written it 
359 down. This is how far removed we were. 
Carole has simply confirmed her suspicion that this group is uniformed. Their 
talking does finally position one member of the group as knowledgeable with Carole 
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qualifying this knowledge in Lines 354-399 with his experience (Line 356). What his 
experience entails is unclear. We just know that he is “involved in a situation where 
this is relevant.” This member is now positioned as a potential expert, which 
separates him from his peers. Due to circumstances having nothing to do with this 
group, he will be replaced by another woman, who coincidentally has some, although 
limited experience, in ESL teaching. Overall, from Carole’s perspective, where this 
group appears to be on “equal grounds” is in their lack of knowledge, lack of 
experience and their vulnerability. Furthermore, the picture that is beginning to 
emerge here is that while this group is diverse in terms of gender, nationality, and 
age (and “different” from other students’ cognitive capacities), they do not appear to 
be mixed in terms of experience. I will soon show how the course professor will 
intervene once again, to help diversify a group. In this next sequence, she introduces 
another student who appears to disrupt even further this group’s cohesion, or lack 
thereof. 
Carole’s desire to have the group “share” and be on equal footing provides a 
frame in which other facilitators participate in transcripts to come. 
Excerpt 20 
360 So we all shared, but what I was mostly interested in was what people 
361 were going to say and how they were saying it. So I just gave them all 
362 my full attention hoping that would cue other people to do that and they 
363 did. They all listened very attentively to one another except [one member 
364 who started to leave]. So I asked him, “Are you leaving us?” And he 
365 said, “No, I have to talk to Jerri.” I told him that he needed to come 
366 back because he was having no sense that we were having a group 
367 meeting, and that he needed to be part of that. I kind of recognized that 
368 but I thought I’d let him bounce a couple times and then it was getting 
369 very distracting. So instead of telling him to sit down I thought “Well I 
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370 will let him know that he does need to be here...” and the whole thing is 
371 just throwing him into a tizzy. 
This last occurrence attests completely now to what Carole means by 
“different.” This group appears to be extremely unsettled encumbered by its own set 
of (childlike) imperfections and deficiencies. Carole’s syntax and lexical choices are 
similar to ones that she would use with her own students. By “giving her full 
attention” and “cueing” others (Line 362), she is modeling a certain behavior, one 
that she might use in her own classroom. One will notice that in Lines 367-368, she 
vacillates between telling the male member “to sit down,” and reasoning with him, 
appealing to his sense of duty and to the collaborative tasks. 
Carole’s final sequence, summarizing this group’s disposition, gets to the heart 
of the matter. 
Excerpt 21 
371 But I think what will be very interesting in terms of what we are going to 
372 learn is probably quite different in terms of xxx. They are extraordinarily 
373 sincere. They are extraordinarily without knowledge or experience which 
374 is going to make them sort of vulnerable but I think they may learn about 
375 being in a group and learn what they can learn and that they know 
376 something. I just have to see how the dynamics of it goes. 
Thus we can see from as early as this first meeting how Carole has 
constructed a complex position in which this group will need her, academically and 
socially. Acknowledging from this first evening that this group is “vulnerable,” 
Carole negotiates a confident position as their protector, someone who will guide and 
nurture, but will eventually wean her young. In later transcripts, I will show where 
this confidence frequently gets displaced by confusion and frustration, invoking an 
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invisible authority, when she comments for example: “I had no idea what I was 
supposed to do. Am I supposed to take care of these people? Am I supposed to 
make sure they do a good job?” 
The next sequence shows the power of negotiation present in this setting. 
Carole’s commentary on the neophyte character of this group has been convincing 
enough to warrant a switch across groups. Interestingly, the idea that Carole might 
participate as a presenting member does not come up, despite her ability to teach and 
lead, her expertise in this content area, and the fact that this particular group may 
require more direction. 
The social consequences enacted as a result of Carole’s narrative are 
immediate. Two of them bear mention. After further discussion about some of the 
members, we decide to switch the “man in a tizzy” (Sam) to Ella’s group which 
“takes care” of the gender problematic. Another woman (Sandy), who has not yet 
enrolled in this course, goes to Carole’s group. Sandy replaces the man with 
experience and gets positioned similarly. That is, due to her limited but real 
experience, she gets positioned as the group’s ideas master (“guru” and Carole, the 
gatekeeper). As we will see, both Jerri and Carole construct a place for Sandy to be 
in Carole’s group, providing reasons for this placement. 
Excerpt 22 
377 Jer: Why don’t we ask Sam [to go into Ella’s group] and then Sandy can 
378 go in that group because I think Sandy should be in that group. [C: I 
379 think she should be] and that would be the most relevant for her and help 
380 the dynamics of that group. 
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381 C: And above and beyond that, it would really help Sandy in her life and 
382 her job to have me, I think, who is also her support person in the district. 
383 J: And it would diversify Ella’s group a little too. 
384 C: [Sam’s] knowledge in that area [Literature] is going to be much more 
385 secure. 
It is not difficult to see the “behind-the-scenes” maneuvering on our parts to 
ensure diversity and share resources. One also begins to see the ways in which the 
facilitators assist the course professor behind those scenes. For example, Carole does 
not hesitate to make suggestions concerning Sam’s and Sandy’s placement. 
Furthermore, Jerri and Carole determine their placements carefully. Consistent with 
the previous talk during this meeting, the decisions are not made randomly. Rather, 
we make them with regard to all of the other elements in this course. Sam will go to 
Ella’s group in order to 1) diversify it and 2) contribute as a knowledgeable member. 
Sandy will come into Carole’s group to 1) help the dynamics and 2) be mentored by 
Carole. 
Similar to Ahmed and Carmen, Carole abides by the patterns I identified 
earlier. That is, she and her group have co-constructed a position of authority, and 
although she has tried to relinquish some of the authority, it has been a struggle for 
her. More than the other two, Carole has implicated herself as a trusting facilitator, 
coding her script with semantic cues such as “vulnerable,” all the while building 
trust, confidence and consensus. 
Finally, similar to the others, she has introduced a critical incident—simply 
put, the fact that this group is “different.” What is highlighted here is not necessarily 
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the differences within the group but their “differentness,” through Carole’s eyes, from 
other groups. 
Conclusion 
In summary, we can see the various established patterns at work with the 
facilitators, how each of us participates in a dance, explicating utterances of authority 
and non-authority, detachment and attachment. We have also seen places where the 
three modes of authority have been established, especially as our talk is linked to 
Jerri’s instructions either from the first meeting or during this one. Beginning with 
Ann, we see where each of them exhibits affirmation and confirmation and establishes 
positions of trust. Ahmed and Carole “model” certain behaviors for their group 
which they hope will be passed on. In terms of scholarly authority, it is not difficult 
to see where we have collectively named and begun to textualize various problems. 
Jerri’s questions are an appeal for us to understand, and think more critically about 
places to intervene. I have also tried to show where the practice has been inventive, 
in which we combine instructions with our own experiences. Encouraging Carmen’s 
group to consider “interaction” and their reactions to the term more deeply, 
explicating the “hook” for Ella’s group, and moving people around from Ella’s and 
Carole’s group are excellent illustrations of invention authority as I have characterized 
it in Chapter 4. 
Throughout this speech event, we make several attempts to restore symmetry 
where we have engaged in asymmetrical dynamics of talk. Already on “equal playing 
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fields” in terms of their expertise with the groups, the asymmetrical patterns usually 
occur when the facilitators are downplaying their role, and they restore the symmetry 
using various speech acts available to them, such as reassuring, disavowing their 
expertise, answering procedural questions, explaining or positioning themselves as 
mentors. 
It is important to keep in mind that various modes of authority are used to 
disrupt the balance, or provide a tension so that groups do not get too comfortable. 
Another way to conceive of this tension is to talk about groups and individuals “being 
stretched,” a cultural phenomenon that we will see served as an opening for Jerri and 
me to shake things up a little. Moving people around in Carole’s group is 
simultaneously a way to restore balance, while at the same time, in keeping with the 
norms of this class, diversify it. In other words, restoring balance in this speech 
community both constitutes and is constitutive of “valuing” the other, and seeing each 
other as resources. In a later chapter, we will see John disrupt the balance because 
he refuses to “value” another member. In the next chapter, we are introduced to 
John, who has replaced Ann. As I have previously discussed, John’s contributions 
are extremely salient to this research because of the myriad ways his utterances 
produce asymmetrical dynamics, providing turns of talk for the rest of us to uphold, 
ratify and reject his positions using the three modes of authority. We will listen to 
these initial stirrings in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER 6 
PROBLEM POSING WITHIN PROBLEM POSING 
Introduction 
This particular meeting is compelling for several reasons. The most striking 
aspect of the meeting is the asymmetrical exchange between a facilitator, John and a 
student form South Africa, Maj. Maj, like John is pursuing a degree in international 
education. In fact, to further complicate the intertextual connections, they were in the 
same program at the University.35 Maj and I also shared a unique relationship. We 
were both students in a Critical Theory course together and Head Residents at a 
women’s college nearby. Although I had not “recruited” him, we shared a lot in 
common, perhaps more than I shared with John. 
The running text between John and Maj is especially interesting for what it 
captures regarding the multiple ways that two people both uphold and resist the three 
modes of authority in this kind of classroom. Most of the tensions that they 
experience concern the actual role of facilitator. On the one hand, as I have 
previously pointed out, the facilitators have been particularly ambivalent about their 
roles this year since they were asked to downplay their expertise. John, abiding by 
this request, has shaped his role around this idea and to a large extent is confused 
about his role. By contrast, his apprenticeship into this role clashes with Maj’s 
conception of a facilitator role. 
35 This particular program is well known for its “family-like” atmosphere. For example, the faculty, 
staff, and students together organize welcoming activities, student orientations, retreats, and various 
social events. 
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I have selected the talk at the point at which John introduces his “problem.” 
What makes all of this so fascinating is that the method for which he is the facilitator 
is Problem Posing, an approach for teaching ESL developed by Paulo Freire (1973). 
Problem Posing is based on the premise that education begins with issues in people’s 
lives and through dialogue encourages students to develop a critical view of their 
lives. Once students develop this critical lens, they can then take action in order to 
enhance their self-esteem, improve their conditions and help others to do the same 
(Wallerstein, 1983). As the following unfolds, we will see the growing irony and 
missed opportunity on John’s part to assist in the invention of Problem Posing, that 
is, use his current problematic situation (Maj dominates; role of the facilitator is not 
yet defined) with Maj to learn more about Problem Posing, and in turn present the 
problem to his group and use it in a meaningful and genuine way rather than pre¬ 
packaged or contrived way. Furthermore, we will see the facilitators use the situation 
as a vehicle for their own queries about facilitation. Thus the title: Problem Posing 
within Problem Posing. 
We should keep in mind that it is not necessarily the conclusions that this 
group arrives at that makes the data and ensuing analysis so compelling. It is how we 
arrive at it, the texture of our speech, and the way we collectively begin to shape and 
share a discourse about facilitation. Anyone can write a book (and many do) on good 
ways to facilitate, but too few write about how they arrived there and how they 
blundered through to get there, and still not get it. 
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John: Problem Posing 
In this next section, I introduce John and his critical incident. Like Carole, he 
figures prominently in this research because of the shifting frames of authority in 
which we view him, and his unique participation in the dance. This is the facilitators’ 
forth meeting with each other and until this point John has been somewhat reserved. 
He is a middle-aged man who had been teaching in the Philippines for a considerable 
length of time. He has returned to the United States to earn his graduate degree in 
international education. Because I was the course professor’s teaching assistant, I was 
asked on a few occasions to “recruit” facilitators, thus a kind of bond would be 
formed between the “recruit” and me.36 I mention it here because of the 
relationship that ensued between John and me thereafter. During my office hours, he 
would often visit me seeking advice about teaching certification, and sometimes our 
discussions would turn to his “problem” student, Maj. 
John’s participation in this group is largely defined by his relationship to Maj. 
During this particular meeting I single John out as someone with a “special problem,” 
one that he had brought up during my office hours. I was also eager to help John and 
have the others in his group diagnose his problem (Van Nostrand, 1993). He had 
been thinking about dropping out because he and Maj were having difficulties. From 
this point on, the facilitators will make every effort to include John using his problem 
as a text, thus textualizing John’s problem. The irony in this particular meeting is 
36 I had also “recruited” Ella by going to her home to talk to her about being a facilitator. To this 
day, she has taken a special interest in my work and has encouraged me over the years, a fact for 
which I am extremely grateful. 
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extraordinarily striking as the facilitators spend a great deal of time troubleshooting 
solutions for John’s problem. The problem itself is not only a problem and potential 
code (explained below) for his group, but also a problem and code for the community 
of facilitators. Patterns of inclusion and authority also emerge as we will soon see. 
John opens by asking if he “should name names” and then launches into the 
problem. 
\ 
Excerpt 1 
387 J: Maj and I almost had a shouting match about the role of facilitator. 
388 You know, he said, “You’ve got to get involved more, You’ve got to tell 
389 us what to do.” He did not say, “You’ve got to teach us, but you’ve 
390 gotta direct us and tell us. And I said, “I’m sorry, that’s not my role.” 
391 And I said, “ I have to remain impartial.” And he said, “What do you 
392 mean impartial? How can anyone remain impartial?” 
The first thing that one might notice about this extract is the passion that comes 
through in John’s words (e.g., “shouting match”) and similarly in his intonation, 
marked by his high pitch and hastened speed. In this respect, Maj’s passion is also 
transmitted through John and his rendition of Maj. One might wonder what the 
shouting entails but this stretch becomes increasingly important as Maj and John try to 
negotiate the meaning and practice of facilitation. 
John’s lexical choices to describe Maj’s directives are noteworthy. One 
recognizes immediately that from John’s perspective, Maj’s position is one of force 
and domineering authority, thus implicating a position of non-authority for John. The 
syntactic forms linking to Maj, which he uses four times, (“You’ve gotta”) augment 
this sense of force. John counters Maj’s “attack” with an apology: “I’m sorry; that 
is not my role.” Were John to leave his declaration at that, the skirmish might have 
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ended. However, John chose the word “impartial” to describe his obligatory position 
(Line 391), triggering for Maj a polemic. The impact of this particular word could 
not be more jarring for Maj, who has framed the word in a larger discourse 
associated with social sciences and research connoting dispassionate, detached 
authority.37 John, perhaps new to the language of feminist or critical philosophies 
and standpoint theories,38 did not fully appreciate Maj’s objections to the word 
“impartial.” John has merely used “impartial” here to signal his participation in the 
facilitation “dance”—stepping back, refraining from dominating, committed to giving 
everyone in his group “equality of consideration” (Heron, 1994).39 It is interesting 
to see how John uses the modal form (have to) at once to display Maj’s discursive 
identity as dominator, and the same form for invoking an outside, anonymous 
authority for himself (Kress, 1989). One might wonder who or what is animating 
John’s “have to” position. This modal form is particularly striking against the 
backdrop of Jerri’s introduction, where we know such commands were never issued. 
37 It is worth investigating here the impact of the word for both Maj and John. For Maj, the word 
comes close to what Bakhtin had in mind concerning the idea of neutrality. Bakhtin writes: 
No member of a verbal community can ever find words in the language that are 
neutral, exempt from the aspirations and evaluations of the other, uninhabited by the 
other’s voice. On the contrary, he receives the word by the other’s voice and it 
remains filled with that voice. He intervenes in his own context from another context, 
already penetrated by the other’s intentions. His own intentions find a word already 
lived in. (See Bakhtin and Todorov, 1984, p. 48). 
38 At the time, Maj might have identified his stance as a critical theorist (personal correspondence, 
1990). 
39 “Equality of consideration” does not mean that each participant gets the same time and attention 
from the facilitator. It means that “differences of treatment can be justified by relevant differences 
between the participants concerned” (Heron, p. 59). John is interested in treating everyone fairly. 
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Until now, we have not seen such pronounced evidence of a struggle with authority as 
we see here. 
John’s narrative continues with John describing Maj’s lateness and talks about 
the group’s reaction to his being late. 
Excerpt 2 
393 [The group was saying that they wish Maj] were here because he knows 
394 what we are going to do. [W]hen he finally did come in, there was this 
395 catharsis, and everybody was relieved, and then he did this fifteen minute 
396 monologue that ran until 7:30 about what everybody was going to do, 
397 which was not on the same track at all. 
John’s stretch of talk about Maj can be juxtaposed with his earlier talk. In the above 
stretch, Maj urges John to “direct” and “tell.” In Lines 395-397, it appears that Maj 
is the one directing, and as I will show in the next sequence, is positioned as 
“lecturing.” It is not clear if it is John’s intention to show these conflicting discourses 
about Maj—that he at once insists on John’s active participation but then appears to 
take over so that no one can contribute. He continues to talk about the event. John’s 
empathy for the other group members is compelling here as he tells the story through 
their eyes. 
Excerpt 3 
398 One group member wanted to do a little drama and a skit about two 
399 people coming to the U.S. on the road to survival, and somebody else 
400 wanted to do, uh, a video. But Maj decided it would be a good idea if we 
401 brought video equipment and taped his interaction with his class, 
402 particularly focusing on Korean students. The student who thought it 
403 would be a good idea to do a drama kind of had this dismayed look on her 
404 face. Before Maj came in, she was getting her point across really well, 
405 and the group was agreeing with [her idea]. And then when [Maj] 
406 changed the tone of the conversation, that put her in the background, just 
407 changed the whole presentation. 
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John positions Sarah, the “member who wanted to do a little drama,” as an active 
participant in this Problem Posing group, even a leader. Embedded in his utterance 
about her idea is John’s demonstration to the rest of the facilitators of Sarah’s political 
attachments related to Problem Posing (e.g., on the road to survival). John’s 
advocacy is touching; anyone witnessing Sarah’s sudden displacement at the hands of 
Maj’s dominance is bound to be sympathetic. 
From John’s account we can see where Maj had been very directive with the 
group that evening and, according to John, even stood up at the board “conducting 
the whole class.” After class that evening, Maj apologized for “taking over,” 
suggesting that he had been taking away from John’s facilitative roles and tasks. John 
adamantly disagreed: “No, this (conducting the whole class) is not what I am 
supposed to be doing.” Again, we see John invoking an agentless authority to 
counter Maj’s agency. 
Struggling with Roles 
Maj and John are struggling with these temporary roles, one as an impassioned 
student and leader, the other as newcomer facilitator. The content of this extract 
encapsulates a philosophical dilemma for Maj that reflects many of my own concerns 
in this research. His dilemma—impartiality versus partiality—is at odds with John’s 
facilitation dance—impartiality versus ambivalence, or more simply, favoring one 
member over another. Neither one of them is impartial, however, as we can see 
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from the transcripts, proving that it is impossible to be completely impartial. As we 
will learn, not even John is impartial as he begins to develop a relationship with the 
members of the group, advocating for them, protecting them, finding value in them, 
and fashioning positions for them to be authorities in the multiple realms of Problem 
Posing, teaching, reflecting and collaborating, to name a few of their resources. He 
is far from impartial, and contrary to what he implies in Excerpt 2, he also takes on 
an authoritative quality, as evidenced in his clipped tone with Maj on the same 
evening: “Well if you don’t like to take over, why do you?” 
Facilitators vis-a-vis the Mai Text 
As John builds up more confidence through his narrative, he begins to accrue 
allies in the facilitators. Upon this first meeting with the facilitators, the facilitators 
field his problem, taking notes, asking questions and offering suggestions. With Jerri 
absent from the group, the suggestions are far reaching and occur more often than 
they usually do, as if we are acting in place of her but exhibiting our own diagnostic 
authority, troubleshooting rather than training, or inventing. The questions, 
comments and suggestions reflect the facilitator’s particular interests as well as the 
collaborative and research norms of the classroom as we will see shortly (e.g., 
Ahmed: “What is the mix of your group?” Carole: Is it possible to use this as a 
problem for Problem Posing?” Carmen: Since there is a power struggle, is it 
possible for the group to do three concurrent presentations?”). 
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John however moves cautiously around our supportive suggestions. The more 
he deflects our suggestions, the more the facilitators describe their own particular 
situations, continuing to offer support and advice. Now, however, their advice is 
couched in longer narratives that reflect the authority of its narrator. 
Excerpt 4 
408 C: We’ve got a problem to deal with. 
409 A: What is the mix of your group? 
410 J: We’ve got two people who have taught Hispanic kids in Greenfield and 
411 Holyoke, one Chinese girl who hasn’t been here for very long and Maj. 
412 A: (taking notes) So the other two people are Americans. Male? 
413 Female? 
414 J: One male, one female, and they are very concerned about the plight 
415 of the Hispanic people. The experience they are coming from is that 
416 Hispanics have been denied their heritage, and they’ve been forced to be 
417 integrated into the American community and [have had to] deny their own 
418 background. 
419 A: These two brought that up? [Who] wanted to do the role [play]? 
420 J: Well, she really hasn’t come up with an idea. She’s kind of feeling 
421 her way through. But Maj seems to want to focus on apartheid. 
422 Obviously, that’s his experience, and I don’t think the other people feel 
423 very comfortable with that (pause). And I’m trying to stand back because 
424 I don’t feel that I have anything concrete to offer them, and I don’t feel 
425 that I should. 
In this sequence, we can see where the facilitators are trying to assist John, 
using their own frames of reference beginning with Carole’s Line 408 which is 
similar to my own line of thinking, an idea that we elaborate later. Ahmed’s 
questions to John contain a subordinate research frame in which he asks specific 
questions and takes notes. 
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Without prompting, John attests to Sarah’s and Mick’s cultural sensitivity in 
Excerpt 3. One might ask, “What purpose does this utterance serve?” Perhaps he 
uses their experiences as a way for him to stage a political battle with Maj, on Maj’s 
turf (even though the problem—Anglos accepting Hispanics—is closer to home, i.e., 
Holyoke, Massachusetts), and this is his “ammunition.” The warrant for John’s 
testimony is spurred by Ahmed’s question wondering if the members of the group are 
American in Line 412. One interpretation for his response might be that Americans 
do not know oppression as well as South Africans do or as Chinese do, particularly if 
these Americans have not traveled and are new to the teaching field. (One does not 
need to travel very far to find evidence of injustice, however.) 
The texture of John’s talk reveals a complex interplay involving several 
individuals. Primarily, he plays the role of arbiter between Sarah’s ideas (the 
gatekept) and Maj ideas (the guru). From his vantage point, given more time and 
guidance, Sarah might be able to take charge. Until she is ready to fight on Maj’s 
turf, however, she must listen to Maj’s ideas. John fills us in on all of the possible 
tensions, between Sarah and Maj, between Maj and himself, between the whole group 
and him (as evidenced in Line 422: “I don’t feel that I have anything concrete...”) 
and finally his own conflicting epistemology, between what he knows and what he 
does not. 
Line 422 (“I don’t have anything concrete to offer”) aligns John with the other 
facilitators who occupy temporary spaces apart from their groups and wait (observe 
and reflect) for an opportunity to intervene. This utterance also matches earlier 
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facilitation patterns inasmuch as he is has positioned himself as a non-authority while 
authorizing others. John’s report provides a slot for Carmen who frames her script in 
a code of power and offers an intervention suggestion. 
Excerpt 5 
426 Car: When [our group] ran into that power struggle over who was going 
427 to decide on a theme, [I asked if ]there were a way to do more than one 
428 thing. That’s how we came up with our [concurrent] design (three groups 
429 present simultaneously and the class rotates). So is that something that 
430 you can offer them? 
431 C: The bigger issue is the facilitator’s role and the dynamics of the 
432 problem you have to work with. Can you work in the problem with your 
433 topic? I mean you now have a problem for Problem Posing. They may 
434 be able to work on a problem in the context of your topic. Is there a way 
435 of bringing it up without [everyone?] going through the ceiling. You’ve 
436 got a problem now. You don’t have to create one. I don’t know what 
437 Problem Posing is, so I don’t know if you can do that (looks at Mary). 
This exchange between Carole and Carmen operates on many levels. On one level, 
they are both providing John with a kind of solution, each one embedded in a larger 
framework. Carmen’s idea is a procedural one that address a power struggle in 
which all of the group members will have an opportunity to participate and perform. 
Carole’s solution highlights a “bigger issue” (the facilitator’s role and the dynamics of 
the problem), but she is, nonetheless, foregrounding a solution (Line 432: “Can you 
work in the problem”). When compared to Carole’s “bigger issue,” Carmen’s idea 
impresses us as a quick-fix, one that does not necessarily drive people to collaborate. 
Furthermore, when the idea is linked to the notion of “power struggle, it comes 
across as a temporary solution, one that only half-heartedely confronts power 
differentials and does not inspire true collaboration. Concurrent presentations 
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overrule the need to collaborate. Individuals can act independently, cooperating 
rather than collaborating. This utterance evinces an intertextual link traced back to 
our second meeting (Chapter 5). One may remember that Carmen had offered this 
idea to her group “by accident;” that is, she felt she was offering her group a solution 
prematurely and felt as if she were stepping out of her facilitator role. Thus her 
providing this idea as a viable option contradicts her earlier revocation. 
Carole puts the problem on a different plane in this extract, initiating again 
what I will heretofore call the code idea which is an idea that I will take up later 
because of my own history with the course. This is to say that Carole is taking the 
path that I want her to take,40 the one, that in my opinion, makes the most “sense” 
for this topic or method (Problem Posing), this course (students have the luxury to 
talk about issues indirectly related to their method), and for this group of facilitators 
(who want to work out problems) but not necessarily a solution for John, as we shall 
soon see. 
A Code 
A code in this case refers to Paulo Freire’s codifications used in Problem 
Posing. A code is a concrete physical expression that combines all of the elements of 
a theme or a problem into one representation (e.g., a tape recording, a photograph, a 
movie, a song). More than visual aids, codes are identifiable and emotionally laden 
tools that are used as catalysts for discussion (Wallerstein, 1983). In John’s case, a 
40 Unbeknownst to Carole, I had suggested this solution to John earlier in my office and was hoping 
that John would bring it up and discuss its consequences with the facilitators. 
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problem has been identified (Maj “taking over”), thus John could bring in a code 
(e.g., a taped discussion) which is also a “hook” for John to intervene. The code and 
its implementation could also could function as a “neutral” (meaning less attached, 
more empirical) point of departure for disclosure and as an invention tool insofar as 
the groups take advantage of all of the available resources in order to understand 
Problem Posing. 
Ideas Keep Flowing 
The act of offering solutions poses an interesting dynamic among interlocutors. 
It positions the speaker as a caring and interested authority, and it potentially 
positions the addressee in one of several acts of negotiation, including quietly 
absorbing the information and privately rejecting it, rejecting it outright or accepting 
it openly. At this point it is difficult to determine how John is processing all of the 
information (i.e., ideas, “bigger issue” questions) he has just received. To 
complicate the process even further, another facilitator will offer another set of 
solutions, leading to another set and so on. 
One final utterance in this sequence bears attention. Carole’s last line (437) 
has the agonistic effect of positioning her once again as an ambivalent expert. Her 
advice to John has been timely and accurate, but the hint of doubt undermines her 
advice. The qualifying half of this utterance (“...so I don’t know if you can do that”) 
is also striking for what we can infer regarding Carole’s (and most peoples’) restricted 
views of teaching methods, in particular the method, Problem Posing. This causal 
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relation (“I don’t know... so...”) reinforces the recipe notion that there is a limited 
way to think about the methods in this course, which counters a course ideology—that 
one is capable of producing her own theories, removed, deferred or primary. As 
Deborah Britzman (1992) writes: “There is that socialized expectation that methods 
can be applied like recipes and somehow remain unencumbered by the specificity of 
the pedagogical act” (p. 227). The statement automatically invokes an outside 
expert.41 Coincidentally, upon its utterance, Carole makes eye contact with me 
eliciting my “expertise” at the same time that Ahmed elicits Jerri’s and my ideas on 
the topic. 
Excerpt 6 
438 A: What did you and Jerri suggest? 
439 M: Well, that’s exactly what we suggested (referring to Carole’s idea). 
440 Now that you’ve got this problem...I mean historically what has happened 
441 in the Problem Posing group is that there has been a problem (laughter) 
442 and that’s the way people began to understand, take ownership and invent, 
443 if you will, Problem Posing. Uhm. But uh, we though John could get 
444 some support and some suggestions about how he could deal with this 
445 now. 
Ahmed’s question to me signals his appeal to an authority other than himself. 
However, rather than seeking permission or confirmation as Carole does (e.g., “Can 
you do that? or is that a good idea?”), he opens up the possibility of another 
interpretation (in Line 438: “What did you and Jerri suggest”). By anticipating 
Jerri’s response, he positions me to represent and include her in our advice to John. 
My response (Line 439: “That’s what we suggested”) furthers this adjacency marked 
41 It is also possible that this move is a mitigating one to ensure that Carole is not read by the group as 
signaling expertise. My thanks to Jerri Willett for this observation. 
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by “we,” despite the fact that Jerri was not present at the meeting between John and 
me where I offered this code suggestion. Invoking Jerri’s authorization allows us to 
stick to this script and entitles me to make intertextual connections, mostly because I 
have a history with this method. Instead of describing the actual event however, I 
proffer a theory about Problem Posing (Line 422: “That’s the way people began to 
understand”) which differs from Jerri’s authoritative style, which is to narrate an 
event and let people invent their own connections and outcomes. Consistent with my 
“training” style at the time (ask questions—interrogate, avoid dwelling on yourself, 
and don’t tell your own stories) I chose to remove myself, structuring a turn for 
suggestions from other facilitators. This strategy results in a number of simultaneous 
by-products. By removing myself from narrating historical events to instead making 
generalizations, I create a position for myself as primary theoretician, rather than 
story teller, leaving that task (honor) to Jerri. As a theoretician, rather than a 
practitioner, it is possible that I hope to gain status in the eyes of my graduate student 
peers. While this is not how I approach situations now, my theorizing, nonetheless, 
had its desired results, the positioning of others as authorities insofar as they now 
produce their own strategies for John. Carmen joins this idea, narrows the question 
and asks him directly: 
Excerpt 7 
446 Car: Could you ask them to define a problem of the group at this time? 
447 J: You know it got to be really late, so there wasn’t any time. 
448 Car: No, I know. I know. But I mean you need that week in between 
449 because now there is some tension because there were people saying we 
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450 had this planned, and this planned and Maj conies in and says now we 
451 have this planned. 
452 J: Now they expect me to be the intermediary and to decide what the plan 
453 is. 
John’s response to Carmen appears to be a non-sequitor. In Line 446 (“At 
this time”), one would most likely infer that the group could discuss the problem at 
their next meeting since they have already met this week. Instead, John responds to 
her question referring to the evening before. Moreover, John’s and Maj’s “shouting 
match” occurred after the groups had met, so, in effect, he has either not understood 
Carmen’s question or he is deflecting it, the latter option emerging as a pattern for 
him. Unlike Carmen, chances are he might not feel comfortable making phone calls 
in the middle of the week to “check-in” with people. 
In Lines 448-451, Carmen restates the tension in John’s group and 
acknowledges the group’s and John’s frustration. Her restatement of the problem 
serves as a buttress for the explication in her utterance: “You need that week,” as 
well as the implication “You need time to cool off.” Her exchange has supported 
John and his group in two ways. She recognizes both John’s frustration and the time 
needed to cool off. Implied in everyone’s strategies thus far is a familiar western 
notion that we clear the air by “sharing” or disclosing, which I, heretofore, refer to 
as the exigency of disclosure. It is unclear whether or not John has acknowledged 
Carmen’s supportive maneuvers. Judging from his defensive tone, he seems to want 
to reproach Maj for positioning him as the intermediary. Unclear as to whether this 
is his role, his frustration seems to be directed toward Maj. The irony now should be 
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obvious and will continue to be striking throughout John and Maj’s short career 
together. John is ambivalent about his role as facilitator; Maj is ambivalent about his 
role as group member. Despite their ambivalence, both of them construct positions of 
authority for themselves. Their roles are further complicated by the method, Problem 
Posing, which contains its own ideology about facilitators, one which Maj has studied 
and even practiced. Moreover, both of them are implicitly and explicitly positioned 
by their group members as authorities, and both of them uphold and reject their 
expectations on a number of strata that will appear more than once in this chapter. 
The exchange continues with Carmen again focusing on the problem angle of 
Problem Posing. 
Excerpt 8 
454 Car: Do you feel comfortable in [asking them what the problem is]? The 
455 question [for them] is “What is our problem here?” [Then] they can 
456 begin to define it and look at it and say, “Oh yeah, we’re having a power 
457 struggle.” (laughter) [Carole: Maj can relate to that...from the other side 
458 maybe.] 
459 Car: But for them to begin to define that might help towards a solution 
460 if you don’t want to suggest a solution which is sort of my 
461 intervention...but I don’t know if that will work for you. 
462 J: I don’t want to get into a personality struggle. I’ve explained to them 
463 that I am a teacher, and maybe they’re sort of working on that assumption 
464 that, “Your a teacher...so we are supposed to be the students, so you are 
465 supposed to tell us what to do.” 
Carmen has restated the question that has been asked four times in different ways 
(including my own) to John. All of the questions have been marked by conciliatory 
tones with Carmen’s last question exhibiting the most caution (Line 454: “Do you 
feel comfortable?”). Building on John’s reluctance to accept their suggestions carte 
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blanche, Carmen makes a plea for a reframing intervention. Her idea is to get the 
group to re-consider their situation. Again using the techniques contained within 
Problem Posing, she puts forth the idea that the question “What is the problem here?” 
could double as a code. 
In addition to offering the code, Carmen humorously imagines the group’s 
reaction, “Oh yeah, we’re having a power struggle here.” As I described earlier, 
Carmen’s educational philosophy, similar to my own, is guided by her lived 
experience with democratic education following fellow educators and scholars such as 
Seth Kreisberg (a professor at the University) and Paulo Friere. Her statement 
prompts Carole’s offside rejoinder (Line 457) positioning Maj as an active member 
within the group. In other words, evidenced by this statement, Carole does not think 
this meeting should happen without Maj. (Since he is often late for reasons beyond 
his control, there is a good chance that he would not be able to attend). However, 
this line can be broken down into two parts producing another agon. The first half 
signals Carole’s empathy and is an utterance that confirms rather than rejects Maj. 
Looking for things that people “can relate to” (Line 457) is consistent with this 
classroom ideology that everyone is a potential resource and everyone is valuable. 
Conversely, the latter half of this statement positions Maj as an opposing and 
powerful individual (from the other side), indeed even one who oppresses. Carmen’s 
close (Lines 458-460) makes a connection to John by particularizing his current 
situation. 
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John’s response is consistent with his previous comments. One cannot be 
certain that he has taken in our suggestions, but his initial reactions are defensive, 
marked prosodically by his high pitched intonations. What is evident, however, is 
that he diverts our participation framework—the exigency of disclosure. Given his 
other reactions, we can infer that John’s attitude toward facilitation is equivocal. 
One should not overlook the fact that the suggestions are made seriously, but 
also convivially. The tone is friendly, and it is understood that we are here to be 
facilitative. The discourse pattern by now is clear. We work around a bounded text 
or discourse topic (Brown & Yule, 1983), which has now evolved into a critical 
incident as I have characterized it in Chapter 5. 
Generating Solutions 
Roger Schwartz (1994) points out that groups commonly suffer from two 
problems when generating alternative solutions for problems. That is, they combine 
generating alternatives with evaluating them. Participants may come to fear other 
people’s disparaging comments, so they become reluctant to share ideas. As of yet, 
facilitators have not come to fear John’s reactions to them, however, everyone 
involved in this interaction will experience consequences of his reticence. In this 
situation, Ahmed, Carmen, and Carole convene and support each other through their 
reactions to John’s problem. In other words, John’s problem has aided in their 
“bonding” by virtue of a shared critical incident. One subtle consequence of this 
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social bonding (which comes to fruition, Chapter 9) is that while maybe favorable for 
them, it has the potentially unfavorable effect of positioning John as an outsider. 
The second difficulty in generating solutions is that participants may make 
assumptions that place unnecessary constraints on their own thinking about the 
solution (Schwartz, 1994). Every unnecessary assumption reduces the number of 
potential solutions. This is not directly applicable to John’s last statement, but, there 
are a number of parallels. First, although he is not the one generating suggestions per 
se, but rather, receiving them, he appears to reject the code idea. Judging from his 
statement (Line 463: “Maybe they’re making an assumption”), he is projecting an 
assumption, which, consistent with Schwartz’s claim, blocks him. The perceived 
assumption (you are the teacher) is elaborated by John in a cause-effect sequence (so 
that means) which, in effect, becomes an assumption that he makes about his own 
position. 
Teacher Versus Facilitator 
It is interesting to see some examples of binaries at work here. John’s 
explication (I’m a teacher, so tell us what to do) places the concept “teacher” in a 
traditional, conventional domain, one with authoritarian components (i.e., a teacher 
must be someone who is directive; tells us what to do). By contrast, as we can see 
from earlier statements, a facilitator is someone who is not directive. Like most 
students in the course (myself included), our tendency to dichotomize the terms 
“teacher” and “facilitator” is heightened when we are acting equivocally. The 
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cultural symbol teacher is encoded in a lexicon that conveys control and 
confidence, while facilitator codes are innovative and inventive, yet, ambivalent. 
And, of course, one goal for this discourse community is to invent the skills, 
philosophy and pedagogy to be facilitative teachers. 
Ahmed takes the floor again building on John’s line about teachers, this time 
to narrate a personal story. This extract removes the spotlight from John, and, as 
such, the topic diverges. This topic switch departs from the code idea, which is a 
content idea, to more general ideas about the role of facilitator. However, talk of the 
facilitator role overlaps with talk about the “teacher” role. Eventually we return to 
the code idea having added several textual links and layers. 
Excerpt 9 
466 A: Uhm, I think when we try these techniques of the role of the teacher 
467 who is trying to produce a learner centered classroom, and the teacher 
468 doesn’t dominate in a sense but who is actually sort of orchestrating the 
469 activities and interactions... so as I mentioned even in that course there 
470 where the teacher is actually orchestrating an experience but is really 
471 promoting a lot of interaction. That comes up also. 
Ahmed has linked his topic with John’s in order to talk about a student- 
centered teacher with whom he has had direct experience. Using a metaphor of 
teacher as conductor (i.e., “orchestrating”) he attempts to expand the construct 
“teacher.” He continues this script comparing international students to American 
students and their reaction to learner centered and interactive pedagogy. Knowing 
that John has been teaching overseas for many years, and is now a student of an 
international studies program with him, he adjusts his footing with John. Yet, 
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observe Ahmed’s tendency to generalize and produce theories (as I have done with 
Problem Posing). 
Excerpt 10 
472 The first reaction, more so from international students than Americans, 
473 but even Americans students too sometimes have a little trouble getting 
474 used to the role. But I think that...happens in...that program, at least 
475 initially. Students are looking for... we don’t call it scaffolding, more 
476 than scaffolding—that direction, based on traditional teaching methods. 
477 And you’ve been a traditional teacher yourself (to John), so you know the 
478 role that you would like. It’s okay if you get questioned on it, but you 
479 should be able to say, “That’s not the role that I am playing now. That’s 
480 not the role that I’m doing now.” And it’s okay. You can feel 
481 confidence to say that. It hurts a little bit to have to pull away and say, 
482 “It’s really up to you.” But, I think as a facilitator you can, uh, —I don’t 
483 see anything wrong with, in a sense, uh, protecting the weak and being 
484 a temporary balance person. I don’t see anything wrong with that. 
In the extract above, Ahmed makes four references to the cultural symbol 
“role.” His first reference concerns students reacting to a role that they are not 
accustomed to—a student centered teacher. His second reference relates directly to 
John in Line 477 (“You know what role you would like”). Ahmed’s third and fourth 
reference number are linked to his image of a facilitator in relation to his group. Let 
us consider David Nunan’s (1989) description of a role: “A role refers to a part that 
students and teachers are expected to play in carrying out learning tasks as well as the 
social and interpersonal relationships between the participants (p. 79).” As 
westerners, we are accustomed to seeing, maybe even watching, ourselves playing 
roles. By employing the image of “role,” Ahmed unleashes the idea that the 
facilitator role entails a variety of different angles, some of them overlapping with 
“teacher,” others not. Regardless of the role’s functions, invoking the term equips 
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John with the necessary armor to create distance between Maj and himself and 
between his ideas of teaching and facilitating. Lines 476-478 (“You’ve been a 
traditional teacher yourself...”) is also interesting. The form of this cause-effect 
utterance helps Ahmed to acknowledge John’s teaching experience. Rather than the 
indicative mood, he has chosen the present perfect (“you’ve been”) in combination 
with the modal phrase “would like” to soften his remark while simultaneously 
demonstrating his confidence in John as a teacher. Ahmed has not said: You are a 
traditional teacher and you know what role you play. In so doing, he leaves John 
with options for facilitating. Until the word “facilitator” emerges (Line 482), Ahmed 
converses with John teacher-to-teacher. 
The last few sentences in this extract are an early illustration of Ahmed’s 
composed and authoritative stance combined with his overall gentle, avuncular nature. 
The form and function of his talk bespeak his empathy for John’s group and the 
facilitator. The expression, “It hurts a little bit...” is an emotive one, reminiscent of 
terms a parent might use when disciplining a child or seeing her go off to school for 
the first time. Another way in which he has marked his confidence is in his use of 
the universal present in Lines 480-481 (“It’s okay,”—not included, when we try these 
techniques). In this extract, his certainty is linked to his experience as a teacher. 
Talk about the facilitator role is less certain as we see in Lines 482. 
In Lines 479-484, Ahmed is thinking aloud, marked by his self interruption, in 
Line 484 (“I don’t see anything wrong with that”) and the mid-sentence qualifier “in 
a sense” and his occasional fillers (e.g., uh uh). Like everyone else in this group, he 
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vacillates around issues of intervention. In the case of the weak versus the strong, he 
is convinced (and his conviction will grow stronger as more people agree with him) 
that a facilitator can and should intervene to “protect the weak. ” 
Facilitation Roles: Protecting the Weak 
Building on Ahmed’s intuition, Carole takes the floor and confirms this 
position. It is not surprising that Ahmed’s sentiments concerning the weak resonate 
with Carole for reasons that I have previously mentioned. Contained within her 
discursive complex (Stenner, 1993), it is possible that she has Dorothy, her 
“problem” student in mind in the following extract. 
Excerpt 11 
485 C: I think you have to [step in to protect the weak]. I don’t think that 
486 you can allow people to get stepped on or attacked in a group. As a 
487 facilitator, you have to do that. 
488 A: I think you can step back in, and I think it’s okay. It is a kind 
489 of...you’re not leaving them completely free to go any old way. You do 
490 have some goals in mind, so I think you do want to help, and I think you 
491 can feel okay to step in and referee. I heard someone say “referee.” I 
492 don’t see anything wrong with that and even a counseling approach— 
Carole and Ahmed have agreed on the idea that the facilitators need to set 
some perimeters. This is a good example for showing how facilitators use critical 
incidents to help them understand the role. Evidence of this is in the slight 
transformation from exploratory talk in which the facilitators are merely 
“wondering,” to a more prescriptive talk, signaled by Carole’s modal force (use of 
“have to” two times) and Ahmed’s emphasis on a facilitator’s goals. Whether or not 
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these authorizations to intervene (protect the weak) will have intertextual 
consequences remains to be seen. 
The following sequence is bounded by the same topic but takes yet another 
direction with Carmen taking the floor to remind the facilitators that John is not an 
outsider in his group. Notice how the three most vocal (Ahmed, Carmen and Carole) 
join together to talk about John’s situation. 
Excerpt 12 
494 Car: But at this point they are directing their anger and attention at 
495 [John]. 
496 A: At him. So he needs to push it back to them— 
497 Car: —and that’s the hard part. 
498 A: But I’m saying its okay for you (to John) to say, but you did say, but 
499 I don’t think you have to argue. You can just say, “I think it should be 
500 more of a team effort, not just one person. The team all has rights. 
501 Let’s... negotiate more.” You could even say, “It seemed to me 
502 everyone’s opinion hasn’t been heard or considered.” And someone said 
503 (one of the facilitators), “Let’s talk about it, do you feel there is a 
504 problem? What could it be?” 
505 C: And also to focus on the dynamic and not take it personally. You 
506 know it’s not a reflection on you as a person. It’s a reflection on the 
507 dynamic of what’s happening, which is really opportune for your group 
508 in many ways, but this dynamic is occurring because it’s going to have to 
509 make you think about what is going on. 
510 A: It’s a great opportunity. You have such an interesting cultural mix. 
511 [C: Yeah] I’ve had classes with Maj before, but you have a good—it’s an 
512 opportunity, actually I think. 
513 J: Well he is really dynamic but I don’t want him to dominate. He does 
514 even though he says he doesn’t want to. 
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Carmen redirects this exchange by bringing them back to the original conflict between 
Maj and John and then makes a generalization about how his group feels about John. 
Although John has not used the word “angry,” Carmen has used it to characterize the 
group’s emotions. One might also observe that Carmen has spoken for John in his 
presence. Deborah Schriffen (1993) points out that speaking for another can have 
positive or negative effects. “It is an act whose meaning is interactionally situated 
and highly context-dependent such that the hearer must depend on the contextual 
information to infer even a potential meaning” (p. 237). As such, Carmen’s utterance 
(Line 494: “Their directing their anger and tension at him”) is intended and 
interpreted as support for John rather than critique of the group even though she does 
not perceive John as a weak member of this group. We know this because of her 
objections marked by the qualifier “but.” 
Ahmed confirms Carmen’s support for John and completes his own script 
which puts John “in charge” of facilitating and simultaneously puts the group “in 
charge” of managing their emotions (Line 495: “He needs to push it back to them”). 
This move has the agonistic effect of unburdening John in one way but, as Carmen 
points out, burdening him in another way (Line 496). As anyone with mediation 
experience might realize, it is not an easy task to be the person to identify or initiate a 
problem for a group whose members may rather chose to forget it. And, once the 
“mediator” has initiated a problem, it becomes even more difficult to let the group 
arbitrate their own discussion without her protection or her interference. 
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Without comment from John yet, Ahmed continues to carve out a discursive 
position, even a role for John, that coalesces collaboration (e.g., sports metaphors 
i.e., “team effort,” and borrowed from someone else “referee”) management (i.e., 
“negotiation”) and morality of rights (see Gilligan, 1982) (i.e., the team all has 
“rights”). Ahmed’s exhibits his own idiosyncratic way of authorizing others by 
referencing them in his talk. Twice now he has said, “I heard someone say...” 
Whether these are important points that he wants to reiterate or whether he wants to 
gives credit to its “author” is unclear. I mention it here to show once again the 
multiple enactments of authority occurring at once at this site. Again Ahmed has 
triggered a sentiment for Carole to take the floor. 
Dynamics Versus the Individual 
Embedded in Carole’s script is a coding—the term “dynamic”—which she uses 
three times in this extract and once before in this meeting, and will continue to use it 
as a descriptor for the complexity involved in group interaction. I draw from John 
Heron (1993) to augment this group’s characterization of the term dynamic, 
particularly, team dynamics. Due to the semantic and pragmatic force of this term, it 
is worth quoting Heron at length for what his description will mean for this group of 
facilitators and for this research: 
...[T]he team dynamic...mean[s] the combined configuration of mental, 
emotional, and practical energies in the team at any given time; and the 
changes which this configuration undergoes at different phases in the 
team’s existence, in response to several interacting factors. These 
influential factors include: the structure of the team; the tasks of the 
team; the motives of its members; critical issues to do with the team’s 
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organizational and social contexts; ideology; the authority of the 
manager [sic]; and the vision of the manager. To have a feel for the 
overview of the team dynamic is a central key for the manager as 
facilitator of personal development and liberating structures in the 
workplace (p. 118). 
As one listens, one observes that Carole uses “dynamic” sometimes as 
coterminous with the above claim. Regardless of how it is used, the term functions 
as an agon posited against the idea that the facilitator is a lone ranger. Lines 503-507 
are an overt explication that juxtapose “dynamic” with personal and individual 
investment. To an extent, these two components (the group versus the individual) 
need to remain semi-distinct. We will continue to see how the term “dynamic” 
evolves into an integral cultural code for the facilitators. 
A Resource or Deterrent 
In Lines 503-507, Carole situates the code “dynamic” to function 
instrumentally. That is, she uses it to construct another intervention for John in 
which he can feel protected by virtue of his separation from the problem. If he can 
concentrate on the dynamics, then he can depersonalize the problem, detach himself 
from the problem, since he is not in charge of group dynamics. Carole’s extract here 
reflects the depth of Carole’s intuitions. Ironically, when she tries to apply the same 
to her own situation, she is not nearly as successful as she would like to be, or as she 
demonstrates here. Despite how they function in their own groups, both Carole and 
Ahmed transform John’s problematic into a resource rather than a deterrent. Ahmed 
builds on Carole’s “opportunity” (Line 508) script to reinforce the potential learning 
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and teaching experience and also adds the optimistic phrase “interesting cultural mix.! 
Another authoritative move is just below the surface in this exchange. Turning 
problems into problematics rests, in this case, with the facilitator rather than group 
members. 
Building on my own “battle” metaphors, I perceive the facilitators to be 
building up an “arsenal” of strategies for interventions. Thus far we have listened to 
an array of ideas including the code idea and the concurrent presentation idea and we 
have seen two frames—the dynamics frame, and the teacher versus facilitator frame. 
Carole and Ahmed have framed their own ideas in a discourse of opportunity. 
As of yet, there is no evidence to show that John has received these ideas. In 
fact, in Line 511 rather than join in the discourse of opportunity, John focuses on the 
individual Maj, who, according to John is dynamic. Judging from the form this 
utterance takes (i.e., he is really dynamic—used as an adjective not a noun), John has 
assigned his own meaning to this construct and it parts with Carole’s significantly. 
Where Carole has intended the word to imply a force present within a group, John 
frames it to mean a force present within an individual. John has also juxtaposed 
Maj’s “dynamism” against Maj’s tendency to dominate as evidenced by the 
contrasting feature “but.” With regard to these contesting images, one which is 
dynamic and the other which is dominating, John portrays a contradictory picture of 
Maj. In later transcripts, we will see John make every effort to include Maj, not as 
someone whose resources are unique, but as one of a group of four. Yet, the 
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constant attention Maj receives through his facilitator(s) (beginning with Ann) has the 
continued effect of positioning him as “special.” 
Authorities on Mai 
The conversation from here takes a psychological turn with Carmen taking the 
floor. 
Excerpt 13 
510 Car: But I think in saying that he doesn’t want to - when he’s blaming 
511 you, he’s really blaming himself...It’s like [Maj feels that] your letting 
512 [him] take control. It’s like it’s your fault that [he’s] doing this but he 
513 can’t help [himself], (everyone begins to talk at the same time with 
514 laughter mixed in) 
515 C: And [John] said [To Maj], “Why do you do it if you don’t want to do 
516 it?” 
517 Car: And asking that question of him may well indeed make him think 
518 about changes in terms of approaching the entire group. But that is the 
519 question that had to be asked. 
520 C: That’s an important issue [the one Carmen brought up]. Watch that 
521 with him. See if that is something that he is going to do, is to blame 
522 other people if things aren’t going right. 
523 J: It’s an easy sort of a thing to do. 
524 C: And it’s hard to see if you feel like the responsibility is on your 
525 shoulders to fix it. You just happen to be where he shot the target. 
526 Interesting. 
527 J: And the discussion was going very well and they were coming up with 
528 some good ideas for the presentation, but the whole thing just shifted. 
529 They gave in completely on what they had been working on. 
Carmen makes overtures to empathize with Maj in Line 510 (“But I think in 
saying that”). This is the first of a long thread of narratives connecting the speaker to 
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Maj, as Maj’s representative. Although Carmen does not know Maj well, she 
projects a situation onto him (and to herself) which also realizes the pervasive 
authority/non-authority, push-pull dance. He’s not really blaming you; he’s blaming 
himself. “You are letting me take control.” We can see how the dispersal of power 
is potentially coercive rather than benevolent and conflicts with the course ideology. 
Whether Carmen’s interpretation is accurate or not is moot. She has 
positioned herself as an authority on Maj, and to an extent, has re-framed the critical 
incident using Maj’s perspective as a referent. Carole, who only knows Maj from 
this class, joins Carmen’s script using a cautionary tone in Line 515 (“Watch that 
with him”). In Line 518 (“It’s an easy thing to do”), John exhibits a rare moment of 
empathy for Maj; but judging from Line 522 (“Well the discussion was going very 
well”), he slips back into his familiar reticence. 
Until now, the conversation has been more or less of a general nature with the 
facilitators talking about the code idea, the nature of facilitation, (e.g., intervention, 
negotiation, group dynamics) and opportunities for learning. Initiated by Carmen, the 
facilitators now begin to construct an identity for Maj. In this group, there are three 
of us who know him fairly well (John, Ahmed and myself), and one who knows him 
less well, but is familiar with and endorses his educational philosophy (Carmen). The 
remaining facilitators do not know him at all except through class and through us. 
From here and later on in the semester, Ahmed, myself and to some extent, Carmen 
become Maj’s personal representatives and authorities on Maj. We the facilitators 
participate in our own dance vacillating back and forth between protecting Maj and 
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supporting John; between reproaching Maj and advocating for him. One move that 
we seldom make is to reproach John outright. One reason for this is that the 
facilitators tend to protect one another, especially in the presence of each other. A 
less obvious reason is that we understand that we are learning this together. It is 
okay for the facilitators to make mistakes. 
The Transition Idea 
In the next extract, Ahmed takes a turn to offer personal information about 
Maj in order to enlarge the scope of this complex picture and to help John understand 
Maj a little better. Unveiling another feature of the Maj problematic, Ahmed uses his 
own circumstances to establish a position in relation to Maj. 
Maj and Ahmed both come to class late on a regular basis because of another 
class they have. Similar to my situation, Ahmed has a personal relationship with Maj 
that extends beyond the perimeters of this course (e.g., they are in the same 
university program). Rather than ignoring the fact that Maj is often thirty minutes 
late, Ahmed uses his tardiness as a resource. His talk functions as an appeal for Maj 
and an intervention strategy for John. 
Excerpt 14 
525 A: I think maybe you should accept [the fact that he comes in late] [I too 
526 miss out on my group’s discussion. I miss that] and somehow maybe 
527 acknowledge that and talk about that with the group because he is missing 
528 thirty minutes of- of a kind of community building. Not that it’s his fault 
529 but somehow there needs to be a pause and a kind of summary...[like] 
530 “Here’s what we talked about.” 
531 C: Or make the tape available to Maj. 
532 Car: Now there’s a good idea. 
533 A: Yeah, but he needs a quick update of what has happened and we 
534 expect him to consider what has happened in the last twenty minutes and 
535 (imagining that he is talking to Maj) and we are glad that you are here but 
536 here are some of the things we’ve discussed, a brief quicky overview. 
537 And the people there should have some responsibility for that too. You 
538 will be with them before he comes. You can discuss with them [how to] 
539 handle a person coming in at the end and wanting to be a part, but at the 
540 same time, having someone come in and who doesn’t consider what the 
541 group has been working on for 15 minutes isn’t good for your morale or 
542 your self-confidence. Actually if it’s not handled, somebody mentioned 
543 that there will be unnecessary resentment which is not necessary. I think 
544 as a facilitator, you can now be more active. 
545 J: But I’m not sure that I’m supposed to be active. 
546 A: But active in so far...yeah, I think it’s (pause) okay for you to be 
547 active to work on the group dynamics. 
548 C: Uh hum. It’s the dynamics. 
549 A: It’s not that you are giving information but you’re encouraging the 
550 interchange and the smooth—you have to teach group dynamics; it doesn’t 
551 just happen. I used to think that you could put people together and say 
552 now you’re a team but you have to teach people to work in teams. 
553 C: Anyone who has taught first grade knows that lesson, (laughter) 
554 A: You have to teach it and learn it yourself maybe too. But I think that 
555 transition for Maj is [good]. He needs that and it sounds like your group 
556 needs it too. 
557 Suz: It sounds like the other members of the group need some sort of 
558 permission for their ideas to be accepted or something and that if you 
559 bring the issue out in the open for discussion, that will sort of give them 
560 permission - they seem to be deferring to him all of the time. 
This lengthy extract shows that by using the critical incident as text, each 
facilitator makes a connection to it and speaks as an authority in some capacity. 
Ahmed proffers what I will hereafter refer to as the transition idea, meaning that 
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upon Maj’s arrival the group conducts a “brief quicky overview” for the benefit of 
Maj, and as Ahmed points out, for the group. Similar to the code idea, the transition 
idea requires action whose consequences are indeterminate and unpredictable. At the 
very least, each of the proposals that we have made so far could detract from the 
preparation of the presentation and the theoretical content of Problem Posing, but 
enhance (ideally) the collaboration. Further, just as the code idea requires 
deliberation and directness on the part of the facilitator, so too does the transition 
idea. This idea would also “permit” another intervention, endorsed by Ahmed, who 
has supplemented the Maj text with relevant information on background (the class at 
CIE) and a rationale (if it is not handled, there will be resentment). All of these 
moves potentially equip John with a “voice.” 
For the second time this evening (first time protect the weak), Ahmed invokes 
a personal experience as a way to enter into the participation framework regarding the 
facilitator’s role and “grant” John “permission” to be more active as a facilitator. 
His authoritative stance is signaled by syntactic and lexical choices (Smith, 1993). He 
employs modals (e.g., “you should,” “you have to”) and the indicative mood (“You 
can...”) to mark both the force of his own suggestions and the exigency of the current 
situation as he understands it. 
One may observe that Ahmed’s acts are not in isolation. Also, for the second 
time this evening, Carole has confirmed Ahmed’s position. In fact, Ahmed and 
Carole have begun to engage each other on a shared topic pertaining to opportunities 
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and dynamics, each one sustaining the other’s ideas signaled by their utterances of 
agreement (“yeah, uh hum”) and their superimposed use of the term “dynamic.” 
The code “dynamics” is an example of a transformation between text types 
(Fairclough, 1992) evolving into a distinct vernacular to this group. Ahmed has used 
the word to match Carol’s earlier usage of it to mean something other than the 
content (Line 549: “It’s not that you’re giving information...”), and something other 
than the presentation. Later we will listen to a variety of ways in which this term 
takes on cultural and symbolic forms and functions. In sum, a discursive complex is 
beginning to emerge that will entitle a facilitator (at least in theory) to intervene if the 
problem pertains to dynamic interplay among group members. 
In addition to the transition idea, Carole uses her research capacity and 
proffers a suggestion about using the audio-tape to function as a recall device for 
Maj—filling in gaps that he misses when he is not there. This is a fitting illustration 
for showing how a facilitator can establish her authority as a researcher by using her 
audio-tapes. For both Carole and Carmen, the information captured from audio-tapes 
has provided an intervention tool. Moreover, both of them have indicated their 
satisfaction with their results and agree that it might work for John too. 
Line 533 (“He needs a quick update”) signals Ahmed’s disagreement; Maj 
“needs” a brief overview. Judging from Ahmed’s lexical choices (i.e., community 
building,) he believes that Maj and the group (Line 555: “It sounds like your group 
needs it too”) might benefit from face-to-face interaction. That is, each member of 
the group would benefit from talking the problem through. And once again (Line 
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545) we see an example of John’s confusion about his role and resistance to the ideas 
suggested. 
Who Will Grant Permission ? 
Suzanne takes a turn in Lines 557-560 to restate our ideas and slightly 
rearrange the frame. So far, the discussion has revolved around Maj’s behavior, the 
group’s behavior, (i.e., Maj’s dominating, Maj’s being late, the group’s dependence 
on Maj) but until now, no one has discussed reasons for why the group is so reluctant 
to speak for themselves. The facilitators have predicated most of their proposals on 
one overarching assumption—that people need to talk things out, foregrounding the 
exigency for disclosure. Given the right question, the time, and the occasion, group 
members will talk, reconcile, and understand each other. Suzanne’s observation 
(Line 557: “They need permission”) reflects at least one educational assumption and 
also begs a question. The assumption is that people need permission to speak freely 
about their thoughts (politeness discourse). Granting permission requires an agent, 
leading to the question: Who will grant them permission? I believe that most 
facilitators recognize this to be within John’s capacity, indeed, a “hook” for 
intervening. 
If John acted upon Suzanne’s proposal, he would probably find that the group 
would speak freely, and he would establish a secure position as leader. 
Line 560 (“They seem to be deferring to him”) is partially related to the rest 
of the extract, reinforcing the power differential in this group. This statement 
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structures a topic shift related to Maj’s intellectual and academic competence, a topic, 
until now, that has been curiously untouched, curious since we are in an academic 
setting. 
Can Mai be Stretched? 
Excerpt 15 
561 C: (to John) Is there an assumption that he knows it all? 
562 J: I think so yeah. 
563 C: Is that true? I mean can he be stretched? I don’t know him. 
564 M: Well just to give some personal stuff, I told you that Maj and I are 
565 in the same class that very same day. Maj could be very tired because he 
566 has three classes on Thursday and he goes into one after another. But uh, 
567 we are in the same Participatory Research and Critical Theory course and 
568 the foundation for it really is—it comes from Problem Posing and Paulo 
569 Freire, teaching and thinking critically. And we are really examining 
570 some of the theories behind that and I was telling John that one of 
571 the...premises for doing this is...dialogue and listening. It sounds to me 
572 like there isn’t a lot of dialogue happening and it sounds like there is a lot 
573 of monologue on Maj’s part. So, I think one way he can be stretched, I 
574 was telling John this, is to like somehow, I don’t know, maybe we can 
575 think of ways here to get Maj start reflecting on his own dialogue. 
The above extract contains a fascinating commentary on academic diversity. 
In Excerpt 15, Carole poses three questions: One is directed to John; the 
other two are directed to me. Both questions position John and me as authorities on 
Maj, each, however, from a different frame. Her first two are clarification questions 
concerning Maj’s academic abilities. Rather than stopping here, defeated and 
resigned that Maj is too advanced for this course, his intellectual eligibility is 
transformed into another resource, in this case a challenge. My response then does 
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not lead us to look for ways to stretch him academically but rather philosophically 
and morally (e.g., practice what you preach). 
Lines 571-575 structure a turn for us to think of strategies to urge Maj to 
reflect on his own behavior. 
Excerpt 16 
576 C: You could play back tapes. I mean there it is on tape. 
577 J: I had a tape last night for the first time but it didn’t work. 
578 C: Oh, I had one of those [incidents] too but that, if you just set it up and 
579 you heard Maj doing a ten-minute... monologue 
580 M: And that could be your code for Problem Posing. 
581 J: I wish I had that tape. 
582 S: But the main thing, I heard someone say, don’t take it personally. 
583 Bounce back and get your own energy and confidence. 
584 Car: Easier said than done. 
585 S: Yeah, easier said than done. 
586 M: But like Suzanne said, are they deferring to Maj because he is this 
587 supposed expert? Now a whole other area that we are talking about [for 
588 the purposes of this class], and [the same thing] in Problem Posing is the 
589 experts role is to get people to reflect and dialogue about their own 
590 experiences, their own oppression—not to come in and say this is what is 
591 happening and apartheid may not be an issue for everybody in that class. 
592 C: And Maj is not a patient person I don’t think—just from watching him 
593 and his impatience with whatever is happening is going to hit before 
594 everyone else even [knows] what is happening. So that may be how he 
595 will need to stretch a little. 
596 J: I could tell that at least one person in the group was a little offended 
597 by the general tone of what was happening. 
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We have returned to the code idea, referred to as a “code” only by me, but this time 
the code is actually provided—a tape of Maj dominating the discussion. My extract 
(Lines 586-591) can be read on at least two levels. On one level, I am the 
facilitator’s facilitator. Substituting for Jerri, my tasks are to reframe, provide 
context that is relevant, offer the “big picture” and forge intertextual links. I have 
even begun to adopt her scholarship and inventive idiolect (Lines 587-590: “Now a 
whole other thing...”). 
In this excerpt, I have added another dimension to the problematic, again to 
help see it from Maj’s perspective and to reframe it for Maj himself, testing the idea 
with the facilitators first. I should mention here that the Critical Theory course is 
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highly participatory. The people involved have by this time (mid-October) formed a 
culture of young eager politicians ready to change the world. Within that culture are 
micro-cultures (small discussion groups) of which Maj and I are a part. This micro¬ 
culture has bonded around issues discussed within the class (e.g., participatory 
research, dialogue, critical theory and pedagogy; passionate listening; Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed, by Paulo Freire and Truth and Method, by H.G. Gadamer). What has 
struck me reading Gadamer (1975) is his discussion about the passionate listener. 
The above extract only captures a very narrow slice of those intertextual links. 
Carole’s adjoining comment (Line 592: “Maj is not a patient person”) signals 
an overt ontological and epistemological link to Maj. In talking about who Maj is and 
what he knows, many of us have built a discursive complex predicated on what we 
feel he needs to do with himself and his knowledge. Line 592 introduces another 
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commentary related to Maj’s being. Maj’s lack of patience is what we will later code 
as “passion,” a distinctive feature of this course, this group and this research. 
Maintaining Group Harmony 
John closes this stretch of talk, again positioning his group members adjacent 
to himself while positioning Maj as an outsider or intruder. In Line 596, he opens a 
slot for Carmen to relate an incident in her own Methods course. Time and space 
prohibit me from including the intertextual links in their entirety into this analysis. In 
summary, Carmen describes a woman who, not exactly like Maj, is in Carmen’s 
words “dysfunctional” and tries to “sabotage” the class. Her other students are on 
the verge of “stringing her up.” In an attempt to ‘keep the peace,” Carmen has 
prevented the class from acting on their hostility by intervening when she is 
disruptive. After talking with the facilitators, she decides that the best thing for 
everyone in the class is to have a confrontation, “a screaming match.” With 
confidence, Carmen predicts the ramifications of this purging: “Someone will say the 
healing words, ‘Well we really need you to be a part of this group.’” 
Carmen has evoked this analogous situation as a parallel for John’s situation. 
However, a confrontation is less conciliatory than other’s ideas have been. In 
Carmen’s words, “You may just want to let the lid blow” is a “confrontation” option, 
nonetheless, one that elaborates the exigency for disclosure, even though a 
confrontation could also disrupt the harmony, which is so important for this class. 
Suzanne mollifies Carmen’s less conciliatory proposal. 
Excerpt 17 
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598 Suz: But I think it would be valuable to bring it out in the open and let 
599 everyone discuss it before it gets so bad that it blows up. 
600 Car: But there are a couple of ways to handle it. The person that I have 
601 is so dysfunctional that she can’t see her own [problems] but maybe Maj 
602 can. 
603 C: Letting them blow up you run the risk of not letting them feel safe. 
604 I think I would tend to do that more with a group I knew really well. But 
605 with a new group, I would not want...people to feel unsafe, like they 
606 could be attacked or yelled at...but that is up to you to decide. 
607 J: Well I feel attacked. 
608 Car: But you see it’s easy for them to direct it at John because that is 
609 what is happening in my class. This woman is directing [her anger] at 
610 me... It’s interesting because it’s the same dynamic, (to John) with you as 
611 facilitator. 
Suzanne and Carole have modified Carmen’s option of a full scale confrontation in 
favor of group safety. Despite any differences of opinion they may have, all three 
facilitators elaborate a position of protection either explicitly for John and implicitly 
for the group or vice-versa. Suzanne and Carole express their concern for the 
group’s well-being and Carmen explicates a position of empathy and solidarity with 
John, evidenced in her lexical choices (“because that is what is happening in my 
class...it’s the same dynamic”). We also see where Carmen has joined talk with 
Carole and Ahmed by using “dynamic,” to talk about the complex interactions both in 
her classroom and with John’s group. Aside from their protection, each facilitator in 
Excerpt 17 agrees that a screaming match is a viable option, as signaled by their tacit 
agreement with Carmen, and by Carole’s concluding remarks assuring John that the 
decision is ultimately his. 
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Carole continues along the same lines to discuss facilitator roles and tasks. 
Excerpt 18 
612 C: You have to clarify the assumptions, and I assume that if someone is 
613 facilitating, part of their job is if [for example,] I am being attacked 
614 unnecessarily or people are ganging up...[how will the [facilitator] address 
615 that, even if someone is being dysfunctional— 
616 Car: —In your scenario are you seeing yourself as a student or a teacher? 
617 C: As a student, and if those assumptions aren’t in place then they need 
618 to be clarified. 
619 Car: That’s my point. He’ll direct his anger at John. He probably 
620 wouldn’t direct his anger at other people because that wouldn’t be fair 
621 [laughter]. 
622 M: Yeah...What legitimate reason does Maj have for being angry at the 
623 group? 
624 Suz: Yeah, he doesn’t have any reason to be angry at the group. 
625 A: Yeah but actually, their consciousness, it doesn’t sound like they want 
626 to be free, like they’re dependent, but they need a freeing chance and I 
627 think Suzanne said, to talk about it. It needs to be talked about...dealt 
628 with. You can do it. It gives them a chance to see their confidence and 
629 what power they have. 
Line 613 shows Carole linking her own text to John’s initiated by an empathic 
utterance (Lines 612-613: “If, for example I am...”) In effect, Carole has also 
positioned herself in Carmen’s analogous story as a student who would feel 
unprotected or unsafe if things were to “blow up.” The pivotal question appears to 
be twofold. The first question, never stated, is: Does Maj have a reason for being 
angry? And the second, linked to the first is: If he does, at whom does he have the 
“right” to direct his anger. Contained within the first question is an assumption that 
Maj is angry, and his anger is discursively joined with the dsyfunctional student in 
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Carmen’s class. As such, Maj’s anger has the effect of being irrational. By contrast, 
the second question assumes a rationality on Maj’s behalf in Carmen’s cause-effect 
utterance: “He probably wouldn’t direct his anger at other people because that 
wouldn’t be fair.” 
This stretch closes with Ahmed who reinforces the interactional asymmetry of 
this group, either against Maj’s authority or against the course expectations. From 
where Ahmed stands, this group needs a “freeing chance” to be independent and 
overcome their insecurity. In Line 628, he positions himself as a cheerleader and 
permission provider for John who can function as the group’s liberator, and a 
facilitator who can restore a symmetrical balance of authority. 
At this point in our discussion, we have not made any new suggestions. For 
the most part, we are simply restating what we have already suggested, adding new 
terms and points of emphasis for consideration (e.g., fairness, freedom, 
consciousness). We have made several assumptions about John’s group which may 
require summation here. 
1) They are weak. 
2) They are vulnerable. 
3) They are not as informed about the topic as Maj. 
4) They get frustrated when Maj comes in. 
5) They are angry at Maj. 
6) They are angry at John. 
7) They are not free. 
8) They defer to Maj. 
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Compare this list to assumptions we have made about Maj. 
1) He is angry. 
2) He blames John for his own mistakes. 
3) He is impatient. 
4) He is knowledgeable, he is the “expert.” 
5) He dominates. 
6) He is confused. 
7) He is unaware that he is dominating. 
8) (not in document) He needs to disseminate information. 
Above everything else, we have clearly positioned one group lacking authority against 
Maj who has authority. Thus far, our talk has been of freedom, fairness, group 
dynamics and safety. What is particularly interesting is that collaboration has not 
emerged as a framing code. Ella, who has been quiet until now, provides this frame 
which links directly to the course syllabus. 
The Collaborative Fame 
Excerpt 19 
631 Ella: There seems to be a total lack of understanding there about 
632 collaboration. And it seems that that really goes beyond working within 
633 the group itself, but really one of the major purposes of this course is for 
634 us to see what that means and experience it, and be in a position to bring 
635 it to our classrooms. So I can see that as a major problem for the whole 
636 course, and if you haven’t got that point, then you’ve missed— 
637 Suz—Yeah, what he’s doing contradicts everything we’ve read and 
638 everything Jerri says. 
639 C: -and the topic itself. 
640 Car: And his own philosophy. 
641 A: And it’s not just on Maj either. I observed in my group—I’m missing 
642 my group. I wish I could be there earlier because I don’t know what is 
643 going on in my group. 
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Ella uses the concept “collaboration” inventively. First, the term contains a 
generalizing function used to juxtapose the group’s actions with the principles of the 
course. She also uses the concept “collaboration” as a link to the “bigger 
picture”—the course syllabus. Suzanne, Carole and Carmen elaborate Ella’s proposal 
(Lines 631-636) to particularize Maj’s actions and juxtapose them against the course 
ideology (“everything Jerri says”), the topic and Maj’s own philosophy. Ahmed 
widens the proposal again to include himself and claim solidarity with Maj. 
Appealing to a Higher Authority 
Ahmed continues to discuss his own lack of participation as a way to 
illuminate Maj’s position. He initiates this turn by talking about his own position 
which, in turn becomes a description of how his group is operating thus far. (One of 
the ways he has “observed” his group is by taping them, which Carmen and Carole 
agree is yet another strategy—no facilitator, just leave the tape.) Eventually, Ahmed 
discusses a member of his group who Ahmed believes is able to “share the glory.” 
(Ahmed also suggests that this member’s collaborative attitude has little to do with the 
what Ahmed has done.) Ahmed points out that as a consequence of this person’s 
collaborative attitude, the women are speaking more freely. He summarizes by 
saying: 
Excerpt 20 
644 A: I think though that everyone has the responsibility to bring it back—to 
645 remind each other that this is a collaborative—so if they are not doing it, 
646 you need to remind them about collaboration and collaboration means that 
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647 the weak have a responsibility too. They can’t just take it easy. It’s not 
648 just up to the strong person, so I think it goes both ways. 
649 C: I really think having a tape means that it’s right there, and all you 
650 have to do is listen to it and relate it somehow to your topic. It means 
651 that you [the facilitator] don’t have to try and convince them that that is 
652 the way it was. You don’t have to convince anybody. It’s just there. 
Lines 644-648 are an excellent example for showing again how certain constructs 
undergo intertextual transformations. In this extract, Ahmed uses “collaboration” as 
a way to subsume other ideas that we have proposed thus far. For him, the word 
carries representative power demonstrating the exigency for action in which the weak 
(the group) and the strong (Maj) take responsibility (e.g., talk their problems through, 
have a screaming match, research the topic academically). In this respect, 
collaboration is another mode of authority that entitles detachment to some degree. If 
one is appealing to an invented set of “standards” for collaboration, or better, the 
mandate that collaboration is the most important thing one does (in the syllabus), then 
individuals can dissociate themselves from other individual or personal problems. 
Moreover, according to Ahmed, facilitators “need” to intervene if collaboration is not 
occurring. 
Carole modifies the collaboration idea by returning to the tape idea or, in this 
case, the code idea. The audio-tape, which is conceivably a distancing device,42 is 
also one that provides empirical “proof” for the groups efforts, or lack thereof, at 
collaboration and is perceived as superior to talking things through. As such, the 
taped conversations appeal to a greater authority, over and above even that of 
42 It is not unusual for groups to have mixed reactions to being audio-taped, ranging anywhere from 
hostility to curiosity. 
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“collaboration” and is another way to detach oneself from the individual problem. 
(Sticking resolutely to this proposal—mentioned 4 times—conflicts with Carole’s usual 
“sharing” demeanor.) 
I show the following extract to demonstrate the continued reticence on John’s 
part. Responding to Carole’s appeal to the tape recorder, John provides an excuse for 
why he does not have a tape recorder. 
Excerpt 21 
653 J: Well I just got my first paycheck. The tape recorder I had didn’t 
654 work, and I haven’t had enough money to go out and buy one. 
655 M: (growing irritated) Lots of people have tape recorders. 
656 J: Nobody I know has a recorder. They all have these little things. 
657 They are listeners. They don’t record. Do you know what I mean? 
658 M: Yeah. But it’s a code though. In that case it would be a code 
659 to...The tape itself would be a code, a catalyst for people to... 
660 A: [In the Harvard course] there was a time for video playback...and I 
661 think that fits into what she [Mary or Carole?] is saying. They can’t 
662 debate it...They know who they are and they’ll be able to identify. 
663 J: There is such a mixture [in my group]. They wouldn’t have any 
664 trouble figuring it out. 
665 A: I think it would be interesting. You wouldn’t have to say 
666 any thing... You could just ask where the problem is or is there a problem. 
667 C: It depersonalizes it. It takes the focus to the Problem Posing and not 
668 to the people and their personalities. 
669 A: And don’t feel threatened by any of those people. 
By now I have grown irritated with John’s resistance and his apparent “culture shock” 
(e.g., he does not know the word for Walkman). Listening to Lines 656-657, one 
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may wonder if John wants to have anything to do with recording. He does signal a 
slight acceptance of the idea in Line 663 (“There is such a mixture”), meaning that if 
he did tape them, they would be able to recognize their voices. Ahmed accepts 
Carole’s earlier proposal, and elaborates it in Line 660 with the idea of a video 
recorder. Their joint proposal is an idea that both defers the authority to the integrity 
of the tape and protects the authority of the facilitator. 
Lecture “Time” or Collaboration “Time”? 
Ahmed re-emphasizes the philosophy of collaboration this time distinguishing 
it from “lecture time.” The following response is prompted by the adjacent comment 
made by John concerning Maj lecturing to the group on the content of Problem 
Posing. 
Excerpt 22 
670 A: But I think it’s fair for you to discuss that it’s not a lecture time but 
671 that it’s collaboration time. I think its fair for you to review the 
672 collaborative purpose... It’s just redefining, or reminding [them about] 
673 your roles and their roles. 
Again, we can observe how Ahmed uses the critical incident to theorize a role for the 
facilitator and give John a reason to intervene. Appealing to the authority of 
“collaboration time,” he counters that authority against what he refers to as “lecture 
time.” If we listen a bit more closely to the content of the authorized positions being 
explicated here (collaboration versus lecture), we find that they are contesting voices, 
not restricted to the concept, but attached to the individual players. Yet, to keep from 
reproaching any one individual, Ahmed uses a neutral term (lecture time) to highlight 
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a conceivable conflict between collaboration and lecture. And once again, we see a 
place where John might be able to intervene based on values of fairness according to 
Ahmed. 
The Code Idea Revisited 
For the fourth time this evening, I put forth the code idea. 
Excerpt 23 
614 M: John , but I think though it would be very interesting to address it 
675 from the Problem Posing perspective and take advantage of that. 
676 C: Do you feel comfortable doing that? 
677 J: The presentation or just- 
678 Car & M: This being the problem. 
679 M: Not necessarily Maj being the problem, as you guys have already 
680 acknowledged, but- 
681 J: Yeah, I don’t want to hang it on Maj. 
682 M: No because he is a very passionate guy and he’s very concerned— 
683 Car: No, it’s a group dynamics problem. 
John has neither indicated his agreement with the code idea or rejected it. It is 
possible that John does not know what the technical term code designates. All of the 
suggestions aside, we observe in Line 681 that John has begun to make some 
concessions concerning Maj. I too have begun to reframe the Maj text using the 
word “passionate” to characterize the individual, which accounts for his “anger” and 
his “impatience.” The passion of Maj and the parallel passion of Mary eventually 
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become integral features of the facilitator’s lexicon. Carole elaborates my passion 
frame with the dynamics frame. Everyone agrees at this point that the problem is not 
one individual, but rather, the group dynamics. 
Raising Consciousness 
The same line of talk continues with facilitators elaborating on ideas that have 
already been mentioned, namely the code idea. The next extract is interesting for 
showing how Ahmed sustains the asymmetrical positioning between John’s group and 
John. 
Excerpt 24 
674 A: Take a load off yourself. You don’t deserve the pressure but it’s okay 
675 for you to put it back on them. You have to raise their consciousness. 
676 They’re not even aware of their complete problem... maybe—someone is 
677 aware because you said [earlier] that somebody was offended... May be the 
678 same person too likes the leadership but at the same time, maybe they 
679 would like to have their ideas to be considered and partially blended into 
680 the program. So everybody cannot come up right away by themselves. 
Ahmed, who has been particularly supportive of John, issues two potentially 
conflicting imperatives to John. The first is one that encourages John to put the 
pressure on the group rather than himself (Lines 674-675), and the second strongly 
compels him to “teach” by raising their consciousness. This is Ahmed’s second 
reference to “consciousness.” Both times the term is used to identify a lack on the 
part of the group. The first time the term is associated with the group’s lack of 
freedom and, in this instance, their lack of knowledge. Furthermore, both instances 
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of the word require an agent; someone “needs” to guide them to see where they are 
not free, or where they are unaware. 
As we come closer to finding a solution we offer a few more suggestions with 
Carole balancing out Ahmed’s more political advice with something less public 
journals—which are a private means for confiding and conferring with the facilitators. 
The journal as a means for intervening is also predicated on the assumption that 
talking things out, resolving issues, bonding and building one-on-one relationships are 
valuable. Carole and I coordinate a joint narrative, imagining what we might write to 
Maj if we were John. 
Excerpt 25 
681 C: [You can approach it with]: “This is really fascinating. I’m really 
682 intrigued by what is going. Do you see this as applicable?” 
683 M: Or [you can write] “Dear Maj” I see this as a problem and here is 
684 why. (laughter) There is no reason that you can’t be straightforward 
685 about your feelings, you know...It’s interesting. You are up at the Center 
686 with the guy. So you have to deal with it for a couple of years. 
It is not hard to miss where I have grown frustrated with the circumlocutions 
and “soft pedaling” that occurs among us. At this point, I have temporarily put aside 
the transition idea, the code idea, and collaboration in favor of complete honesty 
through the journal. (I have also abandoned the politeness norms.) Investing myself 
in the exigency of disclosure in order to (re) establish group harmony, I offer an 
additional motive for John to be candid, which pertains to his relationship with Maj in 
another setting. My concern for everyone’s welfare is evident here and is larger than 
the initial hurt one might feel at being scoffed. 
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Coming Full Circle: John’s Neutrality 
The last substantial discursive complex is interestingly around the original 
issue of neutrality. It is important to highlight it here since it comes up again in later 
transcripts. After repeating the idea that facilitators have certain responsibilities and 
tasks (“They can’t be a nothing”), Carole returns to John’s “neutrality.” 
Excerpt 26 
687 C: What you said to [Maj] is, “I’m supposed to be neutral?” What 
688 neutral means to me is that you still have a responsibility towards the 
689 group dynamics...but not neutral [in terms of] siding with someone. 
690 J: Yeah, siding with someone. 
691 C: But it doesn’t mean you can’t address the dynamics... 
692 M: And he’s arguing from a research perspective that there is no such 
693 thing as going in value, stance free. 
694 A: But to be non-neutral doesn’t mean that you have to pretend, as Mary 
695 said, to be an expert. If it gets into lecture method on the reading or the 
696 topic [that] doesn’t mean that you have to be the expert. In fact, you 
697 should always be up front with that early on.... Every one should have 
698 capability to discuss the topics. Look at him as an equal in that sense. 
699 No one should come across as being an expert. 
After having spent nearly forty minutes conferring and collaborating on the tasks and 
role of facilitator, the semantic choice “neutral” has special import for this speech 
community; by extension so does its inverse—Ahmed’s “non-neutral.” Carole has 
linked the concept to dynamics, which also has a particular symbolic meaning for this 
group. As I pointed out earlier, facilitators have begun to construct the rules for their 
practice. Among them is a rule against remaining “neutral” if the dynamics are 
disruptive. In effect, we have invented a set of guidelines for each other, but 
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especially for John, to intervene if the following violations occur: if someone is 
being attacked, if someone is acting like an expert, if someone is not collaborating 
and if someone is lecturing. John agrees with Carole that neutral means not siding 
with someone (Line 690). Ironically, there is ample evidence throughout this text of 
John’s explications that critique Maj and simultaneous implications that protect the 
group. Indeed, John “takes their side.” 
Although Carole and John are discussing the facilitator’s role, Ahmed and I 
return to Maj’s participation. Lines 692-693 are the beginning of a long thread of my 
representing Maj’s (and my own) perspective on the word “neutral” encompassed in a 
larger research perspective. Ahmed rejoins and explicates a counter-proposal for the 
code “neutral” which is “non-neutral,” and in turn, juxtaposes this term with 
“expert.” Thus, an active participant in the group tasks is neither neutral nor an 
expert. 
Conclusion 
Let us ask ourselves: How did John introduce his problem? He positioned 
himself as supplicant to Maj reinforcing the asymmetry between him and another 
member of the group. For the remainder of the meeting, using the three modes of 
authority, the facilitators spend time and effort trying to restore the symmetry and the 
balance between not only Maj and John, but also among the whole group. It is not 
difficult to see places where we displayed our ability to be compassionate, taking up 
positions for others. We have taken turns supporting John, speaking for the 
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individual group members, and trying to reframe the discourse in an attempt to 
understand Maj better. In our talk, initiated by Carole, we have situated the problem 
in the realm of “dynamics, “ rather than placing blame on any one individual. 
Our most extensive effort to use our scholarship authority has been in terms of 
making the connection between Problem Posing and John’s problematic situation. 
Using our own tacit, removed and deferred theories helps us identify John’s position, 
make generalizations about them, and then critique and offer solutions based on that 
understanding. Most of us have, at one time, asked John if he would be able to use 
this problem as a way to understand Problem Posing. 
By textualizing John’s “problem,” we have explicated a number of theories, 
deferred and primary, regarding facilitation, collaboration and even Problem Posing. 
Each of us has a particular attachment to our ideas and often our ideas are closely 
related to our compassionate, scholarly or inventive identities. There are at least 
s 
eight ideas presented to John, ranging from openly talking through the problem, to the 
code idea, to the transition idea. Each of these suggestions would involve a level of 
disclosure (or sharing) whereupon the facilitators assumed the groups would come to 
an understanding, critique their current situation and then, with any luck, reconcile. 
Finally, our ideas, suggestions and theories support not only an invention of 
Problem Posing, but also the continuing discursive practice of facilitation. While 
some facilitators take advantage of this situation to learn about Problem Posing as a 
teaching approach (use the problem as a code), John clearly does not. We have used 
our inventive authority to restore the symmetry to this situation. Taking turns playing 
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resonator and inventors, we transform our talk into potential inventions that John may 
or may not use with his group. The two most pervasive ideas/inventions have been 
the “code idea,” endorsed directly and indirectly by Carole, Carmen and myself, and 
the “transition idea,” endorsed largely by Ahmed. We should remember that 
Ahmed’s “transition time” has been useful for him, and in order to deal with an 
outside time constraint, it had become necessary for Ahmed to re-create his role. He 
passes this idea onto John who may or may not invent it for his own purposes. 
Despite our efforts to restore harmony and symmetry, we participate in our 
own dance, weaving in and out of a discourse of asymmetry, tipping the 
balance—establishing authority that is not always based on visions of co-construction 
of knowledge, collaboration, seeing each others as resources or negotiation. There 
are a number of references to the members in John’s group that position them as 
weak and vulnerable, especially against Maj, who we have discursively created as 
powerful, authoritative, maybe even authoritarian. Often the power balance is zero- 
sum and not collaborative. The same statements that have the effect of protecting the 
group are also statements that make them supplicants to Maj, patronizing them and 
reinforcing the knowledge differentials between the group members. Even John 
appears to be “weak” next to Maj. Consider his statements, “Ifeel attacked; he told 
me I had to.” We also collude to protect John. 
In the next chapter, we will see evidence that contradicts our explications of 
the group members as weak and powerless. We will listen to select group members 
share their strong ideas about facilitation. 
CHAPTER 7 
FEEDBACK MEETING 
Introduction 
In this meeting, we take a break from the Maj/John dynamic here to discuss 
the role of facilitation seen through the eyes of the participants. This is not a 
feedback meeting in the traditional sense that facilitators will give and receive direct 
feedback. What makes this meeting unique is that facilitators are getting feedback 
indirectly, in parts, and as responses to their questions. This evening, the groups 
broke up to reflect on and discuss facilitation. Each of the facilitators ended up with 
at least three different people from three different groups, none of whom were from 
her own group. This way, there would be a sufficient mixing up in order to 
encourage the more reserved students to voice their opinions with a different set of 
people and a different facilitator. The outcome is fascinating. The facilitators are 
deeply interested in what their groups have to say about them. We will listen to each 
facilitator ask about someone in her group. Generally, they ask about the person who 
has spoken the least. 
In terms of pedagogical implications, I should point out that this meeting is an 
immediate social consequence and, in fact, invention of the previous meeting. 
Throughout the transcripts, Carole, frustrated with her own performance, continues to 
make observations about group dynamics and offers some suggestions as to how we 
might structure time for feedback from the group members. After she voiced her 
concerns publicly to us and privately to Jerri, Jerri finds some time in class for the 
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groups to talk about how facilitation is working for each group. By incorporating 
Carole’s idea into the course, we observe that she is sincere about collectively 
inventing it. In keeping with the invention construct, it is important to understand 
that Carole did not provide this idea isolated from other ideas or from other 
individuals. In fact, her frustration and “her” ensuing idea has emerged in part by 
how she has discursively positioned her group’s “initial” idea. With her stamp of 
approval, Jerri is responsible for certain tasks that are within her domain as professor 
such as designing a structure for the idea, and providing a method and a speaker for 
implementing it. 
Fluid Perceptions and Discourse Representation 
More than other meetings, this one is clearly an illustration of the fluidity of 
perceptions and discourse representation (discussed below). Bringing people together 
to examine the way they conceptualize the issues of facilitation, we are able to see 
more clearly the divergent attitudes of the participants, to show that their perceptions 
are not fixed entities (Marks, 1993). Below, for example, we get to see Sarah 
through someone else’s eyes. During this meeting, the participants begin to generate 
new ways of looking at facilitation through the eyes of other students in the class. 
In terms of discourse representation, Norman Fairclough (1992), points out 
that intertextuality is the source of much of the ambivalence of texts. An abundance 
of layers of complex meanings co-exist and are not always what one intends (Stubbs, 
1983). When the speech of another is represented in indirect speech, there is a 
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certain degree of ambiguity as to whose “voice” is speaking. The voices of reporter 
and reported are less clearly demarcated and the words used to represent the latter’s 
discourse may be those of the reporter rather than those of the reported. This 
particular ambiguous aspect of intertextuality is present throughout the facilitators’ 
meetings. I emphasize it here because this complex form of communication is 
especially conspicuous this evening since the facilitators are representing other 
people’s groups. I open this chapter by quoting Carole in an effort to re-capture her 
own candid sentiments regarding her dance of authority. 
Excerpt 1 
¥ 
700 We could talk about the dynamics and not feel like [we were] taking time 
701 away from people’s presentations. This way it was [also] much less 
702 personal.. .People could honestly say what they thought.. .1 was much more 
703 concerned with the dynamics and I was much less concerned with the 
704 content...It is a really interesting dance that I’m not doing perfectly...I am 
705 waffling back and forth, and at least we were able to talk about the 
706 different perspectives of what was happening. It was very interesting. 
—Carole’s thoughts on the feedback meeting. 
On this evening, it is the facilitators, rather than the group members, who are in a 
uniquely vulnerable position since each of them has information about her group 
members to which they may or may not be privy. In turn, each facilitator positions 
herself to receive feedback or simply gather information about facilitation. There is 
an interesting twist of power on this evening as the facilitators turn into information 
seekers while group members hold temporary positions as information providers, 
since the information they are discussing relates directly to their own and immediate 
experience of being “facilitated.” This feedback session is also a way for facilitators 
to gauge their own participation levels, which range from those overt actions 
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discussed in Chapter 6 of “protecting the weak” (e.g., non-native speakers, less 
assertive members, less content knowledge) to non-action that gets interpreted by 
group members “ineffective” (Sam’s words) 
There is one more feature of this evening that is atypical: the group members 
are not placed with their own facilitators. Thus, the power differential is inevitably 
different. Some of the facilitators remark about this, and some of them do not. (By 
not commenting on their own role this evening does not imply that they have not 
thought or talked about it.) Carmen is the first to comment on her own role. 
“She ain’t gonna get a chance!”: Sandy. Nan and Olivia through Carmen 
Excerpt 2 
707 Car: ...Sandy realized that she had taken on a leadership role [in her own 
708 group] and they all started confessing how each one of them was the 
709 monopolizer in their own group. 
710 A: And [each of them] realized that they had done this? 
711 Suz: You had Nan? (a quiet member in her group) 
712 Car: Yeah and she is definitely not like [the others]. I found myself 
713 facilitating and I had her and I was like, “she ain’t gonna get a chance.” 
714 Ella: How did they feel? What is their perception of taking that 
715 leadership role in view of the facilitator being there? Did they feel it was 
716 a good thing? Or, on reflection, something that they needed to change? 
717 Car: Well, Olivia, I think, may have had an inkling that she is 
718 domineering. Uhm, but the others felt that they had to take this 
719 responsibility because the facilitator was not doing that and uhm they saw 
720 it more as a responsibility thing...It was interesting because to have all 
721 three of them because they did recognize [their leadership] among 
722 themselves. With Olivia, I had to do the eye contact thing to shut her up, 
723 and look at Nan and just make sure that she was getting attention. 
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Lines 707-709 demonstrate an example of a fuzzy demarcation of voices. 
Carmen’s choice of representing verb or “speech act” verb is significant (Fairclough, 
1992, p. 282) when viewed against the actual transcript of this group. Nobody had 
actually used the verb “confess” hence Carmen’s choice signals ambivalence related 
to a normative standard for behavior. If one confesses, one understands that there are 
alternative ways to act, that something is lacking. Certainly in this class, the act of 
“monopolizing” contests the collaborative group norms. Thus one might consider 
changing her behavior so as not to monopolize. Again Carmen’s lexical choice, 
“monopolize,” when contrasted against the actual transcripts is not how the 
participants characterized their actions. I do not highlight these differences to show 
that Carmen has misrepresented the talk in this group. I point out these incongruities 
to demonstrate the degree of ambiguity in boundary maintenance, which will always 
be more ambiguous with indirect speech. 
I have highlighted the terms “confess” and “monopolize” to show possible 
layers of interpretation of the asymmetrical interactions. On one level, Carmen’s 
report is useful for showing us the degree of ambivalence other leaders feel when they 
are leading. On another level, we listen to Carmen’s gloss of their ambivalence, but 
simultaneously help to restore a balance between group members. On the one hand, 
“monopolize” is to dominate, to take away; to “confess,” on the other hand, is to 
give something back, restore harmony. 
Among all of these “leaders” who are well intentioned but have a tendency to 
“monopolize” is Nan, whom Carmen “facilitates” so that she can have a speaking 
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turn (Line 713: “She ain’t gonna get a chance;” eye contact with Olivia). It is 
interesting to see how Carmen’s facilitator roles and accompanying tasks (e.g., 
providing opportunities for quiet students, such as-native English speakers, to talk) 
transfer from her own group to this group of self-confessed monopolizers. While the 
talk generated in this group is talk among intellectual peers, Carmen maintains her 
facilitator status which appears also to be upheld by the participants. One may also 
observe that she makes every attempt to restore balance not only by facilitating this 
group (i.e., Line 713; she “does the eye contact thing with Olivia” while at the same 
time encourages Nan to speak), but also through the content of her talk. In Line 718, 
we see where group members (the other two) have “taken responsibility” where they 
felt a lack. In this short space, we get a glimpse of four group members from 
different groups, who cover the range of member types from very quiet to 
domineering. 
The facilitators continue this streamline of requests. Next, Ahmed inquires 
about his quietest person, Kim, a woman from Korea, to which Ella responds. 
Kim and Sarah Through Ella 
Excerpt 3 
724 Ella: Her contributions, uhm. She felt that they didn’t have enough time 
725 and because there was so little time that they needed guidance. 
726 A: They met three times outside of class. Short times but they did. 
727 E: Also she said that students for whom English is a second language 
728 have difficulty expressing themselves and that she felt that the facilitator 
729 had helped a lot. She personally felt that she had been assisted by you (to 
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730 Ahmed). She expressed that in situations that she found it difficult. She 
731 appreciated that. 
732 A: So there is language, culture and sex. I don’t know which one plays 
733 more, the male, female thing or the language and culture. 
734 C: And personalities. 
By focusing on the non present individual, in this case Kim, Ella constructs a partial 
position for herself as Kim’s representative, and as such, is free to attribute certain 
qualities to her (e.g., she feels that there is not enough time, she appreciates Ahmed). 
Through Ella, Kim has an active status in this speech community. 
When referring to Ella’s position, I use the term “partially” because this 
speech event is not her invention alone; in part, the event is already half-constructed 
(Bhola, 1989). In this feedback event, a norm is already in place that requires each 
of the facilitators to disclose some information from their (temporary) informants. 
There are no exceptions to this as we will see as the transcript unravels. In addition 
to Ella positioning Kim, she is also saying something about herself, while also 
positioning the present recipient of her message, in this case, Ahmed. As an 
audience, Ahmed (and others) are eager to listen to their group member’s reactions to 
their facilitation skills. 
As for Ella, she makes three distinctive narrative moves. First, (transcript not 
included) she briefly describes Kim in order to confirm who she is since she had not 
been certain of students’ names. In her next move (Lines 727-729), she makes a 
generalization about the group and an evaluative comment (need more guidance). 
Judging from her fillers (uh huhs), she is not prepared to answer Ahmed’s question as 
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completely as she would like. When she recognizes that Ahmed is mildly defensive 
(marked prosodically), she makes an attempt to rectify her earlier move and 
supplements it with a string of positive overtures (e.g., help a lot, personally assisted, 
appreciated) as a representative of Kim. In turn, Line 727 shows Kim as a 
representative for non-native English speakers. This general comment is linked to a 
more specific one concerning Ahmed’s facilitation style. Their intersection—non¬ 
native speakers and facilitation—point to a place at which a facilitator might 
intervene. 
It is also worth noting Ella’s predominant choice of speech act verb, “feel.” 
In itself, this lexical choice is not that compelling, except that she uses it three times 
in this short period and used it twice to frame an earlier question to Carmen (Line 
714: “How did they feel?”). I mention it here to demonstrate a gravitation toward 
interpersonal talk, to show places where we create and sustain a discourse among 
ourselves that often privileges interpersonal talk over ideational discourse (Haliday & 
Hasan, 1989). This interpersonal discourse can nonetheless be linked to research 
issues as evidenced by Ahmed’s rejoinder to Ella’s compliment (Lines 732-733). His 
research “training” compels and even authorizes him to investigate deep levels of 
cultural and gender interactions. 
The fact that Kim is experiencing difficulty with the language begets an 
intertextual link that Carole advances. She inquires about Ema, her “quiet” student, 
to which Ella again responds with a lengthier narrative describing Ema’s perceptions 
of her facilitator, Carole (e.g., she stimulated them; guided them; felt that it was 
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good and that the facilitator was meeting her expectations). Feedback from Ema 
interweaves into a report from Sarah. For this particular meeting (everyone is 
curious about the “quiet ones”), it should be no surprise that, since Ella’s group 
consisted of three less vocal people, she will receive the greatest hearing in this 
meeting. One of the reasons for this should be self-evident: The more vocal people 
in this class can speak for themselves, and thus most meetings are devoted to talking 
about either those who do speak or dominate like Maj and Olivia, or those who are 
experiencing a learning barrier like Dorothy and Lin. Since John has already begun 
to weave an account of Sarah in a previous meeting, our interest in Ella’s report is 
high. 
In speaking for Sarah, Ella is in a unique position to offer expertise about 
someone in John and Maj’s group. Fler narrative is embedded in a context that is 
much richer than anyone else’s so far. She explicates a position for herself as 
information provider, filling in the story and, thus, adding to the intricate intertextual 
web already partially constituted by John and the other facilitators. As one may 
recall, Ella’s comments of October 5 (Chapter 6) were extremely relevant and timely 
but also brief. At the same time, the implication is that the rest of the group will be 
interested in an individual named Sarah. 
Excerpt 4 
735 Ella: She was really concerned because she felt that she was doing her 
736 share and was really trying, and that other people in the group weren’t 
737 responding in the way that she needed them to respond. Because she 
738 brought some ideas and she knew that some of them weren’t really good 
739 or maybe they needed refining and she expected that this would be done 
740 in the group. She felt very frustrated with that and she felt that the 
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741 facilitator needed to have a way to make other people in the group 
742 respond in the way that they should. And also she mentioned the 
743 disruptions that were caused. She didn’t name names, but she meant Maj 
744 being there at some times but not being there at others and not knowing 
745 what had transpired and then jumping in with his own idea... 
About Facilitation 
Ella describes some of the difficulties Sarah is having in her group. Sarah 
“felt” that she was doing her share and “needed” the group to respond. She brought 
some ideas to the group and felt that their refinement should be done in the group, 
but “people weren’t responding in the way that they should. ” She felt frustrated and 
felt that the facilitator “needed to have a way to make other people in the group 
respond in the way that they should.” Paralleling John’s sentiments, Sarah states her 
frustration with the disruption that (we can infer; Ella’s infers) Maj creates when he 
comes late to meetings. Although Sarah acknowledges the disruption that is created, 
she does not “name names” which, as we know, fosters the anonymous 
connect/detach discourse practice as we have seen earlier. By not naming names, it is 
conceivable that she is avoiding “gossip,” especially to a group of strangers who do 
not know Maj. Not using his name also has the agonistic effect of protecting Maj’s 
anonymity (and maintaining a level of professionalism) and detaching herself from 
him. Naming individuals, if one will recall in the first meeting, can have multiple 
interpretations. Carmen named her people immediately while Ahmed preferred to 
keep his group members anonymous. 
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As before, Ella has tempered her criticism of the facilitator by invoking a 
facilitator task rather than a person. Instead of using the main verb “need to” 
immediately followed by a performance verb (e.g., you need to do), she mitigates the 
command by following “need to” with the completer “have a way.” Whether this is 
Ella’s mollification or Sarah’s is unclear and for the purposes of this extract is 
unessential. One might be tempted to wonder about the agency or the authority or 
even a method of this “way.” As I have shown elsewhere, facilitator meta-discourse 
(discourse about facilitation) is often framed anonymously. By using this 
noncommittal and safe expression (need to have a way), Ella avoids reproaching any 
one individual for what appears to be ineffectual facilitating. Later on in this 
meeting, Ella looks to us for guidance for “a way.” Trying to determine the 
authority of “the way” provokes the most serious connect/detach clashes for all of us. 
Inasmuch as Ella does not blame John, she (or Sarah) does position the rest of 
Sarah’s group (without naming names) against Sarah and her ideas, evidenced in Line 
740 (since they did not respond in the way that “they should”; should is used three 
times). Ella (or Sarah) is setting up a normative criterion here for an appropriate 
response from the group. How should the group respond? Sarah’s frustration is two¬ 
fold. The group has not responded in the manner she deems appropriate (for 
purposes of collaboration), and the time has not been used in the group for discussing 
ideas, but instead, we can infer, has been used for listening to Maj. 
The mixed voices present in Ella’s narrative concerning Sarah are salient for 
what they suggest about the authorization Sarah gives John. On the one hand, she is 
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demonstrating her own authority around her ideas (“doing her share,” “some idea”). 
On the other hand, people are not responding to those ideas in the way that they she 
feels they “should.” Accordingly, is it the facilitator’s responsibility to intervene 
when someone’s ideas are not being heard? Evidently, both John and Sarah feel that 
the facilitator has an obligation to “protect the weak.” However, judging from her 
feedback, Sarah appears to be anything but weak. 
Ella’s Narrative in Three Parts 
Ella’s narrative can be divided into three sections. In the first section, Sarah 
takes up a counter position to her group. This position is framed by general 
complaints about the group’s reactions to her ideas rather than an attack on any one 
individual (i.e., group versus Sarah’s ideas). Within this section, there is a subsection 
that includes John, who is protected from her critique of the group. 
In keeping with the first section, in the second section Ella/Sarah narrows the 
topic to include Maj’s knowledge, not Maj the person. Sarah’s explication (he is 
knowledgeable) is consistent with John’s earlier explications (he thinks he knows 
everything). Lines 744-745 (“Not knowing what has transpired...jumping in with his 
own ideas”) is a robust juxtaposition of Maj against the group. 
In the third section, Ella describes her own intervention (“I said this is a 
collaborative effort”), Sarah’s reaction to her intervention, and finally a generalization 
about collaboration. 
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Excerpt 5 
746 E: So on the one hand, she understood the concept [of collaboration] but 
747 wasn’t really applying it...From what she said, I could see that other 
748 people also felt that. Here is someone who has the knowledge [versus?] 
749 somebody who has the first time experience is looking up to him. 
The intertextual link is worth exploring here. Ella’s comment about collaboration 
from October 5 (Chapter 6) is a thread for her that will surface throughout the 
semester. The tension that prevails in Sarah’s narrative is one that prevails in Ella’s 
group as well, which she discusses later in this meeting. That is, there are contesting 
voices between the theory of collaboration and the practice of it. Without judging 
anything yet, Ella is merely collecting data about the groups in general as evidenced 
in Line 747 (“I could see that...”). 
Ella’s description of Sarah’s dissatisfaction opens a slot for John to respond 
using a similar tenor and style (Fairclough, 1992) and to provide a first-hand 
perspective to reinforce Ella’s account. John joins with her in trying to understand 
the players involved, but does not necessarily call it a problem of collaboration. 
Although he frames the problem differently, he is still joining in on the intertextual 
transformation, that is, the concept and practice of collaboration. 
Excerpt 6 
750 J: She felt very put down because she came up with some excellent ideas 
751 two weeks ago, and people just didn’t pick up on them, and she felt very 
752 sad about that. And I felt bad for her because people just weren’t 
753 responding. They were just looking towards Maj’s ideas instead. 
754 E: Yeah, she feels very frustrated. 
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Line 751 (“But people just did not pick up on her ideas”) is indeed a problem of 
collaboration, if by collaboration one means that groups discuss, and possibly use, all 
of the resources available to them. John’s semantic choices when framing his 
description of Sarah are worth noting, particularly when contrasted to his intonation 
and lexical choices talking about Maj. (e.g., felt put down, felt sad, I felt bad). 
Again, talk about feelings here is pervasive, even for John. Although this extract 
demonstrates John’s concern for Sarah, he does not talk about his own involvement in 
the group. 
Thus far, we have two testimonies positioning Maj as an “expert” who seems 
to be disrupting the collaborative efforts of this group. 
Yu-Ling and Lin through Carole 
Sticking to a similar narrative frame (e.g., the frustrated participant scenario), 
John inquires about his quietest student, Yu-Ling. Previously that evening he had 
witnessed her participating more actively than he had seen before and thus his 
inquiry. Carole, who was “facilitating” for Yu-Ling’s group responds. 
Excerpt 7 
755 C: She was the first one to talk the second we started. She just talked 
756 and talked and talked.. .She was sitting next to her friend (Lin in Carmen’s 
757 group) and she was clearly the stronger of the two, language wise, and 
758 she was helping her (talks about Lin who was not understanding the goals 
759 of the meeting). She was clearly in the helper role. She initiated, she 
760 understood exactly what we were talking about, and she addressed it 
761 immediately and articulately. She said she really had expected that her 
762 facilitator would be the person with the information, and she thought at 
763 the beginning before they had any books that [giving information] was 
764 what the [facilitator] should do. When she figured out that the facilitator 
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765 wasn’t going to, she decided it was okay. She didn’t feel badly about it. 
766 It’s just that in the beginning there should be more help. (To John) You 
767 weren’t even there in the beginning, so that might not have been you. 
768 They felt they floundered not knowing what they were supposed to do. 
769 She wasn’t condemning about it or anything. She just realized through 
770 what had transpired that that wasn’t what her facilitator was going to do. 
771 J: Because in her journal she expresses a lot of frustration about not 
772 being able to communicate verbally. She’s sensitive about her English 
773 ability. 
774 C: And the other thing is that I have ESL ears, and so I may hear it 
775 actually better than it was spoken. 
The first thing one might notice in this extract is how verbal Yu-Ling is (through 
Carole), which is a complete contrast to John’s message about how quiet she is. That 
Yu-Ling is quiet in one group and verbal in another is not so unusual. One of the 
reasons for her (uncharacteristically) “sudden” ebullience is considered by Carole in 
Line 757. She was the stronger of the two Chinese women. In this case, Yu-Ling 
could be a support for her friend. She was clearly, as Carole indicates, in a “helper 
role,” thus gaining status for her English ability, which is an observation at odds with 
John’s earlier comment: “She’s sensitive about her English ability.” Among this 
particular combination of individuals, however, English is not a deterrent to Yu-Ling. 
Judging from her candor in this extract, she does not appeared to be deterred by 
much. 
Carole foregrounds a position for Yu-Ling that gives her temporary authority, 
which is magnified in light of John’s counter position—Yu-Ling is so quiet. In what 
ways is Yu-Ling an authority in this extract? I have already mentioned that she 
displays an authoritative position with regard to her English ability. This fact might 
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stand independently of Carole; however, other information about Yu-Ling is 
emphasized through Carole who employs robust verbs to describe Yu-Ling’s 
leadership ability. For example, Yu-Ling “initiates,” “understands exactly,” 
“addresses it immediately and articulately,” “expects,” “decides there should be more 
help,” “wasn’t condemning,” “realized.” These are not word choices describing the 
“weak” or “disempowered.” Moreover, these action verbs stand in stark contrast to 
Carole’s “floundering waffler—” (Excerpt 1), words that she had previously used to 
convey the unequivocal voice of facilitation. 
To sum up, Ella and Carole have captured a glimpse of two people in John’s 
group who have very strong opinions, and good ideas and who exhibit leadership 
qualities. Yet, previous glimpses have positioned them as “weak” and needing 
protection. 
There are a host of riveting intertextual links here manifested through the 
contesting voices foregrounded in the above texts. The most striking is the link 
initiated during the meeting of October 5 (Chapter 6), in which we cast John’s group 
as one that had multiple needs: protection, a safe environment in which to talk, and 
consciousness raising. These needs are heightened against Maj’s imperious 
demeanor. This tension precipitates another tension which merely reinforces the 
asymmetrical relationship between Maj and his group and Maj and John. However, 
now we see a juxtaposition between John’s portrayal of his group, especially the two 
females, and this most recent portrayal of Sarah and Yu-Ling, suggesting that perhaps 
they need something other than protection. A third tension that arises is indirectly 
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related to the first. That is, the facilitator’s ambivalence is at odds with the group’s 
expectations of the facilitator. In each case, the groups, once aware that the 
facilitator will not meet their predefined expectations (i.e., help with readings, take 
responsibility, force the groups to collaborate), discharge and even “exonerate” their 
facilitators. However, their expectations are nonetheless typical when viewed in more 
conventional frames. That is, if one expects the facilitator to be a take-charge leader 
as we have seen in previous models, it is, therefore, strange that the leader should be 
equivocal and unassertive. Likewise, if one expects and positions the participants to 
be passive agents, or indeed “weak,” then one may be caught off guard by this 
sudden display of assertiveness as seen through Carmen, Ella, and Carole. What 
makes the facilitator role in this context unique and indeed “strange” is that the 
facilitator’s ambivalence makes perfect sense (“common sense”), as does the authority 
of the participants. After all, the facilitator is the only one who does not have a 
prescribed job (everyone else works on the presentation), since she looks for 
opportunities to intervene and cannot predict when those will happen. 
In the two cases of Sarah via Ella and Yu-Ling via Carole, we see where these 
group members have begun to understand John’s position, frustrating as it may be for 
both of them. After having lived through a few meetings, they recognize that John is 
simply doing what he is supposed to be doing and are in a position now to ask 
questions and critique, which they have started to do. 
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Carole’s ESL Authority 
Another tangent evidenced in Carole’s script is her ESL expertise which she 
uses to display both her interpersonal knowledge, her ability to perceive and make 
distinctions in the moods, intentions motivations, and feelings in others, and her 
intrapersonal knowledge, her self-knowledge and her ability to act adaptively on the 
basis of that knowledge (Gardner, 1985). In discussing Yu-Ling’s confidence, Carole 
invokes her “ESL ears” to buttress her compatibility with her. Later she imputes Yu- 
Ling’s comfort level to her relationship with Ema, another Chinese woman with 
whom Carole has connected. Her reflection on Yu-Ling’s rationale for speaking 
points to what she believes to be valuable for group dynamics. In ESL groups, one 
should have fine tuning, ignore grammar mistakes, listen for content rather than form, 
fill in communication gaps, and be aware of translation and transference. Carole’s 
authority as an ESL teacher certainly contributes to her expertise in working in 
collaborative groups with international students. However, as Carole knows, this 
knowledge does not suffice completely, for one of her greatest personal challenges is 
not an international student. 
The next exchange abides by the same speech routine. That is, one facilitator 
will ask about a member of her group (usually the “quiet one”), and the responding 
facilitator will position the member as an authority, either confirming or contradicting 
a pervasive impression evoked in a facilitator meeting. This pattern is embedded in a 
language of support for, and protection of, the facilitator who is being critiqued. 
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Carmen provides a slot for Carole to position another member in Carmen’s 
group and, in so doing, confirms Carmen’s doubts about her. If one recalls from 
Chapter 5, Lin is the one who has been having communication problems from the 
first night. 
Excerpt 8 
776 C: Lin started talking about the content that she brought in these good 
111 ideas...and she was going on and on...Finally, I stopped and I tried to 
778 introduce the whole idea that [we were talking about the role of ]the 
779 facilitator. Then she got it clear [with the help of Yu-Ling] and wasn’t 
780 able to express herself as fully about the content. From the beginning she 
781 wanted more help from the facilitator. 
782 Car: That is interesting that whole thing about her missing the boat, about 
783 what we were talking about before [in our first meeting]. 
784 C: My feeling is that her English is strong contextually as long as she 
785 knows what happens, she’s with it, but if something goes over her head 
786 [like it did] last night, she doesn’t know what is going on. Maybe she 
787 needs a little more summarizing or reviewing as you go along. 
788 Car: Yeah, she is clearly more secure with the material then she was 
789 before. She brought in something that she wants to put into the 
790 [presentation] packet itself that is critical of Interactive Language Teaching 
791 (Primary text). So, we have a critical piece now. It’s about the 
792 difficulties of applying this in the classroom. (Mary shows her 
793 enthusiasm.) Everybody in the group will get that and I think that was 
794 really important for her to do that so I’m really excited about it. 
The first two parts of this exchange shows Lin’s incompetence as an English 
speaker, and one might infer that from Lin’s perspective a facilitator is someone who 
should help with language barriers. In Lines 784-787, Carole offers an (experienced) 
interpretation for Lin’s language limitation. These renderings achieve at least two 
goals. First, Carole establishes her own authority while at the same time gives advice 
to Carmen, who does not have as much experience with ESL as she does. Carole’s 
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“stop-action” (Line 777) with Lin is similar to her clarification time with Olivia that 
we saw in Chapter 5. 
In the latter half of this exchange, we move from Lin’s linguistic limitations to 
Lin’s competence as a contributing participant in her group. The “critical piece” to 
which Carmen refers has the effect of counter-positioning Lin’s current knowledge 
against earlier views in which one felt that she would need a lot of extra support. 
Furthermore, Line 792 (“So we have a critical piece now”), evinces a causal 
connection that presupposes a critical approach to the presentations. Knowing that 
this “critical piece” takes precedence over other elements of the presentation, I 
contend that this line substantiates even more robustly Carmen’s authorization of Lin. 
Conclusion 
In the previous chapter, where our topic was bounded by a problem of 
interactional asymmetry among facilitator and group members, in this chapter, we are 
talking about and representing strangers. In order to begin this second layer of 
analysis, it might be helpful to ask where and in what ways this asymmetry occurs 
among these strangers. In some ways, it makes sense that the students are talking 
about the irregularities in their groups, since this is the participation framework that 
provides the forum for speech events (feedback sessions), and those acts contained 
within them such as complaining, and, oddly enough, giving feedback. As such, no 
group is perfect; everyone registers complaints about herself, her facilitators, the 
course professor or the course in general. What might come as a surprise, however, 
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is the extent to which each facilitator’s report contains an automatic self-balancing 
method—a way of restoring symmetry to potentially irrevocable asymmetrical 
exchanges. If one will recall in the first two meetings, the imbalances occurred 
within and across groups; thus, the members within and across groups would restore 
the balance. (Carole states the “problem with Sam; Jerri, Carole and I “repair” it; 
John identifies his problem with Maj and the group; facilitators take turn helping.) In 
this meeting, the facilitators negotiate the grounds for their represented dissonant 
voices within their narratives. Carmen uses the self-disclosing talk of her group 
members who are, on the one hand, confessors and, on the other, monopolizers, to 
consider their lacks (monopolizers) against their gains (confessors). In addition, 
Carmen finds a way to make one of the most disruptive people (Olivia) keep quiet so 
that Nan can have an opportunity to speak. Her choice of words to describe this 
balancing is not only interesting; it is appropriate (Line 712: “I found myself 
facilitating”). The other groups (via their facilitators) take turns amending the 
imbalances by positioning the facilitators as helpful and assisting against someone who 
dominates. Carole negotiates several adjustments in her talk. She positions the 
strong (Yu-Ling) helping the less strong (Lin); the “facilitated” (Yu-Ling) making 
overt attempts to understand the facilitator and finally herself, restoring a linguistic 
and cultural balance to the situation. 
Unlike the last meeting, where in order to talk, we would either offer a 
suggestion or elaborate on one already offered, this event is largely determined by the 
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feedback given to each facilitator. As I stated in Chapter 5, feedback has the effect 
of positioning the hearer as vulnerable. 
As before, we restore the balance using our three modes of authority. All of 
the facilitators use their compassionate authority to take up positions for one another, 
protect each other and frame their critiques in broader perspectives. In each case, we 
see the facilitators balance each of their critical statements with an utterance of 
confirmation, inclusion, or empathy. The empathy is marked most evidently by John, 
who comes to Sarah’s defense and positions her as a lone member against the rest of 
the group. 
The very nature of the speech event—giving and receiving feedback—is one 
that requires reframing. In fact, the participants have literally had an opportunity to 
reframe with new faces and new facilitators. Their reframing combined with our own 
insight helps us to come up with generalizations about facilitation. The most 
pervasive generalization is around our own degree of participation. At the very least, 
each facilitator learns that the other facilitators are also ambivalent about when to 
intervene. In a later transcript, Carmen characterizes the problem: “Reflection time 
on the group dynamics is something that is emergent. In other words, until you have 
a dynamic, you can’t really reflect on it.” This feedback meeting is a pivotal one for 
the facilitators to connect their initiation into facilitation with Jerri’s instructions on 
the first evening: “We don’t know what it is yet.” 
Although not in the above transcript, Ella’s insights into her own role are the 
most illuminating and is evidence of the three moments of scholarship. Ella, as 
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passionate about collaboration as Carole is about dynamics, is trying to understand 
how groups conceive the theory and practice of collaboration. Later, Ella will 
particularize her own situation and critique the lack of collaboration within her group, 
beautifully expressed in the following question: “I’m wondering whether you (the 
facilitators) feel it is a good idea to make my group aware of their lack of 
collaboration, force them to [see it]?” 
We also witness a potential scholarship cycle through Sarah and Yu-Ling who 
begin to identify the role of facilitator, have attempted to understand it, and are in a 
position to critique it. 
As usual, the pedagogy itself supports the inventive processes. Collaborative 
invention means that within our interactions, we allow developing ideas to resonate, 
directly or indirectly supporting the inventors or invention (Lefevre, 1986). I stated 
earlier that each facilitator is in a uniquely vulnerable position at this meeting. Each 
question asked of the representing facilitator (e.g., How did they feel?) positions each 
of the interlocutors as resonators, who are assisting in the invention of facilitation. 
When group members utter statements such as Yu-Ling’s (figuring out that the 
facilitator was not the expert), the facilitators are potentially freed of one (traditional) 
expectation but now must carve out a facilitating (innovative) position for themselves. 
Whether or not each of the facilitators will be influenced by this evening’s discourse 
is difficult to determine now. For example, will the facilitators use the information 
that they have received to change their current situation? Now that Yu-Ling and 
Sarah are positioned as powerful dancers, will John use this to promote richer 
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collaboration (e.g., everyone is a resource), or will he use it to drive a deeper wedge 
between Maj and the group? Will Ella use Olivia’s “confession” as a catalyst for 
future discussions? 
These questions may or may not get answered as the transcripts unfold. In the 
next chapter, we return to talk of John’s group, using their presentation (Problem 
Posing), to establish our various authoritative positions and stances. We will see 
further evidence of a number of asymmetrical interactions sparked by talk of Maj. 
CHAPTER 8 
CRITIQUE OF THE PROBLEM POSING PRESENTATION 
Critique of Mays Performance 
Introduction 
After having spent time giving and receiving feedback, we return to the 
Maj/John dynamic. For the subtitle in this chapter, a critique of Maj’s performance, 
I use the term performance to depict an act akin to lecture (Goffman, 1981, in Smith, 
1993). Goffman argues that throughout a lecture, the performer must construct an 
impression in which she is at the disposal of the participants, “counting the rest of 
himself as something to be subordinated for the purpose” (p. 150). For the purposes 
of the position that gets created for and by Maj, I draw on Frances Lee Smith (1993), 
who elaborates Goffman’s proposal. 
The success of the performer lies in the performer’s ability to convince 
the audience that they not only are experiencing the privilege of hearing 
a text, but also are gaining added access to the heart and mind of the 
author43 of the text, an author who is surrendering himself or herself to 
the current occasion for the benefit of the audience. That is, success 
depends on the speaker’s creation of what Goffman calls the “illusion” 
that s/he is being responsive to the audience and the occasion (p. 150). 
The “performance” that we are about to unravel does not take the form of a 
lecture per se. Ideally, Problem Posing should be the antithesis of the lecture, 
whereby the ultimate goal is reflexive dialogue. One desired outcome is that people 
will improve their situations as a result of this dialogue. Despite these philosophical 
43 By author, Smith is here referring to Goffman’s author who is part of a triad: the principle, the 
animator, the author, a mind that has chosen the sentiments and words that express them (Smith, 1993). 
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underpinnings, the subsequent retrospective accounts culminate in what amounts to 
our positioning Maj’s performance as characterized by Smith and Goffman, as though 
it were a lecture and Maj were subordinated, not to the class, nor to his own 
discourse, but to the facilitators. On the one hand we will listen to Carole, Suzanne 
and Ella talk about Maj’s “agenda.” On the other, we listen to Carmen and Ahmed 
(and again to some extent myself) discuss his ability to be self-critiquing and open- 
ended. Regardless of our individual positions on Maj, our talk situates him in a role 
of performer. (Since I was not present for his performance, I can only rely on the 
facilitator’s accounts.) 
I call attention here to Goffman’s and Smith’s ideas regarding a performer’s 
sense of vulnerability in which s/he “surrenders,” and is “subordinated.” Certainly 
as a “teacher” or “facilitator,” Maj is already vulnerable by virtue of the fact that he 
is in a position to be judged by his peers, whether he is aware of these judgments or 
not. Certainly, by the end of this chapter, we will see where Maj is uniquely 
vulnerable and exposed to us discursively. 
At the same time that the Maj text is “vulnerable,” it is also intentioned, in the 
sense contained within Smith’s idea that the lecturer must “create an illusion.” 
Again, regardless of what Maj knows about his own actions, and despite his best 
intentions, the Maj “performance” (become text) functions as a lecture text and the 
facilitators are divided along these lines: Was Maj creating an illusion? Or was Maj 
genuinely being open-ended, vulnerable, or as we commonly ask, “Was he being 
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stretched?” Indeed, one pivotal question becomes, was Maj “performing as a 
lecturerer” or not? 
One final reason that the performer/lecturer construct is so appealing with 
regard to Maj is that so much of what people resist or absorb about Maj is his 
passion. If Maj had no appeal, no charisma, the facilitators and his group (and the 
class) might feel less at odds with him. 
Initial Impressions 
On this evening, much of the conversation is around the Problem Posing 
presentation. John, pleased with the outcome, admits that he had very little to do 
with the preparation. In his own words, “I had no idea what they were going to do 
because they had all of their meetings (without me).” He also describes for the group 
how the chaos mounted just before the presentation, and how Yu Ling wished that 
Maj were there with them “to get them going.” To this Mick responds, “Would you 
please stop! This is our group, not Maj’s group.” John lauds Mick for his 
assertiveness and reports his evaluation to the facilitators: “That was really nice.” 
Most of the facilitators respond favorably to Mick’s “empowerment.” 
At this point, Carole joins in to appraise the presentation using the frame of 
collaboration. 
Excerpt 1 
796 C: It was clearly Maj run though. The presentation was really his. I 
797 was sort of waiting to see where the collaborative part came in. It was 
798 really well done but I’m not convinced it was a collaborative effort to be 
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799 honest. I thought he did a good job and his presentation was 
800 commendable... 
801 J: If it had gone the way Sarah wanted it to go, it would have been more 
802 of a collaborative process. But I think that there was a very conscious 
803 concession made to Maj. I think [that is] where the collaborative effort 
804 came in was in terms of their concessions to Maj. 
805 Jer: What did Sarah want to do? 
806 John: She wanted to have the floor involved in the role play. And I 
807 thought that was an excellent idea and the other two people...all thought 
808 that was a very good idea. That was the night that Maj came in so late. 
Carole’s appraisal is in two parts. On the one hand, she recognizes Maj’s 
expertise and commends his performance. On the other hand, she critiques the 
presentation for its lack of collaboration. In Line 796 (“It was clearly Maj run; it 
was really his”), Carole gives Maj credit “where credit is due” but the statement is 
not meant to be complimentary. By now, facilitators (and class members) look for 
occasions of collaboration and are not satisfied with smooth, expert-like presentations, 
especially if there is little evidence of collaboration. Since Maj’s participation has 
been a topic of discussion from the beginning, facilitators are more likely to scrutinize 
his actions. In other words, we have already established a frame for viewing Maj’s 
“performance.” According to the collective frame constructed by the facilitators 
(i.e., this group is having trouble collaborating) Maj’s actions here are consistent, 
even predictable. 
John elaborates Carole’s evaluation to once again explicate a position of 
leadership for Sarah, while implicating a position of dominance for Maj. It is 
interesting to see that John has used the words “conscious” to describe the group’s 
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concession to Maj. John recognizes that the group has made very deliberate efforts to 
collaborate but gave up in favor of a less amateur presentation. The term is 
especially interesting when juxtaposed to Ahmed’s previous observation that the group 
needs “consciousness raising.” John’s depicts his group as having slightly more 
power. At least their concessions to Maj are more deliberate then one might have 
thought previously. 
John’s frame for collaboration diverges from a typical understanding of 
collaboration. Usually when one sees collaboration as a joint effort (not cooperation) 
everyone is a resource either in the background or foreground. The group’s 
concessions to Maj are, according to John, a species of collaboration. Thus his 
semantic choice, “conscious,” foreshadows Jerri’s later narrative about making and 
evaluating choices. While the group may not have appeared to be collaborative, later, 
in their group reflections, they might decide that they were or vice-versa. In a later 
chapter we will see an elaboration of this. 
One may be suspicious of John’s own concession, that the group collaborated 
as evidenced in his response to Jerri’s question (Line 804). At the same time that 
John concedes the group’s collaboration (Line 802), he also evinces non-collaborative 
voices, whose “origins” can be traced back to earlier talk about Sarah’s contributions. 
Sarah (through Ella and John) felt that her ideas had been rejected. Here, we listen to 
the group’s unanimous reception of her ideas (including John’s) until, we can infer, 
Maj “came in so late” and, we can infer, vetoed Sarah’s ideas. Thus, in the end, one 
must ask: Was the group coerced by Maj? If so, were their efforts truly 
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collaborative? And, if Maj is positioned outside the group (by everyone including 
himself), have their efforts been truly collaborative? Or, have the rest of the 
members in the group operated as resonators for Maj’s invention? 
Facilitation Within Facilitation 
The facilitators continue to describe the events of the past evening, filling in 
for me the more complex parts of the presentation since I was not there. The overall 
structure of the presentation is straightforward, but nonetheless has intricate and 
overlapping parts. Maj is the first “teacher” and has pre-selected six students from 
among the students in the course. In addition, he has asked one facilitator, Ella, to 
take part in a role play. Four others are Olivia, Sam, Yu Ling, and Lin. At the 
beginning of the presentation those six were asked to chose from among four pictures 
one picture to be used as their code, a catalyst for discussion. They chose a picture 
that depicted a woman working. After Maj has led his “students” through a Problem 
Posing discussion, the class breaks up into four small groups led by each of the other 
members of the Problem Posing group. Each group is assigned a discussion topic 
relating to the theoretical or practical components of Problem Posing (e.g., code, 
facilitator) 
An Agenda 
Throughout the description, the facilitators provide information about their 
own smaller groups but the conversation foregrounds Sarah’s participation. Carmen, 
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who took part in Sarah’s small group, reported that Sarah had a “good grasp” of the 
material. The conversation shifts back to Maj, signaled by Carmen’s report that her 
group (all women) felt that Maj had an “agenda,” a sentiment with which Carmen 
does not agree. What transpires now will be a discussion about Maj’s intentions and 
goals as a facilitator of the Problem Posing group. The discussion mirrors earlier and 
ongoing talk regarding the role of facilitator. The following extract also bears a 
striking resemblance to another earlier discussion with respect to Maj’s and John’s 
opposing views on impartiality. Again, although Carmen is the one who initiates the 
agenda idea, she does so because she is representing her group, not because she 
believes it. The following extract focuses on the picture that the group chose and 
Maj’s facilitating using that picture as a code. 
Excerpt 2 
808 Car: [My group felt that Maj] had an agenda for where that conversation 
809 was going and I don’t think he did. 
810 Suz: Who Maj? Of course he did. 
811 C: Yeah. That is what I meant by it was Maj run. He was doing it. He 
812 had his own opinions and agenda for what was going on. 
813 Car: Except that when you look at the role of the teach-facilitator in the 
814 Problem Posing model, you don’t have to be without your own opinion. 
815 C: I don’t think you do except for I think he really [knew where he was 
816 going]. 
817 Car: That was the critique in our follow up group too (all women). 
818 [They felt he had an agenda but I don’t agree.] When I supervise student 
819 teachers, I always write down the questions that they ask and so I wrote 
820 down every question that Maj asked, and the only time he didn t really 
821 frame it as a question is when people noticed that [whether or not] the 
822 man can be a victim and it was sort of not framed as a question. People 
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823 just zoomed in on that [and thought] that was what he was thinking all 
824 along just because he was expressing an opinion, but also it’s that part of 
825 Problem Posing where you are supposed to bring in the critical view, 
826 something that nobody else has raised in the group and the group was all 
827 women except for him. And so he was raising an issue that might not 
828 have been raised otherwise. And in that role, I felt he was sort of playing 
829 devil’s advocate but I don’t think he was necessarily attached to that to 
830 that point of view. So it was funny. There was a misinterpretation, or 
831 at least I thought it was a misinterpretation, but two women in our 
832 [follow-up] group felt very strongly that it was his personal opinion. 
833 C: I agree. See we had him as our facilitator [in a small group] and that 
834 came out again. And maybe you disagree, Ahmed, but when he was 
835 facilitating our group, he went on about you know the victim, the victim 
836 and you have to see it in society and this and this and he started to go 
837 again. I think it was an agenda, (laughs) uhm because when we hit [that 
838 victim idea] again, he just started giving us the whole nine yards 
839 again—about how important this is and [the main idea] of the picture. Not 
840 that it’s necessarily bad but I think one of the challenges for him is to step 
841 away from his own politics, and be a little bit more with the process and 
842 the language and letting people learn some of this without whooosh. I 
843 mean it wasn’t, it wasn’t overbearing. You’re right it wasn’t really 
844 overbearing but uh... 
Carmen and Carole, and to some extent Suzanne, are trying to negotiate a position for 
Maj. To a certain degree, each of their “positionalities” represents long standing 
debates between critical pedagogy and feminist pedagogy (of the eighties) as I have 
outlined in my introduction. From Carmen’s perspective, Maj, within the discourse 
practice of Problem Posing, should play “devil’s advocate,” “bring in a critical view” 
and “raise issues.” These are terms that have traces of enlightenment and 
consciousness raising themes and corresponded to an overarching philosophy and 
critical pedagogy (e.g., Giroux, McClaren) espoused by many on the university 
campus, particularly in the 1970’s and 80’s. Grass roots movements need leaders, 
facilitators, and spokespersons to organize “the oppressed.” Carmen’s utterances are 
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framed largely by political discourses that overlap with Maj’s. As a temporary ally to 
Maj (in this extract), Carmen has permission to represent him since she is a political 
ally and as such, has established footing with him. 
Carole’s perspective, corresponding to more current critiques of Critical 
Pedagogy, is one that is critical of a leader, facilitator, or spokesperson that imposes 
her values and beliefs on a group of the seemingly “less informed” or “less 
enlightened” subjugated knowledges. 
i 
Two Kinds of Authority: Firsthand Experience Versus Power of the Written Word 
On another level, both Carole and Carmen explicate another authoritative 
position to defend their own hypotheses concerning Maj. By using Maj’s utterances 
to shed light on “what really happened,” Carole is equipped to discuss Maj’s actions 
because she was in his small group. Thus, she had occasion to witness his 
“performance” two times, once in front of the whole class, and later in this small 
group. I should mention here that Ahmed was also in this follow-up group and will 
later contest Carole’s observation. By way of highlighting another contradiction that 
permeates our talk, I point to Carole. Her lengthy narrative (Lines 833-843), which 
is replete with cues that would suggest Maj’s overbearing performance (he went on, 
the victim, the victim, this and this, whoosh), contradicts her disclaimer in Line 843 
(“But it wasn’t overbearing”). 
Carole relies on her firsthand (2 times) experience to flesh out our ongoing 
portraiture of Maj. Carmen modifies Carole’s experience invoking her written 
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documentation and testimony. Note that in Lines 818-819 Carmen transfers her 
supervision and observation skills and experience in order to establish an “empirical” 
authority which becomes irrefutable as we will see in a later section. In other words, 
Carmen gets the last word because she has “proof.” Written memory would appear 
to be more efficacious than spoken memory. 
As Carole and Carmen engage in this participation framework, each proffers a 
rationale for critiquing Maj’s performance. Carole further uses her observations 
about Maj to determine how he can be stretched (Line 840: “One of the challenges 
for him...”). If one recalls, in Chapter 6, we explicated a non-academic area in 
which Maj could be stretched. This is an important feature of this course. One of 
the questions that facilitators are apprenticed to ask prompted in part by Jerri is: 
“How was this person stretched?” Ironically, the strategy that Carole feels will 
challenge Maj (“step away from your own politics”) is an agon that, we will continue 
to see, helps to create and maintain the connect/detach discourse practice. 
Maj’s Passion 
Collectively, whether negative or positive, we have begun to create a discourse 
about Maj that conveys a sense of energy combined with urgency which I label as 
“passion” in the following sequence. 
Excerpt 3 
845 M: He’s a passionate kind of guy (laughter) 
846 C: He certainly is. 
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847 Car: Yeah, I think that was clearly a real critical part for people...I think 
848 most people feel uncomfortable with teacher as participant or facilitator 
849 as participant because you know we have this objective, this sort of 
850 expectation [and] objective of reality coming from a teacher and you 
851 know, non-biased and that kind of stuff. Uhm I don’t know, you know 
852 Freire says that it (impartiality, objectivity) doesn’t exist anyway so why 
853 try to cover it up, but...Sandy (another member in the group) was one of 
854 the ones that was bothered by that and she raised that in the large group 
855 discussion. [She said], “If the teacher does use a particular point of view, 
856 then the students interpret that as being correct” or the party line, or this 
857 is... what I have to spit back at the guy or whatever, so that was an issue. 
Agreeing with my label “passionate,” Carmen uses this information to elaborate 
another dimension to her earlier “critical” position (Line 825: “Bring in the critical 
view”). That is, in the name of dialogue, facilitators should not be voyeuristic, or 
“voiceless” (Ellsworth, 1989, p. 104). Her utterances have come closer to Maj’s 
own political behavior which is also reflective of his behavior in his Problem Posing 
group. His push-pull relationship with John and the other group members is 
symbolized in the tension that Carmen and Carole are characterizing. Questions Maj 
raises for himself are expressed here in Carole and Carmen’s interpretations. Simply 
put, the nature of the problem is thus: According to Carmen, Maj occupies a 
knowledgeable position accompanied by an agenda, and he should state that agenda. 
By extension, teachers should not pretend their own neutrality. Carole’s position can 
be summarized as such: People have power to think for themselves; a facilitator 
should abide by what Heron (1993) refers to as the principle of impartiality that I 
discussed in Chapter 6. “Facilitators are committed to giving everyone in the group 
equality of consideration” (p. 59). Carmen does ultimately recognize the danger of 
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Maj’s tenacious passion, using Sandy’s utterance (Line 855-856) regarding the 
“correct” view, “the party line.” 
The irony should be striking by now. This problematic is a replica of the 
events occurring in Maj’s small group with one additional entanglement. Where does 
John fit into this configuration? In effect, John is the facilitator, not Maj. As of yet, 
John appears to be role-less, task-less, at least as he has portrayed himself thus far. 
Likewise, he has not explicated an agenda. We have constructed for him an 
irresolute position as protector, and as protector of the “weak,” John’s version of 
impartiality is to intervene when there is a problem with respect to “the weak,” which 
is much the same for all of us. Is John then, by virtue of this positioning, a strong 
member? 
Multiple Perspectives: Affirming and Protecting 
In the next sequence, Carole offers an additional perspective which reconciles 
hers and Carmen’s positions. In short, she felt that Maj adopted two positions. The 
first, and to Carole the most effective, occurred when Maj “contributed his personal 
experience, just like everyone else is his group.” The second, to which she objected, 
was when he imposed his position. In Carole’s words: 
Excerpt 4 
859 C: He did it in two ways. One way to me worked and one way didn’t. 
860 The way that worked is when he said you know his house, his wife, his 
861 situation. I mean he was talking... about his personal situation just like 
862 everyone else in the group was. The part that didn’t work was [when he 
863 said], “This is the way it is, and this is how the social structure works and 
864 this is how it goes...” 
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865 Car: But he didn’t say that. He framed those as questions, which is 
866 interesting. 
867 Suz: I think he gave a summary at the end, which did what you [Carole] 
868 are talking about but during the actual role play, I don’t think he did that. 
869 C: Well, maybe it was just my [perspective]. I didn’t write it down like 
870 you [Carmen] did. 
871 Car: (referring to her notes) Well, what he actually said was: “Do I 
872 have something correctly—that everyone is a victim of socialization. ” He 
873 was summarizing. That was how he summarized. 
874 C: Hum. 
875 M: So Carole, your perception was that even as he was trying to 
876 demonstrate Problem Posing...the role of facilitator that Maj 
877 played—you’re perception is that he was not exactly playing that role 
878 because— 
879 C: My feeling is that he had a real investment in the political perspective 
880 and he wanted the group to come to a certain place that he recognized as 
881 being the real problem, and maybe other people didn’t hear that. That 
882 was my experience of it. Not that it destroyed what was happening but— 
883 J: ...—it really didn’t represent the facilitator role, (apologizes for 
884 interrupting) 
885 C: Well yeah but— 
886 Car: As we’ve interpreted it but not as Freire interprets it. He is coming 
887 from a real Frierian position. He wouldn’t say [he] has to be neutral. 
888 M: Well yeah but people have to take ownership for their own problems 
889 and the facilitator role is not to impose his/her point of view or his/her 
890 philosophy. And it sounds like what Carole was saying is that it was 
891 manipulated. 
Carole and Carmen have their final (friendly) confrontation. Carole sticks to an 
interpersonal script using what she observed and felt to support her argument; Carmen 
sticks to her “supervisor’s” script using her documentation. In Lines 859-864, we 
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listen to how Carole approves and disapproves of Maj’s performance. Where Maj has 
been dogmatic is where she reproves. However, her reproach is subject to 
interpretation as we see in Carmen’s rejoinder (Line 865: “But he didn’t say that”) 
and Suzanne’s proposal which acknowledges Carole’s reproach, but also modifies it to 
offer another more “accurate” version. Accordingly, Carole recognizes the “flaw” in 
her perception and yields to Carmen’s more accurate version (Line 869: “I didn’t 
write it down like you did”). However, is this confrontation a battle? A zero-sum 
game? Does Carole, using her feelings and intuition to guide her, lose this “battle” 
due to her failure to write down what she observed? Thanks to the narrative structure 
of this speech event, (e.g., Carole can continue to talk “to herself”) we are not held 
to those constraints found in non-narrative settings (e.g., we can negotiate our 
positions through talk, rehearsal of ideas, non I-R-E sequence). It is quite possible 
that Carole will alter her perceptions, but we will still honor them. 
In Line 875-878, I take the floor by restating Carole’s position as observer 
(“So, Carole you’re perception is...”). Note that many of us have framed our 
utterances as “perceptions,” although we have not identified them as such. Taking 
my cue from the exchange between Carole, Carmen and Suzanne I use the term 
“perceptions” twice to signal my desire to understand the situation from a variety of 
different perspectives. One might also note that we avoid triggers such as “truth,” 
“right” and “wrong.” 
Carole subsequently restates her feelings about Maj, but is receptive to our 
reframing as evidenced in Lines 879-882. This is not the first occasion in which we 
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see Carole, or other facilitators, qualify her position using the perspective footing, or 
protection footing. Furthermore, in other utterances, Carole’s remonstrations 
concerning Maj are balanced with either a qualifier or a disclaimer, as we see in Line 
882 (“Not that it destroyed what was happening or it really wasn’t overbearing”) or 
praise, or an affirmation. These supportive statements point not only to the effect that 
Maj’s leadership and charisma have on people, but also to the idea that no one 
individual, idea, style, or manner is rejected categorically. The desire to affirm and 
protect others is very strong within this speech community (e.g., I affirm Carole and 
“protect” Carole from Carmen; Carmen affirms and protects Maj; Suzanne strikes a 
balance and affirms both but “protects” group harmony). 
Theories about Facilitation 
John, who until now has reserved comment, completes Carole’s line of thought 
by proffering a tacit theory about facilitation (Line 883). In using the definite article 
to frame his theory, one wonders about his referent, or his standard for facilitation, 
since we have often alluded to the provisional nature of the facilitator role from the 
beginning. However, John’s use of a definite article {“the facilitator role”) is, in part 
understandable when linked to Carole’s comments concerning Maj’s control (or 
manipulation) (Line 880: “He wanted the group to come to a certain place ). Thus 
John’s “standard” can be judged against the perimeters we have established together. 
Carole half-agrees with John and starts to elaborate her position, but is 
interrupted by Carmen who responds to John’s comment about the facilitator s role. 
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Sticking to her Freire authority frame, she juxtaposes Freire’s “model” of facilitation 
with “our model” in Lines 886-887. One might infer from Carmen’s declaration that 
our model/interpretation is different from Freire’s inasmuch as a “Freirian” facilitator 
might state her intentions or positions, or offer opinions. This difference corresponds 
in part to John’s ambivalence about his role, and to the confusion that Carole and 
Suzanne experience trying to work within these under-defined and indeterminate 
boundaries. 
To say that any of these positions is wrong or false would be misplaced since 
there is no right or wrong concerning facilitation. Each of these positions, rather, 
contributes to a composite of an evolving discourse practice. Therefore, when 
Carmen juxtaposes Freire against “our interpretation,” (which incidentally could be 
two completely different discourse practices), she is not wrong; she is merely citing 
Friere to support Maj’s performance, and participating in the construction of a 
discourse practice about our facilitation. When Carole intuits that Maj has an agenda, 
she is not uttering falsehoods; she is explicating a position of subjugation for herself. 
That is, she felt dominated by Maj’s performance and Maj’s facilitation. Lines 886- 
888 (“Yeah but people have to take ownership”) are a rebuking of Carmen’s position 
on Freire as well as an attempt on my part to restore a balance, and support Carole’s 
position. In an effort to appear “neutral,” despite my political, philosophical and 
personal alliances (with Maj and Carmen), I label Maj’s act as “manipulative,” a 
strong descriptor, although I am careful to keep the individual distinct from the act. 
Using Maj’s act as a counter-proposal to Carmen, I generalize one principle of 
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facilitation (Line 889: “The facilitator role is not to impose his or her point of 
view”). This three way exchange about Maj’s facilitation helps us to understand our 
own facilitation better. 
It is important to keep in mind the absence of the symbol “expert” in this 
discussion of facilitation, either in terms of content or form. By content, I mean what 
Maj (or others) knows. By form, I refer to what Maj (or others) does. What he does 
as a Problem Posing facilitator bespeaks his pedagogical content knowledge. In 
evaluating Maj’s performance, we make very few references to the way in which he 
facilitated (e.g., how Maj posed questions, or how he elicited responses) and the term 
“expertise” is never applied to his skills in facilitating. 
One reason for this might be that we have internalized the idea that the 
facilitator, like the students in the class, are here to learn, not to be the experts. 
Thus, projecting our own image of facilitator onto Maj, we refrain from commenting 
on his authority as a facilitator. Similarly, even though Maj exhibits what could be 
characterized as content expertise, the facilitators refrain from acknowledging his 
“expertise” and labeling it as such. Instead, we favor constructs such as “passion,” 
“investment in the political,” “contribute personal experience,” “step away from his 
own politics,” “because he was expressing an opinion.” 
Carole furthers her critique concerning Maj’s politics, grounding and 
particularizing her discussion for ESL teachers. 
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“The Political Part Kept Getting in There” 
Excerpt 5 
891 C: My focus is more on the language. I see [Problem Posing] as a real 
892 language learning opportunity, a way for people to go out and use it to 
893 empower themselves, a way to stretch thinking, a way to defend your 
894 opinions. And I see all of those as really important, but I think the 
895 political part kept getting put in there. 
The “focus” reported by Carole involves the agonistic play between her conceptions 
of Problem Posing as a method for language teachers and politics. Believing myself 
that language teaching is inherently political, I show this extract, not to criticize 
Carole, but to show Carole’s continued desire to focus on the bigger picture as it 
relates to ESL teaching, perhaps to her own teaching situation and her loyalty to other 
ESL teachers and students. Needless to say, Maj would object vehemently to 
Carole’s apolitical characterization (as would Freire). Nonetheless, Carole’s 
objections are similar to those of many ESL teachers. One of the reasons for their 
objections has been highlighted here by Carole; that is, Maj’s political passion and 
perceived grandstanding have interfered with Carole’s perception of language learning 
as a “tool.” 
Expertise 
Ella switches the topic to offer her own perspective of the presentation and her 
stance on Maj. We arrive back at Maj’s “agenda.” 
Excerpt 6 
896 Ella: I was in that [role play] group and I sat next to [Maj] and I feel that 
897 something happened when I brought up the issue of the woman being the 
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898 victim. I could see something happen in him. From then on there 
899 seemed to be a kind of momentum. He knew exactly where he wanted 
900 [the discussion] to go. 
r* 
901 Suz: And as soon as that came up, he said “Okay, now we’ve got the 
902 right direction. ” 
903 Ella: [He said], “We finally got where we should be and now we can go 
904 on with the real point of this discussion. ” 
905 Car: (again referring to her notes) (to Ella) Well after you said that, he 
906 said the word “victim” really strikes me here. 
907 A: I didn’t realize it was a pre[mediated] thing that he was looking for 
908 because he said that he was stretched because he hadn’t considered the 
909 children to be victims in that situation... 
910 C: But he was saying that it was really important for everyone to 
911 understand that we are victims of socialization and the socialization is the 
912 big thing. And even he was stretched because he hadn’t considered the 
913 children to be victims in that situation but clearly he understood the 
914 victimization thing as it being a socializing process. 
915 A: And that’s Freire. So he thought that men were also victims too 
916 because he went into about how the oppressed are as much victimized as 
917 they are oppressed 
918 C: Which is fine but it is not the whole thing to me. 
Ella contributes another firsthand version of Maj’s behavior, also believing that Maj 
had an intended direction (Lines 896-900). Judging from Ella’s account, the word 
“victim” animates Maj’s “end” or purpose at which point a “momentum” builds. It 
is not difficult to imagine this scenario for indeed in the name of getting my students 
to think critically, I have experienced this question-response sequence many times 
myself as a teacher. Maj’s own interpretation and analysis of the code/picture is 
insightful because he has been thinking about the issues longer, not to mention the 
fact that he has been looking at the picture longer. Suzanne and Ella report Maj’s 
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reactions which reinforce the proposal that Maj had an end in mind. Carmen’s 
rejoinder (Line 905) authenticates Maj’s capacity to be “stretched” insofar as the 
statement “that strikes me” conveys an element of surprise for him. One may 
remember too that Carmen has the power of documentation. Ahmed ratifies 
Carmen’s move to defend Maj. Carole (Lines 910-914) both upholds and revokes 
Carmen’s and Ahmed’s proposition that Maj does not have an agenda, meaning Maj 
has been “stretched.” However, Carole’s assumption that Maj “clearly understands” 
is predicated on earlier discussions that have constructed Maj as knowledgeable, yet 
forceful. Ahmed’s statement, “And that’s Freirian” captures several connections, 
some of which I will discuss momentarily. 
The facilitators are predisposed to be especially critical of Maj’s leadership 
style because of our history with him. In a sense, we continue the Problem Posing 
cycle using Maj’s discursive practices as a code for our own problematic—facilitation. 
Taking turns connecting to and detaching from Maj’s text, we explicate and implicate 
our own authoritative positions while simultaneously affirming each other. In Lines 
897-898, Ella takes credit for the prompt “victim,” and later Carmen supports her. 
Both Carmen and Carole employ the Maj text to invoke their own experiences as 
language teacher, supervisor, and researcher. 
Like Carmen, Ahmed references Freire as his textual authority and facilitation 
standard, thus implicating a position for himself as someone who is familiar with 
Paulo Freire. Line 915 also links Maj’s knowledge to Freire, and credits Freire with 
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the “origin” of the idea that anyone can be victimized. This authority then enables 
him to connect with Carmen and me who have made several references to Freire. 
The Code Triggers the Asian Women 
Whether or not we agree that Maj had an agenda, the facilitators agree that his 
insights have incited genuine discussion, and those engaged in the role play were not 
really acting as “students.” Carmen broadens the topic to include more students from 
the class into her talk. She describes the procedure Maj uses for eliciting information 
from his fellow students and describes what the code triggers for the Asian women 
when the topic shifts to the victimization of women. 
Excerpt 7 
919 Car: It was fascinating to me. There was a real interesting discussion 
920 among the Asian women in that group...I was really surprised because 
921 Lin, who is in my group, started putting it right out there and how she 
922 identified with it and another woman started defining her situation, and 
923 she was Japanese, and a Korean woman said something and then Yu 
924 Ling...(reads from her notes). 
925 M: And [it sounds like] everyone wanted to participate...which is really 
926 different from the group we had last year. 
927 C: (enthusiastically) I was fascinated at how honest people were. People 
928 were really interested in this discussion. People were really into it, not 
929 just role playing. 
930 M: So it really did generate a lot of interesting conversation? Do you 
931 think—and this is more at getting at like Problem Posing—[Do you think] 
932 that potentially these (victimization of women) are problems for people 
933 even in this class? That they were what they call emotionally charged? 
934 C and Car: They got to choose the picture. 
935 C: and it was a really good thing that [Maj let them choose] 
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936 Suz: That is the one they all related to... 
937 E: I liked [this picture because it represents] a [Korean] husband who 
938 wants [his wife] to be an American woman but a Korean wife. I thought 
939 that was really fascinating. That’s something I’m not really sure I 
940 understand. 
This is the second example we have seen of some of the Asian women in this course 
taking up positions that are very different from the ones they take up in their own 
groups. The code has obviously ignited a number of different responses that Carmen, 
Suzanne, (not in the above transcript) Ella, Carole and I take interest in. There is 
not enough talk here to sustain a true analysis, however, a cursory analysis shows 
once again the myriad ways in which international students are positioned 
authoritatively. Ella’s own posturing (Line 939: “That’s not something I 
understand”) illustrates how facilitators have the power to position students, 
international and otherwise, to “stretch” their own thinking. 
My own authoritative stance is embedded in a historical, academic and 
personal context. In Line 925, I use the information concerning the international 
students’ participation the previous year to reinforce and encourage the current style 
of facilitation. In other words, Maj (and John) have done something “right,” in my 
opinion, insofar as the international students participated much more actively than 
they had the year prior. 
My second authoritative move is along personal and academic lines. Having a 
semi chartered concept of Problem Posing in my mind, I am still attached to the idea 
that the problem be authentic and that the code be a genuine catalyst, an idea that I 
have tried to impress upon John since our third meeting (Chapter 6). Thus in Line 
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930-933, I have tried to capture this idea for the benefit of “teaching” something 
about the “real” Problem Posing to the facilitators. By referencing “they” (Line 
933), I evoke an anonymous academic authority to frame the symbol “emotionally 
charged.” Privately, by “they” I am referring to both scholars and fellow students, 
including Maj, who have thought about and studied these issues, particularly as they 
relate to Paulo Freire. 
What Next? 
The conversation shifts to another problematic/critical incident involving 
someone from Ella’s group. After we have discussed it, I redirect, and the discussion 
turns once again to John’s group and procedures for feedback. I take the floor by 
asking a question. 
Excerpt 8 
941 M: I think it might be interesting to talk about [what you are going to do 
942 next week with your group] when you do the analysis or the evaluation. 
943 What kinds of things do you think you’ll talk about given that you’ve done 
944 the presentation? What do you think might come up? 
945 J: Well, Maj clearly expects it to come from me. He says that I have to 
946 do the critique, and I have to tell everyone so that they can learn from my 
947 perceptions, and I said I don’t think that’s my goal as facilitator. I’m 
948 sorry. That’s just before we left the room, so I’m right back to the first 
949 step again. 
950 Car: Actually it is [our group]’s job as the people who give feedback to 
951 give it right at the beginning. 
952 J: Yeah, well actually I’m talking about in the group time, the hour 
953 before class starts. 
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954 Car: Yeah that is when we are supposed to give it to you. So it could be 
955 right away and that can be the focus for your discussion, and if not, it 
956 doesn’t have to be your role because we’re going to give you written 
957 feedback. 
958 A: (to Jerri) Are you going to his [group] too? 
959 Jer: No, so they’ll have to share it. They’ll... read about it and think 
960 about those issues and the way they were instructed, and this is for 
961 everyone. The feedback is a reaction as opposed to an evaluation, so it’s 
962 another set of eyes. Now, given that you had one expectation and yet you 
963 say you have three people that didn’t respond that way. That is when you 
964 begin to wonder...as a group since [your] expectations weren’t met then 
965 that becomes something to talk about, (searches for an example and starts 
966 to give one, but finally says “I’m tired.) 
Interested in redirecting the conversation, I move to future plans, which incidentally is 
something that I usually do, not Jerri, and not the other facilitators. Since each group 
is responsible for participating in a “feedback cycle,” I use that task as a point of 
entrance into a topic shift (Lines 941-944). Directing my question to John (Line 943: 
“When you do the analysis...what might come up?”), my desire is that his group will 
use Maj’s performance as we, the facilitators have and that he and his group will 
experience the exigency for disclosure. I am hopeful that problems will be settled, 
that the group will “talk things through,” and that Maj and his group will reconcile. 
In other words, from my perspective, among its many uses, feedback can also be used 
to resolve tensions and inspire reconciliation, once the parties involved have been 
self-disclosing. Feedback helps to remind us as Phillip Jackson (1995) does, that 
certain kinds of reflection can only occur after we have acted rather than before. In 
Line 944, I also anticipate that John will respond favorably to my desires (i.e., 
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achieve harmony and friendship) since the burden of the group’s major task, the 
presentation, has been alleviated. 
Judging from John’s two-part response (Lines 945-949), my hopes are 
probably futile. This exerpt can be clearly divided into two sections. Similar to his 
account in Chapter 6, John’s subjugated-resistance stance toward Maj is signaled by 
syntactic and lexical choices. He employs indirect speech embedding modals (Line 
945: “He says that that I have to...”) and other verbs of order (e.g., “expects me 
to”) to position himself as supplicant against Maj’s forcefulness and passion. 
In the second half of this exchange (Lines 947-948), he counters Maj’s 
“reprehension” by declaring his goals as facilitator. Note that he chose the term 
“goal” to characterize his intentions as a facilitator, rather than the term “task” or 
“job,” terms that might suggest menial labor. By using the word “goal” he alerts 
Maj (and us) to the nature of the role and its implications of a long term vision. His 
statement about his goals precede his ironic apology (Chapter 6), which serve as a 
closure for his refusal to cooperate with Maj. Line 948 (“That’s just before we left 
the room”) depicts a “whirlwind” Maj, the man who gives forceful injunctions, 
makes grand entrances, and leaves everyone scratching their head.44 
This two-part response is almost identical to Excerpt 1 in Chapter 6. Maj, 
according to John, gives a directive; John “apologizes,” framing his apology in a 
broader discourse of facilitation, referencing an anonymous authority. As we know 
from interchanges in facilitator’s meetings, John’s goals are not completely and 
44 This whirlwind image is similar to the one that Carmen uses to describe her problem student in 
her own methods course. 
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exactly defined, hence his use of the term “goal” (Line 947) is understood to mean 
partial. Despite his ambivalence, he takes a powerful stance against Maj and appears 
to have the last word as evidenced in his closure “I’m sorry,” although not the last 
act (he left the room). 
In terms of the ideational content of the utterance, Maj has looked to John for 
feedback about the group, which seems like a reasonable request, and one that could 
conform to our facilitation strategies within this facilitation discourse. However as 
we will see in another chapter, this push-pull dance will emerge again, each man 
sticking resolutely to his own ground. 
A Cycle of Authority 
In Lines 950-951, Carmen amends John’s misconception regarding the 
feedback loop. Rather than repeating the suggestions or advice of two earlier 
meetings, Carmen appeals to the structure of the course to provide John with an 
“escape.” In this way, Carmen is giving John permission to excuse himself from 
Maj’s request. Thus Carmen invokes the built-in authority of the feedback loop to 
facilitate John’s task, and John can invoke the authority of Carmen’s group to 
facilitate his group’s task. This authoritative positioning ideally continues with John’s 
group, who can invoke Carmen’s group authority in order to reflect and act on their 
own performance in terms of pedagogical content knowledge. What is most striking 
about this cycle of authority is that no one has turned to Jerri for her authorization, 
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permission or approval. One might be tempted to ask here: Where is Jerri’s point of 
(re) entry in this cycle? 
After Carmen’s proposal to John, Ahmed asks Jerri if she will be attending 
John’s feedback session, to which she responds that she will not (Line 958). Typical 
of Jerri’s authoritative style, she broadens the proposal and refines the concept of 
feedback. In Line 961, she announces that she is talking to everyone including me. 
In the second half of this statement, she “corrects” me and John. In Line 942, I have 
chosen the words “analysis” and “evaluation” as descriptors of feedback. John has 
linked ideas with me and refers to the feedback as “critique.” Jerri’s instructions are 
framed in a language that is less clinical and more interactive, evidenced by her 
lexical choices, “reaction” and the elaboration: “another set of eyes.” 
Jerri confesses lightheartedly to the group that she is tired (and therefore is 
unable to complete her example). Synchronically, this utterance structures a turn of 
talk for Carmen to elaborate on her earlier talk about the feedback loop. What is 
compelling about the proposal she makes to John is that it further complicates and 
augments the authoritative and inventive cycle occurring in this short exchange. 
Momentarily, I will discuss the “origin” of Carmen’s proposal more fully. Below, 
Carmen spells out the details of Kim’s feedback questions, which her group will use 
as a tool for John’s group. 
Excerpt 9 
966 Car: Well I can tell you what my group is going to do since they’ve 
967 already decided. They took a cue from Kim’s feedback to us. She had 
968 designed it as four questions. They [are]: What I liked most; what was 
969 the focus; what was helpful or informative; and what needed to be 
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970 developed. So, that is what [our feedback questions to John’s group] are 
971 going to look like. 
Evolving Authority in Sarah, Yu Ling and Mick 
I re-introduce the collaboration problematic that Carole observed earlier. 
Excerpt 10 
972 M: One issue that has already come up—Carole mentioned it—that group 
973 not feeling a sense of collaboration, and I think that might be something 
974 that you folks might want to focus on because—certainly in terms of 
975 Problem Posing with the role of facilitator and having to collaborate. 
976 C: It’s not like those other people didn’t learn something [Jerri: No, I 
977 don’t think so either, I was impressed with that] I think they learned 
978 something. It just seemed like sort of a one man show and maybe as John 
979 said, they collaborated and agreed to have it be that way. 
In Lines 972-975 I invoke Carole’s earlier observation to substantiate Jerri’s 
and Carmen’s recommendations for feedback. This explication about collaboration 
warrants a rejoinder from Carole who tries to cushion my own negative statement. 
Her rejoinder achieves at least two goals. First, she has found something positive in 
the work of John’s group and is therefore affirming John’s performance as a 
facilitator. Second, she modifies my critique, which has left John out of the 
authoritative loop, by invoking John’s observation, which Jerri will in turn affirm and 
elaborate in another sequence. In short, I invoke Carole’s authority, but she 
counterposes my statement. In so doing, she implies an “expert” status for John, 
“expert” in the sense that he knows his group better than I do. Jerri corroborates 
Carole’s counter-proposal to me in the next sequence. All this aside, we still do not 
have any evidence that this group collaborated. 
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Excerpt 11 
980 Jer: Yeah, I’d support that as well because we had Sarah [in our follow- 
981 up group] and I know Sarah in the beginning felt the least comfortable 
982 with what she knows. She came in and said, “I know nothing [about 
983 Problem Posing.] How is this possible?” I felt that she came across as 
984 being very confident about her knowledge of the subject. It was very 
985 unlike her original thing of, “I can’t do this.” 
986 J: She’s great in the group. 
987 Suz: We had Mick in my group and he came across as being 
988 knowledgeable and well (pause) versed in the whole thing too. 
989 Car: Was anyone in Yu Ling’s debriefing group? Any of us? 
990 Jer: No but that would be interesting. 
991 J: It would be interesting to hear what she had to say. Even now in the 
992 group and in her writing, she is much more confident than she was in the 
993 beginning. She really has come out of herself. 
994 Car: Yeah. Yeah. Very forthcoming in the [role play] as a learner. 
995 That was neat. 
996 J: Yeah. It’s been building up over the past few weeks. 
In Lines 980-985, Jerri provides personal information about Sarah which in 
another context might be considered a violation of Sarah’s privacy. Instead, Jerri 
uses this particular “glimpse” of Sarah’s knowledge (or lack thereof) to chronicle an 
event, and assist in rendering our protracted account of Sarah’s authority more 
trustworthy. Furthermore, in her talk, Jerri equips Sarah with her own particular 
social standing in this group, one that is not in relation to Maj, but rather is distinct 
from Maj. After all, Maj was not present with Sarah in Jerri’s office, and Maj was 
not with Sarah in the small follow-up group the evening of the presentation. John 
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affirms Jerri’s contention about Sarah, and since he is a firsthand witness, he is in a 
position to confirm our beliefs about her. 
In Lines 987-988, without solicitation, Suzanne joins the exchange to endorse 
Mick’s authority which advances this valuing loop, as evidenced in Line 989 with 
Carmen’s query about Yu Ling. Upon learning that none of the facilitators could 
testify on her behalf, John takes over as proxy to reveal her burgeoning knowledge, 
skills and acquisitions. The talk in this particular exchange is similar to the Feedback 
Meeting (Chapter 7) in which there had been an intricate and complex web of 
facilitators and group members giving feedback, resulting in a particular kind of 
facilitator inquiry. 
Judging from this exchange and prior ones, there is an ameliorated sense of 
power and confidence among this Problem Posing group. The data that I have 
extricated does not warrant a discussion concerning their ESL repertoire before they 
came into this group, but there is enough evidence to suggest their cognitive 
dissonance eclipsed by Maj’s cognitive agency. In addition to their increased self- 
confidence as portrayed by the facilitators, the above talk conveys a positive tone 
which stands in stark contrast to earlier talk about Maj. One has the impression that 
in spite of Maj’s “control” and domineering nature, the group has survived, even 
blossomed. 
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Intertextual Invention 
Having reached an end point in our discussion around John’s group, Ahmed 
shifts the topic to return to Kim’s feedback idea. As Ahmed tells it, the feedback 
sheet had “originated” in his group with Kim and the textbook. They in turn gave it 
to Carmen’s group who were the first to present. Ahmed offers a lengthy narrative 
tracing the feedback idea to its “origins.” The following extract raises a host of 
fascinating issues related to what I refer to as “intertextual invention.” 
Excerpt 12 
997 A: One question about the feedback. This is just a comment and there 
998 is no right or wrong answer. We [our group] took a few moments and 
999 discussed the feedback (referring to the same one Carmen discusses) 
1000 amongst each other (to Carmen) like you’re doing because if they give the 
1001 feedback sheets just directly, it’s okay for the group receiving it maybe. 
1002 But, I had suggested they discuss it, in fact as they are planning their own 
1003 presentation—because when I came to the meeting—my group seems to be 
1004 going through an osmosis...they were going back and forth. They 
1005 couldn’t figure out which way to start. They’ve moved along now and 
1006 they’ve done some things and they’re reading and they are getting close 
1007 to their presentation. I did have to interject, as someone else did, and 
1008 said, “Why don’t you look at the feedback that you’ve done and use that 
1009 as a kind of starting off point as you think about what you should be 
1010 doing...?” 
Ahmed evinces an identity here that is confident and authoritative. Knowing 
that ideas flow easily, and that Jerri takes them seriously, Ahmed creatively 
intervenes with his suggestion in Lines 998-999. We know that this suggestion counts 
as an intervention with material consequences because of the anterior discussion, 
surrounding Carmen’s talk about the feedback sheet. What stands out is Ahmed’s 
modal auxiliary “did have to” preceding his intervention. (Lines 1006-1007: “I did 
have to interject”). If we listen to the antecedent of this utterance, we understand 
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why he “had to interject:” “They were going back and forth. They couldn’t figure 
out which way to start.” Without the modal auxiliary the statement does not produce 
the same effect. Consider, “I interjected,” or “I intervened.” That Ahmed “had to 
interject” not only imputes him with more authority but also with a blueprint; “I did 
have to interject” suggests that he knows what the overall plan should be. Regardless 
of this determinacy, as we will see shortly, his intervention meets with unmitigated 
approval because of its complex interconnections to the course ideology. 
With paternal self-assurance, Ahmed continues to explain how his group uses 
their own feedback, at which point one member of his group questions him as to why 
they are doing this and Ahmed repeats his response. 
Excerpt 13 
1010 [I told them]... You can see each one of you has a different way of looking 
1011 at it and you can get more ideas this way. If the group meets right before 
1012 class, then they haven’t had a chance to discuss it amongst themselves. 
Again, Ahmed’s intervention (or his response to the why question) focuses the group 
on the tasks of collaboration. By re-reflecting on and comparing their own 
reflections, they get a better sense of who the group members are, and how they can 
be resources to the rest of the group. Also, as Ahmed sees it, this task helps them to 
generate more ideas and to anticipate future errors. 
Jerri enthusiastically confirms Ahmed’s ideas and offers a lengthy rationale for 
why this reflection-on-reflection tool is a good idea. Some of the reasons and 
affirmations that she gives are: people revise as they are working, make connections 
between the content and the process and attend to the task within the time constraints. 
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In the next extract, Ahmed reveals the “origin” of the feedback idea. 
Excerpt 14 
1013 A: That format that Kim [used] came out of the group. Actually, they’re 
1014 going to use that in sharing and writing that came out of the sharing and 
1015 writing text. [Jerri: Great!] The author suggests some format for peer 
1016 correction, and they’re making up a peer evaluation sheet that they are 
1017 going to hand out. But she modeled her thing from that. 
1018 Jer: Oh I love it. I love it. M: (laughs) Car: Yeah that’s great 
1019 A: The other people had not but she modeled it deliberately. They are 
1020 making up one for their students as an exercise to give them a guide on 
1021 what points to— 
As a confident authority, Ahmed uses his entitlement rights to trace the 
intertextual links from the moment of Carmen’s first mention of Kim to the “original” 
source of her idea. By showing us how this idea “came to be,” we recognize that 
Kim is not operating completely autonomously. Ahmed not only cites the text, but he 
also mentions the group’s engagement with it. Thus, we see that Kim has passed 
through three communication channels before the feedback sheet is given to Camen’s 
group: the textbook, the group, and Ahmed, who had disclosed earlier his 
“interjection” for having the group discuss the feedback they gave. 
Again, I would like to highlight Jerri’s hearty affirmation to Ahmed’s report. 
\ 
He has been able to use his authority in an ideologically pleasing way. That is, he 
has demonstrated how others are drawn in, the multiple uses of the textbook, and the 
substantial ways in which facilitators can intervene, or in Ahmed’s words, “interject.” 
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In the next extract, Carmen takes the floor to repeat how the format benefitted 
her group. Embedded in this segment is a humorous moment in which Carmen 
vacillates between “taking and giving credit” for an idea. 
Excerpt 15 
1022 Car: Yeah, well it focused my people right away. They said, “Yeah, this 
1023 is a good way to do ours. ” What I maybe said, I don’t know who said it, 
1024 it could have been anybody in our group. After seeing what your group 
1025 had given us for feedback, I said, well, I don’t know if it was 
1026 me—actually but somebody said, “We ought to think about how we want 
1027 to go about watching [Ahmed’s group’s] activity so that we can give good 
1028 feedback. They just picked up on Kim’s thing right away and they jotted 
1029 down the questions real quick. That helped them focus their attention. 
Carmen’s uncertainty about the source of her idea is extremely humorous in this 
immediate context for how it compares to Ahmed’s intervention, and to a less 
proximate context in which she reprimands herself for offering an idea prematurely 
(Chapter 5). If one compares this to our first meeting, the efforts that the facilitators 
make to empower their group members and position them as authorities are 
outstanding. Carmen’s Line 1024 (“It could have been anybody”) illustrates this 
completely, and shows a distinctively more powerful position for the group. That it 
could have also been Lin is also noteworthy. Clearly, Carmen is not interested in 
taking credit for an idea that appeals so powerfully to Jerri. The minimal 
involvement of a facilitator is just as sacred as the maximum involvement of the 
“disempowered.” 
From Carmen’s account, we listen to at least one inventive destiny of Kim’s, 
her group, the textbook and Ahmed’s combined efforts. This data is a good 
illustration for showing how uncovering intertextual relations yields invention as a 
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social act. Kim and her group have entered a narrative that has no finitude. What is 
the real origin of the textbook? Where will the ideas end? There is no exact 
beginning or ending. 
Conclusion 
There are a number of interesting conclusions we might draw from this event. 
First, I return to my original proposition that this event was a performance. We can 
certainly see where the facilitators have transformed the Problem Posing Presentation 
into a performance, largely “staged” by Maj. There is little doubt in our minds as to 
who the leader was, despite Maj’s and the group’s best intentions. As a leader, rather 
than a bystander, Maj’s words and actions are subject to our musings, opinions and 
critique. Where we are most critical is around Maj’s own agenda verses his 
impartiality and, judging from the variety of reactions, we cannot be entirely certain 
of either. The overall question that one might ask pertaining to this group is: At 
what level does a facilitator get involved? While in Chapter 6, we wondered about 
John’s involvement as a facilitator, in this chapter, we look at Maj’s involvement. 
Maj’s performance is not entirely his own; his text has produced a variety of 
intertextual responses. In the first half of the meeting, using Maj’s performance as 
our base, we take turns adding to it, ratifying and modifying it, each of us with our 
own “performance” goals and intentions. Among its many uses, we have seen John 
use the event as a way to support his group members, especially Sarah, and as a way 
to subjugate himself to Maj, as we saw in Excerpt 9. Carmen, Ahmed and I use his 
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facilitation performance to invoke the scholarship of Paulo Freire. Carole, Suzanne 
and Ella use his performance to guide their talk about personal experiences, teaching 
and learning. 
Even though the segment on intertextual invention is indirectly related to Maj’s 
performance, I have included it to show how a critical incident might have several 
outcomes. Talk of Maj died a natural death, so it became necessary to discuss future 
plans for John’s group. I also show Excerpt 8 and 9 as a way to demonstrate the 
intertextual relationship between John’s group, Ahmed’s group and Carmen’s group, 
who will use the idea for giving feedback to John’s group. This connection is 
motivated by Carmen’s comment: “It’s our job to give feedback.” 
We have made attempts to restore the symmetry using the three modes of 
authority—compassion, scholarship and invention. Building on previous utterances 
made about certain group members, most of the facilitators position the people in 
John’s group as knowledgeable. Jerri too joins in to confirm Sarah’s abilities. We 
have also seen where other students in the class are positioned as resourceful, in spite 
of the power that Maj’s wields. In Excerpt 7, Lin for the second time has been 
positioned as someone with a voice, rather than a nameless problem student. Ella 
positions a Korean student as her teacher. Conversely, Maj is positioned to learn 
something from the experiences and has something to gain from his fellow students. 
How have we restored symmetry using our inventive authority? Starting with 
the focal point of this speech event—Maj’s performance—each of us takes turns 
contributing to a pool of knowledge that existed before: Maj tends to dominate; 
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Sarah feels insecure about her position in the group, and facilitators feel ambivalent 
about their roles. In this meeting, we encounter new information and opportunities 
that mitigate Maj’s dominance, imbue Sarah with confidence, and “permit” the 
facilitators to intervene or to perform a task. Since I have elaborated extensively on 
the first of these two inventions, I will spend time here clarifying my claim that the 
facilitators invent their practice by combining their ambivalence with their potential 
interventions. Most of the opportunities for understanding the facilitator role and for 
intervention occur under the surface (e.g., Ella’s question to her group about 
collaboration, Carole’s “agenda-less” facilitating style, language learning 
opportunities). The most illuminating example of our restoring the symmetry through 
inventive authority in this transcript occurs through “Kim’s” feedback idea, and later 
through what I have labeled an intertextual invention. The restoration occurs on 
many levels. First, as I have shown, it is an invention that allows John to “escape” 
Maj’s demands, and provides John with a tool for getting his group to talk and restore 
their own equilibrium. Second, the feedback idea and the intertextual invention has 
been a way to find a balance between group members, the textbook, and a facilitator 
for not only Ahmed’s group, but also for all of the groups. The facilitators and the 
course professor resonate with “Kim’s” idea and use it to provide John with an 
intervention, complexify the practice (which is ideologically pleasing) and focus group 
members. 
In the next chapter, we get a firsthand glimpse of the dance with members of 
John’s group. More than any other meeting, I will show how the asymmetrical 
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exchanges are closely related to conversational management rather than as a conflict 
between characters or personalities. 
CHAPTER 9 
BEHIND-THE-SCENES: JOHN’S GROUP 
Introduction 
In this chapter, we get a firsthand glimpse into John’s group, which consists of 
Sarah, Mick, Yu Ling and Maj. Sarah and Mick dominate the talk in the first half of 
this transcript with Yu Ling speaking only when she is asked a question. John asks 
most of the questions. As I have shown in previous chapter, this meeting is 
theoretically structured to be a small group feedback meeting in which participants 
can reflect on their presentations. Now that they have completed their presentation 
(the week before), they have the luxury of being able to talk freely, unfettered by 
exterior demands. What unfolds in the next few pages shows us an interesting 
interplay between John and his group members, the group members and Maj, and 
finally towards the end, John and Maj. I should also mention that John has not used 
Kim’s feedback sheet as Carmen and Ahmed might have intended it, namely to 
“focus” the group. 
Below the Surface Authority - John Defends Sarah 
As we have seen from previous meetings, John’s functions thus far as a 
facilitator consist primarily of being a support person for the “underdogs. In this 
respect, he is neither a silent observer nor an ineffective bystander. I use his 
positioning with Sarah to support my claim. From what I observed, Sarah and John 
have a relationship of mutual respect. Through facilitator meetings, we will see how 
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John has constructed a position of protector for her, and his protection is usually in 
relation to Maj. For example, two weeks before their presentation, John discusses 
Sarah’s frustration with the group: 
If we recall in earlier meetings: 
October 5 (Chapter 6) 
1030 John: She felt very put down because she came up with some excellent 
1031 ideas.. .and people just didn’t pick up on them and felt very sad about that. 
1032 And I felt bad for her because people just were not responding. They 
1033 were just looking towards Maj’s idea instead. 
And after the presentation (October 25) John supports Sarah over Maj. 
1034 John: If [the presentation] had gone the way Sarah wanted it to go, it 
1035 would have seen more of a collaborative process. But I think there was 
1036 a conscious concession made to Maj. I think that is where the 
1037 collaborative effort came in terms of their concessions to Maj. 
One might ask why John had not intervened here to “protect the weak,” the 
intervention strategy proposed by Carole and Ahmed on October 5. Consider his 
^on-intervention. For example, he does not say, “So, I told the group to listen to 
her” or “I asked the group why they depended so much on Maj’s ideas.” But, 
consistent with what he has been telling Maj, (he is “impartial;” his role is to 
observe) it is possible that he intervenes in other ways, and without reporting back to 
us. Shortly, we will listen to a firsthand cut of John’s brand of protection. 
Even though he has not intervened directly, as reported by him, in the 
Problem Posing group, he has made it clear to the facilitator group that he 
understands Sarah’s position on two levels: intellectually (the group does not use her 
ideas) and emotionally, (she felt very sad). By identifying Sarah’s position in the 
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group, he is explicating a position for himself as a concerned facilitator. This posture 
is significantly different from the rigid stance he takes up against Maj. His caring 
attitude is further evidenced by his journal communications with Sarah and another 
member of the group, which he tells the facilitator group about. 
Sarah and Mick Speak 
Judging from the few interactions from John’s group that I use as data, Mick 
and Sarah appear to be more independent than they appear via John’s account of 
them. However, they are clearly struggling with the constructs put forth in Problem 
Posing on a cognitive level. One interpretation for Sarah’s struggle is that she is 
“intimidated” (her word) by Maj’s seemingly recondite ideas. We will shortly see 
Sarah begin to articulate the exact nature of the problem, but when Maj enters the 
room, she becomes quiet. 
Conflicted by what appears to be her own powerlessness, Sarah gathers 
momentum to express her dissatisfaction with a number of things. As we have seen 
elsewhere with her and other students, she derives power from the exigency of 
disclosure where she has “permission” to vocalize her discontent. Until Maj arrives 
(remember he is usually late) she is extremely forthcoming. In the transcript below, 
Mick, Sarah, Yu Ling and John are engaged in the feedback cycle. (They have not 
used the feedback sheet that Carmen’s group gave them.) The following talk is 
predominately between Sarah and Mick, who are reflecting on their own participation 
in the group. 
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Excerpt 1 
1038 Mick: I think we cooperated. It was difficult to include ourselves given 
1039 that Maj clearly had a better grasp, knowledge, past history of the 
1040 material...which none of us had. It was sort of, not a fight. It was hard 
1041 to [give] ideas. 
1042 Sarah: Because [Maj] said, “I thought we had gone over that...” Then 
1043 you feel like okay, “I’m not going to say anything because that’s pretty 
1044 stupid and I didn’t get it obviously.” I mean that is how I felt. I felt 
1045 intimidated. 
Both Mick and Sarah are acutely aware of both their (limited) contributions 
and their lack of authority on the subject of Problem Posing. Their knowledge of the 
subject appears to be restricted to what they have read for this class while their “lived 
experience” about the topic has not yet surfaced. Another way to describe this 
particular tension is that this group, for any number of reasons, has not paid attention 
to the deferred theories of Problem Posing. Given Mick’s and Sarah’s candid 
reflections above, it is clear that Maj has made it obvious to them somehow that they 
do not have the vast or academic knowledge that he has. It is worth noting here that 
Sarah backs up her criticism of Maj with an affective utterance using the verb “feel” 
three times. This sets the tone for another stretch of talk, mostly reflections from 
Sarah. 
Excerpt 2 
1046 Well [Maj] certainly did help us. He certainly did that. But I didn’t feel 
1047 like my opinions were that important. I sort of felt that we did it the way 
1048 he wanted us to do it. He helped us certainly because we were in the 
1049 dark about it but we didn’t have too much say. I had brought in a lot of 
1050 pictures and not one of my pictures was used for instance... 
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At the same time that Sarah acknowledges Maj’s help, she also reproaches him 
for taking over. Sarah’s explication of Maj’s vitiation counterposes his own 
conceptions of a facilitator—one who validates, encourages and affirms others. These 
behaviors, or facilitation tasks, are not ones that Maj appears to be exhibiting within 
this speech community. One still might be tempted to pose the question however: 
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Why is it so important that Maj confirm her ideas? Is it possible that John, Mick or 
Yu Ling could honor her ideas? Similarly, recalling the feedback meeting, why was 
it so important that John protect Sarah? 
Later in this interchange, Mick admits feeling superfluous. John reinforces 
this statement by reporting back what other facilitators (people) had said, that they 
were perceived as “teaching assistants” to Maj. This statement opens up a slot for 
Sarah to offer a rationale for why they were perceived as such: 
Excerpt 3 
1051 Sarah: Yes because we were put in that role. We had our own Problem 
1052 Posing [within] our group dynamics. You don’t want to make people feel 
1053 bad and if we didn’t listen to him he would have felt rejected or hurt or 
1054 whatever. 
Judging from Lines 1052-1053, we can hear Sarah’s rationale for not wanting 
to revoke Maj’s ideas. The consequences for such an act would position the receiver 
as “rejected” or “hurt.” Although Sarah wants to protect Maj, we know from 
previous meetings that Sarah is “well-versed,” “knowledgeable,” has ideas 
independent of him, and in fact, is often positioned by the facilitators as a leader. 
Moreover, she seems to have grasped the fundamentals of Problem Posing better than 
John has as she indicates in Line 1051 that this group “had their Problem Posing all along.” 
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One begins to see an agonistic pattern here. Many of Sarah’s admonishments 
of Maj are either preceded or followed by statements of protection or affirmation. 
Mick’s criticisms of Maj concur with Sarah’s; however, his objections are less 
protective. Like Sarah, he recognizes Maj’s intellectual prowess, academic 
scholarship and the experience that he brings to this topic. 
Excerpt 4 
1055 It was hard [I don’t want to say] to win an argument [with Maj]...It was 
1056 hard to get your point across because you didn’t have the wealth of 
1057 experience and all of the right language and the terms and terminology, 
1058 technique. 
Unlike Sarah’s protect/attack agon, Mick’s objections are couched in 
combative language, with their “battle” taking place on intellectual grounds, (i.e., 
win an argument) Moreover, his lexical choices reflect a prototypical agon pervasive 
in discourses of education: competence versus deficiency. That is, if one does not 
“have the wealth of experience, the right language, the terminology and technique,” 
then the alternative perception is that one is lacking something and therefore taking 
something away (e.g., time, resources). 
Sarah counters Mick’s reproach by pointing to an example of where Maj’s 
experience and knowledge (intellectual and emotional) about the topic did not 
necessarily qualify him to determine how the rest of the class would react. The 
picture (code) that the group had chosen, determined mostly by Maj, dealt with 
working women. Finding this topic too narrow for the rest of the class, Sarah 
suggested a broader topic—discrimination—feeling that this issue would appeal to a 
larger group and “charge” more people “emotionally” than would working women. 
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Excerpt 5 
1059 Sarah: I think we could have found even more poignant emotionally 
1060 charged issues than this particular one. I don’t mean to fault him. It 
1061 sounds like I’m badmouthing him. But he chose this and he had the ESL 
1062 book with these pictures and he was helping us and guiding us but we just 
1063 didn’t have enough of a say in what we really wanted to know. Even 
1064 though we are not as experienced as he is, I think we had valid ideas, and 
1065 I think it would have gone in a totally different direction. 
Sarah recognizes that Maj is not present in Line 1061 (“It sounds like I’m 
badmouthing him”), restates her appreciation for Maj’s help and guidance, but again 
denounces him for not validating the group’s ideas. Constructing a position for Maj 
as a knowledgeable and experienced Problem Poser, Sarah counterbalances this 
construction with her own identity as a participating member of this group as well as 
construing an identity for the group, evidenced in her “we” statements. 
Maj’s lack of collaboration does not go without consequences. With 
confidence, Sarah predicts the outcome of the presentation had Maj listened more 
attentively to the group. It is difficult to determine what Sarah means by “a totally 
different direction.” Most likely, this utterance can be linked to her perceptions 
regarding their performance, which entails audience reactions. As the audience, the 
class may have witnessed this “different direction” which presumably means a 
collaborative “direction” rather than an assisting “direction.” More significantly, for 
the purposes of the discussion in this group, the class might have regarded them as 
“equals.” 
Despite Sarah’s and the group’s “valid ideas” she has helped to carve out a 
position for Maj as a leader, even a facilitator in the sense that he helps and guides. 
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However, he has also taken on a “guru” status wherein lies his self-appointed task of 
transmitting information rather than exchanging it. One consequence of this 
positioning is that the group has come to rely on him. All of this aside, we observe 
that, according to Sarah, the responsibility rests with Maj, not John, to listen to the 
group, confirm their ideas, and build collaboration. 
Mick reminds the group that Maj was not acting independently—that in their 
aimlessness they let Maj lead them. He also brings up a constraint that pertains to all 
of the other groups—the ever present time constraint. All of the members of this 
group comprehend the concessions they must make in the interest of time. Mick 
identifies the time factor as a major reason for the group’s failure to collaborate, 
proposing that there was no “merging of ideas.” 
John Gives His Input 
Up to this point, John has been listening to Sarah and Mick without offering 
his own opinions. The following commentary is salient for its connection to Maj’s 
beliefs in the next section about experience and expertise. 
Excerpt 6 
1066 J: I would have liked to see 25%, 25%, 25%, 25% instead of Maj’s- 
1067 A: We would have liked to have done that. 
What John and Sarah have proposed is what Maj will perceive as a quantitative 
distribution. Consistent with his beliefs about authority, he will see this kind of 
“equity” as artificial. He does not believe that the more experienced one, (e.g., the 
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teacher, the researcher, the facilitator) should mute their voice in order to 
facilitate/teach/guide. However, as we will see shortly, Maj and John will perform 
an elaborate two-step, muting their own voices, revoking the feedback participation 
framework and eliding the exigency of disclosure. In the next section, we will see 
how Maj will argue that this kind of quantitative breakdown contradicts a genuine 
model of collaboration. In effect, this equitable distribution (i.e., 25%, 25%, 25%, 
25%) is what Mick characterizes as a cooperative model and opposes it to a 
collaborative model. 
Yu Ling Speaks 
Until now, Yu Ling, (the “quiet” Chinese woman) has refrained from 
speaking, conceding the floor to Sarah and Mick. Their critique structures a turn for 
her to agree with them and reflects on Maj’s “expertise” and experience. 
Excerpt 7 
1068 Yu Ling: [Maj] was more experienced and was sure of what he wanted to 
1069 do and wanted to do it his way. We were not sure if that is the way it 
1070 should be. So when he said, “this way,” we just compromised and said, 
1071 “Okay this way” maybe because he is more experienced. 
Like Sarah and Mick, Yu Ling recognizes their lack of experience with the 
content of Problem Posing, or at least how this group has defined it. Rather than 
commenting on the degree of collaboration or cooperation, however, she chooses the 
term “compromise” to signal her protest. Why does she choose compromise to 
characterize what Sarah has described as “giving up” or “defeat”? A compromise 
would suggest that two or more able parties reach an agreement, neither party being 
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completely satisfied, nor dissatisfied with the decision. It is difficult to know if this 
situation can be called a compromise or defeat. Accordingly, one must ask if Maj is 
completely satisfied with the outcome? Clearly, these three people are not. Later, 
with their reflections in mind, John will use much of this information to frame his 
questions to Maj. 
Hindsight is 20/20 
In response to Yu Ling, John poses the following question about collaboration 
to which Sarah responds, elaborating on the lack of choreography, and reasons for 
why she felt that the presentation was not as successful as she had hoped. (I should 
also mention here that the presentation was a little late getting started, as Mick points 
out earlier, adding to the stress factor.) This extract illustrates the myriad posi- 
tionings that occur in the presence of the entire class. 
Excerpt 8 
1072 J: What does that [Yu Ling’s observation] mean in the context of the 
1073 group if it supposed to be a collaborative experience? 
1074 A: Well, it wasn’t clearly... And I felt like we should have gone there [in 
1075 front of the class] and briefly given an overview of what Problem Posing 
1076 was...Some people did not read the handouts, so they were saying “What 
1077 is going on here?” ...If people had been given the notes [beforehand], just 
1078 a brief overview. [Maj] wanted to do it afterwards. I thought we should 
1079 do it before so that people could understand but [I said], “Okay, we’ll do 
1080 it afterwards.” [But] people didn’t always understand what was going on 
1081 after seeing the role play, but hindsight is twenty-twenty. 
Sarah uses the confusion and the lack of preparation (they didn’t read the 
handouts) on the part of the class to support her claims regarding the presentation 
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format: She would have preferred a deductive introduction (i.e., give a definition 
beforehand) over Maj’s inductive approach (i.e., the class generates “rules” for the 
method of Problem Posing after they have “experienced” the role play). Her 
interpretation of how the class felt adds to her list of complaints regarding their 
performance. Judging from Line 1074 (“Well it wasn’t clearly”), we can see that 
Sarah for one, is not convinced that the overall experience has been a collaborative 
one, if by collaboration we mean as I have shown earlier, that everyone is a potential 
resource. Sarah’s stance is entirely “accurate” inasmuch as she has provided several 
concrete illustrations of how both her and her group’s contributions have been vitiated 
by Maj. Sarah’s talk thus opposes Yu Ling’s compromise position insofar as Sarah 
acquiesced to Maj’s guru-like status, and her “surrender” had negative and 
disaffirming consequences. (This is Sarah’s sixth and final example of a specific idea 
that she introduced to the group but did not get used.) 
One may observe again, however, that she has “excused” Maj in Line 1081 
(“hindsight is 20/20”), placing the learning experience above all else. 
Constraints: Time and Experience 
Excerpt 9 
Again, Mick offers a pragmatic rejoinder to Sarah’s and Yu Ling’s sentiments. 
1082 It’s hindsight and it’s time...We needed more time to shift these things. 
1083 Here is one member of the group [Maj] knowing a lot more about the 
1084 subject matter than the others. We had to use our time to learn about the 
1085 subject as well as trying to understand and learning that that was what we 
1086 were doing initially. 
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In this exchange, Mick has proposed a kind of formula for understanding why 
this group has failed to collaborate. Instead of pointing to Maj as the cause of the 
breakdown, he pinpoints two problems: time and experience. Time, or lack of it, as 
we have seen is a major problem for most groups. People’s experience in either the 
method or pedagogical content knowledge also produced status differentials. 
In addition to the lack of time and experience, Mick uses Maj’s knowledge of 
the subject to frame his own position. In hindsight, Mick contends that they were 
learning about the academically challenging content while simultaneously trying to 
prepare a presentation. 
Sarah and Mick also felt somewhat confused by the book. Whether the book 
was confusing or whether Maj’s explanations were confusing is unclear and is not 
available data. A discussion of the textbook precipitates another turn for Mick to 
postulate a series of explanations for their failure to collaborate: 
Excerpt 10 
1087 And so as opposed to us relying on our own sort of interpretation and 
1088 understanding, Maj would explain it to us. So we began to rely on his 
1089 explanation. If we would have had more time, it would have been more 
1090 clear. And if you remember the initial instruction: Don’t worry about 
1091 what you are going to do until you have gained confidence in your subject 
1092 matter. Well, we were running out of time for that. (Maj performance, 
1093 lecture) 
There are several connecting threads contained within Mick’s reflection. First, 
he displays himself as the spokesperson on behalf of his group by structuring 
evaluative comments in “we” statements. His “we” constructions create the 
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impression that the same interpretation is going on simultaneously in both his and his 
group’s minds (Smith, 1993). 
The second thread provides the tension for the first. The implication in Lines 
1087-1088 is one that positions Maj as a traditional teacher on whom students rely 
exclusively for knowledge transmission. One might be struck by how closely Maj’s 
“explanations” come to lecture forms of talk. One imagines (and we have listened to 
John’s numerous portrayals of Maj) Maj standing at a podium expounding on themes 
of oppression, injustice and lack of compassion. Again, this “lecture” mode is 
somewhat incongruous with Maj’s own discourse practice outside the course (i.e., his 
Educational Program CIE, Critical Theory course). 
A third thread contained within this extract is Mick’s anonymous evocation of 
the professor’s instruction: “Don’t worry about what you are going to do until you 
have gained confidence in your subject matter.” Taking this “mandate” seriously 
produces another set of tensions for the group. Learning how to balance the two 
tasks of “gaining confidence in the subject matter” presenting the information, and 
“collaborating” within such a short period of time is a difficult one for most of the 
groups. Added to that is the stress of presenting the newly learned material to a 
group of peers and becoming experts in it. This group is no exception to these 
tensions. 
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Enter Mai Stage Left 
At some point during Mick’s commentary, Maj has entered the room. In 
looking at the transcripts, one might first observe Sarah’s sudden reticence upon his 
entrance. Moreover, even though Mick, John and Yu Ling continue their earlier 
discussion, it has suddenly become generic, omitting any references to Maj. 
Larry Hirsrchhorn (1991) argues that when groups are confronting the 
dilemmas of self-management, individuals realize that in order to gain the “good 
feelings” that accompany success, they must also face the “bad feelings that come 
with disciplining and evaluating one another. ” Most often, they will abdicate this 
latter task, “leaving the bad functions to the supervisor.” While John is not a 
supervisor, the following sequence attests to the patterns that are described here; John 
takes the floor in the presence of Maj to ask the group to consider their efforts to 
collaborate: 
Excerpt 11 
1094 J: So does true collaboration mean equal participation? 
1095 Sarah: Yes I think so. 
1096 Mick: Yes but it does not mean that you equally present the same amount 
1097 of time. I still think that our group was more cooperative than collabora- 
1098 tive...Even if we had done it a different way, it would still turn out that 
1099 one person would have more time in the presentation, but I don’t think 
1100 that means that it was not collaborative. 
1101 Sarah: I don’t agree but that’s okay. 
With Maj in the room, John has restated his original question achieving two 
goals. The restated question is broad enough to include Maj into the discussion, but 
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it is also precise enough to elicit a thoughtful response with regard to “equality,” a 
topic that will resurface later in the transcript. In his response, Mick is hedging 
somewhere between cooperative and collaborative leaving out reasons for why he 
thinks it was more cooperative. Perhaps for Maj’s benefit, he has added the 
qualifying claim in Line 1098 (“Even if we had done it a different way...”). 
Who Can “Outsilence” Whom? 
The next section of talk takes a different turn. Until now, John has been 
asking questions that for the most part have elicited reflective responses from the 
group. Sarah opens the discussion up to Yu Ling who admits feeling confused about 
Problem Posing even after the presentation. 
To summarize the conversation prior to Maj’s entrance, John opened the 
discussion by asking the group if they felt they had been cooperative, and repairs this 
by telling the group he meant to say “collaborative.” Sarah has been very candid in 
her responses, and as we have seen, has specific criticisms of the process which are 
for the most part directed at Maj, who has not been there. She has embedded each of 
her criticisms in a language of care, both protecting and affirming Maj. Judging from 
this section of transcript, Sarah appears to have a very clear role in this group (e.g., 
idea generator, questioner, includer). Mick elaborates Sarah’s critiques with a more 
pragmatic view, postulating a diagnosis for their failure to collaborate. Mick has also 
simplified a definition for collaboration versus cooperation, removing it from a 
quantity based description, Yu Ling, who has spoken very little, admits her 
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confusion and her dissatisfaction with her own performance. Each member has been 
forthcoming in discussing his/her own dissatisfaction with their performance in the 
group. 
The discussion takes an abrupt turn to focus on Maj. The most striking aspect 
of the exchange following is the very conspicuous tension between Maj and John, 
each ardently cautious about taking over, or being perceived as the person in charge. 
Each of them manages to take up a position of authority, however: John by virtue of 
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his discursive positioning as facilitator (e.g., he poses the questions; speaks for the 
group; speaks for the facilitators), and Maj by virtue of his discursive positioning as a 
knowledgeable and experienced student. This asymmetrical dance between the 
explicated and implicated positions occurs within a general vacillating cultural form 
(Carbaugh, 1988). The discussion opens with John, who once again restates the 
question. 
Excerpt 12 
1102 John: We were just talking about last week, general impressions. I was 
1103 wondering if people generally saw the whole presentation as a 
1104 collaborative effort. 
1105 Maj: What people? 
1106 J: I got different answers—some people. 
1107 M: What did you answer? What were your impressions? 
1108 J: What’s my impression of the performance of (listen) the presentation? 
1109 M: Yes. As a group leader. 
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1110 J: I’m not a group leader. I’m a facilitator. I’m not a teacher—Not in 
1111 here. Don’t expect a correct answer. (Sarah laughs here) What was my 
1112 impression? (voice lifts at the end of these sentences, inside joke?) 
1113 Maj: (To the group) Oh has he already said [his impressions]? If he has 
1114 then- 
1115 Mick: No, he hasn’t shared, (lightly) Way to put him on the spot. 
1116 John: My opinion doesn’t really matter. My opinion doesn’t matter. 
1117 Maj: What do other people say? 
In the above extract, John has evaded Maj’s question three times. The first 
time, he restates the question, the second time (Lines 1110-1112), he rebukes Maj and 
clarifies his role, explicating an unambiguous position while simultaneously separating 
himself from the group. His last refusal (Line 1116) is an elaboration of Lines 1110- 
1112 which sustains his discourse of detachment, or neutrality. 
Further evidenced in the above stretch of talk is John’s reluctance to evaluate 
the group’s performance. As previous talk has shown us, there are a few possibilities 
for this reticence. First, it is conceivable that John does not want to answer the 
question because he is sticking to his impartiality narrative. Second, and inextricably 
connected to the first possibility, is John’s concept of “facilitator.” According to 
John’s frame, and the facilitator discourse, the facilitator acts as an observer, letting 
the group make its own decisions. In terms of the presentation, John has played his 
role helping to create and sustain the norms of this group. He is not a complete 
bystander however, as we have just observed in the last few extracts; John does ask 
most of the questions and he does initiate the topics. 
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The last possibility for John’s hesitant stance could be a counterbalance to 
Maj’s domination stance that the group has constructed for him in earlier talk. 
Therefore John, wanting to appease the group, does not want to dominate it. This is 
how he interprets and acts out his role as facilitator while simultaneously aligning 
himself with “his” group. In turn, they align themselves with John, (e.g., Sarah 
laughs; Mick defends him). Judging from their tone, manner, and expressions with 
him, John appears to be a successful facilitator; he functions best by staying out of the 
way and protecting those “who need protecting.” 
What Do Other People Say ? 
Despite Maj’s attempts to restate his question and appeal to John’s authority as 
a group leader, John refuses to offer his opinion. Not until Maj concedes John’s 
refusals and puts the question in semi impartial terms for John does John finally 
respond. In other words, Maj reframes the question so that he aligns himself with 
John’s detachment discourse. Instead of focusing on what John thought, he restates 
his question to include other people (i.e., other people means class members, group 
members and facilitators). John’s response largely reflects what facilitators had said 
in Chapter 6 (which also reflects class members). Note how John continues to keep 
his own opinions separate from the “other people.” 
Excerpt 13 
1118 M: What do the other people say? 
1119 John: Well there were general impressions. They felt that you took on 
1120 the role of expert. And I’m not necessarily talking about in here. I’m 
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1 i *■ 1 talking about people outside because I did get feedback from the people 
1122 outside. Some people said that they didn’t feel that it was uhm truly equal 
^ 3 participation. And they wondered where the actual collaborative effort 
l J 2~i came in, was it in the second half of the presentation or ...in the overall 
1125 presentation, or was the collaboration actually done in here. Some people 
1126 had very positive comments about the whole presentation and about 
1127 breaking up into groups. Some people felt that they saw you as the leader 
1128 and other people were your teaching assistants. And so there is a wide 
1129 range of opinions. I am not saying that any of those answers is right. 
1130 What do you think? You haven’t said anything, (laughter) 
John’s report provides Maj with what some of the information that Maj had 
been seeking. Drawing from a pool of perspectives and opinions, John balances out 
his feedback at times directing his comments to Maj, the individual, and at others, to 
Maj in cooperation with the group. Included in this reserve are evaluative comments 
about collaboration, the presentation, but mostly about Maj’s performance. He opens 
and closes his commentary with an opinion about Maj in which, from someone else’s 
perspective, Maj is an “expert” and a “leader.” 
The most striking feature of John’s narrative, especially when juxtaposed to 
the previous facilitator’s meeting is John’s lexical choice: expert. While other 
students may have used this word, one may remember that none of the facilitators 
employed this term to describe Maj’s actions. Whether or not this is John’s 
individual gloss is unclear. It is also interesting to note that “expert” has a negative 
impact judging from his adjacent disclaimer in Line 1120 (“And I am not necessarily 
talking about in here”). This string of utterances calls to mind John’s position as 
defender of the “little people.” By speaking for others outside this group, he 
manages to position them as critics of Maj’s role, while simultaneously construct a 
position for himself and his group as “innocent.” In this regard, John has aligned 
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himself with his group and positions him and them against Maj without ever resorting 
to “we” statements. 
I have previously mentioned that a facilitator’s social identity is largely 
determined by his/her group. Facilitators will vacillate between their own 
individuality and the collective voice of the group. In fact, individuality is often 
explicated while collectivity is implicated (Carbaugh, 1988) and vice-versa. John 
helps us to see this more clearly. He explicates a position here of separation but 
implicates a position of solidarity with his group. Despite his efforts to stand alone as 
a non-leader, one can easily observe that he is speaking for the group, and constantly 
strives to maintain that level of solidarity with Mick, Sarah and Yu Ling. Along 
similar lines, he explicates a title for himself (e.g., facilitator) while simultaneously 
implicating a non-title, non-leadership. Furthermore, his explications of non¬ 
leadership will invariably cast Maj as a leader, if not the only leader. The symbol 
“leader” appears to bear negative connotations insofar as everyone is extricating 
themselves from its implications. 
John’s (represented) evaluation here links back to the facilitator’s meeting the 
previous week where the facilitators were divided on Maj’s performance. Some felt 
that Maj had his own agenda and dominated the process, while others believed that 
his style was “Freirien”; as a leader he too should have his own opinions, be 
committed, and abandon pretenses of objectivity. But finally, John closes his 
comments with a very familiar maxim: “I’m not saying that any of those answers is 
right.” By repeating this, he has confirmed his detachment position and gives Maj an 
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opportunity to either uphold or reject this line of critique. Moreover, he asks a direct 
question: “What do you think?” and follows with the rejoinder: “You have not said 
anything,” which the group finds comical. John’s last line (1130) sums up the irony 
between them. Each of them derives his own power from disengaging himself, to let 
others “speak for themselves.” The irony is especially striking in this exchange 
because John has not offered his own opinion; he has “not said anything” either. 
Whether the group, including Maj, realizes this or not is unclear. The exchange 
between the two men continues. The roles are reversed as Maj is now expected to 
speak. 
More Hedging 
Excerpt 14 
1132 Maj: It’s hard for me to know because I was participating so I can’t— 
1133 John: Why? 
1134 Maj: It’s hard for me to know the difference between my opinions and 
1135 other people’s opinions. Do you know what I am saying? 
1136 John: (frustrated) Oh no. When you are participating in something- 
1137 Maj: Even if you say what other people—it’s still not clear for me if it 
1138 is what other people are saying or if it’s your impression. 
1139 J: Yeah, your impression of how you came across to other people and 
1140 whether you achieved your objective. What did you set out to do? How 
1141 did you feel interacting with the other members? This group as well as 
1142 the larger class. So there are a lot of ways to look at it... 
1143 M: Just to get a little bit from what you said. How did other people 
1144 feel? 
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1145 J: No. It is helpful for the group for you to give feedback. 
1146 M: No, but I’m interested in other people’s feedback. 
1147 J: (more aggressively) Well they are equally interested in your feedback 
1148 [Maj]. Why should you be interested in everyone else’s but not allowing 
1149 them to hear what you have to say? That’s not fair. 
1150 M: I don’t know, (pause) I don’t know, (long pause) What part? On 
1151 the collaborative piece? 
1152 J: Well isn’t that the whole—as I see it, that is how each group is 
1153 supposed to operate... 
1154 M: 20% and 20%. Is that what you mean? 
1155 J: Well, it’s not 20% because there were four of you. Don’t count me 
1156 please. 
1157 M: Oh. Okay. 25% for better or worse. 
The above extract is certainly not without its own share of comedies and 
ironies. John and Maj continue to jockey the speaking role. In Line 1132, Maj is 
adhering to his own attachment narrative (“It was hard for me to know...”) and at the 
same time contesting John’s line of questioning thus, like John, separating himself 
from the feedback cycle, each unwilling to disclose. 
John’s and Maj’s reluctance to comment stands in stark contrast to Sarah’s and 
Mick’s cathartic disclosures of previous extracts. Therefore, in Line 1143, when Maj 
makes an effort to solicit feedback from the group and John intervenes, one might ask 
why. One possible interpretation is that once again, he is “protecting” his group, 
embedding this protection in a language of reciprocity (they need your help) and 
justice (it’s not fair). 
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In Line 1154, Maj narrows the scope of the question, ascertaining John’s 
position in terms of numbers. This question presupposes a link pertaining to a 
quantitative versus qualitative clash, which is a possible link to his graduate program 
and his alternative research course. John responds by reclaiming his detached 
position, explicating his separation from the presentation but implicating a position of 
solidarity with the other three. 
“I’m on the spot” 
These numbers structure a turn revealing the qualitative versus quantitative 
debate, which might also be considered another digression. Ultimately however, 
Maj’s narrative begins to trace his own involvement in the group. 
Excerpt 15 
1157 Maj: There is a difference between quantitative and qualitative input 
1158 because 25, 25, but that is quantitative input and together they make a 
1159 whole. [So] in terms of quantitative input I would be over 25 %. I would 
1160 be interested to know...how people felt about that. I would say, yes, I 
1161 went over my 25% and that does not indicate whether that was good or 
1162 bad in terms of numbers...but how was that qualitative?...did that hurt the 
1163 group? Or did that help the group? That is what I am trying to know. 
1164 J: It’s not for me to decide. 
1165 A: What do you think? I just want your opinion. You are not being put 
1166 on the burner. 
1167 M: No, I am on the spot. 
1168 J: You are just another member of a group of four people. 
1169 A: You are just giving your opinion and we only have fifteen minutes left 
1170 before we have to go to class. 
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1171 J: You’re a member of a group of four people so you should be putting 
1172 in your ideas and your feedback. 
Embedded in Maj’s extract is both a concession and a rationale. His 
concession relates to a quantitative measure of his performance. He admits that he 
contributed (took?) more than “his” 25%. Distinguishing between qualitative and 
quantitative input, however, he has begun to establish a ground for claiming an 
authoritative position, but would like to receive critique from the group first. 
However, John has already structured the exchange so that Maj will speak first and as 
we can see in Line 1165 is well supported by Sarah. Maj’s self-protection (Line 
1167:. “I’m on the spot”) is foreshadowing for events to come with John, in which 
John too will feel vulnerable. 
A further clash merits our attention. Lines 1171-1172 explicate a non- 
distinctive position for Maj while consistently implicating a distinctive position for 
John. Yet this non-distinctive positioning casts Maj as a “member,” thus includes 
Maj and, similarly, John’s distinction positions him outside the group, excluding him. 
Needless to say, this exclusion/inclusion agon is an enigmatic force that prevails in 
this group. 
Mai Speaks 
In the following extract, we listen to Maj weave an elaborate account of his 
participation. 
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Excerpt 16 
1174 Maj: I don’t know. I don’t know whether it helped or hurt. I don’t 
1175 know. I want to but I think feedback will help me to understand. But I 
1176 don’t come from this specific school of thought that says [everyone should 
1177 have equal participation in terms of numbers] Let’s say the topic is watch 
1178 making and how to make a watch. I’m not the authority or expert there. 
1179 You may be more informed about it and you may be forced into a 
1180 situation where you talk more and I am asking the questions because you 
1181 have some information and you want to share that. So you are in a 
1182 situation [in which] you are giving the input. I don’t think I should 
1183 feel...that I was wrong in answering the questions [J: Nobody is 
1184 saying—] In that way I came to talk more because this person was asking 
1185 questions, “What does that mean?” [And I gave the answer]. So if you 
1186 mean that I answered three people’s questions [therefore] I have taken 
1187 more time quantitatively...that does not mean that [my answer] hurt the 
1188 ground...I don’t want to defend, to, to sound like I am concerned or 
1189 worried about going beyond 25% of my time because I don’t have the 
1190 specific school of 25% 25% 25% 25%. I can put someone on the spot 
1191 and keep asking him more questions. In every group it happens that there 
1192 are people [who have more information] and so and so doesn’t participate. 
1193 It doesn’t mean that those people don’t gain anything. It doesn’t mean 
1194 that I don’t learn by talking, by putting my opinions? So maybe we come 
1195 from various schools ourselves. So where I come from...why I want to 
1196 know how other people feel. Did my participation in this group help them 
1197 or hurt them? 
In this extract, Maj sticks resolutely to his qualitative/quantitative narrative. 
Twice he frames this tension within a “school of thought.” His referencing is a way 
of “laminating” his experiences (Hoyle, 1993, in Tannen, 1993, p. 115) or 
establishing “footing” and familiarity with the schools of thought in social sciences, 
and debates between qualitative and quantitative research. Note that he has yet to 
invoke the cultural symbols “collaborative” and “cooperative learning.” 
He likens his own situation to that of a watch maker, an interesting analogy 
since the tasks that watch making entail require very careful skill and precision 
acquired through an apprenticeship. In some respects, the tasks contained in Problem 
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Posing and those contained in watch making could not be more dissimilar. A watch 
maker’s tasks are highly predictable since each of a watch’s parts fit intricately 
together. Problem Posing’s very foundation is predicated on a lack of predictability. 
That is, it should be completely organic, the problem emerging from the group, the 
code emerging from the problem and action taken on grass roots level. Finally, while 
my knowledge of the watch making trade is limited, I can safely guess that the 
product—a watch—does not reach its destination as a result of communication alone. 
Problem Posing, on the other hand, is fundamentally language and is based on the 
premise that people will open up and dialogue when given a chance. The analogy’s 
incongruities are endless, however, one more bears relevancy. That is, it is much 
more plausible that one can be a master, an expert of her craft—of watch making. 
Expertise as a construct is often shunned in the art of Problem Posing. 
Nonetheless, similar to a watch maker who is very close to her trade, Maj is 
also very close to his, indeed passionate. Maj defends his knowledge (trade). 
Conflicted, he expresses his ambivalence. One can hear the passion between the 
lines. We listen to Maj’s inner contesting voices: a dance floor whose surface is 
well worn, having been trampled on by lived experience in South Africa, waltzed on 
by the teaching profession, and tangoed upon by scholarly endeavors. Poetics now 
aside, the combination of these three factors (lived experience, pedagogical content 
knowledge, and higher education) has the effect of transforming Maj into an 
unstoppable “guru” man in overdrive. 
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Using his analogy of a watch maker has the dual effect of creating a position 
for him to be both detached and empathic. Watch making has nothing to do with 
Problem Posing, and as such, has little to do with Maj’s expertise. Yet, he is able to 
project onto the group an imagined expertise and unto himself a recipient of that 
expertise. His lexical choices (e.g., you may be forced into) are revealing for what 
they convey regarding his current positionality. That he feels “forced” strengthens 
the idea that his “domination” is not an act in isolation. 
John Responds? Mick Gets a Chance! 
Maj’s unmasking, followed by his closure, is addressed to John, who is 
positioned as the group’s spokesperson in Line 1195 (“Did my participation in this 
group help them or hurt them?”). John responds by reframing Maj’s perceptions and 
averts him from singling himself out or dichotomizing his participation. Mick, 
perhaps in an effort to shun John’s “protection” steps in to adjust the participation 
framework by returning to the original distinction between cooperation and 
collaboration and the time problematic. 
Excerpt 17 
1198 J: I don’t think it is really a question as to whether your participation 
1199 helped or hurt. The group has a job to do (pause) and it should be 
1200 everybody who is in the group- 
1201 Mick: My sense or summation of it and I’m not questioning [you] Maj 
1202 on whether the participation helped or hindered -but because of the time 
1203 constraints, I felt as though I was not able to cooperate or participate as 
1204 much as I would have liked, not for any other reason than there wasn’t 
1205 enough time [Maj: yes] [for] me to gain the knowledge to contribute 
1206 more to the presentation. So in a sense, there is a feeling by me that it 
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1207 wasn’t as collaborative as it should have been because you have more 
1208 knowledge about the subject than I do. Do you understand what I am 
1209 saying? 
1210 Maj: I understand and I agree with you. I think we had to make it quick 
1211 and disciplined for the presentation. In the normal course of events, the 
1212 participation would have been totally different. That’s my impression. 
In this extract Mick has closely followed the script he was using before Maj’s 
arrival, with one minor change: he has dropped the “we” referencing in favor of the 
first person singular. Alone this time, he has been able to pragmatically shift the 
blame away from Maj in Lines 1198-1200, and attributed the blame to lack of 
“time.” For if the group had had more time, Mick would have not had to rely so 
heavily on Maj; if they had had time, they might have been able to utilize more of 
Sarah’s ideas, and, if they had had time, perhaps Yu Ling would have not been as 
confused as she admits in Excerpt 7. All in all, “more time” would have propelled 
them in a “totally different direction,” a prediction that both Sarah and Maj forecast. 
After Maj has indicated his unreserved agreement (a move he does not make 
with John), Mick continues along this same theme elaborating more on Maj’s role and 
his knowledge of the material. 
Excerpt 18 
1212 Mick: So I think if our presentation were two weeks from last week it 
1213 would have been a different presentation. Each of us had certain ideas but 
1214 they weren’t firm enough or grounded enough in theory for us to get them 
1215 clearly on the table and I think that would have happened [if we had more 
1216 time] or if you had come to the group with the same back—knowledge 
1217 basis that we had. It’s not particularly you as a person, because it could 
1218 have been anyone who came in with a greater amount of knowledge about 
1219 the subject. And that I think made the group sort of a less collaborative 
1220 effort. I think we were cooperative—very cooperative—but I don’t think 
1221 it was collaborative in the sense that we relied or we allowed you to sort 
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1222 of move us in a direction because you had the knowledge base so we 
1223 couldn’t collaborate in that sense. 
1224 Maj: I think we collaborated but we didn’t have equal input- 
1225 Mick: No. I don’t think we collaborated. I think we cooperated. There 
1226 is a differentiation between collaboration and cooperation. Cooperation 
1227 is when you make your compromises and we did that including you. 
1228 [Maj: Oh I see] Collaboration is more of an equal partnership. Not 
1229 necessarily on who says what and how much, but in terms of there is sort 
1230 of an equal partnership. And clearly, we three saw you as having more 
1231 knowledge about the subject so we weren’t equal partners in that sense. 
1232 Do you know what I am saying? 
1233 Maj: Yes, uh hum. 
1234 J: You were equal partners in an unequal situation. (Sarah laughs) 
1235 Maj: Okay. Thank you. 
1236 Sarah: (to Mick) Very succint. 
1237 Maj: You can proceed. 
Mick’s efforts to include Maj are consistent with Sarah’s efforts not to hurt his 
feelings and John’s efforts to strip Maj of his uniqueness. However, as we have seen 
these efforts also are overtures to include Maj. Donal Carbaugh (1988) writes: “The 
forces of the individual are praised while the problematic forces of knowledge from 
the past are blamed” (p. 181). This idea certainly has merit in this research. 
Knowledge and Experience 
From Mick’s perspective, it would appear that ideas must “be grounded 
enough in theory” in order for them to be “put on the table.” If Maj had come to the 
group with the same amount of knowledge (or lack of it) with respect to Problem 
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Posing, the group may have had a chance at collaboration. Not wanting to “blame” 
Maj for his knowledge base, Mick keeps his talk generic. 
We have seen throughout this speech event that the code “knowledge” carries 
the epistemological weight of Gee’s primary theory, restricted to a singular cognitive 
agency, Maj. In Line 1216, Mick begins to say “background” but self-repairs and 
uses instead, “knowledge base.” This raises some interesting distinctions between 
experience and knowledge. Part of what contributes to the complexity of this 
particular dynamic is the fact that Maj is South African, with (assumed) direct 
experience of oppression. Mick’s lexical switch from “background” to “knowledge 
base” (although the two are inseparable) could signal his reluctance to automatically 
qualify Maj as knowledgeable because of his background. For example, let us 
imagine Mick to have completed the thought with his original choice, “background.” 
There are several interpretations for why Mick might have made this switch. One is 
that “background,” for the purposes of this course, is redundant. There is no doubt 
that the backgrounds in this course are widely varied. A subsidiary and more 
interesting interpretation might be if Mick were to say background, he would have 
singled Maj out from this group based on something other than his knowledge base, 
thus amplifying his differences, his detachment twice: once for what he knows, and a 
second time, for who he is. One could conceivably argue that Yu Ling, who is 
Chinese and “quiet(er),” also gets singled out automatically for who she is and what 
she does not know. In Maj’s case, the group seems to make a concerted effort to 
include Maj into a space Yu Ling already occupies by virtue of her lack of 
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knowledge. Finally, on a less subtle level, while it is true that Maj adds an overt 
diverse component to the group because of his skin color (as does Yu Ling), we 
cannot automatically presume that he is different. Maj demonstrates a number of 
qualities that mark him as different, no different from any of the others in the course. 
In Maj’s presence, Mick explicates a dependent position for himself and his 
group. He reproaches the group, rather than Maj, for relying on him, and allowing 
him to move them in a certain direction. Contrast this with Mick’s earlier battle 
metaphor (i.e., hard to win an argument). Knowledge as a cultural construct appears 
to take on a neutral, if not a positive, meaning in this segment, whereas in prior 
extracts it served as a tool for domination. 
Cooperation Versus Collaboration: A Deferred Theory 
Different from his “I” footing in Excerpt 17, however, Mick has invoked the 
group’s participation to support his deferred theory with regard to cooperation and 
collaboration. His “we” referencing is particularly pronounced in Line 1230 (“We 
three saw you”). 
Mick’s utterances that contrast qualities of cooperation with constraints of 
collaboration are frequent. (Carbaugh, 1988). Using Yu Ling’s earlier term 
“compromise” to define cooperation, he makes the distinction for Maj. He juxtaposes 
this distinction against collaboration using his and Maj’s term of equality. 
He closes this distinction by invoking all three of the group members (Line 
1230) to help Maj understand why this was not a collaborative effort. The example 
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Mick uses amounts to this: Maj had more knowledge than the group, and we can 
infer by extension that the group relied too heavily on him. Therefore, the process 
was not collaborative. Does someone having more (content) knowledge always 
undermine collaboration? The answer is, as this group knows, of course not. 
Conclusion 
One way to characterize the asymmetry in this group is to examine places in 
which the group discuss their deficiencies. Sarah refers to her own ideas that were 
not used and frames this in a larger text pointing to Maj’s lack of understanding of 
what the group needs. Mick points to the lack of knowledge and time; Yu Ling 
eludes to their lack of experience. John points to the lack of equal participation; Maj 
corroborates some of these deficits while rejecting others. 
In addition to these lacks, we have also seen the group’s numerous attempts to 
offset their critique of Maj, the process, the facilitator, their lack of knowledge or 
their lack of participation. In the short space that we see Sarah speak, we listen to 
her using confirming language to support Maj, while at the same time point out his 
deficiencies. Mick counterbalances his criticisms of Maj with the group’s lack of 
knowledge and powerlessness to speak up and invokes outside forces—time and 
hindsight—to critique the process, rather than the individual. Yu Ling counters the 
group’s lack of experience against Maj’s experience. In his direct exchange with 
Maj, John uses audiences (the facilitators, students in the class) other than group 
members and himself to support his claims regarding Maj’s pedagogical (e.g., 
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collaboration, performance) style. John’s interest in having the group participate on 
equal grounds also turns out to be his major critique of this group. 
On one level, we can see where the group’s inventive authority is minimized, 
even inverted. We know from prior conversations that this group has not taken 
advantage of the built in opportunities for inventing this method. That is, they have 
not been active in creating and finding information about Problem Posing. Had they 
been more creative (with John’s help) they may have used their own problem to 
generate ideas about Problem Posing. As it was, they relied on Maj’s knowledge 
rather than collaborate using each other’s resources inventively. And as we can see 
from their self-critique they are abundantly aware of their deficiencies, indicating all 
the more their inability to access all of the resources available to them. 
A collaborative view of invention proposes that people interact to invent and 
create a resonating environment for inventors. I might conclude from my ongoing 
analysis that Maj had the authority to adopt, adapt, and veto the group’s ideas. As 
such, the invention was not a joint social enterprise. Instead, the group may have 
allowed and encouraged Maj to be the sole inventor, but we will see in the next 
chapter that the class’s perceptions of their performance might contradict their own 
perceptions; the insider’s perspective is quite different from that of the onlookers. 
Whether or not they have exhibited their invented authority, we have seen 
through Sarah and John how Maj disrupts the group harmony. The most 
asymmetrical exchanges occur between John and Maj. When Maj finally does 
comment on his own performance, he makes an effort to be self-disclosing, locate 
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himself in a particular “school” to invoke an academic authority on the topic. In 
speaking, he tries to recover a balance by pointing out the difference between 
qualitative and quantitative input, but perhaps obfuscates again the matter at hand, 
using his analogy of a watchmaker. John’s hedging to Maj in Excerpts 12, 13 and 14 
refuel the asymmetry between them, since John will not “give in” to Maj’s request 
for feedback, despite Maj’s attempts to clarify his own position. The closest we come 
in this exchange to a dialogical power of balance is through Mick, who is both candid 
with Maj and inclusive. In Chapter 12, we will pose an all encompassing question to 
John: How can you value Maj? And once again, we will see the myriad ways in 
which John deflects the questions. Before we conclude our Maj/John dynamic, we 
will get a quick glimpse of John’s report of this meeting in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER 10 
JOHN’S REPORT TO FACILITATORS 
Introduction 
I have chosen a short transcript from the next meeting to follow up on John’s 
report of his feedback meeting to the facilitators. John’s representation is interesting 
for how he has chosen, once again, to both protect the group but misrepresent Maj. 
Katherine K. Riessman (1991) writes that personal narratives are explicit ways of 
representing realities because tellers choose what to include in them. Narratives are 
reductions and distillations too because they make the complicated upheaval of our 
world, at least in part orderly, predictable, bounded. Whether John is aware of how 
he has misrepresented Maj or not is unavailable data. John opens the discussion. 
Excerpt 1 
1238 J: Last night would have been a really good vehicle for doing that 
1239 (talking about issues) 
1240 Jer: Oh good. There might be an interesting topic itself, the nature 
1241 of—because you were evaluating right? 
1242 J: We were talking about cooperative versus collaborative roles. 
1243 Jer: Oh great, yes that’s good- 
1244 M: What kinds of things came out John? 
1245 J: Well they all felt—there were the three, Yu Ling, Sarah and Mick but 
1246 they all decided that, they cooperated very well. They all decided that the 
1247 whole presentation was not collaborative and the only one who disagreed 
1248 was Maj and he got very, very defensive. And then he started talking 
1249 about quantitative versus qualitative input and the whole thing got pretty 
1250 heavy because uhm... well generally the group felt that they should have 
1251 had a fairly equal amount of input rather than (indicates with his fingers) 
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1252 this much and this much to make up 100% of the input. And from what 
1253 I could gather, Maj didn’t feel that quantitative input was at all important. 
In the above extract I have structured a turn for John to report back from his 
meeting of the evening before. It is difficult to capture Yu Ling’s thoughts about the 
process (other than she compromised and it was confusing), but judging from the 
conversation in Chapter 9, John has captured the salient features of Sarah’s and 
Mike’s exchange. While his representations of them are fairly accurate, those of Maj 
are often distorted, even false. Lines 1250-1253 are not only a misrepresentation, 
they are a reduction. What makes John’s report so fascinating is not that he has 
reduced Maj’s impassioned speech from the night before to a dichotomous 
relationship between qualitative and quantitative input, but that he has foregrounded 
the tension between the group and Maj. One may notice that John has named each 
participant (something he was reluctant to do in the beginning), emphasizing their 
solidarity in Line 1245 (“they all felt”) and again in Line 1246 (“they all decided”) 
while once again singling out Maj. 
I pose the following questions to John, hoping to get closer to an emic 
perspective. 
Excerpt 2 
1254 M: What did Maj mean by quantitative? 
1255 J: The amount of time that they worked on the presentation. 
1256 M: So, what did he mean by qualitative? 
1257 J: Well, it sounded to me like he wanted to have the best of both worlds 
1258 because he was saying “I am expert, therefore I know what I am talking 
1259 about and that gives me the right to put in as much input as I want, so I 
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1260 had quantitative input plus qualitative input. And I want to know do you 
1261 think I did a good job, and was what I did beneficial for the group?” 
John is careful to use qualifiers in his critique of Maj beginning with: “Well it 
sounded to me.” However, when we compare Maj’s lengthy watchmaker Excerpt 16 
(Chapter 9) with John’s representation of that extract, we can see areas of contortions 
and reductions. For one thing, Maj’s analogy of the watch maker and his 
observations with regard to expertise have been left out of John’s account. From 
what the data suggest, this is the only time the word “expert” is uttered by Maj. 
Certainly embedded within his analogy is an unspoken relation with the symbol 
“expert,” but it is not wholly apparent that Maj ever refers to himself as an expert. 
Moreover, one might recall that none of the facilitators uses this term either. That 
John would twice cast Maj as an expert independently of any other talk is significant. 
Trust 
Lorraine Code (1991) argues that it is not an altogether contentious assertion 
that the connections among knowledge, expertise and authority are close. People 
commonly assume that a person’s expertise is predicated on knowledge. 
Furthermore, in “social/epistemic communities,” experts are usually respected, 
trusted and depended on for consultation. “This state of affairs is simply part of the 
division of intellectual labor essential to the smooth functioning of complex epistemic 
communities” (p. 182). Trust plays an extremely important role in the smooth 
functioning of systems for the “would-be-knower” must be able to recognize the 
knower’s expertise. Code observes, “Like all cooperative (collaborative) enterprises, 
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the division of labor depends on the cooperators’ abilities to trust one another to play 
their parts responsibly” (p. 183). 
Borrowing Maj’s analogy of the watch maker again, or for that matter 
quantitative and positivist scientific research, Code’s proposition can be universally 
accepted. As I have pointed out, the watch maker is uniquely qualified and is 
depended upon for a certain set of skills. However John’s hyperbolic cause-effect 
essentialist claim about Maj in Lines 1258-1261 (“I am an expert, therefore...”) raises 
a number of issues that collide with Code’s proposal about experts. These issues also 
have the potential effect of violating the communal norms of this course. If one were 
to attach an additional noun phrase to the term “expert,” depending on the noun, one 
might listen to any number of outcomes and reactions. For one to say, for example, 
that she is the sole expert Problem Poser, facilitator, or teacher, is to contest the 
epistemological, pedagogical and ideological underpinnings of this course because 
ideally the presenters are supposed to become collective experts on their method. 
Within this classroom context, a pronouncement of one’s expertise (spoken or 
assumed), especially in the voice with which John has inscribed Maj, would have the 
inverse effect of producing mistrust and circumspection on the part of the addressees. 
This observation is consistent with the idea and communal norm that authority and 
leadership are shifting, expanding and contracting. 
The contradictions contained within John’s gloss do not stop here. His use of 
the code “right” (Line 1259) functions as an agon that separates Maj from the group 
and privileges the individual over the group (Gilligan, 1982). One has the impression 
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that Maj is an expert, and because of his essential expertise, can therefore exert his 
rights and his power over another. Had John used the word “responsibility,” his 
thinking might be more aligned with Code’s. One might also observe that 
lexiogrammatically, the term “responsibility” imports another verb “make” which in 
its context connects rather than detaches from the group. “That makes me 
responsible” is a very different proposition from “That gives me the right.” 
Line 1259 is further evidence for Maj’s independence and isolation from the 
group. Maj exhibits complete control according to John (“I can put in as much input 
as I want”). His second display of isolation occurs in Line 1261 (“And I want to 
know, do you think I did a good job?”). The question that Maj poses in John’s eyes 
privileges his performance over the group performance. The question “Did I do a 
good job?” not only isolates the performer from the rest of the group, it also positions 
the speaker as egotistical, which will be one way that John characterizes Maj in 
Chapter 12. Again, we see where John has reduced Maj’s lengthy narrative of the 
evening before to these few lines positioning Maj as an autonomous expert, who 
appears to put his interests before that of the group. 
Ahmed is curious to know the group’s reaction to Maj’s “question”: “Did I 
do a good job?” 
Excerpt 3 
1262 A: And they all said no? 
1263 J: Well, they didn’t say no, but they didn’t say yes. They said you 
1264 helped us a great deal with your expertise but we don’t feel that we did 
1265 a good job. 
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1266 Jer: That’s interesting. 
1267 J: Because you made the decision as to what we are going to do which 
1268 wouldn’t have been what we wanted to do in the first place. 
1269 A: (Laughs) 
1270 Car: Well, that’s interesting that it is coming out now, I mean, because 
1271 now they have that behind them rather [Jerri: than before] than in front 
1272 of them, yeah. 
1273 J: And that all came out on the tape. 
1274 M: Did anything come out in their discussion last night about how that 
1275 related to Problem Posing? 
1276 J: Well Sarah said it perfectly and Mick said something else perfectly. 
1277 He felt that they were unequal, how did he say it, they were equal 
1278 partners in an unequal situation. And Sarah said this is the perfect 
1279 situation for Problem Posing right here in this group. And I didn’t say 
1280 that. That has been put to me many times but I didn’t say that in the 
1281 group but she said it. She conceptualizes really well. 
1282 M: Equal partners in an unequal relationship? 
1283 J: In an unequal situation. Because they are all supposed to be putting 
1284 in well, there is an imbalance in the group because you’ve got one expert 
1285 and the other three are non experts and they come across like assistants 
1286 to the expert in the presentation and that is what struck me about last 
1287 night’s (Carole’s group) presentation because they all interacted so well. 
1288 I thought. At least I don’t think there was anybody who dominated, who 
1289 came across as the expert. 
Placing our trust in John to represent his group, we ask him to tell us about 
the group’s reactions to Maj. One will observe again in Lines 1276-1281 how John 
works to protect the knowledge of his group, especially that of Sarah and Mick, 
emphasized by the adverb “perfectly.” John credits Sarah’s connecting this group’s 
“problem” to Problem Posing, while at the same time “discredits” himself in Line 
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1280 (“that was put to me many times”), and interestingly, gives credit to Mick for 
Lines 1277-1278 when if one recalls, it was John who said this. 
Behind-the-Scenes 
Jerri and Carmen respond to John’s observation about Carole’s group: 
Excerpt 4 
1290 Jer: What’s interesting— 
1291 Car: I don’t know if Carole would agree with this—knowing the inside. 
1292 Jer: Yeah what’s interesting is what it looks like from the outside as 
1293 opposed to what went on, on the inside. I mean people may not say that 
1294 [about your presentation] either. I don’t know. Who did the feedback? 
1295 Car: ...I’m trying to remember our feedback but I don’t think my folks 
1296 said anything about inequity. [Jerri: I wouldn’t think so] I don’t think 
1297 they addressed inequity. They had some interesting ideas though. 
1298 Jer: Because I would say from the outside, in fact, it appeared as if, I 
1299 don’t know whether this happened but it appeared as if last night’s group 
1300 said, oh that’s a good idea, let’s have the demonstration like [The Problem 
1301 Posing group] had. If you look at, they had one person doing the 
1302 demonstration, Olivia, in the same way that Maj did the demonstration. 
1303 So, from an outside point of view, in fact, you were allowing a student 
1304 from another country to have a role. I mean that’s the way it may have 
1305 looked. So how it felt in the group may have been different from how it 
1306 appeared on the outside if you’re thinking about it. 
Jerri’s interpretation in Lines 1298-1306 are important for pointing out the 
differences between outside and inside perceptions. As an insider/outsider herself, 
she counterposes John’s observation about Carole’s group. Jerri’s counter-proposal is 
embedded in a larger context pertaining to that of the class. One may note how she 
refrains from using “I” statements as she invokes perceptions of others. Moreover, 
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whether John recognizes it or not, Jerri has issued a compliment to the Problem 
Posing group which John may or may not pass on. Lines 1303-1304: “You were 
having someone from another country have a role...” is humorous in light of the 
numerous discussions we have had about Maj’s passion, “agenda” and knowledge. It 
is quite possible however that the class (facilitators aside) does think that a non-native 
speaker was positioned or “empowered” to perform, as Ema, a woman from Taiwan 
in Carole’s group, might have been. John continues: 
Excerpt 5 
1307 J: Yeah, because I asked them if collaborative learning [happened in] the 
1308 actual presentation or was it the second half of the presentation where they 
1309 divided up into little groups and each took charge of a group, or whether 
1310 it was actually done in the planning. 
1311 Jer: What did they say to that? 
1312 J: They couldn’t figure it out at first but they thought about it and said, 
1313 “Well, we were cooperative rather than collaborative.” 
1314 Car: Yeah, I think if Carole were here she wouldn’t feel as if it had been 
1315 an equitable division of labor between the three in her group last night. 
1316 J: No. M: No J: No I don’t think she would either. 
1317 Car: Just that view from the inside—it’s funny. 
1318 J: Although I did hear several people congratulating Maj after their 
1319 performance but not one of the other three was approached. Somebody 
1320 said to Sarah that it was a good presentation and she made the point of 
1321 saying she only got that because she had to drive that person home 
1322 (laughs), so it would have been impolite for them not to say anything. At 
1323 least that was her perception. 
1324 Jer: I think the perception of, uhm, collaboration—had there been great 
1325 collaboration in the planning, I would imagine that you would feel like 
1326 you were collaborating even though the length of time in front of a group 
1327 may not be exactly the same. 
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1328 Car: Yeah, I think that whole quantitative versus qualitative is an 
1329 interesting concept. I remember doing a presentation with a colleague, 
1330 and he provided incredible materials that I would have never even known 
1331 about, but he was nervous about getting up in front of a group, so I did 
1332 that part, but I mean his stuff was great. The quality of his input was 
1333 there even though somebody at the presentation wouldn’t think he had 
1334 taken as active a role. We both knew that he provided all the stuff. I 
1335 think that is an interesting distinction to make too, as is the difference 
1336 between cooperation and collaboration, although I am less clear on that 
1337 myself. 
This last selection is one of many examples showing the facilitators engaging in a 
discussion about collaboration from an insider’s and outsider’s perspective. Since 
there are no clinical criteria for judging whether or not groups have collaborated this 
year, we basically make determinations about a group’s collaboration based on what 
the facilitator says, and the observations we make. This particular research project 
takes us behind-the-scenes of two groups so that we are able to hear from certain 
individuals within the groups, but it is nearly impossible to make a determination 
about any group’s collaborative processes based on one performance. 
Even among ourselves, we do not have the same perceptions of Carole’s group 
work, and we work to adjust our frame. John statement in Lines 1284-1285 (about 
Carole’s group) opens a slot for Carmen, Jerri and me to disagree, or help him 
reframe his perceptions. Since Carole is not present at the meeting, the three of us 
feel free to use the information that she has been providing us as a way to counter 
John’s assumption about their collaboration. (One might wonder if John had been 
listening to Carole’s frustrations.) 
Needless to say, Jerri’s interest in what happens behind-the-scenes is high 
evidenced by her query to John in Line 1311 (“What did they say to that ). In Lines 
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1324-1325 (“Had there been great collaboration in the planning...”), Jerri uses John’s 
observations concerning congratulations to Maj and coming to the defense of Sarah as 
a way to formulate a folk theory of collaboration restating some of John’s own words 
from Line 1310 (“planning”) and Line 1324 (“perception”). 
Carmen elaborates Jerri’s generalization (Lines 1328-1337) with a story of her 
own reinforcing the insider’s-outsider’s perspective on collaboration. Her story also 
gives us another glimpse of behind-the-scenes maneuvering. Using the Carole frame 
as her point of reference, she connects her own understanding of her situation to the 
situation we are discussing. In Line 1333 (“Even though somebody at the 
presentation wouldn’t think he had taken as active a role”), is similar to our earlier 
discussion with regard to Maj (taking an active role) and Ema (taking an active role). 
In the next chapter, we will listen to Ema’s (Carole’s) group discuss their own 
struggles with collaboration. 
Conclusion 
In this transcript, we have seen Jerri’s and my acute interest in knowing what 
transpired in John’s group. John’s report to us is interesting for how it positions his 
group members against Maj. What further guides our talk is John’s perception of the 
differences between his group and Carole’s group. Once again, John’s 
(mis)understanding propels us to restore a balance. Here, John has talked about the 
imbalance of the group encapsulated in Excerpt 1. As usual, the facilitators take up a 
pattern of trying to understand John’s situation by asking questions in order to get 
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more information. John then makes an (inaccurate) observation about another group 
that serves as a pivotal point for Jerri and others to theorize about collaboration 
(scholarship), for impressing upon him that others may have similar perceptions 
regarding collaboration about his group (compassion), and for building a practice 
based on insights of a collective group of thinking practitioners (invention). Thus, 
each of the dancers have shoes to fill in this community. In the next chapter, we 
listen to Carole’s group dance around a number of themes pertaining to authority at 
this site, including leadership, ideas and co-facilitation. 
CHAPTER 11 
BEHIND-THE-SCENES: CAROLE’S GROUP 
Introduction 
In this chapter, I turn to Carole’s group (Whole Language) who faced similar 
issues to those John’s group faced, although we will soon see some striking 
differences. 
In the following extract, we will listen to Carole, the facilitator, and Sandy 
(another group member) get positioned in some ways by the other two group 
members (Dorothy and Ema) as the “person in charge.” Each configuration 
throughout this social activity draws participants into particular social positions. 
Below we will see how Carole and Sandy will negotiate (e.g., uphold, criticize, 
reject) those positions that the other two have attributed to them. 
Judging from the following segments, role definition and social identity within 
this group appear to be major themes for all of the players involved. It is worth 
reminding the reader here that Carole has been extremely forthcoming and self- 
reflexive in facilitators meetings. Her narratives express her presentation of self and 
continually attest to the kind of meaning and role negotiation present within the 
facilitator meetings. Using her apt metaphor of the dance, I trace some of the 
complex configurations of positioning that take place in this speech event. 
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How could I have honored you? 
This meeting is the feedback meeting following the group’s presentation. The 
following prompts, issued by Jerri, are the most important for setting the scene 
below: How did your group manage; and when should a facilitator intervene? Up to 
this point, Carole had been addressing most of her questions (e.g., How did dialogue 
journals work for you?) to the whole group to which the group had been responding 
very directly (e.g., The dialogue journals were helpful but fragmented). Even though 
Carole had been directing her questions to the whole group, many of her questions 
reflected her concerns about Dorothy, a middle-aged woman new to graduate school. 
Until now, Dorothy has found the academic tasks challenging, if not overwhelming 
and impinging on her social life. She has been the focus of discussion and a source 
of tension from Carole’s perspective from the beginning. The heart of the transcript 
lies below. 
Excerpt 1 
1337 C: How could I have honored your contributions? What was it that you 
1338 wanted me to do that I didn’t?” 
1339 Dorothy: Well, maybe if you had presented my ideas to the rest of the 
1340 class. 
1341 C: So you wanted me to present your ideas instead of you presenting 
1342 them? 
1343 D: Well, I did present them but nobody looked at them, or very little. 
1344 And maybe if the facilitator took a little more time to present it to 
1345 everyone else, maybe that would, you know? 
1346 C: So you thought that you presented it and nothing happened and you 
1347 wanted me to bring it up? 
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1348 D: Yeah, that’s right. Even if you ignore it, even if you don’t use it, 
1349 this idea went out the window. I felt like I wasn’t contributing. 
1350 C: That’s the real issue. You wanted to really feel equal and doing 
1351 something. I see. I can understand that. I think it’s a really good point. 
By “nobody” in Line 1341, Dorothy is referring to all of the members of the 
group: Carole, Sandy, and Ema. According to Dorothy, nobody looked at her ideas, 
so it was the facilitator’s responsibility to “present” them to the group and even the 
rest of the class (Lines 1339 & 1343). It is clear from this exchange that Dorothy 
positions Carole as a gatekeeper of ideas. As a gatekeeper, Carole has the power to 
accept, reject, or translate ideas if they have not been understood or if they have been 
ignored by everyone else in the group. From Dorothy’s perspective, there is a status 
differential (or a different social standing). Implicated in her positioning Carole as 
gatekeeper is another set of positions. Dorothy is helping shape this particular 
facilitator’s identity and her accompanying responsibility. In other words, according 
to Dorothy’s definition of facilitator, Carole should intervene if all members are not 
equal contributors in the process. 
On the other hand, Carole has not altogether declined some kind of 
authoritative position (although it is not necessarily one of “ideas gatekeeper”), as 
evidenced in her restatements (Lines 1341 & 1346) and her empathic gesture and 
praise (Line 1350-1351). Drawing on what is familiar to her, Carole responds to 
Dorothy and employs with her a set of leadership and active listening skills that she 
may otherwise use as a teacher. 
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The conversation continues with Sandy, another group member with ESL 
experience, gaining the floor by showing empathy for Dorothy and to concur with 
Carole’s reaffirmations of Dorothy. By taking the floor, Sandy opens the 
conversation back up to all of the participants and grounds this experience into 
everyday ESL teaching experience. 
Excerpt 2 
1352 Sandy: And it comes up for me all of the time as a teacher when I have 
1353 kids working in groups like this, certain people not feeling that their 
1354 contribution is as valuable as someone else’s. It’s an important issue and 
1355 it comes up a lot. 
Sandy enacts her own authority in two ways here. First, although this is 
Sandy’s first year of teaching ESL, her practical experience allows her to make 
connections between this group and her own students. Second, using her professional 
experience, she is able to make an abstraction concerning student contributions in 
group work (e.g., “It’s an important issue and it comes up a lot”). 
Sandy as Co-facilitator 
Also noteworthy is that both Sandy and Carole are elementary school teachers 
in the same area. What they share in common as elementary school teachers spills 
over into this group where the two of them enjoy a semi-professional, as well as a 
growing personal relationship, to which the other two do not have access. 
Typically, in these groups, participants will form bonds with each other. One 
type of bond occurs when a member of the group, sensing her facilitator’s 
ambivalence about this new kind of authoritative style, (e.g., not wanting to direct the 
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group in ways that they are accustomed to in their own classrooms) will act as a co¬ 
facilitator, or as the group discussion leader. In other cases, facilitators may openly 
discuss their ambivalence and feel a need to “pull [others] in,” as Carole admits she 
did with Sandy. Whether Carole’s soliciting Sandy’s leadership is overt or not, Sandy 
indeed assumes a kind of leadership role. However, she has indicated to Carole on a 
number of occasions in journal communications that she is uncomfortable with this 
role. She begins to voice some of those complaints more publicly during this 
exchange. 
Sandy and Dorothy begin to discuss Sandy’s contributions to the group—ideas 
which have appeared to receive enthusiastic approval by everyone in the group, 
including the facilitator. Dorothy, eager to compliment Sandy for her creativity, tells 
Sandy that her ideas are superior to her own and that she is “in charge.” 
Excerpt 3 
1356 S: (To Dorothy) It’s interesting because I saw how much work you were 
1357 doing...and I felt like whenever I said something, a lot of times I would 
1358 hear you say, “So then we are going to do that.” 
1359 D: That’s right, because you seemed to be in charge. 
1360 S: From my perspective I wasn’t in charge and I didn’t want to be in 
1361 charge. 
1362 D: I know. 
1363 S: And what I was doing was giving ideas and I would have liked to have 
1364 heard you speak up more with your ideas because you would say 
1365 something and sort of back off and you’d bring these things in and I’d 
1366 want you to share them; and then I would also contribute to that. 
1367 D: But they were good ideas, Sandy! 
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1368 S: They weren’t in contrast with yours. It was an exchange and I felt 
1369 like every time I offered an idea, you’d interpret my ideas as negating 
1370 your ideas instead of dialoguing with you, so you’d immediately say, 
1371 “Oh, so we’re going to do that.” 
1372 D: Well you know why that was happening, though, don’t you? Because 
1373 nothing was getting done. 
1374 C: So you were in conflict with wanting to hurry up and get going and 
1375 figuring out how you could contribute to it. 
Dorothy has positioned Sandy here as the initiator and the experienced teacher 
with ideas. Judging from this exchange, Sandy is slightly annoyed by this 
positioning, to which she offers a counter-perspective. In Lines 1363-1366 and 1368- 
1371, Sandy comments on her own attempts to be collaborative with Dorothy who 
appears in this exchange to view the process as a zero-sum situation. Knowledge is 
treated here as monological rather than dialogical (Britzman, 1992, p. 41). That is, 
the best ideas voiced by those with professional knowledge are superior to other ideas 
voiced by those with little or no professional knowledge. Furthermore, the person 
with the best ideas and the most experience is also the person “in charge.” In fairness 
to Dorothy, however, who is simply being “realistic,” she is trying to work within 
the time constraints for the presentation (a source of communal tension for most 
groups). From her perspective, they do not have the freedom to “dialogue” in the 
way that Sandy might desire. Dorothy offers a rejoinder to Sandy’s critique by 
reminding her of this in Lines 1372-1373: “Nothing was getting done.” By 
“nothing,” Dorothy means work towards the presentation. 
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Carole Steps Back In 
Carole then steps in (Line 1374), relying on skills familiar to her, and restates 
Dorothy’s dilemma. Dorothy then shifts the conversation back to Carole who, from 
her perspective, is largely responsible for vetoing Dorothy’s ideas. 
Excerpt 4 
1377 D: ...And another thing. Every time you [to Sandy] came up with a good 
1378 idea, you (to Carole) were saying, “That’s a good idea, so I figured-” 
1379 S: - But she was saying that about your ideas too! 
1380 D: Well, I don’t know. 
1381 S: You don’t feel that way? 
1382 D: No. 
Rather than addressing her disappointment to Sandy, another group member 
and peer, Dorothy holds Carole, the facilitator, accountable (Line 1377). In this 
instance, Dorothy aligns herself with Sandy by praising her ideas. Dorothy has 
deferred to Sandy, but she rebukes Carole for not approving of her ideas. Dorothy 
disagrees (Line 1382) with Sandy who attempts to step in for Carole (Line 1381). 
Again, Dorothy appears to be treating the process as she might in a traditional 
classroom, bestowing Sandy’s (the perceived leader) knowledge with certainty. 
Sandy’s ideas are further validated by Carole, who appears, from Dorothy’s 
perspective, to approve of Sandy’s ideas but disapprove of her own. 
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Sandy Steps Back In 
Recognizing the tension and ambivalence that Carole is experiencing, Sandy 
steps in for her, achieving another position. In temporarily displacing her own 
position as the initiator and ideas person, she positions herself as a co-facilitator who 
offers praise (Line 1379) and support (Line 1381). An ironic position is created that 
on the one hand de-authorizes her, but on the other hand implicates her facilitative 
authority (Carbaugh, 1994b, p. 167). 
Again, as co-facilitator, Sandy reproaches the group (especially Dorothy) and 
reminds them that the process should have been a more dialogical rather than 
combative one. And again, Dorothy resists this notion by insisting that Sandy’s ideas 
were superior to her own. 
Excerpt 5 
1384 E: ...I felt my ideas were carrying so much weight. 
1385 D: But they were! 
1386 E: But I didn’t want them to and I felt like okay, well here’s another 
1387 idea- 
1388 D: -But Sandy, they turned out to be good. 
1389 E: (frustrated) Wait. Wait. Can I finish? They were good ideas and I 
1390 think your ideas were good and your (to Ema) ideas were good and we’re 
1391 all different people and we all have different ideas and when someone 
1392 brings something up it doesn’t mean, “Oh, we’re going to do that and we 
1393 are going to forget all about my (someone else’s) idea.” 
Sandy is trying to convince Dorothy that ideas should evolve in a collaborative 
process. Ideas are not facts to be transmitted from the most experienced or the most 
knowledgeable in the professional field. In contrast, Dorothy is resolute in her own 
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position. From her standpoint, the person with the best ideas (representing the most 
experience) should be in charge. 
Consistent with many women new to graduate school, Dorothy is concerned 
about the space she takes up. She confesses earlier that she did not want to “push 
herself on anybody if it is supposed to be a collaborative process.” It appears 
however, that she will not be pulled in either. Thus, like Sandy, in explicating a 
position of acquiescence, she too is implicating a position of authority. 
Finally, a fourth member of the group, who until now has been very quiet, 
corroborates Dorothy’s account. There is little doubt in Ema’s mind (a student from 
Taiwan) as to whose ideas should be used for the presentation. According to Ema, 
the one with the most teaching experience should contribute the most. This particular 
exchange begins with Ema, who asks permission to take the floor. 
Excerpt 6 
1395 Ema: May I say something? I think that Sandy and Dorothy is different. 
1396 Sandy is more experienced - 
1397 E: - In ESL. 
1398 Ema: In ESL. That’s why she can offer more activities, more ideas. 
1399 D: That’s what I kept saying. 
1400 Ema: Everything is good and you can go on and use those activities. 
1401 D: I really think that was the reason [we chose her ideas]. 
1402 E: But I’m trying to - 
1403 C: - How did you (to Ema) feel when all of this was going on? How did 
1404 you feel about your own contributions? Do you feel like you got enough 
1405 help from me or do you feel like you got overlooked...? 
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Sandy tries once again to minimize her experiences and escape the expert 
positioning signaled by her protest to Ema (Line 1397). In Sandy’s mind, a seasoned 
ESL teacher’s contributions construct only one layer of a collaborative process. By 
relying on the (ESL) expertise of one person, Ema and Dorothy fail to take advantage 
of the built-in diversity of the group. Despite Sandy’s interrupted protest (Line 
1402), Ema and Dorothy still regard her as the expert or the “natural leader” (Cohen, 
1994) and her objections are not acknowledged by anyone, including Carole. In fact, 
Carole intervenes (Line 1403) and in some ways disrupts Sandy’s final attempt to 
convince the group that in a collaborative process everyone’s voice should be heard, 
not just that of the perceived (ESL) expert. Rather than encouraging the group to 
reflect on Sandy’s narrative (i.e., reflection on the lack of collaboration—a 
monological process rather than a dialogical one) Carole questions her own 
competence as a facilitator, as demonstrated in her line of questioning to Ema (Lines 
1403-1405). 
Rather than viewing this as a failure in collaboration or a failure in facilitation, 
I use it to show the degree to which the authority “dance” is played out. All of the 
members participate in this dance; however, some are more vocal about it than 
others. For example, Ema, for reasons that I will not elaborate here, is obviously 
more reticent than other members.45 Thus in the next section, I present her more as 
45 I do not have enough information to comment on Ema’s contributions. For a thorough treatment of 
the concept of (multicultural, multilingual) “voice’ in collaboration using examples from his own 
experience as facilitator (see Bailey, 1993). 
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a foil for the other three. Below, filling in some background, I try to capture some of 
the more salient features of authority in this practice. 
Dorothy 
From Dorothy’s standpoint, the facilitator concept has been a disruptive one 
and recalls times in other courses with this course professor where group work has 
been more “cooperative” without a facilitator. Dorothy defers to the professor’s 
expertise and ability to make decisions: “Maybe it’s something new that she (the 
professor) feels might be better, but my experience with the course was good and 
there wasn’t a facilitator. ” 
Perhaps what Dorothy means by the words “cooperative” and “good” is 
something closer to the idea of “feeling good” —the euphoria that comes as a result 
of bonding with other group members. Judging from the transcript I have selected, 
Dorothy’s narrative is filled with confusion and sometimes feelings of rejection. On 
the one hand, she feels that she has worked overtime to gather ideas and bring them 
to the group and she wants recognition for them, especially from the person she 
thinks should recognize them—the facilitator. On the other hand, she doesn’t want to 
“push” her ideas onto anyone. Dorothy, like many women in this course, is 
confronted by her own “self-styling,” meaning, in this case, that she regulates herself 
according to norms of politeness, even when she strongly disagrees (Gore, 1993, p. 
90).46 In the segments above we can see how Dorothy has persevered in positioning 
46 “Politeness” as a communicative strategy and norm is a compelling point for analysis in feminist 
classrooms. Lack of space prevents me from a thorough discussion here. 
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herself as a non-authority around professional knowledge (e.g., Whole Language, 
ESL teaching, methods for cooperation and collaboration). Ambivalent about her 
own authoritative posture, Dorothy clings to more hierarchical notions of authority. 
By insisting that she is not in charge, she positions herself as an authority in another 
discourse, one that competes with this classroom’s collaborative discourse. She 
accurately sums up her own position in an earlier mandate to Carole: “Okay 
facilitator, facilitate!” Paradoxically, Dorothy calls forth enough power to be able to 
direct Carole despite her own confusion about the process and her self-doubt about 
“pushing herself on anyone.” Part of the credit for Dorothy’s authority (and 
empowerment) can be attributed to the collaborative norms at work in this course. In 
hierarchical classrooms, students seldom get an opportunity to be directive, to voice 
their complaints, to be combative, candid, (or impolite?), as Dorothy is with Carole 
earlier in this meeting: “Well I will tell you how I feel. Maybe I shouldn’t.” 
These contradictory voices within and across group members are symbolic of 
many of the authoritative disruptions that we have seen with facilitators and group 
members as they begin to work out their own collaborative processes. As the 
collaborative norms begin to evolve in this course and in the small groups, some 
students, like Dorothy, are initially confused by this dance in which deeply felt ideas 
about knowledge and authority are challenged (Bailey, 1993). 
As I stated earlier, the constant pressure of having to take a position in 
someone else’s discourse generates for many women a constant and profound 
disempowerment (Luke & Gore, 1992). To some extent, Sandy and Carole impose a 
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“constant pressure” on Dorothy. Their constant pressure, however, is not one that 
intends to “disempower” or compete with Dorothy. Quite the opposite is true from 
the perspective of both facilitators. Their “constant pressure” is one that intends to 
empower, to seek Dorothy out as a resource and an authority. 
Jerlyn Fisher (1987) points out that the “returning student” needs to have her 
reservoir of life experiences validated and that soliciting those experiences in 
classroom discussions is not enough. Consistent with other feminist pedogogies, she 
reinforces the idea that classroom activities and assignments should be “derived from 
and reward the adult’s acquired ability to generalize from previous experience” (p. 
90). 
What is not necessarily apparent in the above transcript are Carole’s later 
attempts to validate Dorothy’s personal experiences, particularly through journal 
communications. Earlier in the semester, Carole admitted her failure to communicate 
with Dorothy academically. One possible reason for their gap was Carole’s (and 
Sandy’s) perceptions of Dorothy’s contributions, which they regarded as irrelevant 
and trivial. Over time, Carole realized that she had to “learn how to value Dorothy 
emotionally.” She surprises herself with this revelation as she confesses publicly that 
she is an emotional person. 
What is evident in this transcript are Carole’s genuine attempts to “discover” 
Dorothy and Dorothy’s moment of directness and honesty with Carole. These 
exchanges are closer to examples of empowerment pedagogy than Carole and Sandy’s 
more direct attempts to empower her (or encourage her to be more self-directed) 
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which, in fact, are not received by Dorothy. Like most students in the course (and in 
any situation), we are “empowered” when we are ready to be, not when someone else 
“empowers” us. 
Sandy 
Sandy’s participation in the dance is in some ways less reluctant than 
Dorothy’s and in other ways more. Inasmuch as she is a willing participant, she is 
self-conscious about the title “leader.” She is especially encumbered by Dorothy’s 
observation: “You seem to be in charge.” Dorothy, however, is not the only one 
who has positioned her as such. Both Ema and Carole have done the 
same—knowingly or not. One could conclude from the brief exchange between Ema 
and Sandy that Sandy’s experience helps to ground her professional authority. 
Carole’s positioning of Sandy comes out in her narratives during facilitator meetings. 
Initially, she “pulled” Sandy in (from another group) and was eager to be a kind of 
mentor, since Sandy was just launching her ESL career.47 She also felt that Sandy 
might help balance out this particular group. According to Carole they were 
confused, unorganized, and “extraordinarily without knowledge.” Needless to say, 
Sandy had shoes to fill before she even began to dance. 
Earlier in this feedback session, Sandy admitted her frustration and her anxiety 
about the process. Like Dorothy, she too felt constrained by the time, and she 
47 At the second facilitator’s meeting the facilitators and Jerri rearranged two of the groups to 
accomplish at least two goals. First, in order to maximize heterogeneity, one male was switched to 
another group of all females. Secondly, both Jerri and Carole agreed that Elizabeth needed to be with 
Carole (so that she could be apprenticed). 
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subsequently felt obligated to take a leadership role since she would be “putting her 
name to this product,” as she had confessed earlier in this meeting. Once again, the 
time constraints that members feel around the presentation (the product) often 
constrain collaboration as well. The “time constraint” problematic in fact has been 
part of an ongoing narrative in facilitator’s meetings, and as we have seen in John’s 
? / 
group. One of the questions that would re-occur was how to balance the group 
process with the product (e.g., the presentation, papers, materials to be read). As a 
result of these reflections and accompanying suggestions, Jerri would re-structure the 
course the following year in order to maximize opportunities for groups to better 
collaborate.48 
In addition to feeling obligated to take on a leadership role, Sandy also admits 
feeling some guilt (her own words) about “stepping in.” One can easily see from the 
above stretch of talk that Sandy’s more reluctant voice is speaking. Like Carole, she 
is clearly caught up in the dance, torn between her obligation to the 
product/presentation, which puts her in “take-over” mode and her obligation to the 
process which puts her in “pull-back” mode. Because of her social standing in the 
group (i.e., she is not a facilitator) she is not positioned explicitly in the same way as 
Carole is. Although she shimmies between Dorothy and Carole, pulled in two 
directions between co-facilitator and group member, she is not reproached for being 
too creative, domineering, or experienced. Furthermore, she is not expected to 
48 One of the ideas that came up (meeting 10/12/90) was for each group to submit a work plan by the 
same date. That way, each group strives for efficiency early on. In turn, they can balance that 
efficiency with reflection in subsequent and rotating reflection groups. 
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evaluate, (e.g., to offer praise for a good idea). Although Dorothy does praise Sandy 
(e.g. Your ideas were good!) she does not receive the evaluation in the same spirit as 
she might were it given by Carole or even Jerri. At this point in the group process, 
Sandy refuses to acknowledge Dorothy’s praise because she has rejected Dorothy’s 
positioning of her as leader, generator of ideas, and person-in-charge. In short, in 
trying to respect the values of the course and the program’s orientation, she seeks 
equity with Dorothy. That is, she makes every attempt to find out how Dorothy can 
be a resource to the group. 
As Sandy witnesses and to some extent lives out Carole’s struggle with the 
facilitation concept, she is critically aware of some of the challenging aspects of the 
role. For example, as I have already suggested, the norms in this course stress that 
everyone is a viable resource. Given time, leadership and expertise will emerge 
organically. Sandy’s desire to efface traditional authoritative boundaries (e.g., the 
person with the professional knowledge or with experience is the person-in-charge) at 
once conforms to the explicit norm and values of this classroom, but clashes with 
more traditional values of her peer group members. Ironically, Sandy may be 
recognized as the conformist, one who upholds the status quo, while the other 
members of her group appear to challenge it. 
When she discusses facilitation with other members of the class (in another 
feedback forum) she offers her own analysis of the facilitation dynamic. Her 
commentary reflects an ideal, rather than how she has perceived the facilitation 
experience through Carole. I will close Sandy’s story with her own insights. They 
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are especially significant because in her narrative, she envisions how she will shape 
the role the following year: 
[Facilitation requires] a kind of listening that we don’t normally get 
experience with [in normal conversations]. Facilitators can listen in that 
way, very non judgmentally, open listening where you don’t have your 
own agenda but you are really trying to place yourself in what is 
happening as much as possible. [They] have a unique perspective so 
[they] can bring things together...and say this is what I see 
happening...help gel things. 
Carole 
Perhaps more than any other facilitator, Carole is truly caught up in the dance. 
It is fitting that I use her metaphor to tease out the various configurations of authority 
in this group. Naturally, Carole’s own preoccupation with the dance directly affects 
her performance, as the following admission to her group indicates: “...so I pulled 
back more. It’s this dance for you too.” I have begun to trace how the group reacts 
to her moves in a variety of ways, ranging from Dorothy and Ema’s expectations to 
Sandy’s reactions to the dance: “I felt that you should have stepped back sooner than 
you did...a facilitator should be more directive or less directive.” 
Clearly evidenced in Carole’s narrative is her continued negotiation of her own 
authority. My own impressions of Carole were mixed. At times, I appreciated her 
guileless nature and openness to new experiences. At other times, I was perplexed by 
what appeared to be both in message and tone a unique condescension, perhaps 
characteristic of an elementary school teacher. Ema, for example was “her happy 
disposition student” whose knowledge of the topic was limited to her own cultural and 
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educational experiences (e.g., Illiteracy is not a problem in Taiwan). We might also 
remember how their first evening together, she talks about admonishing Sam, another 
member (male) at least 10 years older than she, for trying to leave during a meeting. 
Dorothy, as we know by now, is the unspoken “problem” student who cannot seem to 
meet the academic demands of this course. From Carole’s perspective, as early as 
her first meeting with them, this group was one that would need her help both 
academically and socially. If we recall from the first meeting Carole’s observations: 
They are extraordinarily without knowledge or experience which is going 
to make them sort of vulnerable, but I think they may learn about being 
in a group and learn that they can know something. I just have to see 
how the dynamics of it goes. 
Acknowledging from the beginning that this group is “vulnerable,” Carole 
negotiates a (confident) position as their protector, someone who will guide and 
nurture but will eventually wean her young. Later, confused and to some extent 
frustrated with their “vulnerability,” she reflects on her initial instincts: 
“I had no idea what I was supposed to do. Am I supposed to take care 
of these people? Am I supposed to make sure they do a good job?” 
Her protection instincts towards this group are nonetheless complex. Inasmuch 
as she treats them like children, they are also her cultural informants and her 
teachers. Questions like the one she asks Dorothy in Line 1337 ( How could I value 
your contributions?”) are commonplace for her and representative of how she 
provides slots for her group to inform her and be critical of her facilitation style. 
Line 1403 (“How did you feel when all of this was going on...?”) is another example 
of how she structures talk so that group members become invaluable resources for 
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her, providing insights into her own students in another situation. Paradoxically, this 
particular example (Line 1403) also cut Sandy off from advancing her critique of this 
group’s inability to collaborate. This is one of many examples showing Carole’s 
compassionate authority counterbalancing her scholarship authority. 
Carole’s style in many ways is a prototype of the early facilitator. When 
expected to tone down their own expertise, many of them are at a loss as to what to 
do. Until they have negotiated their roles with their groups (and some never do), 
they typically communicate in one of three ways. They often rely on behaviors and 
routines that are familiar to them (e.g., Initiation - Response - Evaluation sequence; 
teacher fronted discussions) or how they have fashioned the role in their own mind 
(e.g., group dynamics; active listening by restating — ”so this is what you are 
saying?”); or they are quiet, deliberately muting their own voice in order to allow 
other group members opportunities to speak and take ownership of their group 
(Bailey, 1993). This last response is the most difficult for facilitators and for class 
members who are watching, reacting to, or resisting this facilitation set of strategies. 
I point out again that this “observation period” is the most difficult for the Americans 
in the course because of their pre-defined notions of a “facilitator”-a speaking leader 
who helps. For some students whose experience has been less than euphoric (the 
mystical bonding did not occur), the facilitator is an ineffective bystander. 
Carole, and most other facilitators, employ a combination of the above 
strategies. At times we see that she feels the need to structure turn-taking, to be 
directive, asking and answering questions. Her restatements reveal how she listens to 
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her students and how she approaches her role as facilitator. It is important to note 
here that this particular discussion strategy is not one that she uses with other 
facilitators. 
Finally, in this transaction, there is an entire stretch of talk in which she 
remains quiet, “pulls back” and lets Sandy “cut in” to dance with Dorothy. On 
several other occasions, she purposely “holds back,” disappears altogether, or shows 
up late for meetings so that the group will learn “that they can know something.” 
Carole is eager to incorporate the major values of this learner-centered learning and 
teaching community: Be self-directed; take responsibility; see yourself as a resource; 
see others as resources. 
Until now, I have left the course professor, and to some extent myself, out of 
the dance within this particular transcript. I draw her (and to some extent myself) 
back in through Carole who in many ways has a closer connection to us than her 
other group members do (i.e., she is a facilitator and a doctoral student). 
Carole holds Jerri to the same kinds of demands that Dorothy has for her. 
Carole, however, is less at odds with the collaborative norms and discourse of this 
class than Dorothy is. Furthermore, to some degree, she has internalized the 
educational values of the program. For example, she believes that “transmission 
models” (Enright & McCloskey, 1988) are less effective than experiential, learner- 
centered models. She corroborates the course professor’s (and the program) beliefs 
that knowledge is shifting rather than static (see Bailey, 1993) as evidenced in her 
narratives about her own classroom. To that extent, she is less inclined to expect 
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Jerri to present or “translate” her ideas to the other facilitators. Nonetheless, she 
does expect the professor to be a kind of role designer, clarifier and monitor. Those 
expectations are embedded in complex patterns that invariably link back to the 
professor’s authority. At times the voice of authority is an anonymous one: “It 
definitely needs to be clarified at the beginning; “[Facilitation] wasn’t clear to us;” 
“We really got thrown in on both feet” At other times her own experienced voice 
blends with appeals for support from other facilitators, but especially from the 
professor: “I think I need more strategies for when it starts to [get off track] - when 
nothing is connecting.” Finally, she refers to other authorities such as texts, and to 
other models of facilitation and she connects them to the course professor: 
After having a tiny bit of training and after having taken a group dynamics 
counseling course, at least I have a concept that that stuff (group dynamics 
strategies) exists....And that stuff is all documented. I mean, it’s out there 
and it’s easy to read. There are all kinds of models. 
As I already mentioned, in some ways Carole is a prototype for other 
facilitators who come after her. Until we internalize the idea that we are free to 
invent the practice, we rely heavily on authorities other than ourselves, especially the 
course professor. “Why didn’t Jerri tell us?” is a commonplace question. Carole’s 
narratives are especially provocative because her struggle with her own authority is 
translucent. One can hear Carole think. 
I have attempted to trace Dorothy’s, Sandy’s, and Carole’s authoritative 
positions. How each of them defines and realizes her authority on an individual level 
is not as critical as how they have jointly constructed their positions. In the above 
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segment, we have seen a social arrangement where authoritative identities are being 
shaped in relation to one another. Take out one player and the entire dance is altered. 
Similarities Between John’s Group and Carole’s Group 
There are a number of similarities between John’s group and Carole’s group. 
In pointing out their differences, I would like to concentrate on the discursive 
asymmetrical interactions balanced out with the three modes of authority. The first 
and most striking difference is the positioning of Maj contrasted with the positioning 
of Sandy. Maj’s authority is much less benevolent than Sandy’s; Sandy, as we have 
seen in the above interchange, makes several attempts to detach herself from the 
expert positioning. Maj concedes his abilities but tries to convince the group that on 
a qualitative scale, his contributions were necessary. In turn, their groups have very 
different reactions to them. Dorothy and Eina feel that they are complementing 
Sandy by telling her that she was in charge and that her ideas were good. Sarah and 
Mick are not complementing Maj; they are potentially rejecting him on his content 
knowledge grounds. 
A second striking difference appears in the relation between the two “leaders” 
and their facilitators. Sandy and Carole have worked out a relation of co-facilitation. 
When Carole is absent (either physically or mentally), Sandy’s position is person in 
charge,” and the rest of the group accepts her position willingly. John and Maj’s 
relationship is much less friendly; in fact, one might even say that it is antagonistic. 
Even when John is present, Maj takes up the room, and judging from our glimpses of 
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Sarah and to a lesser extent Mick, reactions to him are less agreeable than those to 
Sandy. Finally, it is difficult to imagine Sandy and Carole having a “screaming 
match,” one being supplicant to the other (e.g., he told me you have to be in charge) 
one trying to outsilence the other, or one calling the other egocentric, as we will see 
in the next chapter. In fact, we see a host of differences between the two relations 
beginning with their first meeting together. If one recalls, Sandy was pulled into 
Carole’s group to be mentored by Carole. John replaced Ann, and as such was 
“stuck” with the Problem Posing group. In reviewing the transcripts of Chapter 9 
and this chapter, we see Sandy and Carole take turns weaving in and out of each 
other’s talk in order to uphold, reject or modify Dorothy’s and Ema’s propositions, 
while in Chapter 9, we see John and Maj confront each other, while the other group 
members look on, playing wallflowers. Mick finally does “cut-in” to dance with 
Maj. 
Needless to say, in the interest of time for both groups, Maj’s and Sandy’s 
contributions were necessary and invaluable. Moreover, the groups appreciate these 
two leaders with one major difference: Dorothy appears to blame Carole for the lack 
of collaboration, while Sandy is exonerated. Sarah reproaches Maj and exonerates 
John. 
Conclusion 
Similar to other meetings, the talk in this meeting is largely determined by the 
event—giving feedback—which automatically requires a degree of self-disclosure. 
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Carole opens with the question: How could I have honored your contributions; what 
was it that you wanted me to do that I didn’t? This immediately opens up possibilities 
for pointing out Carole’s deficiencies and Sandy’s “strengths.” 
I have already pointed out where this group has relied on their compassionate 
authority to confirm one another. This confirmation is not necessarily recognized and 
not necessarily mutual, since each person in the triangle is confirming someone who 
is not reciprocating that confirmation. Carole affirms Dorothy’s ideas; Dorothy 
affirms Sandy, and Sandy, wanting to deflect the “credit,” turns to “rescue” Carole. 
Their collective scholarship authority has been disrupted since Dorothy and 
Ema are unable to imagine themselves in a capacity of theory builders, idea givers, 
and least of all, “person-in-charge.” Sandy makes several attempts to adjust the 
power differentials, but Dorothy and Ema stick to more traditional roles, viewing 
themselves as followers. Finally, the group’s inventive authority, as in John’s group, 
is lost because they did not combine their experiences, cultural knowledge and 
socioculture to collaboratively achieve something that did not exist before. Sandy 
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made several attempts to use the group’s inventive capacities, but was conflicted not 
only by her own constraints (e.g., the performance) but also by the constraints of the 
group members and the course. I hasten to add that I am not judging their 
performance, especially since I did not see it, but as I mentioned earlier, judging from 
this group’s feedback and Carole’s assessment, they did not take advantage of all of 
the resources available to them. I now turn to the last chapter in order to show once 
again how we work to establish our authoritative positionings with John, whose 
“resistance” provides us with opportunities to be compassionate, cultivate theories 
about facilitation, and invent a unique pedagogy. 
CHAPTER 12 
CONFIRMING MAJ 
Introduction 
On this particular evening, we bring a kind of levity to the meeting, largely 
brought about by Carole. By now, we have achieved a certain closeness; we make 
the most of our clinical surroundings; we sit comfortably around a large table in a 
classroom with Carole assuming her lotus position; (John is one exception to this, a 
point I discuss later); one or two people have brought food; Jerri has invited us over 
for dinner. Everyone eagerly attends to Carole, who we know by now is good at 
initiating topics, particularly ones that explore possible definitions of “facilitator.” 
Halfway through this meeting she brings up the topic of learning to value all people. 
The ensuing exchange is around the question: How can you value Maj? We will see 
how once the question is initiated, people use it as a text for upholding or rejecting 
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compassionate, scholarly or inventive authority. 
About the Facilitator Meeting 
Excerpt 1 
1425 C: The other thing I wanted to talk about—we don’t have to do it 
1426 tonight—I would like to get people’s thoughts on how you learn to value 
1427 all people, how you learn to see the worth in everybody. Because if you 
1428 don’t have that underlying belief that everybody is valuable and 
1429 worthwhile, for one thing, I don’t think that you should be teaching... 
1430 That, to me, is really the underpinnings of collaboration. As a teacher, 
1431 you are trying to make that happen...everyone should contribute...all 
1432 people have worth.:.a way for everyone to be worthwhile. 
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The first thing that stands out relative to other facilitator meetings is Carole’s 
growing leadership within the facilitators’ meeting. Using our prior conversation 
about the role of facilitator as an anchor, Carole uses the floor to switch topics 
without checking with me or Jerri to “get permission.” Predisposed already to 
making connections with her teaching and facilitating (which she has done all 
evening), she opens the floor to discuss valuing others and links this to our earlier 
discussion about collaboration. In Line 1430 (“The underpinnings of collaboration”) 
is a good example for showing how one might come to generalize, based on primary 
or deferred theories, about a complex concept such as collaboration. Jerri builds on 
Carole’s reflections further advancing a theory (big picture) about collaboration in the 
following utterance. 
Excerpt 2 
1433 Jer: And that is the major thing in dealing with collaborative learning for 
1434 the purpose of getting people with different backgrounds and races to 
1435 attract and that is one of the basis... 
I elaborate on Jerri’s big picture to restate an earlier position on dialogue, 
which to me is a fundamental component for collaboration. 
1436 “I think that gets back to the whole notion of dialogue and 
1437 collaboration... ” 
And finally Carole returns to her own stance. 
1438 C: “I think the other part of [collaboration] is that you are responsible for 
1439 your own learning and your reactions...If you know [that], then what 
1440 someone else is doing to make you feel that way becomes yours instead 
1441 of theirs and you can deal with it. But if they can t see that, they re not 
1442 responsible for how you are feeling then you get into an emotional mire 
1443 of finger pointing and blaming. 
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Each of us in turn has invoked the big picture to claim our position on 
collaboration, moving from general information to very specific examples from our 
own experiences. I have included this stretch in order for the reader to get a picture 
of Carole, especially when contrasted with John. It is further important for showing 
how Carole’s theory building is deferred, predicated on her intuitions and emotions 
like Sarah and Mary, unlike Maj, John and Mick’s discursive positioning. The final 
reason for including this is for teasing out an intertextual link for Ella. Carole’s 
contributions to this discussion are not necessarily an outcome of Carole’s 
apprenticeship in this course, but her language certainly helps to build this facilitation 
praxis. In other words, her language (e.g., lexicon, discourse, utterances) both 
constitutes and is constituted by the norms and values of the professor and this 
course. Invoking various textual authorities (e.g., articles she has read, an anecdote 
about a student who bites her), Carole builds a case for her well grounded theory 
about valuing others. 
Although this particular discussion centers around her teaching, I ask her to 
relate this to facilitation. After a moment’s hesitation, she agrees that she had to 
learn to value Dorothy’s contributions. It did not come easily for her. 
During Carole’s discussion, facilitators offer support, fill in her narrative with 
verbal and non-verbal confirmation and ask questions. At one point, the course 
professor opens the discussion up to everyone. Evidently, Carole has hit on a topic 
that resonates with everyone. Ella, who has begun to contribute consistently, offers 
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her own insights into valuing other people, embellishing cues from Carole linked to 
reacting. 
Excerpt 3 
1444 Ella: Isn’t it a question of what you have mentally at a particular time? 
1445 In other words, not reacting to what you would naturally react to but 
1446 rather respond to what you know about that particular individual if indeed 
1447 you are knowing that that person is valuable. You can hold on to that 
1448 even in the face of a trying situation. And I think that the person who has 
1449 been difficult will respond ultimately. Maybe not initially but ultimately. 
1450 But, I think that situation really tests and tries the sincerity of your 
1451 contentions that everyone is valuable. 
Ella continues along these same lines, linking her discussion to Jerri’s earlier 
comments about races attracting, broadening the discussion to talk about prejudice; 
how humans make assumptions to talk about the good that is in each person. 
1452 Ella: And I think that is a really good thing. I’ve seen all different 
1453 degrees of prejudice and uhm and it’s really interesting how much people 
1454 assume about their own attitudes and I think that’s a general human thing. 
1455 They make a lot of assumptions because they want people to see them the 
1456 way they would like to be...And I think you have to respond to the good 
1457 that is there and don’t react to the negative. 
Ella uses the word “good” in her evaluative utterance (Line 1452). Ella’s 
insights build on Carole’s. Similar to Carole, she has called upon her repertoire of 
stories about prejudice to support her hypothesis about people’s assumptions. Within 
this course, part of what composes this class is the goodness of the people around us. 
Carole responds in kind to discuss what she has been reflecting on, making 
direct applications from this course to her life. Her greatest realization applies to her 
relationship with Dorothy and Dorothy’s authority; Dorothy teaches Carole a lesson 
about facilitation that she could not have known otherwise. 
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At one time or another during the course of the facilitators’ meetings, most 
facilitators have tried to understand each problematic situation through discussion. In 
each case, we have seen a level of confirming the other. As we have seen in past 
chapters, this “valuing” does not come as easily for John in relation to Maj. There is 
no doubt that he has found tremendous value within the other three. 
John’s Non-verbal Position in the Group 
Until present, John has placed himself outside the group. From his first day, 
he sits at the head of the table apart from the rest of the group. I have not discussed 
his physical placement because until tonight, no one has brought it up. Earlier on this 
evening, Ahmed had made a reference to John’s location, making an attempt to 
include him, and threatened jokingly: “I am going to do an analysis of you...sitting 
way over there.” Although the statement is intended as a joke (and one that is 
understood as such between the two men), we will see shortly the irony in this 
“threat.” In addition to Ahmed’s comment, Ella refers to Sam, who also had 
physically separated himself from his group, whereupon Ella talks about her overtures 
to include him. Similarly, on this particular evening, I call attention to John’s non¬ 
verbal “detachment.” My intention is to undo his detachment, in short, to include 
him. Unlike Ahmed however, my attempts to include John bespeak an odd 
combination of aggression and connection. 
Before I “invite” John to physically join us, I initiate our first two-step with 
John by asking him a question similar to the one I asked Carole: “Have you been 
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able to find something valuable in Dorothy?” to which, as we know by now, Carole 
in her self-disclosing way was forthcoming and insightful. To John, I begin to ask if 
he could find anything valuable in Maj. The dance begins here. 
Excerpt 4 
1458 M: So, uh John how would you say...do you see similar issues in your 
1459 group? 
1460 John: What? 
1461 M: Do you see similar issues? 
1462 J: Not so heavy. 
1463 M: (Bordering on frustration and sarcasm) Yeah. yeah, yeah, but... 
1464 (Change tone—almost pleading) Come here. Will you come sit over here? 
1465 (everyone laughs) 
1466 J: I sit here because I can see everyone, (more laughter) 
1467 M: (feigning anger, lowering voice) Why do you sit over there? 
1468 (laughter) (pause) 
In Line 1458, I started to ask John directly how he valued Maj, but interrupted 
myself in order to leave the question open-ended. By employing the term “similar 
issues,” although to other members vague, I was eager to hear him discuss either his 
relationship with Maj, or the group, or Maj vis-a-vis the group. Judging from Lines 
1460 and 1462, John is not as forthcoming as I had anticipated, or hoped he would 
be. Understandably, he does not want to be singled out among this group of mostly 
women who are self-disclosing and extremely candid. On the other hand, the 
prosodic cues in Line 1463 indicate my own impatience with John’s continued 
resistance to my suggestions. Hence, my tone, manner and my combative attitude 
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with John are not necessarily consistent with my intentions or the reflexive and 
nurturing composite of this group. The contradiction here is self-evident. I am 
aggressively recruiting (“John, sit here!”) into the exigency of the “valuing” 
discourse that is emerging in this meeting. This extract is an apt illustration of the 
shuffling of authority in which two opposing forms of power combat each other. One 
form is my attempt to exert my professional and emotional authority over John (e.g., 
closeness, confirming the other) while John exerts his resistance (e.g., detachment, 
refusing to value Maj). 
On Impartial Terms or in Mai’s Terms? 
My desire to reach some kind of consensus highlighting Maj’s positive 
attributes (e.g., Maj may be overly zealous and therefore impatient, but he is 
nonetheless good) underscores a pervasive ideology apparent in this community of 
thinking, caring people (i.e., everyone is valuable, collaboration means finding ways 
in which we can confirm others) that we have seen throughout this research. The 
question, “How can you value Maj,” takes precedence over other discourse routines 
(e.g., talking about other problems) in this transcript and, Carole and Suzanne agree 
that I was pressing the question a little too vigorously, making John uncomfortable. I 
reframe the question in order to distinguish his situation from Carole’s. 
Excerpt 5 
1469 M: I was just thinking the whole thing with you and maybe Maj. And 
1470 we wouldn’t be talking about an emotional support for Maj [like Carole 
1471 was talking about for Dorothy]. 
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1472 C: Maj doesn’t have a self-worth problem, (laughter) 
1473 M: No, that’s true, (to John) How can you value Maj? 
1474 C: Uhm. That’s an excellent question. 
1475 J: In impartial terms or in Maj’s terms? 
In this extract, without further circumlocution (Line 1473), I have made my 
intentions clear. This proposal to John serves as a mainstay for the next few extracts. 
In Line 1472, our laughter conveys a shared pool of knowledge about Maj, which in 
this context is comical. It is especially comical in this instance because the code 
“self-worth” and Maj’s abundance of it is at odds with Dorothy’s “self-worth 
problem” who we know by now, as portrayed by Carole, lacks the kind of confidence 
that we see with Maj. That Maj does not have a self-esteem problem is, in fact, 
understating the issue. One may recall that the cultural symbols we use to describe 
Maj (e.g., domineering, passionate, “Maj run,” agenda bound) have served to create 
and sustain the animosity fueled between John and Maj all along. Carole also 
confirms my question in Line 1474. Later, she will provide examples from her 
personal repertoire of stories in order to buffer my question (Line 1473) and to 
protect him. 
From this short exchange, we can see where John draws on earlier threads to 
divert, duck, avoid and deflect our now joint proposal: How can you value Maj? In 
this extract, John’s “impartial” when juxtaposed with “Maj’s terms” (Line 1475) links 
to other numerous references to neutrality and impartiality. The semantic cues 
contained within John’s utterance “impartiality versus Maj’s terms” are also 
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fascinating for what they say again about John’s anonymity posited as a binary to 
Maj’s particular specificity. It is difficult to identify John’s exact meaning of 
“impartial terms,” for it could have any number of meanings. In this case, the code 
“impartial” could be related to feelings of the group (i.e., the group’s terms) or 
conceptions of the facilitator role contested against “Maj’s terms.” One thing is 
certain, however, if “impartial terms” is used as an agon by John against Maj’s 
terms, then “Maj’s terms” have been extricated from other grounds, setting his 
“terms” apart, and rendering them unique. Moreover, contained within “Maj’s 
terms” is further evidence of a compartmentalized “school of thought,” relegating 
Maj’s knowledge to a school subject (Britzman, 1992). However, his terms are 
nonetheless “special.” 
In Other Terms 
The discussion moves forward with Carole stepping in to qualify John 
restatement (Line 1477). Neither of the options (i.e., impartial terms versus Maj’s 
terms) is suitable for Carole, who sticks to her interpersonal and intrapersonal scripts. 
Excerpt 6 
1477 C: Well, in personal terms, for yourself maybe? [Q: How do you value 
1478 Maj?] 
1479 J: (pause) Well, I don’t know Maj well enough to assume what his 
1480 personality is like, but in (pause) probably what amounts to an unqualified 
1481 estimation I would say that Maj is (pause)—he’s egocentric? (softly, not 
1482 defensive) 
1483 M: But I meant... 
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1484 J: But again, I don’t know him well enough to say that truthfully. It’s 
1485 the way I perceive him. 
In this extract, Carole constructs a position of inclusion for John. Intertwining 
her proposal with mine and embellishing John’s, Carole too is seeking disclosure from 
John. John, responding more candidly than he has before, continues to talk about his 
perceptions of Maj’s personality. 
Having been asked the question three different times, three different ways, 
John has yet to respond directly to it. Instead he uses his perceptions of Maj qualified 
by his own lack of knowledge about him to deflect the proposal. John has chosen the 
term “egocentric” to characterize his perceptions of Maj. Might one infer from this 
extract that Maj is egocentric and is therefore impossible to value or feel any 
compassion for? Is it impossible to imagine taking up a position for Maj (Jones, 
1993). If Maj is egocentric, as John suggests, then perhaps that sheds some light on 
John’s refusal to give him the feedback that he had asked for in Chapter 9. 
In the next abstract, Carole tries another strategy with John by returning to an 
evolving discursive complex within this group (under Jerri’s guidance and influence). 
Avoiding psychological terms (e.g., egocentric) and accusations, she reframes her 
question linking it to a material base with material consequences of interactions 
(Bloome & Eagan, Robertson, 1993; Willett, 1995). Within this reframe is a 
subordinate frame re-invoking the cultural symbol initiated by her dynamics. The 
“dynamics” in this sequence refers to the network of interactions within John’s group. 
Carole explicates their individual relations with Maj as a way to restate her question. 
Implicated in her reframe is John’s perceived compatibility with his group members 
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minus Maj. Her explication below structures positions for John’s group members to 
comment, which she evaluates in a follow-up meeting. 
Excerpt 7 
1486 C: Another way [to look at it] is what did the interaction with Maj mean 
1487 for each person. It may have been a different [kind of] growth for each 
1488 person in the group. You can’t assume that everybody is going to have 
1489 the same reaction and understanding. 
1490 M: But I’m wondering, here I am making implications for facilitation, 
1491 but I’m wondering if one of the characteristics of a facilitator is that very 
1492 thing—recognizing the value in everybody. 
1493 C: I think so. E: Yeah. Suz: Yeah. 
1494 Jer: Even when it’s hard. 
1495 M: Yeah. 
1496 C: And knowing just because it’s hard is sometimes the greatest learning. 
1497 If you’re feeling the difficulty [it’s worth it] to take those opportunities to 
1498 see why and [reflect] What is this? 
Theories about Facilitation II 
Again we listen to Carole facilitating John’s understanding of Maj by using 
prior knowledge about his group to assist her. Knowing well that John has 
established a good rapport with the others in the group and indeed “values” their 
contributions, she uses their experience with Maj to help John understand him more 
fully. In Lines 1486-1489 and 1496-1498, she cushions my more direct questions to 
John. There is another layer in this stretch of talk that I have shown is characteristic 
of many facilitator meetings. As we weave personal stories, we also invent theories 
with regard to facilitation. In Lines 1490-1492, I have made an observation that 
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reflects the focus of many of our discussions. That is the “theory” that learning to 
find something worthwhile in each student and see them as a resource is a central 
quality of a good facilitator. Typical of most facilitators, I have taken up a refraining 
position and have embedded it in the clusters “I am wondering,” and “here I am 
making implications for facilitation” so as to both announce my theory while at the 
same time caution against imposing it. 
My observation also resonates with the course professor who contributes the 
qualifier “even when its hard.” Her turn of talk reminds us (facilitators, teachers) of 
the implications of this statement. It is easy to find value in those students and group 
members that we like. As I have already pointed out, each facilitator has her 
problematic student. Her statement here reflects what happens in classrooms and in 
small groups where collaboration is a task. 
The final layer of this stretch of talk represents the collaborative aspect of 
facilitator meetings. That is, group members structure turns for one another, 
comment on and evaluate each other’s turns of talk and attempt to negotiate the 
meaning of member’s talk (Bailey, 1994). John, however, rebukes our efforts to 
include him in our participation framework, our own attempt to collaborate, in this 
case, on a theory about facilitation. Once again, I structure a turn for John to speak, 
eager to have him “value” Maj; eager for him to be apprenticed into our evolving 
facilitation discourse; eager for him to “share” what most of us feel are the norms of 
facilitation. As such, John’s “imaginative taking up of the position” would be a way 
for us to include John into our discourse. 
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“I Don’t Want to Put You in the Hot Seat, but... ” 
1499 M: So, getting back to John. I don’t want to put you in the hot seat, but 
1500 if you were sitting over here... (I gesture for him to come sit next to us 
1501 again) (laughter) 
1502 C: (lightly) Wait a minute. This is manipulation, (laughs) 
1503 M: John, I know you can’t bracket your own experience, but let’s say 
1504 you could. Pull yourself out and think about how would you... again, I 
1505 want to ask the same question. How might you either through dialogue 
1506 journals, conversations, or through other people, how would you value 
1507 Maj’s presence or how do you value Maj’s presence because I am 
1508 assuming that things are a little different now. 
1509 J: Well, not withstanding the fact that last night he didn’t come in until 
1510 a quarter past seven (John laughs) for his fifteen minute presence. 
In Line 1499, I have made a final attempt to solicit John’s active presence by 
asking him to sit (be) closer to us. I have used the “I don’t want to but I will” 
formula which perhaps lingers negatively with John who is recalling Maj’s attempt to 
get John to teach! (I don’t want to do it...but I do) Although the tone is light (I call 
John “hon”, a marker of my own idolect, laughter) and the laughter hearty, the mood 
is slightly apprehensive. Many facilitators indicate their discomfort for John 
(especially Suzanne and Carole). By now we have recognized that John is not going 
to sit with us despite my attempts to persuade him. My “persuasion” motivates a turn 
for Carole to come to John’s rescue and lightheartedly accuse me of manipulation. 
Line 1503 is an excellent example of an explicit intertextual connection made 
that, unbeknownst to the group, constructs John as an outsider in the John, Maj and 
Mary triad. I have chosen words that build on previous discussions related to an 
obvious tension between John and Maj involving impartiality. I have chosen the word 
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“bracket” here deliberately. By choosing this signifier, I achieve two goals. First, 
unbeknownst to John, I have aligned myself with Maj, who in a different context, had 
asked me if I were a “bracketeer. ” As I have pointed out, my relationship with Maj 
is, to a great extent, defined by our relationship in the Critical Theory course 
together. Very simply put, If I am a “bracketeer” I am able to do to what critical 
theorist Jurgen Habermas compels us to do, which is to suspend the imperatives of 
everyday action (Held, 1980). If I am not a bracketeer (which Maj and I ultimately 
decided) then my thinking is closer to hermeneutic scholars such as Hans-Georg 
Gadamer (1975). By acknowledging that I cannot bracket my experience, I am 
simultaneously admitting that I cannot escape my tradition and cannot step outside the 
historical text of which I am an inextricable part. Thus, a seemingly insignificant 
word such as “bracket” bears substantial weight in this exchange. 
Secondly, even though I admit that one cannot bracket one’s experience, I am 
still asking John (Lines 1503-1504: “I know you can’t...but let’s say you could”) to 
temporarily dislodge himself and step outside his own circumstances in order to 
reconsider his relationship with Maj. Of course, another way to characterize this 
“bracketing,” especially inasmuch as it is relevant to John’s situation, is what I have 
been referring to as “reframing,” or on another level, taking up the position of the 
other. Excerpt 8 shows how my attempt to force “sharing” has been completely 
unsuccessful. I will discuss later the irony of this as John does his own “bracketing.” 
On a broader level, I have attempted here to restate my original question. By 
embedding the question in a larger context, I have tried to avoid backing John into a 
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corner. In this particular line of questioning, I encourage him to consider the variety 
of communication formats in this course. I also restate the question using the 
indicative mood “do” instead of the conditional “would” because I had been left with 
the impression that Maj and John’s relationship had improved (I had not listened to 
John’s tape of November 1, Chapter 9 at the time). One reason for this might be that 
the group had finished their presentation. So far, each of my attempts to pull John 
into the caring and collaborative norms of this course have failed. We continue this 
exchange, at the edge of our seats, hoping that John will “conform,” despite his 
continued deflections of the question. 
The Transition Idea II 
The following extract is reminiscent of Chapter 6. Ahmed takes the floor by 
linking his experience with Maj’s. If one might recall, Maj and Ahmed are in the 
same course together which overlaps with the Methods course, resulting in their 
tardiness of fifteen minutes to a half hour. In Maj’s group, this tardiness has created 
a conflict but, in Ahmed’s group, the experience has been enriching for the group 
members and facilitator alike. Although we had spent a great deal of time discussing 
this in Chapter 6, Ahmed reminds the facilitators of his and Maj’s time conflict. In 
turn, his statement structures a turn for John to remind the facilitators of the 
disruption this causes, which leads to another discussion about the transition idea. 
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Excerpt 9 
1511 Ahmed: You know Maj and I are in a class beforehand...and were held 
1512 over. But does your group know he’s not coming in because he doesn’t 
1513 like the group? 
1514 John: (slightly defensive) Oh no, they know he is being held up but it’s 
1515 [Ahmend: unnerving] annoying to me and it’s also annoying to the three 
1516 people because they’re on to a real good discussion and the whole thing 
1517 has got to stop. And he says, “Okay now fill me in on what I’ve 
1518 missed.” And they have to backtrack on the first whole previous three 
1519 quarters of an hour and try to pick up where they left off within five 
1520 minutes and it’s very hard. 
1521 A: (sympathetically) You guys should negotiate what you are going to do 
1522 when he comes in. [Jerri: yes, uh hum] I mean my group they...I just 
1523 sort of come in and they ignore me and I have to fight. [I have to say] 
1524 “Please tell me what you’re going to do!” (hearty laughter) 
1525 J: They [my group] had been doing that for a while but I think out of 
1526 courtesy, they just sort of stopped. He [Maj] kind of looks and says 
1527 “What’s been happening?” 
1528 A: (still on his own train of thought) No, I was just teasing but it just 
1529 worked out that I come in and I wait and at a convenient point I get a 
1530 rehash of what’s been going on, but that should be negotiated I would 
1531 think. 
Here we see that Ahmed has also been able to align himself with Maj, but at 
the same time, be sympathetic to John’s frustration. His advice is practical. For 
several weeks, Ahmed has been proffering strategies for managing Maj’s tardiness; as 
we know, he is particularly fond of the transition idea, an allotted time for the group 
to report their discussion back to Maj before his arrival. According to Ahmed (and 
others) “the transition idea” functions on three levels. Maj gets the information he 
needs; the group can synthesize their discussion, and the process itself brings Maj into 
the spirit of “community building” that he misses when he is late. The community 
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building idea, initiated by Ahmed, has turned out to be something that Ahmed misses 
too, as we see in Line 1522. 
Ahmed offers this alternative plan of the transition idea as a way of 
establishing footing with Maj. While in some ways the idea has worked for Ahmed, 
it has not always worked for Maj. One of the reasons for this might pertain to 
Ahmed’s and Maj’s status in the groups. Since Ahmed is not expected to give input 
on the content, he is “excused” by his group. By contrast, Maj is not excused, either 
by his group (as we see in earlier chapters) or by John. Maj is expected to contribute 
to both the content (Problem Posing) and the pedagogy (i.e., collaboration, the 
presentation). Maj’s authority has been defined in part by what he has contributed to 
the content, but has apparently overstepped his authoritative role in terms of the 
pedagogy. Conversely, Ahmed’s authoritative role is defined by his ability to assist 
in collaborative processes. His group does not expect him to contribute in areas of 
Writing Process (their method). While on the one hand, Maj’s tardiness induces 
resentment among his peers, on the other, Ahmed jokes that he has to force his way 
into his group. 
Another difference between the two situations is that Maj is allowed (“forced,” 
Chapter 9) to be an expert, which is a position the group and he have negotiated for 
him. In many ways, despite Maj’s and John’s intermittent and contradicting 
objections, the group has come to expect Maj to lead them. However, in Line 1516 
(“They’re onto a real good discussion”), the group appears to be independent of Maj, 
and are in fact disrupted upon Maj’s arrival. One may note a pattern in John’s 
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utterances. He has used modal forms (“The whole thing has got to stop; they have to 
backtrack again”) to characterize the urgency displayed whenever there is a reference 
to Maj. That the group must stop whatever they are doing, once again signals the 
force of Maj’s presence. For some this presence is charismatic, while for others it is 
disruptive. For John, this presence appears to be wholly negative. 
Judging from this excerpt, the transition idea was implemented by John’s 
group, but judging from Lines 1517-1520, not altogether positively. John’s message 
and his tone signal his frustration, and in Line 1520 his defeat. Further, even though 
the transition idea came up regularly, it appears that John has still not understood it in 
the way Ahmed and the other facilitators described it in Chapter 6. What was meant 
as something positive has turned out to have negative consequences according to John. 
In Lines 1525-1527, John is responding to Ahmed (Lines 1521-1524) who 
talked about the group negotiating and then jokes about his own group ignoring him. 
In Lines 1525-1527, John is reacting to Ahmed’s joke about his group ignoring him, 
not about negotiating with the group. Therefore, when John states that his group 
“had been doing that for a while,” “that” must refer to ignoring Maj. We know this 
because of the juxtaposing “courtesy” in the same utterance. If they were actually 
negotiating with Maj, they would not stop out of courtesy. Thus, according to John, 
the group has been ignoring Maj. This contradicts the transition idea as the 
facilitators invented it in Chapter 6. Within this short exchange, we see at least two 
failed attempts at intervention strategies from John’s perspective. 
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I would like to point out one final difference between Ahmed’s late entrance 
and Maj’s demonstrating their different consequences. That Ahmed’s group ignores 
him is an act of solidarity among the group, proving to themselves that they are 
independent of him.49 In John’s group the outcome is radically different. Ignoring 
an active member of the group is viewed as discourteous and counterproductive. 
Thus, while facilitators get excused a lot and are even “forgiven,” group members are 
not. 
I do not wish to suggest that John’s “resistance” is malevolent. In one way, 
John has conformed to a norm that is prevalent among most facilitators. He is very 
protective of his group and has nurtured them through a cooperative, although at their 
admission, not collaborative process. John interprets Maj’s actions to be intrusive, 
not primarily because they insult or offend John, but because he feels that they have 
hindered the group harmony. 
Carole builds on what Ahmed has said, straying from the transition idea to 
once again personalize the talk. As of yet, nobody has restated the original question 
(How can you value Maj?), but anyone who has taken the floor has contributed to this 
protracted narrative regarding Maj’s worth. After a short interlude, Jerri restates the 
question. 
49 I know this from several references to Ahmed’s group, an interview with one of his group members 
and several discussions with Jerri. 
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You Can Do It! 
Excerpt 10 
1532 Jer: So, what have you found to value in Maj? (Mary and Jerri laugh) 
1533 (encouraging) Come on, you can do it. (long pause) 
1534 J: Well, I’m not saying I don’t value his contribution to the group. 
1535 Jer: No. That’s why we are asking. Just one thing you would choose. 
1536 We know what you find frustrating. 
1537 C: -For example, for me he has taught me to look at why he makes me 
1538 feel guilty. Why do I assume?...I mean he has such presence that I 
1539 reacted to...I mean he knows about racism and oppression. Here I am, 
1540 this middle-class white woman and I’m not as deep, I’m not as 
1541 knowledgeable and I really had to look at that because of Maj. And now 
1542 when I interact with him, I can really hold my own and value who I am, 
1543 even in his presence. He’s not doing that to me in his presence because 
1544 his own convictions in his own life are so strong and his own beliefs are 
1545 so powerful for him. That exudes from him and how other people react 
1546 to it is how they react to it. I mean some people react to him in violence; 
1547 I reacted to it in guilt; some might react to it in brotherhood. [Jerri: 
1548 Some might just think he is a fantastic person.] But he is an extraordinary, 
1549 charismatic person, no matter how you feel about him. 
I have included this stretch of talk to illustrate a typical example of Carole’s 
candid self-disclosure and her complete participation in the exigency of disclosure. 
On one level, she is abiding by the pervasive language of compassion. This 
explicated “confession” is a display of the compassionate authority that she both 
receives and constructs in this speech community. Lines 1537-1549 show not only 
her spellbound reactions to him, but also the profound effect Maj has on others. 
Further, by taking the floor as quickly as she does, she demonstrates a 
protective move for John. Now, sensing that John is uncomfortable with our line of 
questioning, Carole’s lengthy admission attests to her ability to self-critique, which 
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takes us to another level. However, she is doing much more than “modeling correct” 
behavior for John. Her utterances are ones used when one is “soul-searching.” She 
admits that she does not feel that she is as knowledgeable, deep or experienced in 
racism as Maj is, and appears to be overwhelmed by his “extraordinary charisma.” 
Van Nostrand (1993) argues that self-disclosures like Carole’s render people more 
honest and transparent so the listener might see their “insides.” Carole’s candor also 
has the potential to make her vulnerable (p. 210). This vulnerability is heightened in 
the face of John’s resistance. 
Mai as Charismatic Guru 
Line 1542 (“I can really hold my own and value who I am in his presence”), 
is a particularly robust statement about Carole’s individuality against the force of Maj. 
Her choice to use “value” relative to herself is consistent with the lingering question 
(How can you value Maj?) as if to tell John that he does not have to devalue himself 
or his group in order to value Maj. Not only can she value Maj, but she benefits 
from his “presence” critiquing a self-image that Maj has projected from the other side 
of the mirror. Metaphorically, Maj’s image is also refracted in the sense that it gets 
distorted, twisted on the other side. Some distortions have been guru images; others 
have been images of a guide, and still others have been difficult to pin down. Now, 
despite our valiant efforts to be perspective taking, has our discourse instead 
constructed a position for Maj to be the charismatic king, against John, an innocent 
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(and ineffective?) bystander? I add to the heap of praise in the following stretch of 
talk. 
Excerpt 11 
1550 M: I would give anything to have you sit in on some of these 
1551 conversations we have on Thursday morning. They just roll. I mean this 
1552 guy is just incredible; he’s a powerhouse. 
1553 C: He’s a born leader—a man with charisma, conviction and energy and 
1554 that kind of stuff makes people react. And I feel grateful to have learned 
1555 that from him. 
1556 J: But it makes people like Sarah and Yu Ling and Mick feel almost 
1557 worthless. 
Carole and I have unintentionally colluded in heaping this praise onto Maj 
positioning him bigger than life. As if on cue, Carole ratifies my claim and in the 
same breath discusses her own feelings in relation to him. Here John rebukes our 
portraiture, this time naming each of the members of his group. Whether 
intentionally or not, his message to those of us protecting and affirming Maj is: 
These people have names; they are not here to defend themselves, so I will. 
Moreover, he chooses the word “worthless” to describe an effect that Maj has 
had on his group. This particular symbol juxtaposed against our “valuing” narrative 
is one that could conceivably break down the caring narrative we are trying to build. 
In other words, while most of us at this meeting have been able to find something 
valuable in Maj, we have ignored the fact that Maj (according to John) has done little 
to find value in his group. Appealing to this group of facilitators in a language we 
will appreciate (e.g., naming his group members, using emotive expression e.gfeel 
worthless), he has simultaneously critiqued Maj’s actions and our praise of Maj. In 
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an earlier and more cursory analysis of this situation (see Willett and Jeannot, 1993), 
the course professor and I agreed that John strongly resisted the group’s language of 
care, finding it incomprehensible and “alien” to his own ways of talking and 
interpreting. It is true that John resists most of our attempts to “help” him. 
However, within a framework of indeterminate analysis, we might find that John does 
participate in a language of care, if by this, we mean that he is protective of his group 
and takes up a position for them. 
His rebuttal does not last long. Carole takes the floor again, offering more 
guidance, and establishes footing with John’s group. 
It’s an Opportunity 
Excerpt 12 
1558 C: And yet it is an opportunity in that feeling to go into and strengthen 
1559 your own convictions and your life. It’s a chance when you’re either 
1560 challenged or threatened to do that for yourself. Of course, you can just 
1561 give up or you can go in and strengthen your own convictions and your 
1562 own beliefs. 
1563 J: But I’m not - 
1564 C: Not you, but for them. It’s an opportunity [Jerri: opportunity] and 
1565 as a facilitator, I think you have to stop people from getting squashed but 
1566 to see- 
1567 J: -Yeah but how do you do that gracefully? 
1568 C: Don’t ask me! (laughs) 
1569 J: I mean in the eyes of someone who feels he knows everything that he 
1570 needs to know and then he puts other people into a position where they- 
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1571 Jer: Well this goes back to your original question: How do you value all 
1572 people? Because you are dealing with diversity here: you’re dealing with 
1573 the kind of status issues that occur in society and also occur in groups. 
1574 And this is one good example where someone has made or other people 
1575 have made them make them feel that way. So it comes back to that same 
1576 issue. What are some ways- 
1577 C: And given the situation he’s actually come from, it’s not at all the 
1578 situation he’s in now, when you consider his life transplanted to here. 
1579 Our interpretation of it is extraordinarily different from what people 
1580 around him at home would feel about it. (Long pause) 
Carole is making her familiar attempts to empathize with Maj as another way 
to “help” John and Jerri is invoking the “big picture” (Lines 1571-1573). How John 
perceives this exigency for disclosure is unknown. Line 1563 (“But I’m not”) does 
not indicate exactly what John is rejecting. Before he can finish however, Carole 
steps in to remind John that she is referring to his group, not to him, as if this brand 
of suggestion would be inappropriate for facilitators to make for each other. One 
possible interpretation for why this might be is that while the suggestion is a good 
one, its tone is patronizing. “It is an opportunity to...” and “It is a chance to...” are 
usually utterances followed by proposals meant to transform negative situations into 
positive ones, and are facile for the advice giver to imagine, but difficult for the 
hearer to act upon. These kind of statements also have the effect of positioning the 
speaker in a one-up position over the other (Gavruseva, 1995). 
In another sense, Carole’s proposal is a pedagogical one, implying: How can 
this group’s dysfunction be transformed into a tool for learning. In Line 1558, she 
has also explicitly referenced an earlier utterance (Chapter 6) in her implied question, 
“How can you do all of this and still protect the underdog?” John, serious about his 
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role, lobbies her advice to which she responds, “Don’t ask me!” and laughs heartily. 
Carole’s advice to John and his group is also advice to herself. Her simple refusal is 
also another way for her to adjust her footing so that she is not the sole advice giver 
in this room. 
Carole’s and John’s Authority 
Carole’s authoritative positions are manifested on multiple levels, each role 
intertwined. As a facilitator’s facilitator, she has “taken charge,” by telling stories 
and asking questions. Invoking her images of teacher, she takes up a position in her 
classroom. As facilitator, she imagines her situation with her group, but feels 
inadequate performing the tasks she idealizes. Likewise, as a novice facilitator (a 
student) she hypothesizes possibilities for learning moments, Line 1558 (“It’s an 
opportunity”), as well as concedes her own lack of expertise, Line 1568 (“Don’t ask 
me”). 
John’s authority too is implicated on multiple levels. I have already shown 
places where John is “in charge” of his group. His authoritative capacity surfaces by 
virtue of the fact that he is their sole representative. Along the same lines, we also 
see evidence of John’s power in the sense that our attention has turned to him and he 
plays a passive-aggressive role. As a different authority on Maj, John takes up his 
outsider-within position (Jones, 1993). As an outsider within, John may have a 
“distinct view of the contradictions between the dominant group’s actions and 
ideologies” (Collins, 1991, in Jones, 1993, p. 149). Furthermore, in terms of power, 
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John’s marginalized location situates him on the periphery of this speech event. The 
point here according to Collins (who is writing about African American women, not 
privileged white males), is that “outsiders within can judge from within and without at 
the same time; their unusual social location provides them with a perspective from 
which to critique the dominant culture (p. 149). 
Whether or not John fits an “outsider-within” description is not to be 
determined here. I project this image onto John for what it may tell us about our own 
ideology. In view of John’s “marginality” (which he has chosen for himself), this 
stance may or may not provide a distinctive angle of vision on the social position, but 
marginality alone does not guarantee one’s compassion or “taking up the position of 
the other. ” Being an outsider within and having the critical consciousness of that 
sociopolitical position are two different standpoints. The outsider-within’s strategy of 
resistance is a survival mechanism that can lead to critical consciousness or 
empowerment. However, it does not automatically grant that this will happen. 
After a reflective pause, Jerri re-directs the question to solicit my authority on 
Maj. Until now, we have discussed ways in which John and others can use this 
conflict as a learning opportunity, but we have not discussed Maj’s learning, or more 
specifically how he has been stretched. 
Mary’s Solidarity with Mai 
Excerpt 13 
1581 Jer: Mary, when you talked to Maj, uhm, did you discuss ways for Maj 
1582 to operate in the group or not? Was that an issue at all? 
1583 M: Yeah uhm. You see, the reason that this is so ironic is that the very 
1584 thing we are talking about all the time [in the Critical Theory] course is 
1585 how to be human—all different very, very theoretical ways to talk about 
1586 it but essentially, we are talking about the human condition. Part of what 
1587 fascinates both Maj and me is dialogue and dialogue is Problem Posing 
1588 okay? It’s embedded sometimes in very theoretical language but...Maj is 
1589 always thinking about this. For example, he is probably thinking, “How 
1590 can I [act] in the Problem Posing group?” We talked about the Problem 
1591 Posing thing. He thinks it might have been his own agenda...but I am 
1592 sure that he is critical and reflective of his own process. But again as 
1593 John has indicated, and we all know, he is very passionate about what he 
1594 believes... and political. 
1595 J: That sort of thing came out in the presentation and I think Mick was 
1596 standing off to the side and said, “You know, Maj, we are running short 
1597 on time.” If Mick hadn’t said that he would have kept going and going 
1598 and going. 
1599 M: But one thing I’ve been thinking about lately is what people intend 
1600 and what they do is very different [J: different yeah] A really classic 
1601 example of this is a woman at [nearby college] (Tells a story about a 
1602 woman who read someone else’s diary—her private thoughts. My advice 
1603 to the student: What she writes and how she behaves are not necessarily 
1604 reflective of each other.) So that is kind of what Maj is doing, reflecting 
1605 on these things, all the time and coming back to how maybe Maj feels. 
1606 He is reflecting on these things all the time and coming back to the 
1607 group...and you know how you do something and you [regret] it 
1608 immediately. I do that 20,000 times a day. 
1609 C: That’s the growth. If you allow every moment to be new growth for 
1610 somebody, it’s always a chance...We get as many thousand chances as we 
1611 need before something can actually sink in and change. With [Maj] I see 
1612 [two] different [things]. One is the content and one is the dynamics. And 
1613 one he’s got down pat and the other he is learning...And if he is going to 
1614 be as political as he wants in his life, he is going to have to develop other 
1615 ways of being in groups. And that is the growth for him. 
1616 M: One thing that came out, I asked Maj, “What do you think that you 
1617 are getting out of this group?” How do you feel like you are being 
1618 stretched?” and he said, “I have become so philosophical and so 
1619 theoretical with these ideas that nobody really knows what I am talking 
1620 about anymore.” So one way that this group has been helpful for him is 
1621 to be able to get simple again, uhm, not simple [C: to teach]. Yeah. 
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1622 Because he is preparing to go back to South Africa and work with people 
1623 who don’t understand Problem Posing. 
1624 J: Well, he’s going to have a rough time. (John laughs) 
1625 C: Well, he’s learning. 
1626 Jer: Yeah, he’s learning. 
Once again, I have launched my own personal campaign for Maj and I have 
used the Critical Theory course to frame my narration. Using a variety of sources, I 
blend my academic knowledge, face-to-face interactions, (i.e., Maj’s own words) and 
John’s version of Maj and a professional story to enlarge our portraiture of Maj, one 
that is reflective, critical, political and passionate. Each of these authorities has a 
particular meaning for me that I can investigate. What is particularly striking about 
all of these sources is their intertextual “origins” and impact. They are recognized 
and acknowledged by most, even by John who counterposes my narrative in Line 
1595 (“That sort of thing...”). It is not quite clear as to the referent for this 
utterance. Its meaning is ambiguous, clustering and reducing Maj’s complex 
behaviors, as I have presented them, (i.e., the human condition, dialogue, reflection, 
critique, passion, politics) having the effect of nullifying them. One may observe, 
however, that John speaks from Mick’s position, not his own, as if to say, “This sort 
of thing is not appreciated by everyone despite what you all may think. ” 
The closeness that I share with Maj, as well as our similarities, is becoming 
increasingly evident by now, and in the next extract will even be explicated by Jerri. 
It is still important for me to include John. Hence, in Lines 1592-1593, I have 
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invoked John’s sentiments about Maj, but I instead gloss his behaviors as passionate, 
rather than domineering. 
Mary’s Passion Linked with Maj’s 
As we have seen, Jerri and Carole respond favorably to my proposition in 
Lines 1616-1618 (stretching) and John reiterates his similar complaint. After this 
sequence, Jerri allocates another turn for me to tell another story that links me to 
Maj. 
Excerpt 14 
1627 Jer: Mary you had a very similar kind of experience [as Maj’s] where 
1628 you intended one thing and another thing was being interpreted. You 
1629 suddenly realized that you weren’t doing what you were preaching... 
1630 Maybe you can describe, not in details, how it felt. Was there a way in 
1631 which you feel it could have occurred differently? Did it need a 
1632 confrontation? 
1633 M: Jerri refresh my memory because there are several of [those 
1634 experiences], (laughter) 
1635 Jer: Well, choose any one you like, (more laughter) 
Jerri’s proposal has established at least three intertextual links. First, she 
initiates the turn by drawing on a previous facilitator experience. Making connections 
between the previous group of facilitators and this one, Jerri uses an example from 
the facilitator repertoire that, once again, aligns me with Maj by implicating our 
passionate intentions. In addition to joining two facilitator experiences, Jerri frames 
the account by reiterating my terms “intentions” and “behaviors,” a discourse feature 
we have seen numerous times with her. Her third link requires a larger point of 
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reference. The question she poses (Lines 1627-1629) compels me to reframe my 
experience about a previous confrontation with another facilitator, Dana. Rather than 
ask me to report the story or the plot, she elicits my feelings on the subject and adds 
the joining question in Line 1631 (“Did it need a confrontation?”). And, as one can 
see from this group, describing feelings is not a difficult thing to do. Consequently, 
Jerri’s question, while not typical of her, fits into the patterns of this group. 
However, as we will see, this question paves the way for this final story. 
I begin to relate my account concerning my own battle of passion and 
domination, in which I had been perceived, like Maj, to exhibit behaviors of the latter 
rather than the former, muting the voice of another facilitator. Jerri elaborates my 
account in order to link my story with Maj and John. 
Excerpt 15 
1634 J: Basically the other woman said, “Shut-up Mary! I don’t look at it this 
1635 way. You haven’t allowed me to say things.” And she came out and said 
1636 exactly how she felt at which point—and this might be a real sore point 
1637 for you—tell me if I am wrong—like Maj, you see part of what you do is 
1638 listening to people [M: oh yeah] and not doing that kind of thing [M: 
1639 yeah] and her mixing up your passion for being domineering, [M: 
1640 exactly] that kind of thing. But she had kept quiet about it so it all 
1641 erupted at one point. (To group) It did lots of things because they worked 
1642 together after that. 
1643 M: Jerri sent us to Mexico together, (hearty laughter) 
1644 J: Yeah, I arranged that before the conflict and then I said, “Oh my God, 
1645 what have I done?” (more laughter) 
The most outstanding feature of this extract is the dynamic that Jerri sets up 
between me and her. Invoking Dana’s presence, she recalls the eruption for the 
group to draw parallels between Maj and his group and perhaps between Maj and 
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John. Of course in John’s group, there has not been an eruption to this extent, 
however, as we have seen from previous transcripts, the situation is volatile. 
Jerri’s version of the story opposes two individuals, Dana versus me. Her 
version of my role and participation in the group explicates my passion versus my 
domination which is at odds with Dana’s who “had kept quiet.” The parallels 
between Maj and me are obvious, but might one imply from her cause—effect 
utterance a parallel between John and Dana? Finally, we observe in Jerri’s closing 
remarks (Line 1641) the return to the exigency of disclosure. That is, in order for 
Dana and me to work together we would need to “get things off our chest.” In the 
end, the tension would only enhance our friendship. 
Conclusion 
This final event is bounded primarily by the question: “How can you value 
Maj?” I have chosen this particular transcript as a way to narrow the focus and 
conclude John’s experience with Maj. 
As I have shown all along, there is no absence of authority here. Instead, we 
must look at who is posing this particular question. How does this question further 
our quest as facilitators? Who benefits from this question? What is the purpose of 
this question? And finally, what are the social consequences of this particular 
question? 
One might notice that I have not asked the question: Do you value Maj, but 
rather, how can you value Maj? Implied in this question is an assumption that 
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corresponds to the norms and tasks of this course: One should make every attempt to 
value the other. Put another way, one should make every attempt to find how the 
other can be resourceful. As I have shown elsewhere, this task is not limited to the 
group members; it is also a facilitative task. Yet, in terms of the Maj problematic, 
we have plainly seen where Maj has been resourceful, but we have seen very little 
evidence of either man finding “value” in the other. Moreover, the question How can 
you value Maj is a methodological question and one that applies to the Methods and 
materials course. Thus, when John deflects and evades this question and sits apart 
from us, he positions himself as an outsider. 
Using the question as a foundation for our talk, we take turns expanding and 
contracting, attaching and detaching to Maj and to John. As in other meetings, we 
have seen where John has invoked his asymmetrical relationship with Maj, most often 
positioning himself as supplicant. 
Our efforts to restore the symmetry between Maj and John using our 
compassionate authority is striking in this exchange. The question after all is 
intrinsically one that compels a person to be compassionate, taking up a position for 
another. For instance, facilitators are attempting to create a course in which certain 
beliefs, values and ideologies are upheld (e.g., all people are worthy; everyone is a 
resource). Furthermore, we have seen examples of protection and affirmation, not 
only of group members, but once again among facilitators (i.e., Carole and John). 
Finally, Jerri and Carole are making every effort to keep the dialogue open with 
John, reframing Maj’s position in such a way that it is compatible with John’s 
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experience of him. By appealing to John on another level (the course, life), John 
might be able to connect his immediate situation to a global one. 
John’s depiction of Maj motivates a turn for Jerri to broaden the scope of the 
discussion. Her explication of “the big picture” (e.g., the original question, issues 
that occur in society) detach both John, and potentially Maj, from the situation that 
confronts them. As we have seen elsewhere, the cultural construct “diversity” also 
includes knowledge differentials. In other words, academic diversity is just as 
relevant in this community as cultural or linguistic diversity. Within the framework 
of valuing others, the question implied once again is: How can Maj be stretched to 
value the knowledge and experience of others? 
As always, we are continually inventing the course, combining past 
information and experiences with new ones. As I have already claimed, the question 
itself “How do you value someone?” is one that seeks to find strengths, rather than 
deficiencies in our fellow students. In some ways, the question is also contained 
within the concept of invention. How do we create and sustain a resonating 
environment for people to invent? If people do not find value in a fellow collaborator 
in a unique way to generate something, the act of invention is blocked. 
Apart from the process contributing to the course invention, there are a 
number of “splinter” inventions that emerge. I refer here to “Ahmed’s” transition 
idea, a creative and community building idea that came about as the result of a 
constraint. This idea, which he originally intended for John’s group, is now one that 
he needs to apply to his own group. Upon his suggestion that the groups negotiate 
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what they will be doing, Jerri shows her support, pleased that groups would invent a 
“method” for dealing with a constraint, rather than collapse with resistance. 
In closing, I return to Jerri’s final utterance: “Oh my God, what have I 
done?” Although she is referring here to the situation between Dana and me, I 
believe that this statement and its relevant context capture the life of both this practice 
and this research. As I have previously indicated, Jerri has “opened spaces” for us to 
be initiated into the three modes of authority. She does not guarantee, however, that 
facilitating does what the word intends, which is to ease the process. Nor does she 
guarantee that the facilitators will find anything facile or likable about the experience. 
As we have seen throughout this work, the process has been complex, ambiguous and 
indeterminate, leaving us with renewed passion and panic as found in the utterance: 
“Oh my God!” In the end, however, one must ask this question: If the course 
professor had not done what she did, what then? Without this pedagogy, would we 
have experienced leadership opportunities as a special form of empowerment whose 
goal is to increase the power of all actors, not to limit the power of some (Irwin, 
1995)? Would we have experienced examples of the power of balance, a type of 
power used to transform power which is collaborative, mutually inclusive, 
simultaneously humble and challenging (Irwin, 1995; Torbert, 1991)? Finally, 
without this space opened to us, would we have experienced Carole Christ’s (1987) 
new scholarship, interested in connection and the desire to better understand ourselves 
and others, Would we have found a method for “loving ourselves, others, and our 
world more deeply” (p. 59). 
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Jerri’s final utterance, “Oh my God, what have I done?” brings us back to 
Dorothy Berkson’s (in Maher & Tetreault, 1994) observation that I highlighted in 
Chapter 2: “Once you get started on this, there is no end to where it takes you and 
how much you feel in total conflict with everything you’ve been taught...” (p. 130). 
CONCLUSION 
OPENING UP SPACES FOR DANCING 
I began this work with a seed of an idea that progressive pedagogy meant that 
one “opened up spaces” for others to perform, to speak and to dance. What happens 
when one opens up spaces for those “subjugated knowledges?” Using the compelling 
metaphor that was constructed locally in this work, I use “the dance” to highlight the 
positional, contingent and dynamic nature of authority. 
Speaking and Dancing 
In this work, I have tried to capture the variety of speech events that occur in 
this complex educational site. In non-complex educational sites, there is a one-way 
flow of information, and teachers in them practice limited pedagogical approaches. 
Through the varying and multiple styles of face-to-face interaction in this practice, we 
saw different authoritative patterns emerge. One of the questions that motivated this 
work in the first place is: What happens when educators teach leadership? What 
happens when teachers “open spaces” for their students to be empowered? 
I began with the premise that authority at this site is multiple and positioned. 
As such, I have called the authoritative practices dance-like. Using a metaphor of a 
dance (initiated by Carole), I have attempted to show how the dance is not 
hierarchical; there is no chain of command; one person does not always lead. The 
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dance structure also allows us to overcome certain dichotomies between convention 
and invention, formal structure and individual style, discipline and spontaneity.50 
Let us retrace our steps in order to review some of the salient features of the 
dance. In the first chapter, we saw the course professor’s introduction to the ESL 
Methods and Materials course. Although during this first meeting, all of us took 
turns asking questions and offering information, most of the talk in this meeting 
concerned clarification of roles and tasks, listening to and shaping a “big picture.” In 
some respects, this “big picture” was the glue for this particular meeting, a reference 
point that we could return to, but we must keep in mind that the big picture was also 
in the process of being invented. Because it was/is invented and we could not 
determine the outcomes in advance, so began our initiation into the dance. 
We also saw Jerri clearly state that the practice of facilitation is one that we 
would invent together, and that student presentations would be invented together. Of 
all of the talk that we generated, the talk in this event was the least complex in the 
sense that no one was acting in the role of facilitator; no one occupied a position of 
representative for someone else. As such, Jerri spoke as the conceptualizer (the grand 
inventor) of the course, and since the facilitators had not met their groups yet, they 
spoke as students who would be facilitators. 
In our second meeting together, the facilitators introduced their groups. As I 
have shown, each of them took turns to represent their groups, which further 
complicated the talk and the dance. Various patterns emerged as each facilitator took 
50 I would like to, once again, thank Jane Rinehart (at Gonzaga University) for pointing out the 
“dance” is a good tool for analysis. 
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her place on the dance floor. Most of them took the lead, but occasionally changed 
positions so that other partners could lead. The dance involved more than two 
members so sometimes the facilitator would feel compelled to “rescue” the occasional 
floundering dancer in this particular set of dances. Jerri and I came on to the dance 
floor to either challenge or support a lead dancer, mix the dancers up, or speak for 
another dancer. As of yet, John had not come onto the dance floor. 
For our third meeting, I selected a portion of the transcript that revolved 
around a speech event unique to this type of pedagogy: the critical incident. As I 
discussed in Chapter 5, critical incidents reflect the values of the group (and the 
writer). With this in mind, one might ask why we spent so much time attending to 
the incident between Maj and John? First of all, consistent with earlier patterns in 
facilitator meetings, introducing and talking about a problem was one way to gain 
access into this discourse community, onto the dance floor. In turn, we used this 
critical incident as a way to exhibit our compassionate, scholarly and inventive 
authority. This particular incident was a way for us to pull John onto the dance floor 
with us, as a facilitator. Without our prompting, he may have otherwise opted to be 
a wallflower. 
I have also pointed out that in order for an incident to be critical, one must 
examine not only the incident itself, but also its possible causes. While we did not 
spend time investigating possible causes for the conflict between John and Maj during 
this meeting, the professor and I spent a great deal of time dancing privately, 
discussing possible causes, some of them accounted for in the body of this work. In 
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addition to our private discussions, the facilitators did talk about possible reasons that 
John was unable to publicly “value” Maj. I mention our private discussions and the 
final meeting to reinforce the complex interactions of this type of pedagogy and to 
demonstrate, once again, the multiple layers of intertextual connections. 
In the next chapter (the fourth meeting), I presented an even greater complex 
form of talk in which the facilitators took turns reporting feedback from other group 
members; they “listened in” on their fellow dancers taking turns “cutting-in” and 
exchanging dances with each other. Through discourse representation, we saw an 
abundance of layers of complex meanings contained within this speech event. 
We also heard from a wide medley of voices in this meeting (not all were 
heard), ranging from the self-confessed monopolizers to those “quiet” ones. In each 
case, their reports indicated a lack of symmetry in which the ones who “led” felt that 
they should be doing something differently (or give reasons for why they led), and the 
ones who were “quiet” gained a voice through the facilitators who represented them. 
I hasten to add that there were a number of reasons for dancers hogging the dance 
floor, or playing wallflowers. Many times those reasons were connected to the 
facilitator, who might have been pushing them onto the dance floor prematurely or 
pulling them away. In other cases, they might have been teaching, or better, learning 
the “right” steps. Most of the dancers in this event were out of sync with each other. 
In the fifth meeting, we organized our talking and dancing around a dance 
performance. One of the most fascinating aspects of this event was that the “star,” 
the lead dancer, served as a symbol for teacher and facilitator. In reviewing his 
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performance, the critics mused over the possibilities that this star performer, who has 
an abundance of talent, had “directed the show,” or “stolen the show.” One further 
wondered if this star’s fellow dancers had given him the floor, or if he were simply 
dancing to his own drummer, displaying all of his vivid colors in full. 
The sixth event that I have chosen deals directly with the Problem Posing 
dancing troupe in the green room, and is one of two events at which I was not 
present. We listened in on Mick, Yu Ling and Sarah critique their own performance 
of the week before. Their own reflections mirrored those of the facilitators with their 
talk guided by more personal reactions and participation in the dance. Afraid of 
stepping on the lead dancer’s toes, they moved back and forth between reproaching 
him for hogging the dance floor, and commending him for his unique abilities, his 
variety of steps and his plethora of talents (e.g., scholarship, ingenuity, experience). 
At the end of this meeting, we also watched and listened in on the most elaborate 
two-step that this round of dances has to offer. The music stopped playing, and the 
dancers moved to the sidelines while John and Maj slowly took their place on the 
dance floor. Even though both men knew the complicated routines, they were 
reluctant to do them together. Mick cut in to do a soft waltz with Maj and the music 
resumed, slowly and quietly. Once again among the facilitator critics, we heard 
John’s review of his dance troupe’s critique. Although there were some discrepancies 
in his report, he worked to accredit the weaker dancers with a respectable 
perft^Bnce. 
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In the seventh meeting, we listened in on one more feedback meeting in which 
the four dancers struggled on the dance floor. Different from the Problem Posing 
dancers, these Whole Language dancers wove in and out, on and off the dance floor. 
Sandy and Carole were careful not to step on Dorothy’s toes in this dance, since her 
toes were already bruised and broken in some places, not necessarily at the hands (or 
feet) of the facilitator and co-facilitator. Despite the well worn dance floor, and her 
cuts and scrapes, Ema and Dorothy wanted to applaud Sandy for her talents behind- 
the-scenes, feeling as though she deserved it. To some extent, they blamed their 
contusions on the person they feel should have been directing the dance. And, as we 
know, the “director,” an accomplished dancer in other settings, was ambivalent about 
her own performance and communicated her ambivalence to Sandy and her fellow 
facilitators many times. 
Notwithstanding the green room jitters, both the Problem Posing performance 
and the Whole Language Performance were good ones and received decent reviews. 
The facilitator-“directors” were responsible for giving the rest of us “glimpses” of the 
green room reviews. 
For the last act, most of us took turns to dance with John whose dance with 
Maj had been awkward, flawed, and combative. Our efforts to understand why this 
dance had been out of sync for both dancers (especially John) were persistent; we 
asked questions, changed frames, altered our perceptions, switched places and 
invented new steps to facilitate the dance. Having failed to ease the dance a little 
during this meeting, we tried to get John to understand the nature of the dance, and to 
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recognize that the dance Maj was dancing, while exotic and even overbearing, was 
nonetheless worthy of appreciation. In the end, John didn’t agree with our own 
portraiture of Maj and would not alter his steps to make room for Maj’s performance 
or dance with us. 
I have outlined another view of this practice using the metaphor of the dance. 
I now turn to the outcomes, or findings, of those events, possibilities for future 
research, and pedagogical implications. 
Finding #1: Contexts for authority and empowerment 
“Opening spaces on the dance floor” to let others speak and dance does 
not mean that people will speak and dance on that particular dance floor. 
Translated: While progressive pedagogy provides students with more 
j 
opportunities to experiment with their authority, it does not guarantee that they will 
experiment with it, or be able to see it their immediate context (e.g., their small 
groups). From what the data suggest, this proposition pertains most often to small 
group members. Sarah, Mick and Yu-Ling were active group members who brought 
substantive ideas to the group, made diligent attempts to understand Problem Posing 
and invented theories about such concepts as Problem Posing and collaboration. In 
another group, on another dance floor, they may have genuinely collaborated. In the 
end, however, by their own admission, they created a situation in which Maj 
dominated. In other situations, we saw that Sarah and Yu-Ling were capable and 
active participants. Similarly, in Carole’s group, Ema and Dorothy brought ideas to 
the group, but authorized Sandy to take charge by virtue of her ESL experience. Had 
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they been in different groups, we might have found others depending on them. I do 
not wish to contradict myself and suggest that Maj and Sandy (and John and Carole) 
were in positions of authority while the others were outside of authority. After all, 
we saw the numerous occasions in which they exhibited compassionate authority. 
However, often times, vis-a-vis the person they perceived to be “the expert” (i.e., 
Maj and Sandy), their authoritative capacities were diminished, rendering their 
interactions asymmetrical. Yu Ling, Ema and some of the other international women 
in this course help us to understand this proposition more clearly. In some 
configurations, their voices were muted, while in other situations they were not. 
Finally, using Maj and John’s relationship as data to support this finding, we 
observe that theirs is not a relationship based on full reciprocity (Lather, 1991) and 
the question remains: Would they have experienced mutually satisfying relationships 
in other groups? Comparing John’s interactions in the facilitator meetings to his 
interactions in the group (two overlapping dance floors), we observe a number of 
conflicting patterns. If one recalls, during facilitator meetings, he frequently 
explicated a de-authorized position for himself which countered the facilitative 
authority that he displayed among his group members (Chapter 9). These positions 
highlight the contesting voices of authorities within different contexts. Future 
research might include ways that I might investigate these various authoritative and 
non authoritative patterns at work in other educational contexts. 
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Finding #2: Methods of authorizing and empowering 
Opening spaces on the dance floor to let others dance does not guarantee 
that people will speak and dance in the way we want them to. 
Translated: Given the chance to be empowered or improve one’s condition 
does not always guarantee that the one being “empowered” will be empowered in the 
way that we intend or expect. This proposition echoes Mimi Orner’s (1992) 
observation: “How can we understand resistance by students to education which is 
designed to empower them?” (p. 75).51 
Even though both findings apply to all of us (e.g., Dorothy in Chapter 10), I 
believe that this second one bespeaks the agonistic patterns voiced by facilitators, 
assuming that they are experiencing varying moments of empowerment in this course. 
As I have elsewhere indicated, the most pronounced pattern that surfaces, especially 
in evidence this year, is the withholding and dominating pattern. Guided by the 
professor’s opening instructions (i.e., her desires and intentions), the facilitators make 
persistent and genuine attempts to downplay their expertise, (e.g., withhold their 
content and pedagogical knowledge). I have provided an abundance of data to 
support the push-pull enactments of their (our) authority as they (we) fulfill this 
request. There are fewer examples of this “waffling” (See chapter 7) among Carmen, 
Ahmed, Ella and Suzanne than there are with John and Carole. 
I have chosen to frame this question intentionally ambiguously, anticipating the 
reader’s query as to the agency of “we.” Rather than use an abstract and detached 
51 For more on the topic of resistance to empowerment education, see Willett & Jeannot, 1993. 
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other, I choose “we” to mean myself for reasons that I discuss throughout this 
work,52 Moreover, I chose “we” to mean the course professor and I conjointly 
working together-me being mentored by her. Using my own point of reference now, 
I am able to discuss my intentions juxtaposed to what actually occurred in this 
research. The three most significant examples with regard to my expectations vis-a- 
vis what actually transpired pertain to Carole, John and Maj. 
My expectations of Carole and John share common elements. Since 
facilitators do not share in the group “product” (e.g., presentations, case studies of 
learners), they are (ideally) free to notice how the product and relations with each 
other are evolving. Thus one imagines the facilitator muting her own voice until she 
finds a “hook,” a reason for intervening.53 Waiting for this hook then becomes an 
empowerment tool since one ideally learns something about collaboration, intervention 
and human interactions. One does not imagine that the facilitator will get enmeshed 
into the complicated workings of the group, or be part of the problem as we have 
witnessed with Carole and John. As such, one wonders if they were too engrossed to 
be empowered. Yet, if one understands engrossment to mean as I have borrowed 
(invented) it in Chapter 1, “empathizing without projecting, “ but rather receiving the 
other (Noddings, 1984), then certainly this is a form of empowerment. While I 
cannot speak for John’s engrossment with Maj, or his empowerment as a consequence 
52 See Chapters 1-4 for definitions and characterizations of some of the central concepts to this work 
such as progressive and feminist pedagogy and research, praxis-oriented research, three moments of 
scholarship, positionality, three modes of authority and leadership. 
53 I believe that this method of facilitating was achieved by Ella. 
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of his relationship with him, I believe that my analysis captures his attachment to and 
protection of the other members. I have also demonstrated Carole’s “growth” (see 
chapter 12) through engrossment not only with members of her own group, but also 
with Maj, and to some extent myself. 
Finally and more broadly, I use interactions with Maj to support this second 
finding. My intertextual and indeterminate relationship with Maj (i.e., the data in this 
research from 1990-1997) constitute my impressions of him and how he has 
negotiated this “open space.” During the actual meetings, as one might infer from 
the transcripts (in Chapters 6-12), I had an affinity for Maj, trusting his scholarship 
and his facilitative abilities (e.g., his ability to “open spaces” for group members). 
Over the course of these years, I have re-framed my initial data (e.g., field notes, 
intuitions, discussions) to encompass a wider audience and a variety of theoretical 
frames which compel me to critique Maj’s actions. I have seen that my expectations 
of his growth did not happen in the way I might have anticipated.54 Thus, the 
research process has inspired mutual reciprocity in an immediate sense with Maj, but 
in a protracted sense with his group members. This example also serves as an 
illustration of the three moments of scholarship that I outlined in Chapter 4. That is, 
I was able to identify a scholarly or research passion, understand that scholarship by 
entering into the lives of others and finally take a critical stance by incorporating the 
54 Indeed I was capable of critiquing Maj’s actions during the time (see chapters 6 & 8), but I used 
this critique of him less as a way to criticize his actions, but more as a way to reframe his authority 
and as a way to gain solidarity with Carole, and to some extent John. One must keep in mind that 
critique does not preclude moments of affinity and understanding. In fact, as Carol Christ (1987) 
shows us the two are inseparable. 
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insights gained from that scholarship (Christ, 1987). Of all the insights I have had, 
this finding has affected my work most significantly and is one that continues to 
challenge me. Despite my fervent passion and tendency to force people to see things 
the way I want them to “for their own good,” I am learning to listen to others just as 
passionately as I would wish for myself (Gadamer, 1975). Although the issues and 
processes that I have described in this study are particular to this education program, 
the analysis suggests ways that negotiation (e.g., resistance, acceptance) on the dance 
floor might be examined in other empowerment education programs. Future research 
will help us better understand the struggles people face and the way that we draw on 
our experiences in the program to help us with these struggles. 
Finding #3: Contradictions in the Practice 
Opening spaces on the dance floor does not guarantee that that the one 
opening the space does not cut-in, stumble, fill up her dance card with the 
same dancer, or force the D.J. to play disco exclusively. 
Translated: We are not always consistent in our efforts to be progressive 
educators. Sometimes, we contradict ourselves against the practice; we cater to 
special students, or we participate in our own regimes of truth. I have already 
illustrated ways in which the facilitators and I have been inconsistent when we are 
facilitating, how we unintentionally collude with each other muting other voices, and 
how we develop special relationships with some while excluding others. However, I 
have spoken less about the contradictions and participation in a regime of truth found 
in the course professor and the practice itself. 
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One way in which we create our own regimes occurs when facilitators resist 
efforts to empower themselves in the way the course professor thinks that they should 
be empowered, for example, when facilitators want more direction or explicit 
guidance for facilitation in order to provide better support to their group members. In 
effect, this positions the facilitator as “dependent” on authoritative texts, which 
counters one of the course ideologies, that we invent our practice. Thus, one “needs” 
to give up her dependence on these texts, take advantage of the open space and build 
her own primary theories of facilitation. Yet, as one facilitator (Ella) pointed out, 
this challenge to her had the effect of being “manipulative and patronizing,” and 
could decide for herself when she was ready to use authoritative texts (see Willett & 
Jeannot, 1993, p. 490). 
Evidence to further support this finding occurs in two of our meetings which 
are organized around what I refer to as an “exigency of disclosure,” which means that 
in order for facilitators to take the floor, they must engage in a participation 
framework that compels them to either “open up” or “share.” In other words, not 
talking through a problem is not an option either in the facilitators meetings, or in 
their discourse representations—their talk about their groups (Fairclough, 1992). 
However, as we have seen throughout this project, John withdraws from this style of 
disclosure especially when the discussion is about Maj. 
As Bloome and Eagan-Robertson argue, both intertextual substance (the what) 
and the intertextual process (the how) constitute the cultural ideology of a speech 
community. Whose narrative, for example, is "entitled?" Bloome (1989) proposes 
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that those entitled to talk, listen, and make intertextual juxtapositions have been 
granted that because of their social identity within that group. Positions of entitlement 
are grounded in a stratification that is historically based and has economic 
consequences (e.g., production of goods, distribution of authority, production of ideas 
(p. 19). “Entitlement rights are not distributed uniformly or equitably. Differences 
in entitlement rights might reflect in situ cultural relationships...” (Bloome & Eagan- 
Robertson, p. 312). I have shown several places in which the professor tells stories 
in order to pass on information, guide, teach and invent, while others have kept 
silent. At the same time that she invokes these narratives, I avoid them, instead 
opting to make broader generalizations, and proffering overt and primary theories 
which may have nullified someone else’s removed or deferred theory. 
One must look very hard to uncover this aspect of entitlement because we are 
not in a traditional classroom, and we are all “entitled” to participate in most of the 
authoritative aspects of the course. Jerri is not the only scholar; nor does she want to 
be. All of us are welcome to “invent” the course. One of the most interesting 
features of this research is not how we are entitled, but ways in which we resist this 
entitlement. 
While I have procured less evidence to support this finding than I have for the 
first two findings with regard to the course professor and the practice, I use this 
finding as a caution for this pedagogy. The course professor and I have written 
elsewhere (Willett & Jeannot, 1993) that it is just as important for us to continually 
work to deconstruct and/or rearrange our habits, traditions, language and values as it 
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is for our students. As such, we should not be satisfied with one way, method, or 
body of writing for a practice of facilitating. It is also important to note that doctoral 
student’s (e.g., Bailey, 1993) writing is not the only writing being passed on to new 
generations of facilitators—to so would undermine the invention of facilitation. The 
writing and analyses of all facilitators, many of whom “resist” learning our dance 
steps, must remain part of the program’s discourse that shapes what facilitators do 
and talk about. It is through ongoing dialogue, not the professor’s authority, that the 
possibility of transforming ingrained discourses exist. 
Finding #4: Cultural. Political and Institutional Constraints 
There are no guarantees that the space will stay open for dancing. 
Suddenly a sign could appear reading; for rent, for sale, for 
demolition...or simply: Closed for the night...decade... millennium. 
Translated: Progressive educators face a number of cultural, political and 
institutional constraints that prohibit them (us) from experimenting with the kinds of 
authority that I have described in this research. This finding is more universal than the 
others have been, but I have addressed a number of those constraints throughout this 
work. In review, I summarize those constraints experienced especially by ESL teachers 
and teacher educators, women scholars and leaders. 
First, ESL teachers often find themselves working in left-over spaces, with 
inappropriate materials, under unpleasant conditions, for little money or professional 
status, with students who are ignored by the dominant society (Young, 1990 Auerbach, 
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1993, Willett & Jeannot, 1993);55 second, teachers and teacher educators often struggle 
with their own “marginality” in the education profession and in the academy (Brodkey, 
1987; Ellsworth, 1989; hooks, 1994; Jeannot, 1992; Lather, 1991; Luke & Gore, 1992; 
Maher & Tetreault, 1994); third, women who are interested in reconciling compassionate 
authority with academic authority are not often taken seriously in the academy 
(Friedman, 1985; Jones, 1993; Shrewsberry, 1987; Christ, 1987; Paludi, 1986); finally, 
leaders that conceptualize power as sharing responsibility, decision making and action 
among participants often face resistance not only among their “followers, “ but also 
among their fellow leaders (Bolman & Deal, 1994; Irwin, 1994). 
One way to identify these cultural, political and institutional burdens is to examine 
the tensions taking place within the practice itself. One tension that directly affects our 
abilities to be good leaders and teachers pertains to the competitive and normalizing, or 
regulating practices at odds with collaborative ones. In both John’s and Carole’s groups, 
we see this agonistic pattern. Their push-pull relationship is not neat, however. That 
is, they face other constraining institutional forces such as the group product, the allotted 
time, and a variety of academic requirements (e.g., assigned reading, term papers, 
55 I have certainly found this to be true in the institution for which I presently work. The ESL 
program is literally on the margins/periphery of the campus. While our program earns an appreciable 
sum of money for the University, our teaching and working conditions are sub-standard (there are 
anywhere from 10-18 people sharing 4 small offices, 3 computers and one work study, if someone is 
available); during examination periods at the University, even though we are still in session we 
must—at the last minute—find other classrooms in which to teach—giving our students, who have paid 
considerable amounts of money to be students in this particular institution—the impression that we are 
unprofessional and less serious than the rest of the University; we are not invited to be on committees 
(even multicultural ones where our recommendations are sorely needed due to the lack of diversity on 
this campus); there have been little or no efforts to employ our expertise as ESL professionals (e.g., 
initiate an ESL endorsement or certification program, also desperately needed to serve the growing 
international population in Spokane and outlying areas). 
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grades). While these factors compel the participants to perform and be efficient, they 
also help create and maintain stratified relationships. 
Another ubiquitous tension in this Methods course and in small groups pertains 
to the exchange of ideas. For example, individuals in the groups (e.g., Sarah, Dorothy 
and Sandy) attach themselves to certain ideas, but the collaborative norms compel them 
to share their ideas freely. How ideas are accredited and rewarded depends on each 
group. (In some groups, ideas are abundant [e.g., John’s and Carole’s group] while in 
other groups they are in short supply [e.g., Suzanne’s group].) Judging from the data, 
ideas are closely related to identities. Dorothy’s and Sarah’s talk around ideas can be 
linked to their identities as hard workers and returning students. Maj’s and Sandy’s 
messages about ideas constitute an identity that aligns itself with the norms and values 
of the course (e.g., collaborator), but simultaneously opposes that identity with a 
competitive one. (e.g., Sandy is “invested” in the presentation; she talks about “signing 
her name to the product.” Maj’s idea’s construct him as an expert Problem Poser, but 
not a watchmaker.) 
The most prevalent of these juxtaposing texts are the voices of the heterogeneous 
mix of students (e.g., international students, returning mother, student over 28) 
struggling to find a place in this academic community. Sarah’s, Mick’s and Yu Ling’s 
compassionate authority blended with their unique language of scholarship, and Dorothy’s 
combattive pleas to Sandy (But they were good ideas!) against Sandy’s counter-strikes 
are the dance floor for a “potentially” new collaborative scholarship. I say potentially 
because no one can assure us that these constraints will have the paradoxical effect of 
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enabling us; no one can guarantee that we will not participate in our own demise, closing 
the dance floor forever. 
Pedagogical Implications 
Does this mean then that we should, in accordance with the above findings: 
1) pay closer attention to how we establish and implement collaborative teaching 
practices, ensuring that the conditions are always favorable and that everyone can be 
brought to the fullest realization of their capabilities; 2) design more efficient models to 
prepare people to be leaders, or respond more expediently to complaints similar to those 
voiced by Carole (and Suzanne): “You didn’t tell us what to do!” 3) be more 
consistent, treat people equally and avoid taking a stand for fear we will participate in 
a regime of truth? and 4) refrain from creating the space altogether, or crack under the 
strain of resistance? 
Consistent with the rest of this work, I treat these questions provisionally. I offer 
a brief response to these questions in order. First, we should always pay attention to 
how we establish and enact our pedagogy, and give careful consideration to human 
interactions. Past insights should inform present ones. However, as we have seen in this 
research, despite our careful efforts to place students in certain groups, we could not 
predict the outcomes with regard to any of the distinctive features of this complex 
practice (e.g., presentations, collaboration, facilitation). Furthermore, keeping in mind 
the indeterminate nature of intertextuality, it would be impossible to draw conclusions 
as to how one can, and who will have the optimum experience. 
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Second, I respond to a common educational demand for more efficient models. 
On the one hand, models are helpful; they provide us with a blueprint so that we can 
implement our goals and objectives without having to “re-invent the wheel.” In the case 
of this practice, a model might serve as a guru, gatekeeper or guide for the facilitators, 
depending on the intentions and motivations of that particular model and the facilitator’s 
reactions to her or it (e.g., authoritative text). One immediate drawback of the concept 
and practice of “model” and “modeling” is inherent in the term; a model leads to 
imitation whether it be of a guru, gatekeeper or a guide. The kind of modeling that we 
saw in this practice (Chapter 4) was intentionally facilitative, resulting in an invention 
of the practice. As inventors of a practice rather than recipients of it, the facilitators 
continue to have an authoritative voice (even though they may be long gone) as to the 
praxis of facilitation. 
Third, of course, we should make efforts to be consistent, avoid contradicting 
ourselves, treat people fairly and equitably and avoid participating in regimes of truth. 
This research, however, attests to the difficulty behind this pedagogical mandate. John, 
especially, has taught us a lesson about impartiality, showing us how difficult it is to treat 
everyone and their ideas on impartial grounds. I return to Jennifer Gore’s (1993) 
treatment of regime of truth (Chapter 1) as a deconstructive methodology. I contend that 
since we cannot escape our participation in the construction of “truths” that serve to de- 
authorize others, we should identify how we unknowingly propagate these “truths,” try 
to understand the configurations of authority, and analyze and critique our authoritative 
positionings. 
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Our final consideration (i.e., refrain from creating the space altogether), perhaps 
the most drastic, is decidedly pessimistic. I am too hopeful in my educational pursuits 
for educational reform (e.g., multicultural education, progressive and feminist pedagogy) 
to consider surrendering to status quo objections to educational reforms (e.g., “back-to- 
basics” movements). However, as I have attempted to show throughout this work, 
reforms happen incrementally, not by accident and by those willing to commit themselves 
to an ongoing struggle—in compassionate, scholarly and inventive ways. 
Until now, I have left the three modes of authority out of my conclusion. I 
would like to re-introduce them by way of returning to the topic of the power of balance. 
I have shown throughout this project the numerous ways in which we have used our 
compassionate, scholarly and inventive authority to restore symmetry in our relationships 
with each other. Without the dance floor opening up, I contend that first, we would have 
little occasion for self-balancing power and secondly, we would encounter and construct 
the three modes of authority in our heads, our homes and our hearts, but not in our 
classrooms. 
One will object, as indeed several have already objected and ask the question: 
Yes, but should a classroom be opened up for dancing? After all, classrooms are not 
places for dancing; they are places for learning. Besides, dancing, most of the time (“in 
my day”), is an intimate activity, often involving touching, and face-to-face interaction. 
One does not dance with complete strangers. Moreover, are students really interested 
in dancing—in the classroom—with strangers? I respond to this question with the same 
passion with which I began this work: I believe that dancing in the classroom propels 
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us to be interested in connection, and the desire to better understand ourselves and 
others. The dance floor provides us with partners who teach us how to love ourselves, 
others, and our world more deeply. This is one truth, in the end, to which I dance. 
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